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FOREWORD

Six topical areas were covered by the Task Group on Other Dynamic
Loads and Load Combinations as described below:

1. Event Combinations, dealing with the potential simultaneous
occurrence of earthquakes, pipe ruptures, and water hammer events in the
piping design basis.

2. Response Combinations, dealing with multiply supported piping
with independent inputs, the sequence of combinations between spacial and
modal components of response, and the treatment of high frequency modes in
combination with low frequency modal responses.

3. Stress Limits / Dynamic Allowables, dealing with inelastic
allowables for piping and strain rate effects.

4. Water Hanner Loadings, dealing with code and design
specifications for these loadings and procedures for identifying potential
water hammer that could affect safety.

5. Relief Valve Opening and Closing Loads, dealing with the
adequacy of analytical tools for predicting the effects of these events
and, in addition, with estimating effective cycles for fatigue
evaluations.

6. Piping Vibration Loads, dealing with evaluation procedures for
estimating other than seismic vibratory loads, the need to consider
reciprocating and rotary equipment vibratory loads, 'and high frequency
vibratory loads.

NRC staff recommendations for regulatory changes and additional study
appear in Sections 1 through 5 of this report. Section 5 combines the
topical areas " Relief Valve Opening and Closing Loads" and " Piping
Vibration Loads" in a single section.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report partially fulfills and complies with the requirements of
the - July ' 13, 1983 memorandum from Harold Denton and Robert Minogue to |

William Dircks entitled " Proposal for Reviewing NRC Requirements for
Nuclear Power Plant Piping." In accordance with that memorandum, the Task
Group on Other Dynamic Loads and Load . Combinations has developed
-recommendations for revising present requirements for nuclear reactor
piping and has made suggestions for additional effort to respond to issues
not currently . amenable to resolution. This summary provides
recommendations for modifying present regulatory standards in general
tems and, in addition, offers guidance on potentially useful future
research.

More detailed information and qualitative- value impacts of the
recommendations are found in Sections 1 through 6, as well as in Appendix
B. Particular sections of the Standard Review Plan .(SRP), regulatory
guides, and sections of 10 CFR are cited in the latter parts of these
sections.

Recomended Revisions to NRC Criteria

The principal recommendations of the Task Group are as follows:

1. The event combination of earthquake and double-ended guillotine
rupture of- primary system piping in Westinghouse and Combustion
Engineering reactor systems should be eliminated from the design basis.

2. Water hammer events should be considered in the pipe stress
analysis and pipe support design process for which the ASME Code-required
design specification includes such requirements. The potential for water
hammer and water / steam hammer should be given proper consideration in the
development of these design specifications.

3. The independent support motion method should be allowed as an
option to the uniform support motion method for multiply supported piping
with independent inputs. Also, algebraic combinations should be used for
high frequency modes in piece of the present square root of the sum of the
squares (SRSS) technique, and any combinational sequence between modal and
spacial components should be allowed.

4. A major shift to inelastic analysis of piping systems using
strain limits for piping analysis is not justified at this time. No
change is recommended in the current SRP procedure, which allows the -

inelastic piping analysis on a case-by-case basis.

5. The SRP should allow increases in minimum design yield strength
greater than 10 percent due to strain rate effects for pipe whip restraint
design when an adequate basis is provided.

6. The responsibility for including water hammer in the design
specification should rest with the plant owner or applicant and the NRC

1
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should not be called upon to define an all-inclusive checklist. Efforts
to reduce and minimize the incidence of unanticipated water hammer should
continue with emphasis on operator training and awareness of potential
water hammer occurrence.

7. For vibratory loads other than seismic and with significant
loading in the frequency range of 33 to 100 hertz, it is acceptable to
perform nonlinear analysis to account for gaps between pipes and pipe
supports provided that verification of the predicted nonlir. ear response is
made.

8. The SRP should allow and accept the conduct of vibration test
programs in accordance with ANSI /ASME OM3, "Requireinents for
Preoperational and Initial Start-Up Vibration Testing of Nuclear Power
Plant Piping Systems." '

9. Explicit reference to vibrational loads from reciprocating and
rotating equipment should be made in the SRP.

10. The SRP should indicate that it is acceptable to perform the
evaluation of vibratory loads transmitted by supporting structure to
piping by analysis, testing, or a combination of analysis and testing.

Recommendations For Additional Studies

The foll'owing represents potentially useful areas of future research:

1. Work should be completed on Babcock and Wilcox and General
Electric reactor coolant loop piping to learn if earthquake and reactor
coolant loop double-ended guillotine break may be excluded for these
vendors.

2. Currently planned research efforts related to evaluating flawed
(degraded) ductile piping icsponse to dynamic loads, such as simulated
seismic and water hammer loads, would be useful for developing predictive
techniques for estimating design margins.

3. A replacement pipe rupture for combination with the safe
|shutdown earthquake should be developed.

4. Investigations should be undertaken to establish the transition
frequency between high and low frequency when implementing the algebraic
summation rule for high frequency modal combinations.

5. The impact of phase correlations between support groups on the
recommendations for the independent support motion method should be better
clarified.

6. Additional effort is warranted on appropriate methods for
calculating the effect of closely spaced modes.

7. Additional benchmarking of piping response to thermal-hydraulic
transients will help to reduce uncertainties.

2
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|8. It should be determined whether the recently approved PVRC
(Pressure Vessel Research Connittee) pipe damping values for seismic
design can be extended to higher frequency (33 to 100 hertz) vibratory
loadings.
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1. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS ON EVENT COMBINATIONS

1.1 Introduction

This section deals with proposed revisions to NRC criteria and
suggested research on Event Combinations for nuclear reactor piping.
Event Combinations refers to the assumed or postulated concurrence of
distinct loads that are treated for design purposes as existing
simultaneously. The focus is on infrequent and intermittent events, .

usually dynamic in character and of short duration, that may be
independent or dependent on a common source or on each other. Normal
operating loads such as operating temperature and pressure, and dead
weight loads will always be assumed to act concurrently with the
infrequent and intermittent events and are not further discussed herein.
The events of principal concern are earthquake (0BE and SSE), pipe rupture
(including pipe whip and jet impingement), and water hammer. Piping
vibration loads and safety relief valve loads are treated in Section 5 of
this report.

1.2 Historical Development of Technical Issues

There has never been a' well-developed rational basis for considering
concurrent earthquake and large loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) loads in
the design basis. In the early 1960's, the double-ended guillotine
rupture of reactor coolant loop piping was postulated for containment
sizing and emergency core cooling system (ECCS) performance. Later this
pipe rupture was combined with earthquake and applied to containment
structural design and subsequently to the design of other plant features,
including nuclear reactor piping and their support systems. The evolution
of seismic design requirements over the last two decades has led to
increases in seismic stresses by a factor of two to three. Likewise,

; large increases in the calculation of pipe rupture loads have taken place
'

since the 1960's (estimated at a factor of between 1.5 and 2.5). Thus,
design to meet the requirements of this event combination has become
progressively more difficult. Field evaluations of piping at conventional
power plants and petrochemical facilities have indicated that ruptures in
the type of piping found in nuclear power plants in general do not occur
during severe earthquakes. Moreover, recent probabilistic assessments
demonstrate that for the particular case of the primary systen piping of
PWRs, pipe rupture is extremely unlikely under any transient condition,
including earthquakes, although special attention must be directed toward
maintaining the reliability of heavy component supports. Progress in
advancing the leak-before-break hypothesis and increasing confidence in
its applicability are leading to a situation wherein serious consideration
is being given to excluding certain pipe ruptures entirely from the design
basis. Should this occur, event combinations involving these events
automatically vanish.

While undue conservatism may have neen exercised in combining certain
pipe rupture events with postulated earthquakes, the same conclusion
cannot be reached for other combinations of dynamic loads such as water i

hanner, safety relief valve discharge, turbine trips, and vibratory loads.
Since water hammer occurrences have resulted in damage to piping and
piping supports in nuclear plants, water hanner was designated an

1-1
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L Unresolved Safety Issue. (USI A-1).and this issue was technically resolved
, in March 1984 '(see NUREG-0927). Nonetheless, water hammer will continue.
! to recur .(despite design and operating precautions) because of the
i nonanticipatory nature of the phenomenon. Therefore, recognition of water
' hammer potential should be maintained in the preparation of system design

specifications and plant operating procedures and in operator training.;

Section 4 of this report discusses this phenomenon, underlying causes, and;

systems affected.

j - 1.3 Sumary and Assessment of Available Information
4

Both deterministic and probabilistic advanced fracture mechanics
evaluations for PWR primary system piping indicate that fatigue crack
growth from all transient sources,- including earthquakes, will not lead to
a double-ended guillotine rupture. Studies 'of indirect sources of
double-ended guillotine rupture in which a seismically induced failure
elsewhere in the plant causes a pipe rupture in primary piping confirm the

.

'

improbobility of these events. The limited historical record supports
these analytical results. Work to date has been limited to Westinghouse
and Combustion Engineering reactor systems but is being . extended at this
time to Babcock and Wilcox PWR configurations and General Electric BWR

,

reactor coolant loop piping. The methodology would be applicable to other
nuclear power plant piping and has received the endorsement of the
Advisory Comittee on Reactor Safeguards. Additionally, in the Federal
Republic of Germany, the double-ended rupture is no longer postulated for
new PWR primary systems.

With respect to water hammer events, approximately 150 have occurred
during the last 20 or so years, the majority being relatively minor or
within the design basis. The likelihood that some of these water hammer
events would occur during a major earthquake or a plant dynamic event is
not small. The staff view is that anticipated water hammer events should
be combined with earthquakes and plant dynamic events (an SRSS procedure
is an acceptable method). Benefits and uniformity would result from the
preparation of checklists to identify all water hammer events that may
affect plant safety in the development of system design specifications.

With respect to unanticipated or accidental water hammers, these
events are driven by the same underlying phenomena or operator' actions
attributable to the anticipated class. Operator awareness and training
have been stressed and are recommended for avoiding such water hammers.
Water hamer in the PWR secondary system (s) is the most significant such
unanticipated water hammer, and the associated loads can be large. Use of
bounding-type analyses for such load estimates leads to massive pipe
supports. On the other hand, such water hammer occurrences have not
resulted in major pipe ruptures (with the exception of Indian Point, Unit
2, in 1972) despite repeated recurrences. Damage to pipe hangers and pipe
supports has been the principal effect. Rather than requiring additional
load combinations, the staff recomends that continued emphasis on proper
plant operating procedures and operator training should be maintained.- At
present, the staff opinion is that loads from unanticipated water hamer
should not be included in the design basis but that continued emphasis
should be devoted' to reducing the incidence and effects of unanticipated
water hammer. Water hamer considerations have already been incorporated

1-2
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in : designing reactor system features (e.g., J-tubes, vacuum breakers,
keep-full systems) for avoiding and minimizing water hammer occurrences.

1.4 Recommendations for Revisions to Present NRC Criteria-

The following general revisions are recommended:

o When adequate technical ' evidence is presented, the event
combination of earthquake- and double-ended guillotine pipe;
rupture may be excluded from the design basis for the mechanical
design of components and their supports. Such evidence already
exists for the reactor coolant loop piping of Westinghouse and

! Combustion Engineering designs, and this event combination
should be eliminated for these vendors. The staff emphasizes

j that it believes only evidence on primary circuit aiping exists
4 at this time. This recommendation influences p1 ants already

licensed in that they may now take credit for improved safety
margins resulting from the relaxed criteria. Definite

j' -information for Babcock and Wilcox and General Electric reactors
does .not exist but is now being developed. Requirements for'

equipment qualification, ECCS performance, and containments are .

not affected by this revision. Replacement criteria for the
event combination of pipe rupture and safe shutdown earthquakei

I are addressed in NUREG/CR-1061, volume 3, section 10.6.
L

o With respect to water hammer, these events should be considered
in the pipe stress analysis and pipe support design process for,

: which the ASME Code-required design specification includes such
j requirements. The design specification shall define the load

and specify the applicable Code Service Stress Limit. For,

clarification, it should be noted that the potential for water;

hammer and water / steam hammer occurrence should also be given

!.
proper consideration in the development of. design
specifications. (See Section 4 of this report, " Staff

| Recommendations on Water Hanner Loading," for additional
j information on water hammer.)
L
4

o Regulatory Guide 1.48 should be withdrawn since updated guidance
is now provided in SRP Section 3.9.3, Appendix A, for the,

j material covered by the regulatory guide.
!

|
1.5 Recommendations for Additional Study

I The Task Group recommends the following as high-priority fields of
; investigation:

,

o Work should be completed on Babcock and Wilcox and General;
, Electric (Mark Il reactor coolant loop systems to learn if the
! leak-before-break hypothesis can be extended to these vendors
|

and if the probability of a double-ended guillotine break
. combined with earthquake is sufficiently low so that this event
! combination can be excluded from the design basis for these two
| particular~ vendors. Later, other General Electric
|- configurations (Mark II and III) may be considered.
.

! 1-3
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Currently) planned research efforts related to evaluating flawed
o

(degraded ductile piping response to dynamic loads, such as
; simulated seismic and water hammer loads, would be useful for
| developing predictive techniques for estimating design margins.
! 1.6 Qualitative Value Impacts of Recommended Revisions

Excluding the combination of SSE and the reactor coolant loop
double-ended guillotine break from the design basis will have a large
impact on the perceived reliability and safety margins of reactor
internals, heavy component supports and systems, and components and
structures inside the containment. In the event that the seismic hazard
is increased or design deficiencies are discovered in operating plants,
margins may still be shown to exist without undertaking any plant
modifications. For any future plants, relaxed and more realistic design
standards will prevail leading to simpler and less costly designs. On the
other hand, the Task Group reconsnendations on water hammer do not impose
any new requirements although encouragement of checklists may enhance
safety if these checklists lead to the identification of water hammer
events that warrant consideration in design.

,
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2. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS ON RESPONSE COMBINATIONS
1

2.1 Introduction

This section of the Task Group report treats questions regarding the
use of independent support motion (ISM) methods in place of the presently
approved uniform response spectrum (URS) techniques specified in SRP
Section 3.9.2. Additionally, issues relating to the sequence of
combinations between directional and modal components and to the treatment
of high frequency modes are included.

2.2 Historical Development of Technical Issues

The NRC position on multiply supported piping with independent
seismic inputs was developed at a time (during the early 1970's) when the
urgency to establish criteria did not allow for a complete assessment of
the problem. As a consequence, criteria were selected that would provide
conservative results without, however, indicating the effect that these
criteria might have on overall reliability. These criteria were based on
the following conservative assumptions:

1. A single uniform response spectrum that enveloped all the independent
response spectra applied to the different support groups was used.

2. With peak group displacements occurring at the same moment,
these peak displacements were combined in the most unfavorable way to
calculate the seismic anchor motion (pseudostatic) component of
seismic response.

3. The inertial and pseudostatic response was absolutely combined to
obtain the total response.

Recent studies have indicated that, in most cases, analyses based on
these assumptions can considerably overestimate the seismic response when
compared to time-history solutions that do not embody these conservatisms.

An item that was not addressed during the early 1970's is the
combinational sequence between modal and directional components of piping
response. This combinational sequence is a consideration only when
closely spaced modes comes into play, under which conditions combining
directional components first will give a more conservative result. This
issue is not addressed in the SRP or in regulatory guides but is treated
in branch technical positions. Recent studies have shown that in some
situations the choice of one sequence over another leads to maximum
differences in response estimates of about 20 percent. However, in the
majority of practical cases where this item was addressed, the results
show only minor differences in final responses. Therefore, present
thinking is that this issue is more an academic one than an issue
seriously impacting safety.

2-1
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Difficulties with combining high frequency modes by the square root,

of the sum of the squares (SRSS) approach were pointed out in 1979 in the
'

course-of responding to Task Action Plar A-40. Here high frequency modes
means modes beyond the maximum input excitation frequency where dynamicL

amplification-is essentially zero. Fce this situation, the high frequency
modes are all nearly in-phase with the- input motion, and, as a result,
in-phase with each other. This implies that the algebraic combination of
high frequency modal responses is appropriate.

2.3 Summars and Assessment of Available Information

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in a report prepared for the
Nuclear Re platory Connission entitled " Alternate Procedures for the-
Seismic Analysis of Multiply Supported Piping Systems," NUREG/CR-3811, May

L 1984, reconnended that "The independent support motion response spectrum
! method should be certified as acceptable for the evaluation of the dynamic

component of response." This recommendation was endorsed by this Task
j Group's - consultant and the NRC staff -- however, with a significant
; exception. BNL (with support from NUTECH) advocated that combinations
! between support groups be by the use of the SRSS rule. The NRC staff and

our consultant recommended the absolute sum rule instead. Westinghouse
offered the view that absolute summation should be implemented "unless the

i groups are from different structures (or if from the same structure, they
; can be shown to be phase uncorrelated), then SRSS should be used." For
| the dynamic and pseudostatic component of response, our consultant and BNL
i both endorse a newly developed procedure called grouping by attachment
i points (BNL. offers an additional option, grouping by elevations, for

preliminary design). In this grouping procedure, structural support
points that are attached to a rigid floor or structure (so that the same
translationary motion, without rotation, is experienced) are considered as

i one group of supports. Supports should not be considered rigid for any
I frequency. After the individual group responses are determined, they are

combined by the absolute sum method. The aforementioned BNL NUREG report
demonstrates that significant reductions in predicted responses can be
achieved without leading to unconservatisms. It is the consensus of all ,

! parties that the total response should be obtained by combining the

(i
inertial and pseudostatic responses by the SRSS rule, which would be a-
relaxation over the present absolute sum rule.

Evaluations of the issue on the sequential combination of directional
; and modal components indicate that it is relatively insignificant and our
! recommendations reflect this observation.

Available evidence also strongly supports the algebraic sunnation of
high frequency modes or a procedure equivalent to algebraic sunnation.
After the high frequency modes are combined by algebraic summation, this
quantity is combined with the response to lower frequency modes by the
SRSS rule to obtain the total response.

2.4 Reconnendations for Revisions to Present NRC Criteria

There are three principal recommendations for the material of this
section as follows:

2-2
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1. Independent Support Motion Method

The independent support motion response spectrum method should be
allowed as an option in calculating the response of multiply
supported piping with independent inputs. This method should be
implemented under the following rules for response combination,

a. For Inertial or Dynamic Components

(1) Group responses for each direction should be combined by
the absolute sum method.

:

(2) Modal and directional responses should be combined by the
SRSS method without considering closely spaced frequencies.<

b. For the Pseudostatic Components

(1) For each group, the maximum absolute response should be
calculated for each input direction.

(2) These should then be combined by the absolute sum rule.

(3) Combination of the directional responses should be by the
SRSS rule.-

c. For the Total Response
,

Dynamic and pseudostatic responses should be combined by the
SRSS rule..'

2. Sequence of Combinations

Any sequence may be selected between spacial and modal components,
that is, modes may be obtained first or spacial components may be
combined first. The reason is that consideration of closely spaced

i frequencies need not be taken into account.

3. High Frequency Modes

Algebraic combinations should be used for high frequency modes as
; described in the position paper on Response Combinations in Section

B.2 of Appendix B to this report. The high frequency modes should be
combined with low frequency modes by the SRSS rule.i

.

The procedure for independent support motions should be added to SRP j

Section 3.9.2. Regulatory Guide 1.92 should be modified to reflect the
inclusion of the high frequency modal effects.

2.5 Recommendations for Additional Study
,

The studies delineated below reflect the Task Group's view as to
fruitful fields of future effort. .

1

4
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o Investigations should be undertaken to establish the transition
frequency between high and low frequency when implementing -the
algebraic summation rule for high frequency modes. '

o Additional effort on phase correlation between groups and the
| impact on the BNL recommendations is needed. BNL, using the
( Lawrence ' Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) data from Zion.
| were unable to quantify the -influence of phase correlations.
| Thus, uncertainties exist as to potential limitations on the
j recommendations.

; o- Additional effort is warranted on appropriate methods for
; calculating the effect of closely spaced modes.

2.6 Qualitative Value Impacts of Recommended Revisions -

The revisions discussed above regarding multiply supported piping
with -independent inputs will lead to more accurate and more realistic
estimations of piping behavior. Si predicted reductions in
response (by a factor of two or more)gnificantcan be expected in general for all
response quantities. Adoption of these procedures could lead to the
removal of pipe supports from operating plants without violating code
allowables. On the other hand, for- very stiff piping systems, the high
frequency mode combination recommendation could result in higher response
predictions under certain conditions. The degree to which these response
predictions increase depends on the importance of the high frequency modes
in deciding the total response.

2-4
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3. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS ON STRESS LIMITS / DYNAMIC ALLOWABLES
1

I

3.1 Introduction

This section of the report deals with two issues relating to
allowable limits for piping analyses. The first issue involves the
appropriate allowables (stress or strain limits) that should be used for
piping if inelastic piping analyses are performed. The second issue
involves the appropriate treatment of strain rate effects in piping
analyses. Strain rate effects involve the increase in measured material
yield strength when the specimen is rapidly loaded. Both issues are
relevant to criteria for infrequent dynamic design events postulated for
piping systems. These issues are currently addressed in Appendix F to the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

3.2 Historical Development of Technical Issues

Criteria for inelastic system analysis stress or strain limits for
ASME Class 1 components have been included in the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code since the incorporation of Appendix F. Although these
criteria could be used for piping analyses, the standard industry practice
has been to use the special stress limits for piping in conjunction with
Code Equation 9 and an elastic system analysis. Similar stress limits
were also developed for ASME Class 2 and 3 analyses.

The stress limits for piping in Appendix F, as well as the stress
limits for Class 2 and 3 piping, allow components to be loaded
substantially above the material yield strength for many piping

I components. As stated in the accompanying position paper (Section B.3 of
Appendix B), these limits could result in certain components being loadedJ

above their theoretical limit moments. However, the limits were selected
:based on judgments that conservatisms existed in the application of the3

1 Code criteria that would preclude reaching the point of structural
instability. The NRC staff, recognizing that the Code stress limits were

j high, developed a set of functionality criteria incorporated in Section
3.9.3 of the SRP to ensure that piping systems maintained dimensional
stability when the higher Code limits were used.

In addition to the elastic piping analysis limits, the Appendix F
| criteria for inelastic analysis have been addressed in Section 3.9.1 of
I the SRP. The SRP requires a case-by-case review of stress-strain
: relationships and analytical procedures employed in the analyses.

Criteria for considering strain rate effects have been recently added
to Appendix F to the Code. The criteria allows for the adjustment of the
shape of the curve but does not increase the Code-allowable stresses. Use
of the criteria as written would not result in any apparent benefit in
terms of the load-carrying ability of a given component but would improve

|
the accuracy of the system analysis.
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3.3 Sumary and Assessment of Available Information

Both criteria for inelastic allowables and criteria for consideration
of strain rate effects are contained in the current Appendix F to the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. In addition, SRP Section 3.9.1 requires
case-by-case review for the application of inelastic component analysis.

In order to apply general strain criteria for inelastic analysis,
strain limits that would result in a uniform margin of safety would first
have to be developed, considering different component geometries and
material properties, including weld properties. In addition to strain
limits, inelastic computer codes for piping analysis would have to be
developed and properly benchmarked. Based on these considerations, a
major shift to inelastic analysis of piping systems using strain limits
for piping analysis is not justified at this time. The current SRP
procedure, which allows inelastic analysis on a case-by-case basis with
appropriate justification, is adequate for current piping analyses,

The use of strain rate effects in piping system analyses wouldj

:.
require more complex computer codes than are currently used in the
industry. As discussed in the position paper (Section B.3 of Appendix B),

.
most of the test data available today on strain rate effects is based on

! uniform tensile test specimens. Piping system analyses result in complex
! stress patterns in some components that would require consideration of

three-dimensional effects. Therefore, the analysis on an entire system
would be extremely complex, and the available test data might not be4

directly applicable. The most benefit obtained from the application of
strain rate effects occurs during impactive-type loadings such as those
involved with whip restraint design. Since the whip restraint is
generally less complex than an entire piping system, consideration of
strain rate effects would be practical for this application. Currently,,

SRP Section 3.6.2 allows a 10 percent increase in minimum specified design
yield strength to account for strain rate effects. This should be changed '

to allow justification of higher values on a case-by-case basis,

3.4 Recomendations for Revisions to Present NRC Criteria
j

o No change in current NRC criteria for inelastic analysis stress
or strain limits is recomended.

o Section 3.6.2 III. 2.a of the SRP should include a statement
that allows increases in minimum design yield strength greater
than 10 percent because of strain rate effects for pipe whip
restraint design provided a report that includes a detailed
description of the basis for the values and the analysis methods
used for strain rate effects is submitted for review.

3.5 Recomendations for Additional Study

o None

3.6 Qualitative Value Impacts of Recommended Revisions

The recomended change in the SRP will have minimal impact since the
position is already being implemented in the licensing review process.
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4. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS ON WATER HAM ER LOADING

4.1 Introduction

This section deals with staff recomendations regarding water hammer
loading on piping components and fittings.

4.2 Historical Development of Technical Issues

Water hammers have occurred in nuclear power plants since the late
1960's; since that time, approximately 150 water hamer occurrences have
been reported. The staff's concerns were founded on the increasing
frequency of occurrence in the early 1970's and, in particular, the
feedwater line rupture at the Indian Point 2 plant in December 1972 due to

a steam g(enerator water hammer. Since that time, only one additional
incident i.e., at Maine Yankee in January 1983) has resulted in a
pressure boundary failure due to water hamer. The other water hammer
occurrences have resulted primarily in damage to piping supports and/or
equipment supports.

The staff (and its subcontractors) have carefully reviewed these
occurrences and concluded that:-

:

1. Total elimination of water hammer occurrence is not possible
because inherent in the design of nuclear power plants is the
possible existence of steam, water, and voids in the various
plant systems. Experience shows that design inadequacies and,

operator- or maintenance-related actions have contributed about
equally to initiating water hamer occurrences,

j 2. Proven design changes (e.g., use of J-tubes to minimize PWR
I steam generator water hammer and " keep-full" systems and vacuum
'

breakers in BWRs) should be maintained.

3. Operator awareness to water hamer potential and training for
avoidance should be stressed.

The staff's technical findings are reported in NUREG-0927 entitled
" Evaluation of Water Hammer in Nuclear Power Plants-Technical Findings.

Relevant to Unresolved Safety Issue A-1." SRP Sections 3.9.3, Rev. 1,.

! "ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components Supports and Core Support
{ Structures"; 3.9.4, Rev. 2, " Control Rod Drive Systems"; 6.4.6, Rev. 3,

" Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (BWR)"; 5.4.7, Rev. 3, " Residual,

Heat Removal (RHR) System"; 6.3, Rev. 2, " Emergency Core Cooling System";
,i 9.2.1, Rev. 3. " Station Service Water System"; 9.2.2, Rev. 2, " Reactor

Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems"; 10.3, Rev. 3 " Main Steam Supply
System"; and 10.4.7, Rev. 3, " Condensate and Feedwater System," were
revised to reflect staff findings and to maintain proven practices.

4.3 Sumary and Assessment of Available Information

As noted above, NUREG-0927 reports the staff's technical findings
regarding water hammer. Appendix B to this paper contains consultant
position papers dealing with water hamer and the other dynamic loads.

4-1
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4.4 Recomendations for Revisions to Present NRC Criteria

Designing for water hammer piping loads are dealt with in SRP Section
3.9.3, Appendix A, Rev. 1. Since water hamer occurrence cannot be
predicted, the potential for such loads should be considered in preparing
design specifications for normal operation, upset, and faulted conditions
as defined in specified service-loading combinations identified for ASME
Class 1 components and Class CS Support Structures per the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Div.1. Table I of Appendix A to SRP
Section 3.9.3 was modified as follows:

| "These events must be considered in the pipe-stress analysis and
| pipe-support design process when specifjed in the ASME Code-required

design specification. The design specification should define the
load and specify the applicable Code Service Stress Limit. For
clarification, it should be noted that the potential for water hammer
and water (steam) hamer occurrence should also be given proper
consideration in the development of design specifications."

Thus, the NRC design requirements are based on endorsement of ASME
Code requirements, and the development of adequate design specifications
is incumbent on the applicant or his designer. The adequacy of these
design specifications is, therefore, the key question when addressing
dynamic loads (such as water hammer) and combined dynamic loads.

Because of the multidisciplinary nature of the problem, there does
not exist a systematic and uniform treatment of water hammer, or other
dynamic loads in developing design specifications, except for major events
such as turbine stop valve closure, feedwater 1Me break, and safety
relief valve (SRV) discharge in nuclear power plants. It is not always

clear whose responsibility it is to determine the susceptibility of a
system to water / steam hamer (i.e., system designer versus piping
designer). If these events are not mentioned in the design specification,
it is possible that the system will not be evaluated for these events.

NUREG-0927 contains sumary tables identifying systems that have
causes, and remedial actions that

experienced water hammar, the underlying (extracted from this report) arecould be taken. Tables 4-1 and 4-2
included for ease of reference.

Therefore, a checklist of water hammer design considerations could be
developed. Underlying causes such as potential line voiding, steam pocket
formation, flashing and unstable condensation due to entrapped condensate
can be derived from Tables 4-1 and 4-2. Certain system design features
have proved effective; certain systems have been more susceptible to water
hamer. However, the wide variety in plant designs and operations works
against development of such a generic checklist. Therefore, the
responsibility of including water hamer considerations into design
specifications must rest with the plant owner or applicant, and the NRC
should not be called upon to define an all-inclusive checklist and
institute adoption thereof. The revised SRP sections identified in
Section 4.2 identify systems warranting review for water hammer design
adequacy.
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'

In summary, efforts to reduce or minimize the incidence of
unanticipated water hammer should continue with an emphasis on operator

. training and awareness to potential water hammer occurrence. Since loads-' from likely unanticipated water hammer are similar to those that can be
designed against, the design specifications dealing with upset, emergency,

,

';
'

and faulted conditions should be used to deal with such occurrences. The-
f proper development of design specifications rests with the plant' designers. .

i 4.5 Recomendations for Additional Study
4

4 Additional studies or research based principally on water hammer'
occurrence postulates are not warranted. Any proposed experimental

3 programs should be preceded by properly structured analytical studies that '

would define the extent and magnitude of postulated problems. Studies in
the following areas would be helpful:

,

-

i o The sensitivity of piping supports to dynamic loads (e.g.,
vibratory, SRV, water hamer) and determination of excess design!

margins, etc., for various piping systems (treat PWRs and BWRs '

j as two different classes).
,

,

;

Evaluation of combined load effects on degraded (or flawed)o

piping coupled with dynamic loads (such as water hammer). '

. Such studies would shed light on where emphasis should be placed
; in developing design specifications, as well as providing an

analytical basis for determining which code design requirements,

j warrant reconsideration. For example, the recently reported
LLNL studies on " stiff" versus " flexible" piping (see

,
,

NUREG/CR-3718) might warrant an extension to evaluate all
} postulated dynamic load effects singularly and then in
: combination, thereby providing a basis for recomending load
1 combinations.
i
j 4.6 Qualitative Value Impacts of Recommended Revisions

l: Since no additional restrictions are being proposed for water hammer
i loads in combination with other loads, the result is a zero impact to the
: industry.
I
i

.

;

|

3
!

)
!
i
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TABLE 4-1

BWR SYSTEM WATER HAMMER CAUSES AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES

SYSTEM PRIMARY CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES *

OF WATER HAleER DESIGN PLANT OPERATION

RHR Voiding, steam VoidDetection(3.1), Void Detection and
bubble collapse Keep-Full System (3.2), Correction (3.1),

Venting (3.3) Venting (3.2),
Operating Procedures
(3.12), Operator
Training (3.11)

HPCI Steam water entrain- No Opening Seal-In Valve Opening Se-
ment, turbine inlet in Manual Mode (3.5a), quence (3.5c), Opera-
valve operation Gradual Opening (3.5b) tor Training (3.11),

Operating Procedures
(3.12)

Steam water entrain- Proper Drain System Verification of Drain
ment drain pot mal- Including Drain Pot Pot Level (3.8),
function Sizing and Level Veri- Operating Procedures

fication(3.8) (3.12)
:

? Turbine exhaust line Exhaust Line Vacuum
bubble collapse Breakers (3.7)'

Pump discharge line Void Detection (3.1), Void Detection and
voiding Keep-Full System (3.2), Correction (3.1),

Venting (3.3) Venting (3.2),Operat-
ing Procedures (3.12),
Operator Training (3.11)

4

i Core Voiding steam bubble Void Detection (3.1), Void Detection and Cor-
~

Spray collapse Keep-Full System (3.2), rection (3.1), Venting
Venting (3.3) (3.2),OperatingProce-

dures (3.12), Operator
Training (3.11)

Essen- Voiding column VoidDetection(3.1), Void Detection and Cor-
tial separation Keep-FullSystem(3.2), rection(3.1), Venting
Service Venting (3.3),Open (3.2), Operating Pro-

cedures (3.12), Opera-
Loop)LineAnalysis torTraining(3.11)Water
(3.4

*Refers to section in NUREG-0927 providing de'.cils of preventive measures.
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TABLE 4-1 (Continued) |

SYSTEM PRIMARY CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURE 5*
OF WATER HAMMER DESIGN PLANT OPERATION

Main Steam hammer relief Valve Closure (3.9)
Steaa valve discharge and Relief Velve Dis-'

charge Loads (3.10)

Steam water Operating Procedures
entrainment (3.12), Operator Train-

ing (3.11)

F;ed- Feedwater control Feedwater Contral-
water valve instability ler Design Verifica-

tion (3.6a, b, and c)

RCIC Exhaust line steam Exhaust Line Vacuum
bubble collapse Breakers (3.7)

Isola- High reactor water Operating Procedurestion level (3.12), Operator Train-
Con- ing (3.11)
d;nser

** Con- Rapid valve Actuation Loads
trol Rod motion (3.14)
Drive

*cControl Rod Drive events have not been reported but have been analytically
postulated.

)

1

.,
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TABLE 4-2

PWR SYSTEM WATER HAMER CAUSES AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES

SYSTEM PRIMARY CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURE 5*

OF WATER HAMER DESIGN PLANT OPERATION

Fe:d- Feedwater control FCV-Design Veri-
water valve (FCV) over- fication(3.6)

sizing & instability
,

Unknown and operator- Operating Procedures

error-induced steam (3.12), Operator
Training (3.11)bubble collapse

Main Steamhammer(valve Include Valve
Steam closure) Closure Loads in

Pipe Support and^

Component Design
Basis (3.9)

Relief valve Include Relief
discharge Valve Discharge

Loads in Pipe Sup-
port and Component
Design Basis (3.10)

Steam water entrain- Operating Procedures
(3.12),OperatorTrain-ment, unknown ing (3.11)

,

R: actor Relief valve Incluce Relief Valve
,

Coolant discharge Discharge Loads in

(Pres- Pipe Support and

] surizer) Component Design
Basis (3.10)

RHR Voiding Veiting (3.3) Operating Procedures
(3.12), Operator,

i Training (3.11)'

i

ECCS Voiding Venting (3.3), Operating Procedures
VoldDetection(3.1) (3.12), Operator

Training (3.11)

CVCS Steam bubble col- Operating Procedurest

(3.12), Operatorlapse or vibration Training (3.11)
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TABLE 4-2 (Continued)

SYSTEM PRIMARY CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURE 5*
OF WATER HAMMER DESIGN PLANT OPERATION

,

Essen- Voiding Venting (3.1), Filling Essential Cool-
tial Filling Essential ing Water (3.4), Oper--

Cooling Cooling Water ating Procedures (3.12),
Water (3.4), Analysis Operator Training

(3.4) (3.11)
,

Steam Line voiding BTP ASB 10-2 BTP ASB 10-2 Provisions
Gen:r- followed by steam Provisions (3.13): (3.13): Testing, Keep-
ator bubble collapse Top Discharge, ing Line Full. Auto-

Short Line matic AFW Initiation
Lengths, External
Header (B&W Only)

* Refers to section in NUREG-0927 providing details of preventive measures.

i

.

I

i

l

.

1
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5. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS ON PIPING VIBRATION LOADS

5.1 - Introduction
,

Staff recommendations on consideration of vibratory loads to ensure
structural and functional integrity of piping systems are based on a
review of the current requirements and two consultant reports: (1)
Position Paper on Vibration Load Considered As a Design Basis For Nuclear
Power Plant Piping by J. D. Stevenson (see Section B.6 of Appendix B) and
(2) Position Paper on Piping System Dynamic and Thermal Stress Response
Induced By Thermal-Hydraulic Transients by R. C. Gunzler (see Section B.5
of Appendix B). The three types of vibratory loads considered here are
(1)highstressandlowc
and seismic loading, (2)ycles such as those caused by transient operationvery high stress and a few cycles such as those
caused by blast or shock type of loading, and (3) low stress and high
cycles such as those caused by steady operation of rotating machinery.
For type 1 vibratory loading, the earthquake component is well understood
and is amply covered under the current criteria. However, hydrodynamic
loads caused by plant transients such as discharge through pressure relief
devices, anticipated water hammer loads, and loads caused by flow control
devices are the subject of major emphasis for coverage in the proposed NRC
requirements. Uc type 2 vibratory loading is appropriately covered by
NRC requirements in SRP Section 3.9.3 under design basis pipe break
loading. Type 3 loading does not pose a serious concern since piping
systems are subjected to preoperational testing and the ASME Code uses a
conservative stress limit for sustained loads.

5.2 Historical Development of Technical Issues

The need for consideration of hydrodynamic loads came from
observations of relatively high magnitude of loading due to pressure
suppression phenomenon in BWR plants. Requirements for the consideration
of these loads were incorporated in the July 1981 revision to SRP Section,

3.9.3. Also, the anticipated water / steam hammer loading was emphasized as
a source of vibratory loading in the recently revised SRP Section 3.9.3.

Unanticipated vibratory loads, however, have always been considered
important for integrity and functionality of piping systems and are dealt
with under the dynamic testing requirement in SRP Section 3.9.2.

Piping system design for "high frequency" (33 to 100 hertz) vibratory
loading is generally performed by using in-structure acceleration response
spectra in much the same way as the design for earthquake loading, for
which cut-off frequency for significant energy input is considered to be
33 Hz. Sufficient experience has been gathered in the United States
regarding piping design for "high frequency" vibratory loading and in
Europe with respect to aircraft impact loading for over a decade. There
is reason to believe that the use of acceleration response spectra for
piping design may lead to overestimating the actual loading.
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5.3 Sunnary and Assessment of Available Information

Results of Kuosheng SRV tests and studies analyzing the test data are
now available. It is clear from these studies that the high amplitude
responses are consistently overpredicted by analytical means.

Also, the two consultant studies in this area reviewed both
characterization of the loading as well as the response of piping system
to the loading. The prevailing view is that anticipated vibratory loads
should be accounted for by a combination of analysis and preoperational
testing, and reliance must be placed on testing for consideration of
unanticipated vibratory loads.

5.4 Recommendations for Revisions to Present NRC Criteria

For the type 1 vibratory loading, seismic design requirements areHowever,covered by the activities of the Task Group on Seismic Design.
other vibratory loads such as hydrodynamic loading and water / steam hammer
loading are addressed in the recommendations indicated below. Type 2
vibratory loading is adequately covered in the current NRC requirements,
and no change is considered necessary. The use of inelastic response

analysis methods will continue to be acceptable for dealing with type 2
Type 3 vibratory loading has not been a source ofvibratory loading.

concern for piping systems since conservative allowable stresses are used
for sustained loading and consideration of vibration on aging is given in
qualificaticn of equipment, including piping nozzles.

Following are the specific changes recommended to the SRP:

(1) SRP Section 3.9.2, Page 3.9.2-f, article 1.

Add after line 8: The conduct of vibration testing program in accordance
with the latest ANSI /ASME OM3 standard, " Requirements for Preoperational
and Initial Start-Up Vibration Testinc of Nuclear Power Plant Piping
Systems," or an equivalent is considered for acceptability of the proposed
vibration testing program.

(2) SRP Section 3.9.2, Page 3.9.2-5, article IB.

Add: (5) Opening and closing of flow control valves

(3) SRP Section 3.9.2, Page 3.9.2-9f.

Add a new paragraph: For vibratory loads other than seismic and with
significant loading in the frequency range of 33 to 100 Hz, it is
acceptable to perform nonlinear analysis in order to account for gaps
between pipes and pipe supports and the ability of the pipe supports to
transmit vibration displacements of limited amplitude provided that
verification of the predicted nonlinear response is made by conducting
preoperational vibration testing.

(4) SRP Section 3.9.2, Page 3.9.2-15
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i~ Add a new item 7 as follows:

7. It is acceptable to perform the evaluation of vibratory loads
transmitted by supporting structures to the piping by analysis,
testing, or a combination of analysis and testing. Acceptability of
analytical procedures and testing methods is discussed in subsections
II.2.a and II.1,~ respectively.

-(5) SRP Section 3.9.3, Page 3.9.3-2.
,

! ' Delete the word " downstream" from the seventh line under item 2.

! In addition to the above changes, a number of changes proposed in the
consultant paper. on consideration of vibration loads are also endorsed.i

These proposed changes are listed below for convenience.

(1) Reference I. Areas of Review 1.

? In the lith line, the following words should be added:

. . . withstand flow-induced and reciprocating and rotating equipment
. dynamic loadings . . .

_

(2) Reference I. Areas of Review
,

Add a new item 7 on page 3.9.2-4, the text of chich is as follows:

i 7. A discussion should be provided that describes methods to be used to
! evaluate equipment and piping system to confirm their structural

design adequacy when subjected to transient, accident, 'and extreme
environment (other than seismic) vibratory loads. Such vibratory
loads typically result from response of equipment and piping system
supporting structures when such support ; structures are subjected to
vibratory loads of significant amplitudes.

(3) Reference II. Acceptance Criteria 1.

Rewrite Section 1 as follows:

1. Relevant requirements of GDC 1,' 2, 4. - 14 c and 15 ' are met if
'

vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects testing are

'.
conducted during start-up functional testing for specified high- and
moderate-energy piping, and their , supports and restraints. The

t purpose of. these tests is to confirm that the, piping components,
restraints, and supports have been designed to withstand the dynamic

. loadings. and operational transient conditions that will be l
>

i encountered during service as ~ required by the Code and to confirm '

-that no unacceptable ~ restraint of normal thermal motion occurs.'

Results of vibrationa b tests may also be used directly or by
| interpolation to confirm design adequacy of high- and moderate-energy

piping, components, restraints, and supports to accident and extreme>

environmental loads. *
;

, ,
;

*, ,

'
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An acceptable test program to confirm the adequacy of the designs
should consist of the following:

a. A list of systems that will be monitored. This list may be
limited to those systems based on experience that undergo
significant thermal expansion, vibration, and dynamic effects.

b. A listing of the different flow modes of operation and
transients such as pump trips, valves closures, etc. to which
the components will be subjected during the test. (For
additional guidance see Reference 8.) For example, the
transients associated with the reactor coolant system heat up
tests should include, but not necessarily be limited to:

(1) Reactor coolant pump start.
'

(2) Reactor coolant pump trip.
i (3) Operation of pressure-relieving valves.

(4) Closure of a turbine stop valve.

c. A list of selected locations in the piping system at which
visual inspections and measurements (as needed) will be
performed during the tests. For each of these selected
locations, the deflection (peak-to-peak), maximum velocity, or
other appropriate criteria, to be used to show that the stress
and fatigue limits are within the design levels, should be
provided.;

d. A list of snubbers on system which experience sufficient thermal
movement to measure snubber travel from cold to hot position.

e. A description of the thermal motion monitoring program, that is,
verification of snubber movement, adequte clearances and gaps
including acceptance criteria and how mation will be measured.

|

f. If vibration is noted beyond the acceptance levels set by the
criteria of c. above, corrective restraints should be designed,
incorporated in the piping system analysis, and installed. If,

during the test, piping system restraints are determined to be
inadequate or are damaged, corrective restraints should be
installed and another test should be performed to determine that
the vibrations have been reduced to an acceptable level. If no
snubber piston travel is measured at those stations indicated in
d. above, a description should be provided of the corrective

,

action to be taken to assure that the snubber is operable. 1
!

(4) Reference II. Acceptance Criteria 2.

Add the following new . paragraph as the. last paragraph of II.5, page
3.9.2-15.

1

I
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High frequency (greater than 30 Hz) vibratory loads other than
seismic, analyses methods for all Catecory I systems, and components
equipment and their supports (including supports for conduit and
cable trays and ventilation ducts) are reviewed. In addition, other

significant effects that are accounted for in the high frequency
vibratory loac analysis such as nonlinear response and plastic stress
levels in the materials are reviewed. !

(5) Reference III. Review Procedures 1.

Rewrite Section 1 as indicated.

1. During the CP stage, the PSAR is reviewed to assure that the
applicant has provided a commitment to conduct a piping steady-state
vibration, thermal expansion and operational transient test program.
The applicant may also commit a -simulated accident or natural
phenomena vibration test program in lieu of analysis.

(6) Reference IV. Evaluation Findings 2.

In the fifth line, add the words "or test" after analysis.

(7) Reference IV. Evaluation Findings 4.

In the sixth line, add the words "or test" after analysis.

5.5 Recommendations for Additional Study
A

The following are recommended for further studies and action:

o Characterization of hydrodynamic loads and the prediction of
response of piping system subjected to such loads are subject to
several sources of uncertainty. Significant improvement in the
licensing review process can be achieved by benchmarking both
the thermal-hydraulic transient load and the piping response
calculations by developing standard problems and acceptable
solution bounds.

o A regulatory guide should be prepared to endorse the industry
standard ANSI /ASME OM3, " Requirements for Preoperational and
Initial Start-Up Vibration Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Piping
Systems." Consideration should be given in developing the
regulatory guide to supplementing the provisions of OM-3 to
provide more restrictive acceptance standards for vibratory
stresses in those limited areas where crack initiation from
other service conditions can be anticipated. Also, the need
should be considered for more rigorous evaluation of vibratory
stresses to be performed in those areas, to the extent necessary
to evaluate stress levels consistent with those limits.

Supplementary acceptance standards for those areas should be
based on the capability of such stresses to contribute to crack
propagation rather than be based on the crack initiation

,

potential for such stresses as in a normal fatigue design
eva'luation.
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o If the Task Group on Seismic Design proposes changes to piping
damping values to be used in analytical modeling, a closure
study should be made regarding their applicability to analytical
evaluation of pip 5 ig systems subjected to high frequency (33 to
100 Hz) vibratory loading.

| 5.6 Qualitative Value Impacts of Recommended Revisions

It is generally recognized that high frequency" (33 to 100 Hz)
loading as currently evaluated by analytical techniques tends to
overpredict piping response. By allowing nonlinear analysis with
appropriate verification through properational testing, it would be
possible to evaluate more realistic response of piping. This should be
particularly useful to utilities making modifications to safety-related
piping.

This could lead to a reduction in the number of piping supports and
perhaps an improved reliability of piping systems to accommodate such
vibratory loads.

Proposed changes are likely to increase attention to preoperational
testing for vibratory loads. As opposed to reliance on purely analytical
methods of calculating usage factor for fatigue effects due to vibratory
loads, the staff has relied on preoperational vibration testing in
addition. It should be noted that the staff had always used criteria that
are similar to the ANSI /ASME OM3 criteria for allowable vibration limits,
and the latest version of the OM3 standard provides a convenient document
for the industry to follow. It is expected that some additional testing
may result from the proposed changes. However, the benefits from reduced
piping supports and a more reliable piping system could outweigh the cost.

1
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents and summarizes the response of a number of non-U.S.
organizations regarding the current practices used in the design of
nuclear power plant piping subjected to dynamic loadings and load
combinations other than seismic and pipe break. The material presented
herein was developed as a result of responses to a questionnaire sent to
several foreign agencies both government and industry in December 1983,
as shown in Appendix A attached hereto. The questionnaire was meant to
be comprehensive with regard to piping design. Hence it included
requests for information which are beyond the scope of the limited set of
dynamic loads design considered in this position paper.

In addition, informal discussions were held in the offices of several of
the organizations contacted with Dr. Stevenson in January 1984. The
following organizations have responded in whole or in part to the
questionnaire, or individuals from these organizations have discussed the
questionnaire personally with Dr. Stevenson:

(1) Belgium-
Electrobel
Tractionel

(2) Canada-
Ontario Hydro
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., AECL

(3) France-
Framatome
French Electricity Authority -- EDF
French Atomic Energy Commission, CEA

(4) Italy-
Ansaldo Impianti

(5) Japan-
" Procedures, Analysis and Research on Earthquake Resistant |
Design for Nuclear Power Plant" Presented at the Tadotsu

; User's Seminar, Tadotsu, Japan, May 1983
|

(6) Sweden-Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate

|
(7) Federal Republic of Germany-

Kraftwerk Union, KWU
TUV Rheinland

| Company for Reactor Safety, GkS

A-7
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; The pos,ition taken by the various organizations are summarized by topic
; areas defined herein and by country. The country positions are a ;
.

composite of the information received and were transmitted to the various '

! contributing organizations to solicit their review comments and
; correction as necessary. Information contained in this paper should in
' general be considered unofficial and does not necessarily reflect formal
'

regulatory policy, or as is often the case in foreign countries, formal
regulatory policy has not been formulated in the technical area
discussed. The text of the country positions presented in this report
follow as closely as possible the wordings or translation of the wording
in the response to the questionaire.

Considerable detailed background information on dynamic load design of
nuclear power plant facilities in several foreign countries is also

>I contained in NUREG/CR-3020(l), and it is recommended that this
; reference be used in conjunction with this position paper.
J

2.0 DYNAMIC LOADS OTHER THAN SEISMIC AND PIPE BREAK
'

i

High frequency vibratory loads (greater than 20Hz) are developed in
piping from flow-induced and rotating equipment vibration, as well as
vibratory response of structural supports to airplane crash, BWR
suppression pool safety relief valve discharge, and postulated pipe break
blow down loads. Water and Steam Hammer loads are another category of
dynamic loads which are considered in piping design.

2.1 Belgium

2.1.1 High Frequency Vibration loads
i

Aircraft crash (A0E) loads including vibratory response are considered as4

a design basis accident. Flow-inenced vibration level is checked during
preoperational test, but specific calculations are performed only for
critical applications. Analytical methods for A0E treatment are similar
to earthquake simulation; three directional A0E response spectra are

: considered; modal combination is performed using R.G. 1.92 rules modified
with absolute sum of low frequency modes and directional combination is
SRSS.

I Testing methods for flow-induced vibration are as follows: Peak
velocities and acceleration are measured with a full-range general -
purpose accelerometer near any significant flow restriction. Results are

. compared with a general curve based on velocity requirements for pipe and
2 stress and acceleration requirements for supports. When the limits are -

not met, induced stresses are estimated from the maximum velocity
i recorded and compared with the margins in the pipe stress report. No

explicit fatigue evaluation is performed for piping vibration.

J A-8
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2.1.2 Water (Steam) Hammer Loads

In water systems (main feedwater e.g.), the water hammer problem is
eiplicitly addressed and taken into account. In gas systems (incl.
steam) the only influence being considered is a small overpressure.
Water slugs in pressurizer relief and safety valve discharge systems are
explicitly considered. The latest state of the art, including RELAP 5
-MOD 1 thermohydraulic calculations, are used to determine the
corresponding piping and support loads. Hardware modifications (slug
heating) are introduced to moderate these loads.4

Analyses are performed on water systems to evaluate the possible water;

hamer effects (e.g. cavitation at pump section when pumps in series);
! layout criteria (e.g. no swing check valve in vertical run ) and design

provisions (use of equilibrium chambers, etc.) are ruled out. Systematic
control of rapidly closing valves is performed with use of damping
devices or pressure-operated safety valves on water circuits (letdown,
shutdown cooling). In the conventional portions of the plant,

|
administrative provisions guarantee the absence of gas bags in water
circuits before start-up; moreover, all isolation valves are opened

,

before pump start-up.
.

Water hammer events are classified as Service level 8 and combined with;

other loads as required per ASME code.

! 2.2 Canada

2.2.I High Frequency Vibration Loads
i

*

At thi design stage no specific evaluation for high frequency pipe
vibrations is generally carried out. Good engineering practice and
experier.ce is used as a guide in designing the pipe lines to minimize the;

' adverse effect from high frequency vibrations. Emphasis is given to the
inspection and observation by the field staff to identify and decide if
trouble is anticipated during the life of the system from its everyday

i vibration, whatever the cause. A corrective action is then taken if
necessary, and incorporated in other current and future designs.

.
For the latest CANDU design (i.e. Darlington GS) a more detailed approach

| to high frequency pipe vibrations is proposed. The following answers
i pertain mostly to this latest approach proposed by Ontario Hydro for
i

Darlington GS.
i

; For frequencies up to 30 Hz, flow-induced vibration analysis is ,

: performed. As well, pipe whip computations (pipe hitting containment or
( other structures) are carried out.

2.2.1.1 Setting Allowable Limits For Flow-Induced Vibrations.

The piping modes below 30 Hz, computed routinely for seismic analysis

A-9
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i purposes, are used to provide an ensemble of possible distortions which
| provide known velocity maximum values for unknown distributions of

moments within the structure. From the modal moment, one computes
! corresponding ASME code stress intensities (the maximum in the structure

noted) corresponding to the maximium velocity. Hence, for the mode, one*

obtains a stress to velocity ratio.

Assumingthatonewishestolimitthealternatings{(essintensitytoavalue likely to ensure design adequacy for, say,.10 ' cycles, one uses
the maximum stress to maximum velocity ratio in conjunction with this
admissible stress and computes an admissible modal velocity.

,

In practice, the modal admissible velocities vary from mode to mode;

i depending on whether the maximum moments for the mode happen to occur at
a high stress indice point (such as a tee) or at a low stress indice
point. The lowest modal admissible velocity encountered is the one which,

| 1s deemed significant. To account for possible synergy between two modes
of maximum at different points, but whose stresses may prove additive at
the same point (a pessimistic assumption), this minimum admissible modal
velocity is halved to produce the final system specific allowable

: velocity.

I
; The numbers that emerge in this manner are purely for internal testing
i purposes. It is relatively easy for field staff to observe where a

piping structure is exhibiting maximum vibration velocity and so decide
whether trouble is anticipated during the life of the system from its

! normal vibrations, whatever their cause.

2.2.1.2 Analysis to Reduce Flow-Induced Vibrations
,

The method consists of frequency response analysis of the piping system
for all modes up to 30 Hz. A flat spectrum is then applied at all elbows"

and tees and the responses are combined in a conservative manner. The
method identities the few modes which are most susceptible to
excitation. During plant construction supports are installed, and left,

untied to the piping. During the plant operation, these supports are,

; tied one-by-one (at hot conditions) as the need arises until measured
vibration velocities are below the allowables established. It should be,

noted that the analysis described herein is a fatigue oriented
calculation. Since it has greatest use on ASME III Class 2, 3, or 831.1
systems, combination with other fatiguing loads is often not possible.
At present, there is no special cognizance of safety class for these

j purely formal computations.
|

{ 2.2.2 Water (Steam) Hanumer Loads

Originally, water hanumer computations were limited to guarding against,

| catastrophic pressure loading. For this purpose, a network analysis
program for computing the pressure transient has been used. An Ontarioi

i Hydro internally developed program has been the workhorse of such a
computation. The results of the analysis identify design changes to
avoid pressure loading above allowables. Use has also been made of the
RELAPS and SURNAL programs in recent years.

A-10
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Recently, anticipated rapid change in the pressure caused by a rapid
change in fluid velocity is required to be considered in design. If the

system operational characteristics cannot be changed, protective features
, are often installed to reduce water hammer loading due to rapid valve
! closure or pump trip to that below other operational transients.4

Steam hammer loading has been computed successfully (as compared with.

experimental (commissioning) data. As a time history analytical
procedure, it remains in the developmental stage. Maximum pressure surge
on valves have been hand-computed for some time now to guard against
catastrophic overpressurizations.

8

Protection against water hammer includes consideration of the following
|

features:

(a) (1) Design against overpressurization as above: including

sequencing of values;

(2) Avoidance of dead legs containing columns of liquid near
boiling and other " common sense" design methods;

(3) -- vacuum breakers to let air into break voids
-- acoustic filters

system logic for valve opening and--
j

,

closure (sequencing and timing)
! -- butterfly valves gear-operated

-- accumulators on small piping with solenoid valves
:

-- spring loaded check valves
1 -- cyclone to take air out of inlet

"eaton" type wave arrestor--

-- one-way surge tanks to fill voids following pump
,

trip prior to startup
small vessel containing pressurized nitrogen withi --

solenoid valve to inject after pump trip at,

! sufficient pressure
-- controlled air outlet from piping (small orifice on ;

air release valves) |
'

-- control valve or pump by-pass to reduce flow into
system during startup
increased rotor inertia to avoid rapid pump rundown.

| -.

(b) & (c) It is deemed inappropriate to leave to human beings too much
operational / administrative decision making which, if done

i erroneously, could lead to serious water hammer. Human error
is designed out of the system as far as possible through the'

| use of control system logic.

Computation of water hammer piping loads is through time history analysis
and the extraction of maximas moment loads. These are combined with
other applicable loadings (yielding their own sets of moments).

l
1
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2.3 France

2.3.1 High Frequency Vibratory Loads

Aircraft considered in France are small and thus generate limited
excitation for piping which are not analyzed for that effect.

For vibration induced by flow and valve or pump operation, the current
position is to try, in the design, to avoid some effects such as
cavitation, to evaluate some other effects as it is mentioned in Section
2.3.2, and for the rest to rely upon the hot functional tests to reveal
latent problems, especially in small lines (vent, drain or
instrumentation lines), recognizing the fact that high frequency
vibration leads to quick failure (within hours or days) and is difficult
to diagnose by a vibration test due to the short time and the number of
system (valves, pumps) configurations to be considered.

2.3.2 Water (Steam) Hammer Loads

Taking into account water or steam hammer is not explicitely required by
French regulations. The status is the following:

(1) - Steam hammer in main steam line due to rapid closure of
the turbine stop valve or the MSIV has been studied on one
plant and is not considered severe.

(2) - Steam hammer in feedwater line due to partial voiding of*

the line close to steam generator has been solved by
! installing J tubes on the feedwater ring inside the steam
' generator.

(3) - Pressurizer discharge line has been extensively tested
in-situ and in laboratory with steam, with and without
water seals upstream of the valve, with cold water, with

| hot water. Computer programs have been validated and
' these loads are taken into account in the design, when

necessary.

Other relief and safety valves discharge lines see similar
loadings.

(4) - Water hammer generated by the rapid closure of a valve (a
check valve for example) in water filled piping are
studied presently on a R&D basis.

(5) - Pressure waves generated by coupling of a valve elastic
drive and a fluid column (veina, or slug), called elastic
instability by some people, are evaluated when they cause
damage (see Section 2.3.1), examples are: 1) the
operation of spring loaded safety valves with water
upstream, especially water slug which generate

A-12
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self-maintained small amplitude valve stem displacement
coupled with plane pressure waves in the fluid upstream,

; and 2) the possible elastic vibration of an air operated
~ butterfly valve with water flow.

Problems have occurred in the past on steam and/or water
spring loaded safety valves, during cold and hot!

functional tests, and on loops tests, this led some people
to think of replacing these valves by pilot valves which
had been used for a time by the French Navy. Extensive
tests in laboratory and in-situ have been carried out and
the solution is being. implemented progressively on three,

and four loop plants in France, on the pressurizer
discharge lines and on the RHR lines first.

; In addition to the design considerations mentioned above,
j operational proceduras are taken to minimize the potential
j for water hammer caused by rapid closure of a valve.
,

'

2.4 Italy

2.4.1 High Frequency Vibratory Loads4

High frequency loading induced from airplane crash and BWR suppression
pool response are considered in designs of piping. In general analytical
rather than testing methods are used to determine and evaluate these'

loads. Fatigue analysis is performed for ASME-III Class 1, 2, and 3
piping.

2.4.2 Water (Steam) Hammer Loads

Water hammer events are limited primarily by administrative and*

operational procedures. Anticipated water hammer events are considered
analytically in design.

1

2.5 Japan
;

| 2.5.1 High Frequency Vibratory Loads
,

*

High frequency vibration of piping induced by postulated external events
such as aircraft or other missile impact is not evaluated in Japan, but'

loads induced by flow and valve or pump operation are considered in
design of piping systems. Flow and valve or pump operation are

i considered in design of piping systems by past operating experience and
,

testing.1

|

)
,

4
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2.5.2 Water (Stem) Hamer Loads

Design considers both aniticipated and unanticipated water and stears
hammer phenomena where.it is reasonable to consider these phenomena in

j the design. However, different resolutions such as preventions by
operational procedures, administrative control, piping layout, etc., are
also used as appropriate. '

2.6 Sweden.

2.6.1 High Frequency Vibration Load

High frequency excitations are considered in some cases (e.g. when,

evaluating effects of BWR suppression pool condensation oscillations).,

Analytical, finite element and experimental methods when required are-

used to design against vibration load effects. For Class 1 components
fatigue analysis is considered according to ASME III. For other classes,

it is considered k 3 required because of actual problems.

2.6.2 Water (Steam) Hammer loads

j In design, rapid valve closure is postulated to occur both under normal
operation and after a pipe break outside the containment in steam and
feed-water lines. Administrative and operating procedures as well.as,

! design features are used to control potential water hammer effects.

2.7 Federal Republic of Germany

i 2.7.1 High Frequency Vibration Load

I Pipings (as well as other components) are designed against high-frequency i
+ cyclic loads ( 20 Hz). In these loads are comprised aircraft impact, gas

cloud explosions, fluid reaction and impingement induced loads,
suppression pool dynamic loads resulting from safety relief valve and,

i postulated DBA's discharges in 8WR systems, opening and closing of
valves, and pump operations.

.

The design of piping systems in response to aircraft impact is based on
the load assumptions of the RSK Guidelines for pressurized water reactors,

| (Section 19.1):
i

-- collision load-time-diagram (see Figure 2.1)

j - area of impact: 7 m2 circular
!

- angle of impact: normal to the tangent plane at the point of
impact

r

- crash weight: 200 kN

| - speed of impact: 215 m/s

:
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As in the loading case for " earthquake", in the design of the piping
systems against the vibrations caused by aircraft impact there are'

determined acceleration transient responses or floor response spectra for
the corresponding site. In Figure 2.2 are shown the determinative points
of impact (1 to 6) for a reactor building of a pressurized water1

! reactor. The enveloping acceleration processes are determined for these
points of impact and used for the design of the piping (except as
permitted by the simplified procedure given below). Figure 2.3 shows a,

typical comparison of the floor response acceleration spectra for safe
shutdown earthquakes, aircraft impact and gas cloud explosions,

i The RSK Guidelines for pressurized water reactors also admit a simplified
procedure for the loading case' aircraft' impact as proof of the stability
of the components and systems in the reactor building. This proof is
given by the assumption of a static substitute load upon the piping,
resulting from a defined acceleration, in a horirontal and verticali

direction up to 16 Hz. The degree of acceleration depends on the
construction of the building. For KWU pressurized water reactors there

,

can be taken an acceleration of 0.5 g for the reactor building. In the'

frequency range above 16 Hz, it must be made certain that the relative'

displacements between component and support can be elastoplastically
absorbed up to imm.'

2.7.2 Water (Steam) Hammer load

i Loads that occur due to the opening or the closing of a valve will be
) determined with the aid of dynamic analyses and taken into consideration

]
in the design of the piping systems.

f Therein, special attention is paid to free-swinging non-return valves
: which are installed in the emergency cooling and residual heat-removal

systems. The calculations are based on load-time diagrams (e.g.,!

i square-wave impulse). The modal analysis is conducted with the aid of
! the direct integration.

Generally, structural measures are taken as protection against loads<

caused by water hammer. They consist of an adequate arrangement of
support structures, of the installation of attenuation elements, of the
timely limiting of the opening and closing of valves and flaps, and in

! the limitation of aperture angles in the case of non-return valves.
Attention has to be paid during operation so that the pipings are
vented. No administrative control measures are applied.

;

|
Water hammer loads are superposed in pipings with the operating pressure
and the inherent weight of the piping. For supports, the dead weight of
the pipings is superposed with the water hammer loads.

;
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3.0 LOAD COM8INATIONS

3.1 Belaium

The criteria of the ASME code are used as the main guide, using the
flowing specific guidelines:

(a)- the SSE and A0E are considered faulted conditions (Service
Level 0)

(b)- all pipe breaks are considered faulted conditions (Service
Level 0)

(c)- post-accidental operation of safety systems (e.g.ECCS) is
,

considered a normal operation condition for the system, even
! if corresponding to a faulted plant condition (Service Levels
! A and B are used in design)

(d)- secondary stresses in piping systems are not limited for C
and 0 Service Levels, but integrity of the supports is
required for primary equilibrium purposes.

LOCA and SSE loads are combined on a SSRT basis.'

3.2 Canada

General load Combinations for applicable to Canadian nuclear power plants
are summarized in Table K-1 of NUREG-1061 Vol. II..

Short-term loads, such as loads due to pipe break, water / steam hammer,
seismic, etc., are normally categorized in other than ASME Service Level
A conditions. These loads, therefore, get combined accordingly in the
ASME Code equations. For earthquake load combinations please see
CAN3-N289.3-M81 (Section 6.3.2).

Both plus and minus signs are attached to the dynamic loads and then
|

combined with others to get the worst combination. However, if time
history method of analysis is carried out, then the magnitudes with the
associated signs are considered in the combination.

3.3 France
;

Water hammer loads as identified in Section 2.3.2 (1), (3) and (5) are
combined with other loads. The water hammer load described in Section
2.3.2 (4) is currently under investigation and will be combined with

!

; other loads.
I

3.4 Italy

Generally applicable load combination used in design of Italian nuclear
! power plants are contained in Tables K-4 and K-5 of NUREG-1061 Vol. II.

Specific loads applicable to BWR pressure suppression pool safety relief
valve and LOCA discharge response are found in the proprietory General
Electric Co. Document NEDO 1070. Time phasing of pressure suppression
pool loading is indicated in Figure 3.1 of this paper.

;
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3.5 Japan

load combinations other than earthquake are the same as ASME Code Section
III (Author's Note: ASME Code for piping does not specifically specify
load combinations).

A distinction is made between long and short term loadings but procedures
used have not been specified. Different dynamic loads are combined on an
absolute sum basis.

3.6 Sweden

A distinction is made between long and short term loading but procedures
used have not been specified. Independent short term dynamic loads are
combined on a SRSS basis.

3.7 Federal Republic of Germany

Load combinations and the thereto pertaining limits are compiled, by way
of example, in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Other applicable load combinations
can be found in Appendix K-1 of NUREG-1061, Vol. II. The compilation can
be considered as being representative. No distinction is made between
long-term and short-term acting loads as their effects individually or in
combinations. Loads resulting from dynamic analyses are superposed
absolutely with the other loads.

4.0 BEHAVIOR AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA APPLICABLE TO HIGH FREQUENCY,
VIBRATING AND WATER HAMMER LOADS

4.1 Maximum Stress and Behavior Criteria

4.1.1 Belgium

!Stresses resulting from high frequency vibrating loads associated with,

aircraft crash (A0E) appear to use Service Level 0 acceptance criteria.
Flow-induced or operational high frequency vibration stress are
determined experimentally. It is not clear what acceptance criteria is
used for velocity levels in the pipe and stress or deflection levels in
the supports.

4.1. 2 Canada

In Canada, static loads - dead weight, thermal and slow dynamic loads -
seismic, steam / water hammer, valve thrust are considered with allowable
stress limits defined by the code equations. For fast dynamic loads -
pipe-break the plastic strain is limited to half the ultimate strain in
current practice. For high frequency vibrating loads, acceptance appears
to be based on velocity criteria. For a discussion of velocity used as
an acceptance criteria as considered by Ontario Hydro, - see Appendix B.

4
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$ 4.1.3 France

! 4.1.3.1 Piping

Allowable stresses and loading combination are defined.in RCC-M Code,
8-3600, C-3600 D-3600 chapters of Section 1. Functional capability is

assured by leveling up stress criteria. j

Detailed fatigue analyses are required for Class 1 piping and frequently
call for more.than the simplified methods described in 8-3600. Finite'

element analyses are needed to minimize the effects of thermal
Itransients, the results being combined to other terms of 8-3600 equations

(pressure, earthquake, other mechanical loads, thermal expansion, and-

support settlement).

The French Code, RCC-M, requires that an evaluation of protection against
! fast fracture risk in piping be done for class 1 piping.

This is required in Section 8 3611.5, which refers to Section 8 3260,;

which refers to appendix ZG for the analysis methods which can be usedj

| for feritice steels.

Rules in appendix ZG for austenitic steel are in preparation.

| Piping degradation in service is not explicitly considered in design.
Defects detected during in-service inspection and which are difficult to

,

be repaired immediately, are subjected to a crack propagation and,

i stability analysis which, if successful, enables the plant to wait until
i the next outage to repair the defect.
:

f With regard to overall design margins, Class I piping and components have
i to conform to Arrete des Mines of 26 February 1974 in which specific

coefficients by which loads should be multiplied without damage, are
included in paragraph 10.

The coefficients are the following:

t.oAosuc conomous
DAMAGE _ . . , . _ ,,W

_
__ _,

_

-

Esosses defseesti . . . . . . . . . . . t.$ l.2

Flestic lustauiry . . . . . . . . . . . . 2J 2 1.1

Wassis e, eleaseptomis iastewsey . .. . 2.$ 2 1.1
,

.... ......................................... .

. s a sy, tw u t e m.a 4 ,=. iwe. Es e

'.".s?"" *""a|";'"." ||.:*s|" 1 '|:f "|:' c",,"""'" *""*''
.

(First Category loading conditions refers to design
conditions, Second Category to Normal and Upset, Third to <

Emergency and Fourth to Faulted, in the United State
terminology. CPP includes all the reactor coolant loops and
all auxiliary lines up to the second isolation valve.)

.

It is the objective of RCC.M Chapter 8 to meet this regulation
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2

{
4.1.3.2 Supports

! RCC-M code Section i Volume H covers supports (linear type and plate
elements, except embedded plates themselves); it is not usually used for
primary steel frames.,

For exoansion bolts for which criteria are not included in RCC-M,<

FRAMATOME has developed a procedure that guarantees a good fixture for,

: bolts and plates. The procedure is based on recognizing that usual
drilling (with tungsten carbide drills) is very often difficult and leads,

! to holes which are out of tolerance (diameter, surface, uprightness,
; angle with concrete surface), not to speak of the impossibility to cut a

rebar. ,

i The method is based on diamond drilling associated, for the buildings
where it is not permitted to cut rebars (the reactor buildings), with a

} detection of the location of rebars through:
1

! -Examining the rebars drawing i

; -Checking the rebar locations with a magnetic detector '

For embedded plates, tests have been performed to qualify the design in
terms of:

1 -r.esistance of welded attachment of the embedded (curved) bar to
the plate,>

1 -resistance of the embedded bar,
i -necessity of stiffening the plate.

-M-0 relationship,4

, -concrete behaviour,
'

-validation of design loads (computer program, nomographs),
4

-validation of a detailed analysis model used for interpretation i
-

j (non-linear finite element model).

; Design margins in steel support design are greater than those used in
j piping design: steel supports have an elastic general behaviour, even in

j- faulted conditions, per RCC-M. .

i

In faulted conditions, piping thermal expansion effects are computed in4

} order to determine loads on supports which are then designed to withstand
'

these loads, wereas thermal expansion generates in the piping stresses
; which are secondary and unbounded per the RCC-M code.

| 4.1. 4 Italy

| Acceptance criteria applicable to loads for Italian nuclear power plant
piping and support are suemarized in Tables K-4 ANO K-5 of NUREG-1061

j vol. II.
4

4 4.1. 5 Japan

Act.eptance criteria applicable to loads for Japanese nuclear power plant;

| piping and supports are summarized in Section 6.3.1.5 of NUREG-1061 Vol.
II and in Section 4.4 of NUREG/CR-3020.(7 1).:

;
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1 4.1. 6 Sweden

Behavior criteria for water hamer type levels are established consistent
with ASME III service levels as determined in the design specification.
For high frequency vibrating loads, ASEA-ATOM has developed acceptance
criteria for the Swedish State Power Board based primarily on measured
reponse of pipin |
standard (7.2), g similiar to procedures developed in the ASME-0M-3

j
,

4.1. 7 Federal Republic of Germany ,

Acceptance criteria applicable to all loads for FRG nuclear power plant
piping and supports are summarized'in, Appendix K-1 of NUREG-1061 Vol. II.

.

4.2 Fatique Analysis Reauirements

4.2.1 Belgium .c
,

Fatigue analysis in general are performed in accordance with the ASME III
Code.

4.2.2 Canada

Fatigue analysis requirements for loads identified for analytical
purposes are similar to those defined in ASME III. Fatigue evaluation
for high frequency vibration are discussed in Section ?,2.1.T of this
paper.

%

4.2.3 France Ng

Detailed fatigue analyses are required fors Class'lpipingaddfrequently
call for more than the simplified methods described in B-3MO. Finite
element analyses are needed to minimize the effects of thermal
transients, the results being ccabined to other terms of B-3600 equations
(pressure, earthquake, other mechanical loads, thermal expansion, support.

i, settlement).

| 4.2.4 Italy
, ,,

|
' .,

Fatigue analysis is performed for Class 1, 2 and'2 piping according to
'

ASME Section III requirements.

4.2.5 Japan

I Explicit fatigue analysis requirements are described in the MITI Code.

?, 4.2.6 Sweden

For Class 1 components, fatigue analysis is performed according to ASME
III. For other classes of pipes fatigue arealysis is performed
considering actual ' problem experience.

'ls.sq

!
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4.2.7 Federal Republic of Germany

: Fatigue analyses are required for the piping systems. Fatigue analyses
are conducted both for the primary loop and, according to the Basic
Safety Criteria contained in the General Specifications of Table 2.1.3,
included herein for such systems as listed in the 1st Attachment to the
RSK guidelines for pressurized water reactors . For all other systems, a
fatigue analysis is not-generally conducted. However, in accordance with
the regulations for pressure vessels, a definition is made for static and
dynamic loading cases (see AD Memorandum (pamphlet) SI).

; For the prevention of failures due to fatigue under changing stresses, a
fatigue analysis is conducted for the components of the primary loop and

! for those of the External Systems. For pipings of the primary loop a
difference is made between

- simplified proof of safety against fatigue
- elastic fatigue analysis, and
- simplified elastic-plastic fatigue analysis.,

>

Details of the procedure are specified in the safety regulations KTA
3201.2, Section 7.8.

i

The criteria for the performing of fatigue tests and the applicable,

. calculation procedures for the External Systems are represented in the
1 General Specification " Basic Safety" (Attachment 2 to the RSK directives'
i for pressurized water reactors, Chapter 4.2). The criteria for the

conducting of fatigue tests and the permissible calculation procedures
; can be obtained from the ASME-Code, Section III, Subsection NB and NC.

5.0 MODELING ASSUMPTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH FREQUENCY VIBRATORY AND
WATER HAMMER LOAD ANALYSIS

I 5.1 Vibratina loads
;

i In all the foreign countries surveyed, high frequency vibrating loads
. induced during normal operation (e.g. flow-induced) are not normally'

considered analytically. It is usual to consider such phenomenon
experimentally during plant start up testing as needed on a case-by-case
basis. Therefore, analytical models, except as they may relate measured
velocity and displacement to stress as a function of a series of simple
pipe geometries, are not considered explicitly.

High frequency loads induced by aircraft impact or BWR suppression pool
dynamic response are typically applied to the seismic analytical model of:

the piping system and its supports. Input to this model in Belgium,
Italy and the U.S. appear to be an acceleration response spectra while in-

the FRG a constant g value is used. For the FRG in the frequency range
above 16 Hz, it must be assured that the relative diplacements between
components and supports can be absorbed elasto-plastically.

I

,
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1

1

)

F a t.I g u'e Aoa1ysis
f h, "I Component5

Criteria Methods
-

Pressure Fatigue analysis if Fatigue analysis e.g. in accordance with ASME NC 3219.2 or N8 3222.4
,

i Vessel, the number of Detemination of the number of cycles in accordance with ASME NC 3219
Pumps, cycles >1000 (All stress amplitudes >0.2 S . Thermically induced load chanbes s're
Valves determined on the basis of AT as it occurs in the wall of the component)

*

Al

Fall ue ana ysis e.g. in accordance with ASME M8 3653.4 or N8 3222.4' $
9Pipes

r;

Pressure Fatigue analysis at Fatigue analysis e.g. In accordance with ASME NC 3219.2 or a suitablei

Y Vessel, special points if stress index method !

h) Pumps, the number of !

* Valves cycles >l 000
A2<

Fatigue analysis Stress inden method in accordance with ASMC NC 3611
Pipes always required (Limitation of the SA value as a function of the number of cycles)

Pressure No fatigue analysis
;
- Vessel. (design temperature
i Pumps. < 100 oC)
i

A3 Valves
I ' 5 Stress inden method in accordance with ASME NC 3611Pipes , r

!

.
GENERAL SPECIFICATION "84 SIC SAFETY"| W TABLE 2.1.3

Criteria for the loplementation of Fatique Anlayses and Permissible Calculation Nethods
! . ~' " - - - - ...._._

i
'

i Tabie 1
)
i
!

i

i
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However, in Italy an inelastic spectral input with ductilities taken
equal to 2.0 to 3.0 is permitted in response to aircraft impact

|effects. This loading condition does not effect design in France and
,

Canada because of the type of reactor systems used and the aircraft crash
criteria considered. It is not clear what inputs are considered in Japan
and Sweden for this loading condition.

1

5.2 Water Hammer Loads

Except for the FRG anticipated water hammer loads such as rapid large
, valve opening and closure, local pressure transient, determined by
' simplified hand calculations, are generally performed. Sophisticated

thermal - hydraulic - structural computer analysis and associated dynamic
models of the system have seen very limited application except in the FRG
where such computations are routinely performed for systems with safety
significance. For other countries such calculations tend to be used only
in those cases where simplified methods are thought to give overly
conservative results, or where water hammers have occurred in a
particular system. Structural models of the piping systems analyzed for
water hammer are usually similiar to those used for seismic analyses.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
f

6 .1 Conclusions

Review of the design practices associated with high frequency vibrating
; and water hammer loads considered in the foreign countries surveyed

indicate that these countries generally take a less mechanistic approach
than the U.S. to the problems that may arise from such loads. For impact
high frequency resultant loads, there is a general recognition that such
loads do not cause the damage that their magnitude as determined by
inertia response acceleration would indicate. As a result such loads

have been limited in some countries by use of a frequency cut off, as in'

the FRG, and a non-linear spectrum input, as in Italy. It is also
recognized that displacements associated with these loads are quite small'

(typically less than the tolerance gaps which exist between the pipe and
its pipe support), hence the motion of the support is not sufficient to

; excite the pipe. The resultant stresses in the pipe are much less than
I would be indicated by the calculated response of a linear elastic model
j of the piping system.
.

'

The flow-induced or operational high frequency vibration of piping
; systems are generally not considered analytically. This is true because
: such effects can be observed and measured experimentally relatively
*

cheaply and accurately during plant start up. In addition, analytical
i definition of vibrating-forcing functions, due to flow or other

operational perturbation of the system, are generally not possible with
,

; any accuracy. It is also recognized, because of the small deflections
and gaps in the pipe support systems, that it would be exceedingly
difficult to predict stress resultants in the piping system analytically.

,

9
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Except for the FRG which tends to use more rigorous analytical
techniques, anticipated water hammer effects in the foreign countries
surveyed are evaluated by simplified hand calculations which,

: historically for conventional high energy piping systems (fossil fuel and
' petrochemical plants), have given satisfactory results. In foreign

countries in general, there seems to be much less reliance on rigorous
calculation or computational results and a much greater willingness to
substitute experience and technical judgnent in developing an adequate
design for piping systems for all applied loads.,

6.2 Recommendations

It is recommended that foreign operating experiences, particularly those
associated with water hammer and fatigue failures be reviewed in detail
to determine if their experiences are significantly different than those
in the U.S. for nuclear power plant piping. Based on such a review, it

: may be possible to determine, at least on a statistical basis, if the
: higher level of analytical effort expended in the U.S. provides a

significant difference in the level of plant reliability as defined by
,

unanticipated occurrences, excess vibration and failures in piping and
their supports.
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APPENDIX A

Questionnalr.e on
'

Cr_iteria. Assumptions _ind Analytical Methods Used in Desion of
![uclear Power Plant Safety Related ,P_igJng,- All,_ Classes

1. LOADING

A. SEISMIC

1. What forms of seismic load definition are permissible for
piping design,as for example, a) ground spectra with
amplification factors, b) floor or amplified response
spectra - using dynamic multidegree of freedom analysis,
c) one times peak of floor response spectra appiled to mass
distribution of pipe, d) a multiple of one times the peak
of the floor spectra applied to the mass distribution of

^

the p1pe. If a multiple of one times the peak of the floor
spectra is used, how is this value defined? Are other
forms of seismic load definition permissible? If so, what
are they?

2. How nany simultaneous directions of seismic loading are
considered, a) one horizontal only, b) one horizontal plus
one vertical, c) two horizontal plus one vertical?

.

3. If more than one direction of seismic loading is considered
, simultaneously, are they considered of equal magnitude
(e.g., 100% 100% 100% )or some other combination (e.g.,
100% 40% 40%)?

4. Are inelastic floor response spectra input permitted? If
yes, under what circumstances and how and what values of

'

ductility are defined?

5. How many levels of earthquake (e.g., OBE, SSE or S1, S2)
are actually considered in the design of pipe? If two
levels of earthquake are considered, which level usually

' controls design? How are different input response spectra
for piping located at different support locations
considered in design, a) by using single envelope spectra,
b) by use of input from several spectra located at
different support points. If single.4nvelope spectra are

,

used, how is envelope spectra developed? If several |

spectra from multiple support points are used please
describe means or give appropriate references as to how

|

these spectra are considered in developing seismic response
of the piping.

i
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I
l

6. What values of percent critical damping are used in design
and analysis of piping? If more than one value is used
please describe functional relationships and basis of
selection, a) damping as a function of frequency, b)
damping as a f unction of mode, c) damping as a fur.ction of
support type and support gap. size?

7. Please describe how different spacial and modal components
are combined to determine resultant forces and moments
about the three principal local axes of the pipe. How are
closely spaced modes considered? What sequence of load
combination is used, a) by mode first and then by direction
or b) by direction and then mode?

|

|
i
l
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B. HIGH FREQUENCY VIBRATION

1. Are pipes evaluated f or high f requency (* 20 Hz) cyclic
loads (aircraft or other missile impact, flow induced,
valve or pump operation, etc.)?

2. If yes, please describe methods (analytical or testing) of
evaluation.

3. Are explicit fatigue analyses required for piping? If yes,
please describe the procedure used as a function of the
safety classification of piping.

C. WATER (STEAM) HAMMER

1. To what extent is the rapid change in the pressure of a
fluid in a pipe caused by a rapid change in the fluid

,

velocity (water, steam hammer) required to be considered in
design, a) anticipated - rapid valve closure,
b) unanticipated - water slugs, steam condensation?

2. What measures are used to protect against water hammer,
a) design, b) administrative and c) operational procedures.

3. Are water hammer loads combined with other loads?

4. Is water hammer considered with degraded pipe?

D. DEAD WEIGHT, PRESSURE THERMAL AND l!VE LOADS

1. Are differential support settlement explicitly considered
in design?

E. LOADS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

'I. Please give load combinations explicitly considered in
design of piping and indicate applicable behavior criteria
limits.

2. Do you distinguish between lofg term or short term loads as
to their effect or combination?

3. Are dynamic loads combined on other tAan an absolute sum
basis? If yes, what is the basis of combination?

F. PIPING SYSTEM DESIGN RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Please describe the organizattor, used to develop the
overall piping design.
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11. BfMAV109 CR11fRIA

A. PIPl

1. Please define the allowable stresses and/or deformations
permitted in piping as a function of safety class or give
applicable construction standard reference in design for

a. Dead * Live Load * Pressure (Primary Stresses)

b. Dead + Live + Pressure + (OBE or SSE) Earthquake
(Primary Stresses)

c. Dead + Live * Pressure + Therrel + Support Settlement
(Prinary + Secondary Stresses)

d. Dead + Live + Pressure + (OBE or SSE) Earthquake *
Thernal + Settlement (Primary + Secondary Stresses)

2. Are specific fatigue analyses required? If yes, under what
circumstances and what acceptance criteria is used?

3. Are specific brittle fracture analyses required? If yes.
under what circumstances and what acceptance criteria is
used?

4. Is the potential for ratcheting explicitly considered in
design?

5. Do you distinguish between allowable stress limits
associated with dynamic loads (slow - seismic; and fast -
pipe break) and static loads? If yes, how are these
distinctions made?

6. 15 piping degrndation in service explicitly considered in
design? If yes, how?

7. How are nozzle load limits on equipment determined?

8. Are overall design margins identified? If yes, hos are
they determined?

B. SUPPORTS

1. Please provide the same infornation as (!!A.) above
applicable to supports instead cf pioing including criteria.

governing design of anchor bolts
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2. Are seismic supports required to be rigid (e.g., the
support plus contributing mass f rom pipe has f undamental
frecuency greater than 33 Hz)? Or is there some minimum
ratio required between the stiffness of the support and the
pipe it supports?

3. Are there any restrictions or special requirements on the
use of snubbers, a) hydraulic, b) mechanical?

4. Are vertical rod type pipe hangers Lsed in seismically
designed lines? If yes, what analy.tical assumptions are
made 10 there is a net compression or upward load in the
hanger under seismic loading?

5. Are the design margins used in support design greater or
less than those used for the piping?

111. MODEllNG & LAYOUT ASSUMPTIONS

A. PIPE

1. For thermal analysis of piping, a) is a computer anai,esis
considering all supports required, b) are all fixed
supports (hangers U bolts, etc.) considered rigid?

2. Are spring constants for spring hangers and snubbers
considered in the, a) dead weight analysis, b) thermal
analysis, c) seismic analysis? If yes, how are they
determined?

3. How are constant spring hangers considered in the, a) dead
weight analysis, b) thermal analysis, c) seismic analysis?

<

4. Are nonlinear analyses of the piping system permitted? If

yes, what are the circumstances?

5. For seismic analysis of piping are all fired supports
(hangers, U bolts, etc.) considered rigid? If yes, what is
the basis for this consideration?

6. For seismic analysis of piping are variable and constant
spring hangers considered as restraints in the analysis?

7. Are maximum permissible gaps between pipe and supports
specified? In the U.S. such gaps are typically specified
at t 0.06 inches, in Canada such gaps are taken as t 0.25
inches. Larger gaps consistent with adequate restraint of
the piping based on experimental tests appear to result in
higher damping, hence, lower seismic stresses. Have you i

formulated a policy in this area?

I
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8. Are support gaps,ever used to reduce therrr.a1 loads and
thereby reduce the need for snubbers? If y e t, . on what
basis?

B. SUPPOR15

i ), is the use of snubber type supports actively encouraged or
discouraged for, a) hydraulic, b) mechanical? If yes, what
procedures are used?

2. How are support stiffnesses considered in design for,
a) thermal, b) seismic, c) pipe whip?

)

i

1

|
i

!

4
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APPENDIX B

VIBRATION VELOCITY AS A GEERAL SEVERITY CRIMRION,

R.T. Hartlen, Ontario Hydroi

R. Elmaraghy, Centre de Recherche Industrielle du Quebec: F. Slingerland, Universite Laval4

'
St.NMARY ,

i

Vibration velocity is better than either displacement or acceleration as f'

a direct indicator of vibration severity and associated equipment'

distress. Furthermore, the allowable magnitt. des of velocity lie in a
i

relatively narrow range, even for a wide variety of systems, equipment4

3 and structures. Thus, adopting velocity as the standard quantity for ,

i general use will reduce the need for system-specific investigation and ;

5 analysis to determine acceptable limits. This approach has been
identified and proven by reference to existing standards of acceptable;

! vibration, to a recent CEA Research project which confizmed a strong
theoretical correlation between vibration-velocity and dynamic stress,

,

| and to data from a wide range of actual field problems.

| 1.0 INTRODUCTION

{ Yibration data can be collected and reported in many different forms.
! Firstly, there is a choice of the QUANTITY to be recorded, i.e.
i displacement, velocity or acceleration. And secondly, there is a choice ,

'

i of the particular format, i.e. peak, average or root-mean-square;
] all-pass or filtered; time waveform or spectral components, etc. Various
| formats are also used in STAtCARDS of acceptable vibration levels. Most
1 standards are expressed in either displacement (peak-to-peak), velocity

(peak) or velocity (r.m.s.). In practice the choice of quantity and
format is normally determined by some combination of specified
requirements, past practice, transducers and equipment readily available,

,

: and personal preferences.
h

Most people seem more familiar with either displacement or acceleration,
f as they have a ready physical reference; i.e. one can readily grasp and
| appreciate the displacement (peak-to-peak) as the total excursion of the ,

' vibratory motion; and one can imagine a dynamic inertial loscing equal to
the vibrating mass times the maximum acceleration. It should also be

j noted that most theoretical analysts and most large general-purpose
i compJter programs work in terms of displacement or acceleration. |

However, velocity is widely used, due to its appearance in various :'

standards for machinery, and to the availability of velocity transoucers
i which reouire neither a stationary reference point, nor complex

'

electronics.

{ The state-of-affairs outlined above can result in uncertainty and wasted
ieffort in several situations. For example, when standards and field data 6#

'

| are both expressed in a variety of ways, the overall reference data base
i

:
.

i !
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| 1s fragmented; we lose the benefit of being able to COMPARE and
j EXTRAPOLATE across a range'of applications. When faced with a
| '= =ienianing or operating problem one always wants to know what level of
i vibration is acceptable. Suppose the application is 'new'-(i.e. where
; neither a direct experience-base nor an applicable standard is
; available). Therearethenjlooselyspeaking,twoalternatives: decide
! arbitrarily, or do an analysis. The first alternative is certainly
| undesirable, and where safety is involved, not acceptable. To do an

analysis involves an expense which might be avoidable, if a broader data;

bene could be utilized; ir addition, any acceptance criterion developed:

i analytically may be presented in terms which the field crew is not
{ e @ W to measure readily.

|

Out of this existing situation there arise two obvious questions: Does
any one of the various vibration cuantities relate most directly to
distress and potential damage? If so, wouldn't the use of that
par *f=1=r quantity lead to simplifications and cost reduction in most4

vibration work? The answer to both questions is affirmative: VIBRATION ;
.

VELOCITY is the preferred quantity; and it's adoption as a standard WIL1, i
! *!=alify and reduce the work involved. These conclusions are based upon

three elements of support: existing standards; a small applied research ;
,

!

j project; and experience-data from a variety of field problems. The main
j body of this paper will present the important details of the supporting

arguments, expand upon the results, conclusions and limitations, and;

j present recommendations on how to apply the results.

2.0 J ORETICAL BASIS. CEA RESEARCH Ph0,ECT
1

As noted atz e, most standards J acceptable vibration levels for
. rotating awninery use vibration velocity as the refazence indicator of
) severity. There are some common misconceptions about.the underlying
! basis for choosing velocity. Many people think it is based mainly upon
1 ease of measurement using velocity transducers. Others consicer velocity

appropriatie because it lies midway between etteplan a==nt (which falls off
j at high frequencies) and acceleration (which falls off at low

frequencies), and therefore should be applicable over a broader centrali

} frequency range. And most people believe that the actual magnituces of
| velocity allowed have been developed empirically.

All of the above may be true to some extent. However, there is a much
more fundamental reason for using velocity, not only for machinery, but

i for any vibration problem on any component or structure. By piecing
together bits of information, it bogen to appear that there is a strong
and persistent direct correlation between vibration velocity and dynamic
stresses. To explore the analytical basis of this correlation, and the

. range of its validity for practical application, a ses11 CEA research
| contract was initiated /1/. The contract was awarded to the Centre ce
1 Recherche Industrielle du OJebec (CRIQ), and was performed by the second '

,

and third authors of this paper.
.
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| The work on the proj1ct consisted mainly of literature review, and j
i parametric calculations using formulae available for various .

configurations. At the time of writing the technical work was complete,
and the final report was being prepared. The main findings and

; conclusions are as follows:

; 2.1 First it was proven that for any linear structure there is a
. simple relation between space-average mean square vibration velocity and
! space average mean-souare stress. This relationship is a consequence of

the aa=1ity of maximus kinetic and potential energies in the vibrating
structure. It has the form

dras=E *** (1) ,

2

! and is independant of the fom of the struch, and of the parMm1=e
mode of vibration. This provides a very sound, fundamental starting

4
point. However it must be noted that failures are more closely related

i to maximum stresses rather than the root-mean-equare stresses of Equation
1. '

i

i

i 2.2 Next, it was found that a basis for relating the navi==
| vibratory stress to the maximum vibratory velocity had existed in the

mechanical engineering literature for twenty years. In a footnote to a
1962 paper /2/, Ungar showed that for beams and plates vibrating at

| resonance, the maximum dynamic strain is relat'ad to the maximum vibration
velocity according to:

Y
: Emax = d7""c* (2a)
!

i

j Interestingly, Ungar interpreted this relation in terms of the strain
! being proportional to the ' Mach Number' of the oscillation, i.e. the
i velecity of the oscillation divided by the velocity of sound in the
! material).
4

f
By simply introducing Hmkos Law d = E 4 , Ecuation 2a becomes:

I

"""*I d = 7E (2)
; max - c

! 2.3 Based upon Eaustions 2 and 1, there naturally develops a
j two-point hypothesis as follows:
i

Firstly, it is expected that for any structure vibrating at resonance! -

j there will be a simple relationship of the form:
J
! Y

daax=(constant)(E)(f) (3)
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i

.

; - Secondly, the ' constant' is not expected to var / greatly, even over a
| wide range of system size, geometry, . vibration mode and frequency.
t

! The main theme of ,the EA project was to evaluate these two. hypotheses,
I 1.e. their basic validity in broad terms, the variability of the
i proportionality constant, and the potential for practical application.
i

| 2.4 To test the hypotheses, a very straightforward approach was
taken. First, a list of, elements of practical interest was developed,,

) 1.e. rods, shafts, beams, plates and shells. Next the technical
! literature was searched for available analytical solutions for vibration

frequencies and modal deflection shapes. Given such solutions one can
4
'

determine.the maximum vibration velocity and the associated ==vi== '

stress (i.e. vibration velocity is proportional to ==vf== deflection
times natural frequency, and navia m stresses are determined by section

; stiffness and curvature of the deflected shape). The proportionality
j factors are then c=I misted by simple division.

Emphasis was placed on covering as wide a range of element types and .

j geometry, and as many modes of vibration as could be accommodated within
! a limited project budget. The main results of these parametric
j calculations are summarized in Appendix I.

] 2.5 From a glance at Appendix I it can be seen that the !

proportionality factors.for the great majority of cases fall in a
!j reasonably narrow range. This confirms the basic validity of both
j hypotheses,,and it remains only to define the limits of valid

application, and the range of variation of the proportionality factor.
This cannot be done osfinitively and rigorously from the limited study .4

] completed, but several important features have been demonstrated as I

i follows:

The correlation works well for flexural vibration of beams and plates-

with any practical section shapes and boundary conditions. The
proportionality factors for most practical cases lie between 1.5 and 2.5. <

The range of extreme proportionality factors is from about 1 to 4. '

Included in this range is the effect of having clamped boundary
conditions; this increases the factors by approximately one third as
compared to the simpl/-supported case as a refarence. Also included is
the effect of section cross-sectional shape; as might be expected the
extreme low and high facters are associated with efficient ano

[ inefficient shapes respectively, e.g. from approximately 1 for WF beams,
|

up to about 3 for Tees and triangles.
r

- Remarkably perhaps, the correlation also works well for the
non-flexural cases tried. For axial vibration of bars, the

proportionality factor is 1. For torsional vibration of shafts it ranges

from 1.2 to 1.6 depending upon section shape.
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Some exceptions have been identified, where the correlation breaks-

down. These include:

! beams of non-uniform cross section (such as the tapered.

cantilever, where there is a factor of five variation even for
the lower modes) |

d W circular plates and supported / free rectangular plates,.
~ where the proportionality factors are less then one for some,

modes
'

clamped annular plates where the proportionality factor exceeds.

four for some modes

add masses which can shift the proportionality factor from the.; 'unifors' reference case (in general the factors can shift in!

either direction; of greatest concern in practice is the case
~

i
where sizeable added masses can lead to substantially higher
factors, making the approximate approach non e rvative.4

L

| for uniform cylindrical shells, membrane stresses can be.

significant for certain modes, yielding extremely large
;

i proportionality factors.
1

! From the analytical relationships developed (e.g. Equations 1 and 2) -
-

and from the limited parametric studies peformed, it can be concluded
that:

! For elementary structures vibrating at a natural frequency,.

|
there is a remarkably simple direct relationship between

' vibration velocity and nominal dynamic stress. It is of the

form:
L
'

Y
danx=(contant)(E)(""*) (3)

| which may also be expressed as:

| =constantX,gE' (4)"**
y
max

|!
! For a wide range of piectical structural and machine elements,.

! the proportionality factor will fall in tne range,
I

j proportionality factor = 1.2 to 2.8
\

|
whereby Ecuation 4 may be rewritten as a rough but very useful
practical approximation:

Wmax =2[gE
s

3 ACE (5)> y
max'
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i

Substituting the values of density and modulus of elasticity for
various,meterials there results the following table of,

i ' stress-per- velocity' constants:
.

Material ""*

V ,, kPa per en/sec
l'
i Steel 77.2
i Copper 65.9 i

Brass 59.4,

i Cast Iron M.8
; Aluminum 27.6

i 3.0 EXISTING AND DEVELOPING STA> CARDS

I As noted in the Introduction, various existing standards for allowable
vibration utilize different quantities and formats (i.e. displacement or
velocity, peak or r.m.s., etc.). There are some recent and ongoing

i developments in standards writing, from which some relevant trends can be
; determined. These are described briefly, for three different
j spp11 cations, as follows.

| 3.1 Rotatino Machinery

| There are many international, national, and manufacturer's standards for
.classification or limits of vibration severity. Some of them utilize!
'

lines of!
severity., constant velocity to define various categories of vibration| Others retain the ' constant velocity' criterion over the
mid-range _of frequency, but switch over to limits on displacement at low;

! frequency, and acceleration at high frequency. There are some t

situations, particularly for continuous machinery-protection monitoring, i

where the choice of parameter is cuits obvious. Shaft-to-bearing radial
clearance and rotor-axial-positon for example, clearly call for relative
diaalr: :it as the most direct and relevant quantity.

Although there are exceptions, velocity appears to be the most frecuent
choice as a general descriptor of machinery levels, particularly when |

absolute bearing cap or casing measurements are used. A recent paper by
| Plummer /3/ recommends using velocity as the criterion for
| ' periodic-inspection' monitoring of pumpsets; Plummer's argi. ment is based
| upon the expected direct relationship between vibration velocity and
'

dynamic stress. Also, an ANSI committee on machinery is consioering
adopting ISO standards which use velocity as the reference quantity.

,

3.2 Power Plant Pipino

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is developing a standard for
ipiping vibration. Entitled 'Recuirements for Preoperational and Initial
:Startup, Vibration Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Piping Systems', it has ,
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!
|reached the final draft stage /4/. Eventually it will become an ANSI

,

standard.

This standard allows for varying levels of complexity and effort to
demonstrate acceptability as regards vibration. These options range from

;

the application of very conservative system - independant screening'

Icriteria for naamr vibration, through detailed dynamic analysis to
, determina system-specific test points and permissible vibrations, and;

right up to direct measurement of dynamic strain by strain gages.,

,

i For purposes of this paper we are most interested in specification of
acceptance criteria directly in term of a vibration quantity. Here the

j ASME standard allows the use of either displacement or velocity as the
significant quantity. If %1=--- - .t is chosen, the alloweble limits

;

will be system specifier that is, they will depend upon the size, layout1

| and mode of vibration. If velocity is chosen, the limits will be nearly
| independent of these factors, since the approach is based upon the direct

relationship of vibration velocity to dynamic stress. Thus using a'

| velocity criterion provides a simpler more straightforward process of
; measurement, comparison with allowables, and reporting. For example the
! ASME standard, based upon conservative assumptions regarding layout, ,

'

i additional masses and stress concentration factors, includes a screening
level below which any system is acceptable. j

| 3.3 Structures ,

|
i
|

There is at least one code for steady-state vibration of structures.
This is the German code DIN 4150 /5/ which applies for uniform concrete'

i and wooden beams and plates. This code is another case where vibration :
'

velocity is used as the refarence quantity, based upon the direct
relationship with dynamic stress.

3.4 Tho' Choice of FormatrPeak Versus RMS 6

( :

} Even assuming acceptance of velocity as the best general descriptor of i

! vibration severity, there remains the question of which format to uge.
J The RMS format has an averaging effect which will smooth out the
i variability in long-term trend plots. The PEAK format on the other hand
i is more sensitive to intermittent vibretion which in many cases is an
i

indication of trouble. Some observations can be made based upon further |
! reforence to the existing and developing standards as follows.
i

| For rotating machinery the North American practice has been to express
' velocity measurements in the PEAK format, whereas in Europe there is a
l preference for MS. Apparently most European representatives on the 150
|

committee are satisfied with RMS, with the case for PEAK being made by
some North American representatives. The discussion is ongoing.

;

For piping the AS>E standard is very clear and specific. The reference

| quantity is to be the maximum PEAK vibration, not RMS. It is acceptable
.
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to make the measurements in the RMS format, but they must then be
converted to PEAK by a demonstrably conservative multiplying factor.

The DIN 4150 code for structures is also clear. It uses PSAK vibration
velocity as the standardized reference cuantity.,

3.5 Absolute t.evels of Peak Vibration Veiocity

i
| Based upon these points of reference it is concluded that maximum PEAK
| vibration velocity should provide a well igmized, if not the best,

general indicator of vibration severity. It is of ' interest to see how
} the absolute acceptance levels vary from one type of equipment to

;

! another. Figure 1 shows a comparison of levels taken from three -

i standards: the ISO charts for rotating muchinery /d/, the ASME' standard :
for piping, and the DIN code for structures. It is somewhat remarkable !
to see how little variation there is. In fact Figure 1 suggests that, j
within a generous but practically-useful tolerance, vibration severity ;

! levels might be considered to be independent of the particular type of '

i equipment.
;

i

! 4.0 FIELD DPOIENE
-

,

| The best evaluation of vibretion velocity as a general severity criterion |
! is by correlation with actual field experience. To test the validity of !

extrapolation into areas where there is little background and experience,! i

the emphasis should be on non-mechinery applications. The cases should '
,

I 'cover a variety of power plant and process plant systans and equipment,
I and various types of vibration problems. Such a test has been compiled, |
} as per Appendix.II and Figure 2. j
i i

j Appendix II briefly describes the field cases considered. Although i

f dealing mainly with piping, can be seen to contain a good measure of !
j variety. Some are from inte Ontario Hydro experience, while others '

; are external having been drawn from the technical literature. Some cases j
j involved failures, while others were rectified before any failures. The L

j failures included cases of wear, fatigue and fracture. The sources of L

vibration excitation were varied, and the resulting vibration freque,ncies
ranged from less then 1 Hr to nearly 3 kHr. These cases are not the
result of any complete comprehensive search rather, we have simply used
datawhichwasonhandorknowntobereadil'yavailable. On the other
hand the cases have not been selected or screened in any way; we have iincluded all cases for which quantitative data was avellable. Thus the

I cases of Appendix II are considered a fair preliminary test of the
! proposed correlation.
4

The accumulated field experience of Appendix II is presented graphically |
on Figure 2. Each case is shown by a single data point of peak velocity
versus frecuency of the vibration. Some lines of constant velocity are

i also shown for reference purposes (some of these lines represent
j standards; other have been added arbitrarily by the authors).
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From Figure 2 some observations can be onde in support of the theme of
this paper. In particular:

The use of peak velocity as the relevant parameter leads to a#

-

reasonably compact, and practically useful, correlation. All of the
problems fall in the range of 4.4 to 254 mm/sec, a factor of 40. For
piping and valves the range is from 12.7 to 254 mm/sec, a factor of 20;;

i excluding the somewhat unusual case P1, this range is reduced to 38 to
! 254 en/sec, a factor of about 7. j

a'
i Had we attempted the correlation in terms of displacement or

acceleration, the range of variation would have been several orders of'
'

! magnitude, due to the wide frecuency range.
t

.

It is feasible to at least estimate the range of vibration velocity at-

which problems are likely to occur. For the general category of process |

i and power plant piping circuits, there should be few if any problems !

below 40 mm/sec, while levels beyond 100 mm/sec are likely to require !
,

correction.
i

i
| The ranges for other types of madr= ant could be estiasted from similar
j plots.

'

1 It is also of interest to relata these actual field cases to the various
standards. The main points of comparison are as follows:

- Process piping and associated equipment can apparently operate at
vibration levels well above those recommanded for each6nery. There
appears to be a pivotal band at about 25 to 40 mm.sec o below which,

I piping is acceptable, but above which even the largest machinery would be
| considered very rough. j

i
i - For the data shown, the A M 's sc level for piping appears to
j be overly consegtive (i.e.12.7 se.sec- allowed by the standard

.

versus 40 mm.sec deduced from the data). On the positive side |
;

application of the AM criterion during commissioning would have |
| identified all of these esses for either rectification or more detailed i

! analysis to justify higher allowables. But on the other hand, it would |
.

! probably have identified many other cases which would also have required i

! followg effort. |

The one data point on structural vibration is competicle with the DIN-

standard.

5.0 C0hPARISON OF ANALYTICAL M TO STAPCAA05 AfC FIELD EXPUtIDG i

It has been shown that there is a fundemontal direct relationship between
Ivibration velocity and the associated cynamic stress. Further, it has

been demonstrated that vibration velocity is a reliable general inoicator t

of vibration severity and potential equipment distress. Naturally then, |
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one might expect that the realistic, practical, allowable levels could be
derived, or at least rationalized, in terms of snowable stresses and

j failure theories. This can be achieved to some extent, but there are
very definite limitations, as explained in the fonowing.;

The most direct and complete comparison can be made by considering a
piping system. Let us further assume that the material is steel, for

; which the allowable altamating stress is 68 MPs. From Figure 2 we
concluded that the acceptance level should lie between 40 and'

100 mm/sec. Using the proportionality factor of 0.0772 MPa/mm sec-1
for steel, the corresponding nominal dynamic stresses are only about 3.1
to 7.7 MPs; these are obviously very low as compared to the anowsele
68 MPs; using the A9E screening level of 12.7 mm/sec would limit the

i nominal dynamic stresses to the still lower value of 0.97 MPs. Clearly
then, the practical vibration limits correspond to surprisingly low

4 dynamic stress levels as estimated by the approximate formula. This
| apparent discrepancy can be accounted for by two main factors as follows:

The OETAILS OF TE LAYOUT can lead to localized stresses much higher-

j than those estimated from the stress-versus-velocity approximation. The
: higher stresses arise because of complex three-dimensional layouts,

additonal distributed messes from pipe contents and insulation,
. additional concentrated point masses such as large unsupported valves,
; and finally IWred stress concentration factors at fittings, welds
'

etc. The A9E standard, via these respective factors, allows for a total
range of a factor of (1.9) (1.5) (8.33) (4) = 95 from the most to thei

; least favourable extremes. The ASE screening level of 12.7 mm sec
i allows for the worst case, and is titas seen to be quite conservative.

WEAR Ato GENERAL DETERIORATION are as important a class of failure as-

j actual fatigue failure of piping. Examples would include loosening wear,
j and impaired ftsiction of valve operators and other control components,
j and loosening and general deterioration of equipment supports and
! structural connections. The relationship of such failure processes to
4

nominal or even to local dynamic stresses is not wou developed. TIAJs,

j there is little point in trying to derive or explain practical absolute
anowables in terms of the approximata stress-versus-velocity,

j relationship.
!

! Thus, although the universal stress-versus-velocity relationship is a
! valid and useful basis for correlation and comparison, it cannot provide
j the absolute snowables, except for simple configurations. In general,
i either more-detailed analysis or relevent prior experience is required to
j determine the absolutes.

| 6.0 CONCLUSIONS Atc RECOMk(PCATIONS

For resonant vibrations there is a fundamental, direct relationship-

! between maximum vibration volc0ity and maximum dynamic stress. It has'

the form
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i

f danx T C Vmax

and is thus independant of the details of the configurstion. |
;

; It is reccomended that this fact be exploited to reduce the need for
j detailed analysis to determine allowable levels.

| - For a wide range of simple practical structural elements, the -

proportionality factor C, falls within the range of 1 to 3, independent ,

j of the par +Mae mode of vibration.
4

| For actual process systems and structures,.the additional m l==lty of
three-dimensions 1 layouts, appended masses, and local stress,

| concentration must be accounted for, as they yield significantly greater r

j stress for a given vibration velocity. (

- Maximus vibration velocity is the best general indicator of vibration !
severity and potential distress. Its use is reccomended for any and all

|
==Wations except where another parameter (e.g. clearance) is clearly !
superior.

.4

I
The use of velocity should add to the value of all data bases by rooucing !

scatter and permitting more confident extrapolation to new situations.
t

j The basic validity,of this approach has been demonstrated by- ;
' application to a variety of actual field problems. |

,

For typical power and process plant piping systems, including appended !
!

equif. and supports, the alloweele level is approximately 40 emj
sec-!

1

! The alloweblos for process system piping and associated sayipment are |-

somewhat greater then for rotating ry, i.e. 40 mm sec-* for |{

{ piping versus a maximum of 25 me sepc-for Isrge nachinery. r

I

The relationship between dynamic stress and vibration velocity, and .

;
-

the use of vibretion velocity as a universal descriptor of severity, are !,

both worth some further development. j

'
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APPENDIX I

STRESS-VERSUS-VIBRATION PROPORTIONALITY FACTORS
SumARY OF PROMISING RESULTS FROM CEA PR02 CT G 197

Cs
00WIQJRATION #C OEOMETRY #C 5, FOR y

80UMMRY CotCITIONS MODES CDNSIDERED SECTION SHAPE YasaHj_
: E >t c 5,

6
U (1 + t/c)UNIFORN SEAMS tubular

rectangular
solid circular 2
various structural steel 1.08 to 3 |

| C=551s#1y-supported all modes
i Cantilevered all modes C=5,

i Clamped-clamped all modes C = 1.32 S ,.

l
j UNIFORM PLATES
:

! Rectangular
1 Simply-supported aspect ratio 1 to 9
3 first la modes 1.18 to 1.82

'

j Simple clamped aspect ratio 0.5, 1, 2 ,

| first 3d modes 1.17 to 2 54 i

|
Clamped-clamped aspect ratio 1 to 2

first 34 modes 1.45 to 2.43
: $1mple-free aspect ratio 0.5, 1, 2
I a few modes 0.42 to 1.33

,

4

/ Circular, clasped first 18 modes 0.7 to 1.2 :
!

! Annular, simple-
I simple any radius ratio, up to

4 half-waves radially 1.4 to 2.04 ;
:

J clamped any radius ratio, up to t

i
4 half-asaves redis11y 2.74 to 4.3

i. !

! VNIFQRM RQQ$ |-

| 1 i
|

Anial vibration any mode

C = 2 5(1) |! UNIFORN $ HAFT 3 any mode

I Torsional
vibration circular or tubular 0.42 1.24

square 0.45 1.30
rectangular, 2:1 section 0.81 1.42 ,

i
<

For torsional case stress d is taken as twice the shear stress.(1) Notei

:
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|

i

: ANENDIX II

SuetARY OF FIELD-OPERIENCE CASES
i 1

|
j M
.

M1 Five problems with feed and circulating pumps in power'

plant, e.g., loose thrust bearing nuts, loss of oil from |i

: thrust bearing, entor core rub, worn journal bearing,
; support structure resonance at running speed. ;

l |

M2 Cooling water pumps operated at low flow.
|

M3 Food pump at low flow.
i

M4 Motor dynamics torsional on pump start.

.erms
| P1 Process-plant ges circuit. Fetigue failure of bellows !
i liner located downstream of butterfly flow-control valve. '

| (Vibration meanutseents ende externally on pipe well.)
>

! P2 Condeneste piping, between level-control valves and :

! deserotor. Broad band vibration due to cavitation.
Failure of pipe at welded-on pipe support. |

P3 Cold rehost piping in 400 Mw cycling unit. High-cycle
,

{ fatigue failures of thermowells, drain pots ano !

( instrumentation attachments. Excitation was traced to ;

! blade passing frecuency of last three stages of HP turbine. :

: :

P4 Main stese piping in power plant. Low-frecuency
flow-induced vibration. Unit load restricted until
additional restraints added to reduce vierstion. :

i ,

' ;
PS Refinery piping, low-frequency flow-induced vibration;

vibration reduced by improved flow distribution. j
i

P6 Mefinery piping; low-frecuency flow-induced vibration;
failure of supports and propagation of crack into vessel. !

P7 Thermal plant feedwater piping. Low-frecuency vibration of
some concern to operators.

P0 Steam reject piping in power plant. Low-frecuency flow.
,

induced vierstion during high. flow steam-dusp-to- |

condenser. Concern to operators.

,

| A 50 |
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P9 Process loop bypass line. Severe vibration and high noise
caused by flow through an orifice located just upstream of
an elbow. le failure, but rectification considered
necessary.

P10 Intense vibration of pumps, piping and valves, in compact,
i three-dimensional, high-flow circuit. Excitation due to
| flow noitse and pump vane-passing.

Pil Main steam piping in power plant. Low-frequency
flow-ir @ ced vibration. Unit load restricted until

j additional restraints added to reduce vibration. |

! P12 Process plant. Large, complex effluent line. Intense
flow-induced vibration caused fatigue failures of

| instrumentation items.

; P13 Turtine inlet piping in power plant. Low-freguancy flow-
j induced vibration. Dampers added to control vibration.

P14(T) Large circulating-pump test facility. Severe vibration of
j test-loop piping, during test of pump under partial voiding

condition.
i

i P12(T) Same system as P12. Occasional severe transients. ,

1

j VALW.S
;

! v1 Power plant governer valves of multi-plug bar lift type.
: Acoustically induced valve-pipe instacility in a limited

load range caused failure of servo spindles and couplings. i

| Y2 Rough operadon of deserstor level-control valves. Low-
i frecuency vibration caused fracture of valve yoke.
l .

! V3 Rehester safety valves on gas-fired steam generator.
Severe vibration due to flow turculence interacting with i

acoustics of stub column. Pivot pins vibrated through drop
i levers in a few months. Annual inspection revealed severs !
J wear on valve internals. |

!<

! V4 Severe high-frecuency vibration of turcine inlet piping,
j downstream of governor valves, at low load. Caused fatigue
i failures of several large flange bolts, and load
! restriction until valve modified.
i

VS(T) Steam reject piping, same syatem as case P8. Apprecisole
i transient displacements upon opening reject-to<ondenser
j velves.
i

I

!
!
'

A 51
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STRUCTURES

S1 Turbine hell em: rete floor. Low-frecuency vibration
transmitted from steam piping through supports and
restraints.

51(T) Same system as case 51. Transient inersase in floor
vibration levels during valve testing.

,

c
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APPENDIX B

i

CONSULTANT POSITION PAPERS
!

(Included in this appendix are the six position papers developed

by consultants to the Task Group on Other Dynamic Loads and Load

Combinations.),

a

!

~

|
'

|
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Position Paper
|

Event Combinations for
Dynamic Load and Load Combinations in

Nuclear Power Plant Piping

by: J.D. Stevenson[Il

!

1.0 STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

Cambined dynamic events considered as a design bases for nuclear power
plant safety related (Seismic Category I) * piping should have combined event
probabilities consistent with single design basis event probabilities.
Single event probabilities which are considered as a dhsign basis for
nuclear power pignt safety related piping rggge from 10-2 to 10-3/ year
for the DOE] 10-4 to 10-4/ year for the SSE( i, and an estimated10-5/ year [2 for a DEG8 loss of coolant accident (8) and about
10-7/ year for the externally generated plant missiles.(2) Event
probabilities should not be confused with radiological release consequence
probabilities in excess of prescribed limits. Radiological release

,

consequences probabilities of a postulated event in excess of the exposure*
guidelines of 10CFR100 are required to be less than about
10-7/ year.(3) In calculating radiological release probabilities in
excess of 10CRF100 the mitigating effect of plant design features should be
considered.

L
'

The dynamic events which currently normally must be considered in the'

design of safety related piping systems are identified as follows:

(1) Earthquake (08E)
(2) Earthquake (SSE)
(3) Pipe Break (DEG8)

1

(1) Senior Consultant, J.D. Stevenson and Associates, Cleveland, Ohio.

[2] Pipe break includes both a postulated slot or longitudinal type
rupture as well as the double ended guillotine break. DEG8. The
OEGB is normally limiting in the piping system from a
thermal-hydraulic energy release standpoint, but the slot break
often governs the maximum reaction load on the piping and supports, i

and also governs jet impingement effects on adjacent components.
For reactor coolant loop piping, the slot type break has generally

| been eliminated as a design basis. Rigorous stress analyses show'

the potential for a slot type pipe rupture is much less than for a
DEG8. The DEG8 is distinguished from other accident induced
internal dynamic events because it has traditionally been combined

. with other dynamic events such as earthquake while other internal'

accident load have not.
:
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(4) Water (Steam) Hammer
(5) External Missiles, Blast - Accident & Environmental

(6) Internal Missiles, Blast and Jet Impingement - Accident [3]

Vibratory loads typically associated with fluid flow or rotating
equipment operation will be considered in a separate position paper.

It has been common practice since the mid 1960's to consider the first !
three dynamic events listed. 08E, SSE (or their equivalents),[4] and
the OE68 as separate design basis events. From the beginning in the
design of containment systems the OBE and SSE loads have been combined,

with the DEG8 loads. Starting in 1967 the combination of 08E and SSE
with the DE68 loads has been considered for design of the reactor coolant
system. The manner in which these events were converted to loads used in
design of piping systems and their supports with particular application

; to reactor coolant systems has historically undergone several major
! changes as discussed in Reference 4. An edited version of Reference 4

which provides historical background and perspective has been included
with this position paper as Appendix A.

The purpose of this position paper is to discuss and recommend how the
six dynamic events identified herein which individually and in
combination are currently considered as design basis for nuclear power
plant piping design should rationally be combined with other dynamic
events to form design bases. Consideration of changes in individual
dynamic event characterizations as a design basis while obviously of
importance is beyond the scope of this position paper.

:

2.0 DISCUSSION OF ISSUES

2.1 Combined SSE and DE68
|

Both individual earthquake and DE68 events as well as dynamic event
combinations are undergeing intensive NRC study and reappraisal at this
time. For example, the OE68 may be eliminated as a design basis LOCA
given leak before break considerations and implementation of associated
augmented in-service inspection and monitoring programs, in particular,
for the reactor coolant system piping.(5)

.

[3] Except for the earthquake, the containment and other Seismic
Category I (Safety Related) structures are generally designed to,

preclude other environmental or external accident events from
affecting safety related piping located within such structures.

[4] Many operating nuclear power stations used earthquake design,

nomenclature different from the 08E AND SSE designation. In
general, all stations have used a two earthquake design criteria.
The smaller earthquake should be considered equivalent to the 08E
and the larger equivalent to the SSE.

B-5
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The joint or combined consideration of earthquake (SSE) and DEG8 as a :

design basis event for nuclear power plant reactor coolant and main steam |
and feedwater piping began about.1967 and continues to this day as_g ]
formal reaulatory reouirement. This event combination was developed as a |
regulatory requirement since at the time of its inception there was little
technical data available to establish the degree of dependency between an
SSE event and a resultant DEGB. Lacking any quantification of the
dependency relationship the NRC postulated this event combination for
design purposes.

,

The combined SSE and a single DEG8 has long been assailed by the nuclear
industry in the U.S. as being an irrational regulatory requirement.(6)
The argument presented is as follows:

It can easily be shown that if the SSE (upper bound probability
/yr(I)of event dC 10-3

/yr(8)) are) and the DEG8 (probability ofevent d(10-5 independtnt then given the relative;

short duration of the two eventsL6) their joint probability of
occurrence is less than 10-8/yr regardless of their durations
which, in general, would place this event combination probability
below the 10-7/yr threshold for consideration as a design
basis.[6]

,

'

The probability of the simultaneous occurrence of two independent
events of finite duration t1 and t2 in a year can be formulated
as fo11ows(7):

Pr (Two event Combination) = Pr(I) Pr(2) (t, + t )3
T

i

where:
i

Probability of Event (1) per year:Pr(1) =

In the case of the SSE = 10-4

Probability of Event (2) per year:Pr(2) =

In the case of the DEG8 = 10-3

One year (minutes)T =

Duration of Event (1-)t1 =

For SSE Assume = 1.0 minute

Ouration of Event (2)t2 =

For DEG8 Assume = 1.0 minute

[5] For a detailed discussion of the probability of the Simultaneous
Occurrence of Rare Independent Events see Reference 7.

[6] A similar argument can be made for the containment design basis but
this is outside the scope of this paper.

B-6
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i Therefore, the probability of the simultaneous occurrence of an
SSE and DEG8 per year assuming independence and a finite duration
for each event on one minute each is:

Pr (SSE and DEG8) = 10-3 10-5 (1+1) T. 4.0 X 10-14/yr.
5.26 X 103

The probability of the simultaneous occurrence of two dependent
events of finite duration is a function of the degree of

! dependence between the events. The probability for the
' simultaneous occ:irrence of events 1 and 2 considering dependence

is defined:

Pr (Two Event Combination) = Pr (2/1) Pr (1)

where:

Pr (2/1) = is the conditional probability for the occurrence
of event 2, during the occurrence of event 1, given

i the occurrence of event 1.

In Reference 9 a conditional probability of DEG8 from a seismic
event causing a support system failure was estimated at
10-7/yr. If the conditional probability of the DEGB from all
seismic causes is conservatively estimated at 10-6/yr., then the

Pr (SSE and DEGB) = 10-6 ,10-3 = 10-9/yr.

which again is well below the thershold probability level
of 10-7/yr. for a design basis consideration.

It should be noted that once dependence has been established
between two events the duration of the two events in developing
joint probabilities becomes less important in defining joint
probability level. In the limit for completely dependent events2

Pr (2/1) = 1

and the joint probability of Pr (1 and 2) reduces to Pr (1)
| regardless of the duration of either event 1 or 2.

Therefore, if independence between the SSE and DEG8 can be established
' then their combination should not be a design basis. Alternatively, if

independence cannot be estalished between the SSE and DEG8 then the
probability of simultaneous occurrance of event SSE and DEGB as a

j fungtion of the degree of dependence varies from about 10-13/yr. to
10-3/yr. In general it would be irrational to assume as a design basis
that the actual degree of correlation would be such that only a single
pipe break (DEG8) would occur as a result of an SSE. Either there is
strong correlation where several DEG8's resulting from earthquake should
be postulated or there is weak or no correlation in which case no
combination is required.

B-7
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This is not to say that some lesser level of LOCA should not rationally |

be considered in conjunction with the SSE but, in general, resultant |loads on the reactor coolant system piping and supports for this combined
loading would be less with a DEG8 acting alone.

| NRC consideration is being given to decoupling the SSE from the DEG8 for
PWR reactor coolant systems design.(5,9) Based on a ri
evaluation of a particular PWR reactor coolant system,(gorous technical

'

8) which
effectively has established independence between the SSE and DEGB. The
text of Reference 5 and 9 are included with this position paper as

Attachments 1 and 2.
I

The results of the Reference 8 study may be quite applicable to other PWR
and BWR reactor coolant systems and probably to other high energy safety
related systems in BWR and PWR plants as well. However, detailed
consideration should be given to the significant differences between the
various reactor coolant and auxiliary systems before a generic
recommendation is made.

These significant differences fall in the following categories:

(1) Materials
(2) Stress Levels
(3) Stress Corrosion Potential
(4) Support Capability

Materials in reactor coolant system piping include both austenitic and
:

ferritic steels. The sensitivity of results of the Reference 8 study
which considered an austenitic steel to different materials including
welds and heat effected zones should be performed to assure general
applicability to the different types of materials in use. This issue has
been explored in considerable depth in NUREG/CR-2301(10),

Thermal stress levels in reactor coolant system piping are dependent on
the amount of restraint in the system. Westinghouse and Combustion
Engineering PWR and General Electric BWR reactor coolant systems employ
moving major reactor coolant system components which tends to minimize
piping restraint, thereby reducing thermal stresses in the piping. Major
reactor coolant components in some B&W PWR reactor coolant system are
fixed, hence, thermal stresses in the piping must be accomodated

| by reactor coolant piping flexibility. In addition, as a result of the

major component support restraint of the piping some additional restraintI

of free end displacement stress would be developed in the component
supports.

As in the case of thermal stresses, seismic stresses in the various )
reactor coolant systems as a function of systes geometry and elevation
above the containment base also tend to differ. GE and S&W reactor
coolant systems extend more than 100 feet abore the containment base.
Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering reactor coolant piping typically
are within 20 feet of the containment base mat. This difference in

i
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.

elevation may result in significantly different stress levels in the
piping for the same seismic design ground response spectra, with higher
seismic stresses expected for GE and B&W systems.

,

Conclusions reached as to the potential for pipe rupture based on stress
levels in one reactor coolant system piping may not be directly
applicable to other systems.

Corrosive stress induced cracking in reactor coolant systems is highly
dependent on system chemistry. The higher level of dissolved oxygen in
BWR systems as compared to PWR's tends to increase relative stress
corrosion cracking potential in BWR's and has resulted in cracking in BWR
recirculation loop piping.

Finally, reactor coolant system support capacity has been identified (9)
as the dominate consideration in the potential of a DEG8 in RCL piping.
Support failure analysis of 46 Westinghouse major reactor system

developed a median estimate of 10 j/yr for a seismic inducedcomponents, pumps and steam genera ors (II) described in Reference 9,|

probability of failure of the support which would result in a DEGB.
Direct fracture mechanics crack growth induced DEG8 from all postulated
transients effects including seismic have been estimated in the 10-10
to 10-17 per year range. Similiar analyses have been performed for the
Combustion Engineering reactor coolant systen and supports withi

preliminary results indicating similar or lower probabilities of failure.,

t

. In this regard it should be understood that the support designs evaluated
) in Reference 11 were controlled by DEG8 LOCA loads. These loads are
[ typically four to ten times larger then SSE loads.(4) Therefore, use

of DEG8 based loads in design leads to the very low probabilities of
failure which permits elimination of the combined SSE and DEG8 LOCA as a

: design basis event. It should also be understood that elemination of
DEG8 events for PWR major reactor coolant system component does not,

necessarily extend to BWR components. While the BWR reactor vessel and'

i supports are designed for the OEG8 event, the recirculation pump has not
| always been so designed (4). For this reason, under SSE loadings, the

probability of a recirculation pump support failure in a particular
application may be significantly higher than the values presented in
Reference 11 for Westinghouse PWR reactor coolant systems. Another
reason for the low failure probabilities associated with earthquake
induced loads is the relatively low stress levels permitted in piping and
supports for seismic loads as compared to stress levels necessary to
cause failure. Seismic stresses for all levels of design basis
earthquakes are considered as primary stresses which restricts response
to the essentially elastic range. Maximum calculated stresses as a
result of the limiting SSE load in both the piping and supports are
usually well below the maximum permitted by the ASME Code. This is
because the 08E load tends to control seismic design of the system (l)
and DEG8 loads tend to control the overall design of the system.
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In sununary, there are many differences between reactor coolant and
auxiliary systems among PWR's as well as between PWR's and BWR's. In
spite of these differences and the difficulties in assessing the impact ,

of the combined SSE and DEGB, it is my opinion that the conclusions |
reached regarding the technical acceptability of eliminating the combined '

SSE and DEGB for the Westinghouse PWR reactor coolant system main piping
and the similar analysis performed on the Combustion Engineering RCS
system, should also be applicable to other reactor coolant systems and
high energy piping. However, specific evaluation of these other systems
should still be conducted to affirm such a judgement.

! 2.2 Combined Water Hanumer and 08E or SSE Events

! In discussing water hanumer events it is necessary to distinguish between
anticipated and unanticipated water hanumer events. Anticipated water
hammer events should be considered as design basis events to the same
extent than any other anticipated operating transient is considered.
Unanticipated water hammer dynamic events by definition are not ,

considered as a design basis since they are not identified a priori, and
safety related piping response to them must be acconunodated by design
margins built into normal operation or by the design basis accident,

f 08A. Water hammer has been identified by the NRC as Safety Issue 1-A.
|

Reference 12 presents a recent sununary and evaluation of water hansner
events in nuclear power plants as well as an identification of a variety
of conditions which can lead to the phenomenon.

8

|
Unanticipated water hanumer events can in general be catagorized as
accidents even though in most cases they do not lead to rupture or!

leakage of the effected system. They do, however, typically result in
piping and piping supports responding well into the inelastic region

|
which may damage and tend to reduce the usage factor or future load
carrying capacity of the piping and its supports.

Anticipated water hanumer as a design basis for safety related piping has
not seen wide application in plant design in the past. Water hammer
loads as individual design bases dynamic events are currently being
highlighted by the NRC and addressed in proposed revisions to several
Standard Review Plans.(13,14,15,16,17,18,19)

Water hammer combined with other dynamic events should be based on a
causative relationship between such events and water hanumer. For
example, a major earthquake in the absence of a low frequency filter,
would be expected to cause a turbine trip. This trip would result in
steam line relief valve operation. In BWR's, this results in a safety
relief valve discharge into the containment suppression system. In
general, any relatively rapid actuation of a valve (typically less than a
few seconds) either opening or closing can cause water (steam) hammer.
When such valve operation or other transient operation which can cause
water hanumer results from an earthquake, the two events should be
combined as a design basis. Such an event combination should be based on
anticipated system behavior and be included in the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code mandated Design Specification (20) used to define
design loading requirements to the designer.
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- 2.3 Combined Water Hammer and Enaineered Safety System Operation
! (Accident)
,

Other potential combined dynamic events involving water hammer are found
in the engineered safety systems. As a result of a LOCA or other DBA,
the engineered safety systems may be required to perform their design
function, which usually requires rapid actuation and transient operation

' of the system. Given the dynamic consequences of a LOCA or 08A which
triggered the actuation of the safety system, it may be necessary to
consider a combination of the two dynamic events, LOCA or 08A plus water
hammer in the safety system as a design basis. However, such

; interactions are highly system design dependent. Hence, it is difficult
to generalize whether such combined dynamic events should be considered
as a design basis for a particular system.

,

2.4 Other 08A Combined With Earthauake
2

The dynamic events identified in Section 1.0 which are applicable to
other safety related piping systems are based on a postulated DBA event
(other then DEG8, LOCA) and potentially includes internal missiles, blast;

; (rapid differential pressurize rise) and jet impingement. While in
: theory the DBA is considered in combination with the SSE as a NRC

regulatory requirement, designers have generally layed out their safety
related systems such that the effects in the broken system do not
interact with other safety related systems or otherwise reduce redundancy;

below acceptable limits as permitted in the Standard Review Plan 3.6.2.
! This is done by installing pipe whip restraints, barriers and restricting
i jet impingements. Design of such restraints and barriers, consistent
i with the current requiremtns for LOCA, should consider the SSE event in
| combination with the pipe break events Based on the decoupling of

'. earthquake and pipe break research associated with leak before break
considerations, it may be possible to eliminate this combination in the
future.lll

,

i
~

The evaluation of pipe break in a given system includes consideration of
j 08E seismic stresses. Based on a causative relationship between
i earthquake and pipe break research discussed in Section 2.1 and its
| continuance, it may be possible in the future to eliminate earthquake as
I having a causitive effect in pipe break for all high energy systems.
!

3.0 PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS
'

'

i In this section general recommendations are made. These recommendations
are based on the review performed of existing information and current
research. They are also based on a judgement as to what continuing and|

needed future research on the relationship between earthquake and pipe
rupture for all types of reactor coolant systems and other safety related
piping systems will conclude. Specific recommendations to changes to NRCt

! regulatory requirements are also included in this section.
6

(7] It is also anticipated that the pipe break dynamic event as a
design basis for all safety related piping will be greatly reduced
or eliminated by " leak before break" considerations in the future.
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| 3.1 General Recommendations

General recommendations relative to combined dynamic events are made as
j follows:

(1) Combined earthquakes and 08A in piping need not be postulated
: in design when evidence is presented to exclude such a '

| combination from occurring using either deterministic or
probabilistic arguments. Such evidence now exists on
Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering reactor coolar.ti

! systems and is being developed for 8 & W and General Electric
! reactor coolant systems. Further evaluation is needed to
| extend this decoupling criteria to auxiliary piping systems.

(2) The SSE earthquake combined with a limiting LOCA which
rationally has a joint probability of occurrence in the
10-5/yr
event.[8$angeshouldbeconsideredasadesignbasisi

This combined event should be specifically
identified (e.g., SSE combined with pressurized surge line
break). This combination will serve as a replacement

| criteria for item 1 above for a LOCA DEG8 combined with the
SSE.'

| (3) Emphasis should be focused on having the licensee identify
plant conditions where an earthquake (08E or SSE) would

,

result in an anticipated water hammer event (safety relief
valve opeation) and the resultant earthquake and water hanner
event combination be considered as a design basis event.

,

|

(4) Emphasis should be focused on having the licensee identify
where actuation of an engineered safety system resulting from
a plant dynamic event would result in an anticipated water
hammer. In such cases, the plant dynamic event and the
resultant anticipated water hammer event combination should
be considered as a design basis event.

3.2 Soecific Recommendation

Current NRC regulatory documents applicable to dynamic event combinations
have been reviewed with recommended changes indicated herein. Recommended
specific changes to General Criteria 2 and 4 are as shown in Figure 1.

3.2.1 USNRC Regulatory Guides 1.48 and 1.67

These documents should be cancelled since they have been superceded by
Appendix A of SRP 3.9.3. ;

1

[8] It is also anticipated that the pipe break dynamic event as a
design basis for all safety related piping will be significantly .

reduced or eliminated by " leak before break" considerations in the
future.
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3.2.2 USNRC Standard Review Plan 3.9.2
,

:

Ref. Section II. Acceptance Criteria 5.

The reference to the "most severe' LOCA should be deleted. It is
suggested that the term " design basis" LOCA be substituted. Elsewhere in
the SRP the term design basis LOCA should be defined as follows:

The Design Basis LOCA is defined as that LOCA event either alone
or in combination with other events where the LOCA event or event
combination has a probability of occurrence greater than about
10-5/ year.

Ref. Section IV. Evaluation of Findings 4.

| The reference to " postulated" loss of coolint accident should be changed
' to * design basis". The " postulated" main steam line rupture (for a BWR)

should also be changed to " design basis". The term Design Basis Mair
; Steam Line Break should also be defined in a manner similar to that given
j above for the Design Basis LOCA.

3.2.3 USNRC Standard Review Plan 3.9.3
1

| Ref. Appendix A. Section A. Introduction
!
j In paragraph 2, 3 and 4 specific reference should be made to the approved
i

ANSI standards ANSI /ANS-51.1-1983 and ANSI /ANS 52.1-1983 which contain
the ANS compiled safety criteria for light water reactors. These are,

'
intended to provide the guidance applicants require with regard to the

i selection of acceptable design and service stress limits. Obviously,
) there may not be coulplete NRC agreement with the 51.1 and 52.1 positions
! and exceptions would be taken as appropiate. '

i

j Ref. Appendix A.

| The use of the term LOCA in Table 1 needs clarification because LOCA
| should not necessarily mean or include a double ended pipe break.

The specific recommendations needed to modify current regulatory
i requirements to decoupled DEGB LOCA and SSE as recommended herein are
; few. However, this change would have a significant'effect on piping

support design, particularly if the LOCA DEG8 event alone isJ

| significantly modified as the result of leak before break
| considerations. Obviously, an extension of the leak before break concept
| to all high energy piping would have a major impact on nuclear plant |design and costs.
i

!
I

I
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!

4.0 REGULATORY VALUE/ IMPACT

4.1 Combined LOCA DEG8 and SSE

; Value/ Impact with regard to decoupling the SSE and LOCA DEG8 while
significant are not as great as might be assumed without detailed study.!

i This is because the LOCA DEG8 loads dominate the SSE load by a factor
i which typically ranges from 4.0 to 10.0. Therefore the addition of the
! SSE loading to the LOCA DEG8 is a relatively small incremental change .

In reference 4 the hardware cost of the LOCA DEG8 plus SSE combination
; were estimated in January 1980. Assuming a 25 percent increase between <

1980 and 1984 dollars the load combination is estimated as follows:
'

i

A. PWR - 1300MWe;

1. Reactor Building Internal Structure $112,500
2. RCS Supports $750.000

| Total $862,500

8. 8WR - 1300MWe

1. Reactor Building Internal Structure $ 32,000
2. RCS Piping Supports $375.000

4

| Total $407,500

I Not included in the above totals for PWR's and 8WR's is any consideration
: of containment structure costs, the effect on reactor vessel internals or
i engineering costs associated with consideration of the combined load
4 case. Evaluation of containment structure and reactor internal costs

tend to be plant specific. As to engineering assume 10,000 additional,

; engineering manhours allocated to this load case for a PWR 15,000 i

! engineering manhours for a BWR reactor coolant system design. Resultant
) engineering cost differentials at $50.00/ hour would be $500,000 and
{ $750,000 respectively in 1984 dollars for PWR's and SWR's. Please note
, these are direct cost estimates (1984 dollars) in the total amount of
1 $1,362,500 for a 1300 mee PWR and $1,157,500 for a 1300 MWe BWR for
; combined SSE and LOCA DEG8 loads. Total costs which include all indirect

plus direct costs would be approximately three times the values shown.'

i These estimates do not include cost effects on the containment structure
) or the reactor internals due to the load combination. Such information
j would require additional study beyond the scope of this paper.
1

4.2 Other Combined Load Events
;

| It is not possible, based on the data currently available, to estimate
| with any accuracy the cost of the other combined load events discussed in
! Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 of this paper. However, it is my opinion that

hardware costs associated with such combinations are relatively small
(less than $2,000,000 in direct cost per plant) but the engineering
effort necessary to establish such requirements is significant. I would
estimate at least 200,000 manhours of additional engineering time is
spent on this combined load engineering effort at a direct cost in excess
of $10,000,000.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This report assesses the effect on safety and cost of the requirement to
combine loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) and safety-shutdown earthquake (SSE)
loads in the design of nuclear power plants. Analysis is limited mainly to
plants recentl'y completed or near completion, where current definitions of
LOCA and SSE loading phenomena require or may require substantial modification
to as-built or in-place structures and equipment. This effort is beingi

performed to provide information regarding LOCA-SSE decoupling efforts for the
Load Combination Program conducted at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

'

Since 1967, (1) light water reactors in the U.S. have been designed to

i withstand combined SSE and maximum LOCA loadings. However, the actual SSE and
LOCA loads considered in design have undergone significant change since that;

; date. This report deals mainly with the evolution of SSE and LOCA loadings
and their effect on the safety and cost of plants now in the active
construction phase.

!

!
,

i

!

!

!

.

|

!

.

.

|

|

|

!

!
,
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SECTION 2

' HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SSE AND LOCA LOADS
,

j 2.1 SAFE SHtfrDOWN EARTHQUAKE LOAD (SSE)
|
1 Design of nuclear power plants with respect to seismic requirements
L generally paralleled that of conventional structures until 1964. Before that

time, in regions of low seismic activity in the East, South, and Midwest, no ;,
' seismic design requirement usually existed. If one was imposed, it was
j typically in the range of 0.02 to 0.05 g taken as a static g-force on both
' cquipment and building. Such small seismic forces were of little or no
; consequence in design. In regions of high seismic activity, the Uniform
| Building Code or equivalent local building codes were applied and equipment
; was typically designed for a static accleleration of 0.20 g.

{ Development of today's seismic design criteria parallels the growth of the

| commercial nuclear power industry. The current e:iteria came into being in

! 1963 with the publication of TID 7024. (2) Before that date, seismic design i

: simply considered a static horizontal load at the center of gravity of the

! equipment or the plant building and equipment. Dynamic analysis, including
I response spectrum, damping, and resonance effects, had been available since

the late 1950's in connection with development programs for strategic missiles
, cnd Navy weapons; however, these methods normally were not used except by a
I few defense contractors and specialized consultants. Starting about 1964, the

1
Atomic Energy Commission required utilities and the architect / engineers who ;

; design nuclear power facilities to adopt the methods of dynamic analysis to
! seismic design of equipment and structures. ,

f !
Dynamic response spectrum analysis was limited at first to building

structure design. Calculation of seismic loads on equipment assumed that
either the building or the equipment was rigid. In the first assumption, the

,

j ground motion passed directly through the building to the equipment. In the 7

| second one, the equipment simply received the inertia loading felt by the
,

building at the point of attachment. In some instances, particularly for !

j,
boiling water reactor (BWR) plants, equipment was evaluated by use of a floor
response spectrum. This was derived f rom the ground response spectrum by

t increasing the zero-period acceleration to equal the floor acceleration

f determined f rom the building dynamic analysis. This philosophy characterized i

! the perlod from 1964 to 1967. i

f

Beginning in 1967, the potential for resonance between the building and |

; the equipment was considered in equipment design. This approach generated
,

5 * amplified" floor response spectra to be used in design of equipment located
i at a specific point in the building. Subsequent work has centered mainly on '

the development of more conservative response spectra. Steady movement
occurred away from the Housner type (3) response spectra (1964-1971), which

|
were based on a weighted averaging of individual response spectra, toward

j those of the more conservative modified-Newmark type (4) (1971-1973), based on
j an approximate enveloping of individual response spectra, and finally to the
: Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra, (5) or Newmark, Blume, Kapur (NRK) spectra

(6). Based on one standard deviation from the mean value, these have formed'

the NRC basis for licensing since 1973.
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Data from the 1971 San Fernando earthqiake also significantly affected
seismic design. They resulted in a general requirement, starting in 1973 East
of the Rocky Mountains, to consider vertical zero-period groend acceleration
equal to the horizontal acceleration in the f requency range between 3.5 and 33
Hz. A vertical acceleration equal to two-thirds of the horizontal spectra was
used previously. Also in 1973, a spectrum specifically applicable to vertical
response appeared for the first time in R.G.1.60. In addition, it became a

,

| general requirement, in 1973, to combine two orthogonal, independent
horizontal components with one component of vertical earthquake motion on an
SRSS basis where only one horizontal resultant combined with vertical was
coesidered previously. The values of structural damping used in nuclear plant,

design underwent a similar evolution, as did response spectra. The damping!

crituria ranged from Housner (3) to Newmark (4) to Regulatory Guide 1.61 (7) .
. Little change has occurred since 1973 in the seismic design procedures
typically used in the design of nuclear power plants.

j -Definitions of earthquake input and acceptable behavior criteria have
i changed also. Starting in 1964, the dominant or independent earthquake
| considered in design was usually termed the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE). It i

i was considered to be the largest earthquake ever recorded at the site. For [

the DBE, structures and equipment were required to meet existing design code
requirements . ;

I !
The significance for both concrete and steel structures was that a

one-third increase in normal code allowable stresses was permitted. For

i piping, the then-applicable USAS B31.1 Code permitted a 20 percent increase
} over normal allowables by classifying earthquakes as occasional loads
{ occureing less than 10 percent of the time. In general, no increase was
} allowed for other mechanical and electrical components. No generally

! acceptable structural design codes existed at that time for mechanical
! components other than vessels and piping; hence, in most instances it was lett

to the manufacturer to define in the preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR)
,

1 the stress limits that would be permitted in meeting DBE induced loads. In
; 1967, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) disallowed the one-third
j increase in stresses permitted for structures under the DBE loading. The PSAR

made statements about the continued operability of active components (pumps,i
'

; valves, electrical instrumentation, controls, and power supplies) in the event
I o f a DBE. Similar statements were incorporated into procurement
j specifications, but nears for demonstrating such operability were not usually

defined.,
i

l

In addition to the DBE, a maximum hypothetical earthquake (MNE) was
defined as having twice the sero-period ground acceleration of the DBE. A

,

| generally acceptable earthquake nomenclature had not been developed at the
time. Thus, the term described above as the DBE was of ten defined as the i

! operational basis earthquake (OBE) and the term DBE was often applied to what ;

is defined above as the MIE. Appendix A to 10 CFR 100, (8) published in 1971,
; finally established the current definitions cf the smaller CBE and larger safe
,

! shutdown earthquake (SSE) . It established the manner in which the SSE would i

!be determined, and made the smaller OBE dependent on the size of the SSE.'

The behavior criterion originally established for use with the MHE or SSE (;

l was "no loss of function," an expression with no well-defined meaning. An :

! alternative criterien was "within yield stress af ter load redistribution": ;

|
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!

that is, plastic hinge formation was permitted, but a failure mechanism was
; not. Currently, SSE loads combined with other applicable loads are carried by
! structures with a 1.6 increase in normal allowable stresses (9). For ASME |

equipment, Service Level 0 stress limits specified by the code (10) are used
! for passive components and Service Level B* stress limits for active components
i not otherwise qualified by test. Combined stresses for passive components of

non-ASME equipment have typically been limited to yield stress.'

| Table 1 compares the amplifications associated with the various design
j ground response spectra that have been used in the past.
$

; The evolution of the seismic design requirements from the late-1960's to
| the mid-1970's has introduced the changes in response spectra and damping

values, the development of floor response spectra for three independent'

i
components of earthquakes, and the manner in which modes of response are

i combined. The impact on plant design has been to increase the seismic stress
] resultants in plant equipment by a factor of 2 to 3 for the same zero-period
; ground acceleration. Note, however, that equipment seismic stress resultants

for some plants designed in the 1970's have decreased, in comparison to the1

I earlier plants, because of better plant layout, more sophisticated analysis,
and improved modeling techniques.

In addition to the increase in seismic stress resultants, a large increase
j in LOCA loads has taken place since the 1960's (see Section 2.2 of this
: report). These developments have greatly affected later plants, which have to

be designed for the combined new SSE and LOCA loads.
;

2.2 LOSS OF COOLANT OR DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT LOAD

As with earthquake load development for nuclear power plants, design for
| effects of loss of coolant accident (LOCA) has also changed. Before 1965,

designing.for resistance to LOCA effects were generally limited to containment
i and core support. A convenient design basis for containment pressurization,
! selected for both boiling water reactor (sbNt) and pressurized water reactor
i (PWI) nuclear plants, consisted of the release of the reactor coolant
! inventory to the containment volume. For 86Nts this was accomplished through a
i pressure suppression system, later designated the Mark I containment. The

mechanism by which this release would take place was selected as thei

i double-ended rupture of the largest reactor coolant line. This permitted a
thermal-hydraulic analysis of reactor system blowdown through the breakt

i opening for calculating containment pressure and temperature transients and i

i loading on core support structures. From these, containment design pressure !

! and temperature as well as resultant loads on steam and feedwater containment
{ penetrations could be selected. The postulated pipe break also causes other
| effects generally not considered in design, except for some earlier plants -

|
such as Dresden-2 that did consider pipe rupture restraint. These offacts are

!

;

Recent changes in the ASME Section III Code have increased Service Level 5i *

; allowable stresses for Class 1 components. Compared to the 1980 Edition of
the ASME Code, Service Level A would be more applicable.

,

!
!
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as follows:

a. Break reaction loads on structure, components, or supports
! restraining the broken pipe ,

)b. Formation of fluid jets at the point of break and the effects of'

i

; .their potential impingement on other components or structures
i c. Transient pressurization of local compartments within the containment
; d. Differential transient pressurization of local compartments within
i the containment

e. Transient LOCA loads on other componments in unbroken systemsj

! Starting in 1965 for Ms the designers have considered the break
, reaction loads of supports for reactor coolant components (pumps, steam
{ generators, reactor vessels). Their purpcse is to ensure that the steam
'

generator can sustain LOCA reaction load of the attached pipe without gross
| deformation that could rupture the attached feedwater or steam lines. Such a
j secondary rupture would, in turn, release inventory from the secondary side of
! the nuclear steam supply system to the containment. The M containment
j structure is not designed to accomodate blowdown of both a primary and a
; secondary nuclear steam supply system. LOCA reaction load effects on the

broken system are not considered in BWts except in regard to core support
structures and containment penetrations, since primary and secondary systems
are not separated, hence, a LOCA in a BWt will result in blowdown of both the
reactor coolant (recirculation system) and the steam system.

:

| From 1965 untti 1968, LOCA reaction loads were usually treated as
i staticallyapplied loads

F = po A (1)where:
i F = the static applied load at the postulated point of break
| perpendicular to the break area

<

po = system operating or design pressure, typically 2500 psi in a,

PWI and 1100 psi in a BWt '

A = area of the postulated break; varies from 4.5 to 9.5 ft ,2

Since about 1968, the dynamic characteristics of these loads have been
considered in the form

F =K1 K2 Po A (2) -

where
Ki = dynamic load factor due to sudden application of the load; i

typically taken as a value between 1.0 and 2.0, depending on ~

t

| the amount of ductility assumed in the system t

K2 = thrust coefficient; K2 - 2.0 for subcooled water and 1.26
for steam for two phase, mixed or transient flow cases;
thermo-hydraulic computer codes typically are used.

By 1972, time-history forcing functions for multidegree-of-freedom dynamic
models of the reactor coolant system began to be available (11). Design of
local compartments within containment for transient pressurization also began
about 1965. However, differential transient pressurization of local !

compartments was not considered in both PWts and BWts until 1975. Fluid jet
impingement loads have had little practical effect to-date on design of the

,

reactor coolant systems, because pipe whip restraints severely restrict the
t
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i

! amount of displacement for postulated guillotine ruptures, thus impeding the |

formation of jets. Nonetheless, jet formation from postulated slot or
longitudinal rupture due to crack formation and stability is still the subject
of considerable research. (12,13) It has long been the contention of the
nuclear power industry, both in the U.S. and elsewhere, that substantial crack
lengths must develop, particularly in the longitudinal direction, before
instability occurs and the crack can open enough to form a significant jet.j

| Such cracks, it is though, would cause leak before break as they grow by ,

!

! fatigue, and the leaks would give enough warning to permit depressurization
and repair. This is commonly referred to as the leak before break criterion. .

1 (14) In addition, it can generally be shown that the stress field in the |
longitudinal direction of reactor coolant piping is significantly greater than |

that in the hoop direction. Consequently, guillotine ruptures are far more, >

:

j likely and reactor manufacturers have not seriously considered the possiblity
of slot-type ruptures. (15) Jet impingement effects are not considered in

i
! this assessant of LOCA plus SSE.
t

! The offact of transient L.0CA loads on other components in unbroken systems
is generally not considered, except where such loads produce response input ,

'

j applicable to the component. Such response input to other systems as a
| consequence of LOCA is essentially limited to 8WR containments, which employ a |

pressure-suppression water pool system. The discharge of pressure relief'

l valves (PRVs) in BWRs can occur independently of a LOCA but not an SSE and
! produce responses similar to those of a LOCA in systems located outside the
| primary shield wall. Although it is reasonable to postulate a LOCA
j independent of an SSE, a PRV discharge occurs as a consequence of a strong
| motion earthquake. This offect began to be considered in design about 1975.
! 8ecause of changes in LOCA load determination from 1965 to the present, the

) calculated break reaction loads have increased by a factor of 1.5 to 2.5. j
I

i I

| The historical development of behavior criteria used to evaluate LOCA
j effects are similar to those established for SSE loads. In general, no

behavior criterion is specified for the pipe segment containing the postulated;

i LOCA break. In PWRs, the no behavior criterion segment is defined as the
| broken leg of the broken loop. In the unbroken leg of the broken loop and in ;

other affected components (reactor vessel, steam generator and attached steam i

| and feedwater piping, reactor coolant pumps and their supports), the same :

j behavior criteria as used for the SSE are required (ASME Section III Service ;

!
Level 0 for passive components and Service Level 8 for active components). |

; The behavior criterion used in the reactor core for PWRs is normally associated
I

i with deformation and is not limited by stress such that control rod engagement
j and cooling paths remain open, as determined by test. For BWRs the ,

requirements of ASME III Service Level 0 also apply to the core. I

For BWRs no behavior criterion applies to the broken system or loop. The
behavior criteria for unbroken loops and the reactor core internals as a
result of LOCA in a BWR are the same as in PWR. Note that the postulated
broken segments or systems for both PWRs and OWRs are pipe whip restrained
which cannot interact and cause the loss of function of other safety related
systems.

|
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SECTION 3 '

DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR CRITERIA TO ACCOMtODATE |

! SSE AND LOCA LOADING

The structural behavior criteria used for combined SSE and LOCA effects
are essentially the same as for either SSE or LOCA acting alone.

; e

!

|

f

1
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f SECTION 4

! IMPACT OF CURRENT CODSINED SSE AND LOCA REQUIREMENTS ON |

EXISf!NG PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR NUCLEAR PLANTS |

'The effect of combined SSE and LOCA for PWR stations is _ essentially
,

' linited to the following structures, systems, and components:

i a. Reactor coolant compartment surrounding the broken loop -!

! b. Primary shield wall surrour. ding the reactor vessel ;
;

j c. Broken reactor coolant-loop components (reactor coolant pumps, steam
generator) and supports and piping in the unbroken leg of the broken |

4

*

J loop t

j d. The emergency core cooling (ECC), residual heat removal (RNR), and |
chemical volume control (CvC) systems attached to the unbroken leg of ;

;

i the broken loop ;

e. Reactor vessel and its support; reactor core and its supports jj ,

f. Containment structure |
L

{
The 1973 introduction of the Reference R.G.1.60 ground response spectra, ;

i the damping values of R.G.1.61, and the redefinition of the reference |
'

| certhquake motion as one of two simultaneously acting horizontal components
|

rather than a single horizontal resultant has had the most effect in
j increasing the seismic loads.

|
t

J Introduction in 1975 of the effect of asymmetrical-transient compartment 3

|
prossurization due to LOCA has had the most effect in increasing LOCA load.

t

| By far the most significant result of asymmetric transient pressurization is
) asrociated with postulated breaks within the primary shield wall surrounding

I
; the reactor vessel. This factor is most predominant in Westinghouse plants,
|

whore in-service inspection of the reactor vessel f rom the inside permits a
j g p of 6 inches between the vessel and the shield well. However, in plants
j where external reactor vessel inspection is intended it is common to have a ,

'

i 2-foot gap that greatly increases the vent area and reduces the asymmetric
j transient loading effect. The effect of asymmetry is most pronounced on the ;

| rocctor vessel, its supports, and the reactor internals. Table 2 summarises :

1 th2 typical LOCA and SSE design loads and their relative effects on design. |
J

.

I 4.1 EFFECT OF COBSINED SSE AND LOCA ON REACTOR COOLANT COMPARTMElff
!

| To the extent that the operating decks above the reactor coolant
compartment obstruct flow from the compartment if a LOCA occurs within that'

| space, a not uplif t on the compartment walls will result. The overturning i

offect of the SSE adds directly to the uplif t. Thus, the combined LOCA and ;
j
j SSE add to the requirements of vertical reinforcement and anchorage for the |

'

; walls of the reactor coolant compartment. Without the combined LOCA and SSE,
i it may be possible to anchor the reactor coolant compartment walls in the fill |

! slab above the containnent linee. Nith the combined LOCA and SSE, vertical
! enchorage, which connects through the leak-tight containment liner into the
|

containment base mat, usually must be provided. The SSE and LOCA combination )
adds some 90 mechanical anchors. It increases, by an average of 15 percent, |
tbout 30 tons of the vertical reinforcement steel. This effect normally is1

considered in both current and anticipated future designs. ;
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| 4.2 EFFECT OF C0 MINED SSE AND LOCA ON PRIMARY SHIELD WALL

Since the primary shield wall surrounding, and in most cases * supporting,
j the reactor vessels is typically 5 to 6 feet thick, the effect of asymmetric
| LOCA and loading of the reactor pressure vessel support on the shield wall is

minimal, because they tend to produce high bending stresses that the thick
concrete wall can readily accommodate. The combination of SSE and LOCA has
little or no effect on the design of the primary shield well beyond what wouldi

!

j be considered for either acting alone.

4.3 EFFECTS OF Com INED SSE AND LOCA ON BROREN LOOP COMPONENTS

! Table 2 shows typical calculated reaction loads from LOCAs and SSE on the
[

{ steam generator and reactor coolant pump and on their support structures as a
;

i function of the period during which the design was performed. The combination
of LOCA and SSE has had little or no effect on the design of the components!

,

themselves or the attached piping, but the combination has increased component'

support costs 10 to 25 percent. The total direct in-place support cost per -

; 300 MWe in PWR plants is $650,000 for a steam generator and $200,000 for a
| reactor coolant pusy. Hence, approximately $150,000 per 300 NNe is currently
j chargeable to the SSE plus LOCA combination.
t

I 4.4 EFFECTS OF COM INED SSE AND LOCA ON AfrACRED STEAM AND !
| FEEDWATER SYSTEMS !,

| Because the steam generator is effectively restrained by snubbers designed !

| to accommodato the combined LOCA and SSE, the LOCA and SSE loads induced in
!'

| the primary system are essentially isolated from the steam and feedwater line
and thus do not affect their design. The cost of the isolating snubber is,

included in the support costs for the steam generator,
s

4

j 4.5 EFFECTS OF COMINED SSE AND LOCA ON THE ATTACBED SYSTEMS
j OF THE UNBROSEN LEG OF THE SROSEN LOOPS

o

r
,

1

) The emergency core cooling (ECC), residual heat removal (RNR), and
| chemical volume control (CVC) systems attached to the unbroken leg of the
{ broken loop are assumed to function in the event of a LOCA. Therefore, they
| must accommodate the thermal hydraulic transients and displacements associated i

with LOCA in the broken loop, plus the SSE loading, without loss of function. t

It is difficult to assess the influence of the combination without evaluating, j
in detail, layout geometries that tend to be plant specific. Seismic
requirements have generally dictated the support design of these systems, .|independently of any pipe whip restraints. Combining LOCA and SSE does not i

appear to be important in design of these systems, since the broken leg of a !

broken loop is isolated f rom the unbroken leg by a major component whose
deformation in response to LOCA reaction loads is limited. For the purposes
of this study, these attached lines do not have any significant effect on
overall design or cost relative to combined SSE and LOCA effects.

| '

! * Mnet of the PwRs designed by Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation had' ;

the reactor vessel supported by a steel neutron shield tank, not by the '

primary shield us11.
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I - 4.6 EFFECTS OF COpeINED SSE AND LOCA ON REACTOR VESSEL, SUPPORTS,
! AND REACTOR CORE AND SUPPORTS
i

1 a) SSE load effects have had a greater impact than LOCA on the reactor
j core and core supports, as shown in Table 2. The explanation is that

j some of the blowdown load bypasses the reactor core and the core tends
j to have an amplified response to seismic excitation of the vessel.

b) An asymmetric LOCA load within the primary shield wall has significant;

lateral impact on the vessel, its supports, and its internals, and it!

tends to add directly to earthquake effects.;j c) Nuclear steam supply system (WSSS) suppliers prefer to substitute
; aircoloy, with its superior nuclear properties, for inconel core ,

structures, thus reducing the core structural load carrying capacity;
j up to 20 percent. |

i
<

j studies to evaluate the effect of current LOCA (post-1975) combined with
j cid (pre-1973) SSE loads on PWR reactor internals are still underway. Resulta
j cro expected in June 1980. (16) Since blowdown areas affect the lateral loads ;

'
j on the reactor vessel, caused by asymmetric loading of postulated LOCA inside
I th2 primary shield, pipe displacement restraints of the type shown in Fig.1

'

i ery need to be installed on existing plants to minimize asymmetric loading.
j In fact, the existing analysis for postulated breaks outside the primary

shiold wall suggests that such restraints should be installed. It is.

j cstimated that their in-place cost would be $50,000 per 300 MWe and they would
1 bo required in Westinghouse plants only.
I

Primary shield well restraints may not be strong enough to accommodate
! current LOCA plus SSE loads on the reactor core and core supports. A modified
j coro with sufficient strength w6uld cost about $8 million and the core support
i structures another $4 million. This modified design would also tend to reduce

] plcnt performance. Consequential costs of such reductions have not been
] considered in this study. It is highly unlikely that a substantial

1 modification of the reactor vessel support would be required, but the backfit [

j cost for an existing plant would be $ 30 million to $50 million, assuming the
1 modification was feasible. <

! !

) 4.7 EFFECTS OF COfSINED SSE AND LOCA ON THE CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE |
'

}
j Containment structures have always been designed for combined LOCA and
i SSE, and neither the localized dynamic amplification factor nor the asymmetric ,

! Icads have had an appreciable effect on containment design pressures.
| Modification resulting from SSE seismic load phenomena has been minimized by .

: the use of more rigorous analytical techniques. Historical changes in LOCA ,

| and SSE effects have not influenced design, but their' combination as a design
i requirement adds to the vertical and diagonal shear * reinforcement in concrete
i containment structures. The current effect of SSE and LOCA combination on
! concrete containment design is to increase vertical reinforcement 15 percent
j to 300 tons and require diagonal reinforcement in a deformed bar concrete

containment to 600 tons.
,

IDiagonal shear reinforcement is not required in prestressed concrete*
,!containments.
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SECTION 5i t

|

IMPACT OF CURRENT COpeINED SSE AND LOCA REQUIREMENTS ON

EXISTING BOILING WATER REACTOR NUCLEAR PLANTS
t

The current eff ect of combined SSE and LOCA is more complicated for BWR
than for PWR plants. The complication arises from the effect of the LOCA

!

blowdown on the suppression pool and from the development of secondary loads,i

such as chugging and condensation-oscillation, which tend to be dynamic and
periodic. Since the loads act directly on the containment and containment'

internal structure, they tend to excite the reactor building with a resultant
response spectrum. This spectrum, when combined with the seismic spectra, may
control design of supports for mechanical .snd electrical equipment and

! distribution system throughout the containment structure and reactor building *.
'

Determining the effect of the combined LOCA and SSE is further complicated
by the f act that the main steam safety relief valves (SRVs) discharge into the

4

'

containment and suppression pool. The discharge generates loads similar to
LOCA resulting directly from a turbine trip that occurs during any significant

4

i seismic disturbance. Because an SSE (or a lesser earthquake) causes an SRV
1 discharge, their resultant eff ects cannot clearly be separated. As far as
i possible, this study disassociates the effects of (SSE + LOCA) + SRV fron
| those of EQ + SRV. Figures 2 through 6 compare the response spectral curves

developed for LOCA with the SRV curves, showing that LOCA may control design3

! inside the shield well. This factor cannot be determined by simple comparison ,

!

j of spectral curves, since the behavior limits associated with SRV discharge
j are more restrictive than those of LOCA.
,

"he effects of combined SSE and LOCA for BWR stations are, for practical
! purposes, limited to the following structures, systems, and components:
i

I

j a. Shield wall surrounding the reactor vessel
1 b. Reactor vessel support pedestal and skirt
| c. Reactor core and core supports

i
! d. Steam, feedwater, and recirculation lines in the unbroken loop'

e. Containment internal structure
i f. Mechanical and electrical equipment and distribution systems in the

containment
g. Containment structure

The effects of a LOCA on equipment in a PWR tend to concentrate on the
components and on the unbroken leg of the broken loop. In a BWR, they tend to
concentrate on the other unbroken loop and on other seismic Category 1 systems
located within the shield wall surrounding the vessel. Outside the shield
wall, OBE combined with SRV discharge tends to govern -design. These

| distinctions between BWas and PWRs arise because the effects of the postulated
'

LOCA need not be isolated from the steam and feedwater system in a BWR, since
!

* Mark I and Mark II containments are located within the reactor building and '

supported by a common foundation. For a typical Mark III containment, a
reactor auxiliary building houses those systems not located within the
containment. The auxiliary building and containment may have separate
foundations.
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f the ene gy from all three systems in a BWR is assumed released to containment*

in the event of a LOCA. Also, as mentioned earlier, some of the current BWR'

1 LOCA loads are periodic or oscillatory. They excite the entire
|

containment-reactor building structure, imparting shock spectra loading to
components not otherwise involved in the LOCA. Similar excitations of building!

equipment do not occur in PWR dry containments.

5.1 EFFECTS OF COleINED SSE AND LOCA ON SHIELD WALL SURROUNDING
THE REACFOR VESSEL;

,

]
Because the shield well surrounding the reactor vessel is 3 to 5 feet

thick, the design of the vessel in a BWR is not particularly affected by the
LOCA-SSE combination. Reinforcement of the well is controlled predominantly

;

|
by LOCA-induced pressurization. The current consideration of asymmetrical
LOCA pressurization produces on the wall a lateral local force that augments

;

|
the SSE overturning effect, thereby adding to the needed amount of steel
acting in the vertical direction. The combination adds about 5 percent to the"

vertical steel, an increase of 5 tons of reinforcement.

i 5.2 EFFECTS OF CODBINED SSE AND LOCA ON THE VESSEL SUPPORT
PEDESTAL AND SKIRT

! As in the shield wall, the dominant lateral load is developed by the
asynnetric LOCA pressurization of the annulus between the shield wall and the
reactor vessel. This effect is more pronounced in Mark III containments

I
because there is no upper lateral restraint stabilizing the reactor vessel.

I The effect of LOCA and SSE combination on the concrete support pedestal and
anchorage system of the reactor vessel would be to increase vertical steel

|

j requirements slightly in the pedestal and require anchor bolts of higher
strength. One can assume a 5-ton increase in pedestal vertical reinforcement
or cylinder wall thickness and a $5,000 additional cost due to the change in,

#

bolt material. The pedestal design may be either of reinforced concrete or of
|

concentric steel cylinders with the annulus filled with concrete.
1

| 5.3 EFFECT OF SSE AND LOCA CGSINATION ON REACTOR CORE AND
CORE SUPPORTS,

L

| LOCA-induced asymmetric annulus pressurization imparts a large, impulsive
! excitation to the reactor vessel, inducing a response in the core and core

supports that adds directly to the SSE-induced response. For a BWR plant
designed to sustain an SSE having 0.2-g zero-period ground acceleration i

(ZPGA) , the LOCA induced loads, including asymmetric annulus pressurization,
produces horizontal load effects on the core and core supports roughly equal
to two-thirds of the SSE effect. For vertical loading, the LOCA effects are
several times those of the SSE; hence the LOCA-SSE vertical load combination
has little effect on the design load of the core and core support compared to
LOCA and SSE treated separately.

Based on the analyses performed to date, the General Electric Company (11)
does not expect a need to modify core or core supports for the combination of
currently defined SSE and OBE loading. If core and core support modifications
were required, we estimate that their costs would be somewhat more than those
estimated for PWRs. They would be roughly $12 million for the core and $6
million for the core supports on existing plants because BWR internals weigh
more than those of PWRs;
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5.4 EFFECT OF SSE AND LOCA COMBINATION ON UNBROKEN STEAM
FEEDWATER AND RECIRCULATION LINES,

The effect of SSE plus LOCA on the unbroken steam, feedwater, and
recirculation lines is quite pronounced within the primary shield wall.
Figures 4, 7, and 8 show typical input load effects resulting from SSE and
LOCA on the recirculation line. Figure 2 is a LOCA-induced response spectrum

i for the recirculation line as a result of a postulated feedwater line
rupture. Figure 7 is an 'SSE response spectrum for 2 percent equipment damping
for a BWR-6, Mark III system. Figure 8 is an OBE response spectrum, also
applicable to the recirculation line. Figure 3 is a response spectrum
applicable to the main steam line as a result of postulated feedwater line
rupture. Figures 4 and 5 show the input spectra for the shield wall resulting
f rom a postulated LOCA in. the feedwater line and SRV discharge.

A comparison of SSE, LOCA, and SRV discharge spectra in the graphs shows.

j tha t the spectrum for LOCA-induced feedwater line break is one to three times
j the SRV spectrum, depending on location within the primary shield wall. The

average LOCA effect in unbroken lines within the shield wall is roughly 65
percent of the effect of the SSE load, which is 30 percent greater than the
effect of SRV discharge. Consequently, the extreme load combination for LOCA

_ plus SSE tends to govern design within the shield wall. This effect should be
I more pronounced for postulated steam and recirculation line LOCA, since these
i lines are larger than the feedwater line and because blowdown would be more
! rapid. Outside the shield wall, however, the effect of SRV discharge tends to
j be similar to LOCA loading; hence, given the more conservative SRV behavior

criteria typically associated with ASME Section III Service Level B stress
j limits, the LOCA-SSE load combination is less likely to control design.
I
! 5.5 EFFECr OF COMB *NED SSE AND LOCA ON THE CONTAINMENT INTERNAL

STRUCTURE

As can be seen by comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 7, design of the reactor
shield wall and pedestal support is controlled primarily by a postulated,

LOCA-induced asymmetric pipe break within the shield wall. The containment,

{ internal structures, other than the reactor shield wall and reactor pedestal,
j tend to be controlled by earthquake plus the pool dynamics response associated
i with SRV discharge. The pool dynamic spectra resulting f rom SRV discharge are
j similar to those developed from LOCA outside the shield wall. Since SRV
! discharge loading has a dependency relationship with earthquakes, the
' d2 coupling of SSE and LOCA would not affect the relationship. Design and cost

differentials for containment internal structures other than the shield wall
and pedestal are not significantly affected by the SSE and LOCA combination.

5.6 EFFECT OF COMBINED SSE AND LOCA OW MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS IN THE CONTAINMENT AND REACTOR BUILDING

The combination of SRV-induced pool dynamics and CBE earthquake spectra
normally governs design of mechanical and electrical equipment and
distribution system within the containment and reactor building. Since theI

pool dynamic spectra resulting from SRV and LOCA are similar, the decoupling
of SSE and LOCA loads would not appreciably affect design or the cost of
squipment and distribution systems. This is not to say that the design and

| cost of such equipment and systems has not been significantly affected, since
| pool dynamic loads have been explicitly considered in design.
t
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5.7 EFFECT OF C00SINED SSE AND LOCA CN CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE

Most Mark III containments in the U.S. are structural steel, with
torispherical dome and right circular cylinders anchored to a flat slab of
reinforced concrete. To counter the effect of localized pool dynamic loads on
the steel, containment, vertical and horizontal stiffners are added to the

1

containment shell. These stiffners also increase the buckling resistance of |
the containment shell to accommodate earthquake-induced overturning
compressive stresses. The net effect of SSE plus LOCA on containment shell
design is negligible, since SRV discharge in the worst case has effects
similar to those of LOCA. The same conclusion can be resched relative to MARK
II and Mark I containment systems,

s
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SECTION 6

ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFrXT OF SSE AND LOCA COPEINATION ON EXTREME LOAD AND,

| NDRMAL OPERATING SAFETY MARGIN

[ The possibility has long been recognized that, in designing nuclear plant
facilities, normal piant operation may be affected by extreme loads such as'

LOCA and/or SSE. LOCA plus SSE effects ca PWR plants require heavier supports
or restraints on components of reactor coolant loops. These supports should
have little or no effect on normal operation of the components. For both PWRs

; and BWRs, reactor system components, including reactor core and oore supports,
[ until now have been designed to optimize operating performance. None of the

LOCA, SSE, or combined LOCA and SSE loadings have been limiting load case.
Re-analysis associated with the currently redefined larger SSE and LOCA load
effects may require modification of reactor component internals, particularly
for the reactor core and core supports. This concern appears more applicable
to PWRs than to BWRs. If hardware modifications are required, they will,.

'

certainly impact cost and may also impact operating performance.

In Section S.4 of this report, it was concluded that the LOCA and SSE load
combination may control the design of BWR piping systems within the shield
wall. Additional supports usually are required to provide more restraints for
the piping system in accommodation of the combined LOCA and SSE loads. These
restraints normally are snubbers, which are assumed, in design, not to affect
normal thermal loads. However, the existence of such restraints inevitably
reduces the overall system reliability in normal operation because an ideal
snubber has never been designed.

To quantify the effect that SSE + LOCA has on design of piping systems, a
typical BWR recirculation line originally designed without consideration of
the currently defined SRV or LOCA was reevaluated, using the spectra presented
in the graphs, for the following load cases

| ASME Section III Service
1. DL + press + thermal (Condition A)
2. DL + press + W E + SRV (Condition B)
3. DL + press + thermal + GE + SRV (Condition B)
4. DL + press + LOCA (Condition D)
5. DL + presa + SSE + SRV (Condition D)
6. DL + press + (SSE + LOCA) (Condition D)

where:
DL = dead load
Press = design pressure
Thermal = design temperature
GE = operating basis earthquake
LOCA = loss of coolant accident (feedwater line)
SRV = safety relief valve discharge
SSE = safe shutdown earthquake

The results are shown in Table 3. This analysis indicates that the SSE +
LOCA is a limiting load case resulting in a 153 percent overstress compared
with 135 percent for the OBE + SRV. Two additional snubbers are required in
the recirculation line to bring resultant stresses within code limits. The
LOCA + SSE effec.t would tend to be even more pronounced for postulated main
s teemi a recihul= Lid, lih cuptu.m ca other liac: within the chield wella
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since the LOCA blowdown rate would be somewhat greater for these systems than
for the feedwater line. It is estimated that the combination of SSE +*LOCA
requires 20 to 40 additional snubbers for the piping located within the shield
wall. Outside the shield wall, the CBE + SRV load case would govern design;
hence, the combination of SSE + LOCA would not affect normal operation of the
plant.

It can be concluded, therefore, that the only significant impact of the
SSE + LOCA load combination, outside the reactor vessel, on normal operation
is the addition of pipe supports to piping located within the shield wall on
BWRs. The supports reduce the reliability of such systems. The effect of the
combination on PWR reactor internals is still being evaluated. The General
Electric Company concluded that the combination should not affect core
internals in BWRs. (17)

t
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| Table 1. ' Seismic response, with one degree of f reedom maximum amplification
factor, compared to peak ground motion..

Percent Newmark" Housner
Critical
Damping Acc. Vel. Disp. Acc. Vel. Disp."

0 6.4 4.0 2.5 6.2 2.7 1.4
,

0.5 5.8 3.6 2.2 4.6 ---

1.5 5.2 3.2 2.9 3.1 --- ---

2.0 4.3 2.8 1. 8 2.3 1.6 1.2
5.0 2.6 1.9 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.0
7.0 1.9 1.5 1.2 --- --- --

10 1.5 1.3 1.1 --- --- --

'

20 1.2 1.1 1.0 -- --- --

Modified Newmark NBK

0 6.4 -- --- -- --- ---

5.95 3.7 3.20.5 5.8 --- ---
3

! 1.0 --- --- --- -- -- --

4.25 3.2 2.5j 2.0 3.5 - ---

3.13 2.4 2.05'

5.0 2.6 -- --

2.72' 2.1 1.887.0 1.9 --- ---

2.28 1.8 1.7010 1.5 --- ---
;

20 --- --- --- --- -- ---

1
4

j * Based on a standard earthquake; maximum values of ground motion:
.

Acceleration = 0.10 g
Velocity = 4. 8 inches /second
Displacement = 3.6 inches

Relative to base at a period of 2.0 seconds (Fig. 1.19 in TID 7024)
,

" Relative to bass at a period of 3.0 seconds (Fig. 1.23 in TID 7024)
t dAcceleration amplification maximum at 2.5 Hz, decreasing approx. 20
: percent at 9 Hz and back to no amplification for all values of damping

at 33 Hz and above. Displacement and velocity amplification based on a
maximum of 0.25 Hz

i

i
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Table 2. Historical summary of typical LOCA and SSE (0.2-g ZPGA) equivalent static loads on reactor'

coolant system components
,

J

i

Load / period (Kips)

Nominal
Item Cociponent LOCA SSE LOCA SSE IACA SSE

; Weight 1965-1968 1965-1968 1968-1975 1968-1973 19 75-pres. 19 73-p res .
t

1 PWR
:
i

Reactor vessel 1500-2500 1600-3200K 750 3200-6400 1000 5000-8000 2000
Reactor internals 800-]200 000-1600 500 1000-3200 800 3500-6000 1600'
Steam generator 1000-1400 1600-3200 500 to 700 3200-6400 1000-1400 3'500-7000 2000-3000

, Reactar coolant 200 1600 100 3200 200 3200 300' ? Pump
u
N

11 BWR
i

Reaccoe veasel 4000 800 1600 1600 3200 7000 6000Reaetoe internals 2700 400 1600 800 3200 3500 4000
j Recirculatjon 180 -- 100 300 540 540-

Pump
i
4

_.

,
,

*LOCA pipe reaction loads on pump in broken loop not considered4

t

|

:

!

;

i |

t
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ATTAQ99tT 1 Reference 5

OCTI 7 383
'

Mr. Warren H. Owen3
'

Executive Vice President
Engineering and Construction Department
Duke Power Company

i 422 South Church Street
j Charlotte, NC 28242

Dear Mr. (ken:
i

j Your letter of September 19, 1983 concerning pipe break design con-
. siderations has been referred to me for reply. In that letter you cite
j the work done by the industry in developing the leak-before-break concept
! for PWR sain coolant piping. You also expressed the interest of Duke
| Power Company in reflecting the results of this work in your stations.

; It appears that sufficient technical justification exists to consider
| decoupling of safe shutdown earthquake and LOCA loads. For PWR main
! coolant loops probabilistic analyses have indicated that the probability
: of a safe shutdown. earthquake (53E) causing a double-ended pipe break
j is extremely low. (Reference attached NUREG/CR-218g: Probability of
1 Pipe Fracture in the Primary Coolant Loop of a PWA Plant.) On a generic

basis we are considering changes to current regulatory requirements ini

! this area. Specifically, Standard Review Plan Sections 3.6.2 and 3.g.3
I would have to be revised to accommodate such changes ar.d possibly a
! revision to General Design Criteria (GDC) 2 and 4 in Title 10, Code. of

Federal Regulations. Part 50, Appendix A would be needed. Processing
and approval of such changes may take one or two years to complete.

|
'

In a closely related area, we also believe that the technology now
supports consideration of the leak-before-break performance of PWR main

! coolant loops. This performance is based on fracture mechanics analysis
; to demonstrate crack stability under the applied loadings and sufficient
{ 1eakage detection. We will be considering additional reputatory changes
{ to permit application of this concept, where appropriate ,y justified,
i for both new and existing designs. These changes would effectively
1 decouple LOCA and SSE since the LOCA loads would be negligible. The ,

timing anticipated for processing tad approval of these changes in '

regulatory requirements is expected to be about the same as those
mentioned above.

| s-38
|
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I

.Mir. L'arren H. Owen Ot:T17 SM

l
As you know, we have cet with representatives of Cuke Power and other
ouners in a generic meeting on this subject. In this setting it was i

agreed to se; crate the industry proposals into three phases of resolution. |

These phases will, cover reactor coolant loop piping, reactor coolant
Ice; brcnch piping anc piping ir. other plant systecs, and the treatrent

! of arbitrary intermediate breaks ta all classes ,of glant systems. 'de
are in the procest of developing a detailed regulatedy approach to be4

implacented for each of these three phases. With respect to the first
phase, we can now approve application of the concept to eliminate the
whip r.estraints associated with the asymetric LOCA loads. The three
phased approach should permit some additional selected application of
the leak-before-break concept prior to completing all of the changes in

i,

regulatory requirements discussed above.

In following the approach we are developing..it is our intentien to work
.

|
closely with you ta bring about expeditious resolution of these irsues.

Sincerely.

Ognis od yc
J R.santse

;

Harold R. Centen. Director'

Office of **uclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: W;.EG/C?.-1109

!

:

1

i

|
|

e
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ATTACIMENT 2 Reference 9.

| ![.c. \ UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONI a

$
~ WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555"

e .....

L NOV 181983

Dr. Otfried Voigt '

Kraftwerk Union
Aktiengese11schaft,

{ Berliner Strasse 295-303
: P.O. Box 962
! D-6050 Offenback Am Main
! Federal Republic of Germany
1

| Dear Dr. Voigt:

: Regarding your desire to learn more about U.S. NRC thinking on (1) double-ended
! pipe breaks and (2) the relative advantages of stiff versus flexible piping,
; the following information is provided.
)
i Research Information Letter No. 117 dated April.10, 1981, (Enclosure 1) con-
i cluded that, based on probabilistic fracture mechanics assessments of PWR
i primary piping, "Through-wall cracks are about a million times more likely
! to occur than double-ended guillotine breaks. This appears to offer sub-
| stantial quantitative support in a probabilistic format for the leak-before-break
i hypothesis." In another place, it is stated that " Fatigue crack growth due to
i all transients, including earthquakes, is an extremely unlikely mechanism for
] inducing large LOCA [ double-ended pipe rupture]." ;

f Subsequently, in a June 14, 1983 letter from the ACRS to the NRC Executive
Director for Operations (Enclosure 2) discussing the work reported in Enclo-*

! sure 1, it was stated that "The principal risk comes not from the direct
growth of cracks to a size that would be ruptured by an earthquake, but from'

i failure due to indirect causes such as the earthquake-induced failure of the
! supports of heavy components, for example, the steam generators and pumps.
J We find this procedure to be an acceptable and proper approach to the problem,
! and the decoupling of the loss of coolant accident and seismic loads to be

appropriate."

In response to this letter, on July 29, 1983, the Executive Director for Opera-
tions in a letter to the Chairman of the ACRS (Enclosure 3) stated that " Con-
tractors have investigated the seismic reliability of 46 heavy component sup-

i port systems on Westinghouse PWRs. .......... It was determined that the ,

j probability of a double-ended guillotine break resulting from the. seismic
! failure of heavy component support systeeg ranged from 10 s to 10 to per

reactor year with a median estimate of 10 7 per year."'

Finally, in an October 17, 1983 letter from Harold Denton, Director, Office of'

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to the Executive Vice President of the Duke Power
Company (Enclosure 4) it is stated that "It appears that sufficient technical

;

!

!
.

B-40
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justification exists to consider decoupling of safe shutdown earthquake and
LOCA loads. For PWR main coolant loops probabilistic analyses have indicated
that the probability of a safe shutdown earthqyake (SSE) causing a double-ended ,

pipe break is extremely low." Elsewhere in the same correspondence, Mr. Denton
concludes that "We also believe that the technology now supports consideration

; of the leak-before-break performance of PWR main coolant loops."

Future activities relate to extending these investigations to BWR piping and|

to piping other than primary circuit piping at PWRs. Several reports are pres-
ently in preparation concerning this research. In the meantime, under separate
cover, I am sending you the nine volumes of NUREG/CR-2189 entitled, " Probability
of Pipe Fracture in the Primary Loop of a PWR Plant.",

Turning to flexible piping design versus stiff piping design, certain ad-
1 vantages are immediately apparent for flexible piping systems (those with

fewer pipe supports such as rigid restraints or snubbers) as indicated below:

Flexible piping provides easier access for plant maintenance.o
)

Flexible piping reduces radiation exposure during maintenance.o

Flexible piping reduces thermal stresses during plant operation.o

o Flexible piping costs less.

The central issue in our investigations over the last year or so has been how
piping reliability is affected by stiffness and flexibility. We have concen-
trated on snubber-supported piping, and we have assumed in our investigations
that snubbers have a non-zero failure rate and may fail in the " free" or

j " locked" mode. Our studies to date have included high, moderate, and low energy
i piping. The only failure modes we have investigated so far are pipe rupture
i and leaking, although we plan to extend these efforts to include the effect

of flexibility and stiffness on the reliability of components on piping such as
pumps and valves. The principal conclusions to date are:

For high energy piping, assuming realistic snubber failure rates, too manyo
,

snubbers placed to reduce seismic loads actually reduce overall reliability.
'

Failure in the locked mode (typical of mechanical snubbers) contributes,

significantly tu this reduction in reliability while failure in the4

free mode (typical of hydradic snubbers) essentially leads to a lessi

flexible piping whose reliability would be only slightly different than if:

the hydraulic snubber had functioned properly.

For low energy piping, assuming realistic snubber failure rates, snubberso

placed to reduce seismic loads increase reliability slightly. Nonetheless,
snubbers are infrequently placed on low energy piping.

i

'
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l
| 0. Voigt

These investigations, which are motivated by our desire to learn under what I

conditions we may safely remove snubbers from nuclear reactor piping, will con- |

tinue for the next year or so.

Enclosures 5 and 6 describe our fiscal year 1984 work activities at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratories related to these matters. A special Piping
Review Committee has been established to help integrate these research results
into the ifcensing process. I hope you find this information useful to your needs.

|
I look forward to receiving similar information from you on this subject.

i f
Incere

I
<

.

G A. Arlotto, Director
|' D ision of Engineering Technology
|

0 ice of Nuclear Regulatory Research

! Enclosures: As stated

:

1
1

.

4

I

|

!
|

:

:

|
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1.0 STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

; Dynamic analyses of piping systems are generally performed by

|
either the time history analysis method or the response spectrum analysis

i method with the response spectrum method being most commonly used.
Several response combination issues arise when the response spectrum
method is used. The important issues are:

;

; I

! 1. How should independent support motion response spectra be '

j used for multiple supported subsystems such as piping?

I 2. How should modal responses be combined for well-spaced
modes, closely-spaced modes, and high-frequency modes to
determine the total inertial responses. High-frequency
modes are those modes with frequencies above the frequency
at which spectral accelerations be
the zero period acceleration (ZPA) gin to reduce to about

.

3. How should responses due to different spatial components of
the input motion be combined?

4. Should spatial component responses be combined before or
after modal responses?

5. How should multiple support displacement responses be
combined to determine the total support displacement
(secondary) responses?

6. How should the total support displacement (secondary)
responses be combined with the total inertial (primary)
responses?

These six (6) issues are currently addressed for piping systems
by Standard Review Plan ($RP) Sections 3.7.2, 3.7.3 and 3.9.2 and
RegulatoryGuide1.92(Reference 1). Current practice with respect to

*

the six issues above as addressed by the SAP and R.G.1.92 is:

1. Use a single uniform support motion response spectrum which
envelopes all of the independent support motion response
spectra appropriate for the multiple piping supports.

2. Combine well-spaced and closely-spaced modes in accordance
with any one of the acceptable methods of R.G.1.92. No
guidance is given for the combination of high-frequency
modes and practices differ.

B-47
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3. Responses due to different spatial components are combined
by the square-root-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) method.

4. No guidance is given as to whether spatial component
responses should be combined before or after modal
component responses. When closely-sonced modes or high-
fmquency modes exist, the order of the response combina-
tion (spatial versus modal) influences the end results. In
my experience, it has been general practice to combine
modal responses prior to combining spatial component
responses.

5. Multiple support displacement responses are combined in the

most unf avorable way, i.e.,(absolutely, to determine thetotal support displacement secondary) responses.

6. Total support displacement (secondary) responses are
combined absolutely with the total inertial (primary)
responses.

Some of these response combination practices as defined by the
SRP and Reg. Guide 1.92 are controversial, potentially excessively conser-
vative, and not well-founded theoretically. Therefore, several efforts
have been initiated by the NRC to develop recomended changes to the SRP
and Reg. Guide 1.92. Or.e such effort was performed as part of the Task
Action Plan A-40 effort to identify and quantify the conservatism inherent
in the seismic design sequence of current NRC criteria. Reference 2,
which was developed as part of this progren, recomended in 1979 changes
to SAP 3.7.2 and Reg. Guide 1.92 to incorporate more realistic,
technically sound, and less conservative modal combination rules for
closely-spaced modes, and to provide explicit guidance for modal combina-
tion of high-frequency modes. Although these recomendations were speci-
fically made for civil structures, they are equally applicable for piping
systems.

A second effort specifically directed toward response combination
i rules for multiply-supported piping systens is currently ongoing at Brook-

haven National Laboratory (BE). Table 1 presents interim NRC staff-
recomended rules for combining responses using the Independent Support
Motion Response Spectrum Analysis Method (!$MR) based upon this ongoing

BE research (Reference 28).

j B-48
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1

;

5
I

t In general, I consider the response combination rules laid out
in Table 1 to be well thought out and reasonable. Certainly those rules

; represent an improvement (less conservative and more realistic) over the
earlier SRP requirements. My consulting coments will be based upon the |
assumption that Table 1 represents the current Wtc staff position and
will be directed toward some further improvements in the response combi- ;

; nation rules sunmarized in Table 1.
i ;

) 2.0 DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUES

}

2.1 O!SCUSSION OF TA8LE 1 RESPONSE COMBINATION ALG0RITHM

subdivid n inert 1 pr m r ponses and at v su
;

'

i displacement-induced (secondary) responses. Table 1 creats these two

i response components separately calling the inertial responses dynamic
I components and the relative support displacement-induced responses

l
i pseudo-static components. For simplicity, I will call these two

components primary and secondary. |i

k
| 2.1.1 Multiple Support Response Spectra

| To obtain the primary response component by the response

j spectrum method for multiply-supported piping systems with differing
input at each support, one must first decide whether to use the Uniformi

Support Motion Response Spectrum Analysis (USMA) technique or the

j Independent Support Motion Response Spectrum Analysis (ISM) technique.

| With the USM technique, a single response spectrim which envelopes each

| of the multiple support input response spectra is developed and input at

j all of the supports for a particular input directional component. In

many cases, this approach leads to excessive conservatism. As a result,
j the ISM technique has recently come into vogue. By this technique, a !

single response spectrum is applied to a group of supports, but different
,

i input response spectra are applied to different groups of supports. In

| the extreme, each support might have a different input response spectrum.
With the ISM technique, one group of supports is moved at a time using

i
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!

!

|

| the input response spectra specified for these supports, with all other
j groups being stationary. The primary concern is how to combine the
j responses from each of the individual grouped analyses,
i

h .

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is currently conducting
'*

j extensive studies (Reference 2g) on the ISM technique. One of the
! primary questions being studied is how to combine grouped responses *. |

| 518. has studied the absolute s a (ABS), algebraic sum (Algebraic) and the
i square-root-of-the-sm-of-the-squares (SR$5) methods of combining grouped

;

,

responses.
!

The BNL preliminary results clearly indicate that the ISM |

|

{ technique with A85 combination of grouped responses is consistently |

j conservative when compared to time-history results. Sometimes the method i

| 1s excessively conservative. The ISM technique with A85 combination of '

I grouped responses is sometimes more conservative than the U$m technique. !

! Therefore, if A85 combination of grouped responses is required as indi- J

f cated by Table 1, the ISM technique will often not offer any significant
j advantage over the current USE technique. i

f
i The Algebraic combination of grouped responses ass mes that

! responses of all supports are essentially in-phase. For the case of
j different floor responses in the same structures, this asseption is
i often reasonable. However, in some cases, this assumption may be sub- !

) stantially incorrect and unconservative. The BNL studies indicate that

| the ISM technique with Algebraic combination is generally conservative
! but can sometimes be unconservative.
t

i

! The SAS$ combination of grouped responses assumes that each of
i

the independent response spectra are uncorrelated (random relative phasing
of each frequency). Withinmyemperience,theprimarysystem(civil

Grouped responses refers to responses computed from a connon input*

applied to a specific group of supports in the 15m technique. To
obtain the responses due to input applied at all supports, the
individual grouped responses must be combined.

,

'
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|
| l

structure) leads to considerable phase correlation between these indepen- |
! dent response spectra. Therefore, the SRSS combination of grouped re-

sponses cannot be supported on any theoretical grounds for the case of

i different floor responses in the same structure. However, for reponses

! between different structures, this assimption is probably reasonable. |
j The 88L studies indicate that the !$MA technique with SRSS combination is !

! generally conservative but can sometimes be unconservative. The tentative !

{ Sit recommendation (Reference 29) is to use the SRSS combination of i

! grouped responses. Because the SRSS combination method has no theoretical |

j basis for the combination of responses from individual input groups !

j within the same structure, and because of the limited data available, I j

| cannot support the recommendation. At this time, I would recommend that !

| if one has not retained relative phasing infomation, then it would be ;

j prudent to combine group responses by A85 as suggested in the NRC staff (
| reconuiendations in Table 1 even though such a combination may often be :

excessively conservative. Only if one can demonstrate that the responses !

| are reasonably phase uncorrelated should group responses be combined SRSS. I

Reasonable phase uncorrelation is likely between different structures.

;

j The most appropriate way to combine independent group responses
i is to retain the relative phasing provided by the primary system. Tech- -

niques have been proposed for retaining and using this information. How-

) ever, such techniques are still in their infancy and need further work j

j before being accepted in the regulatory process. The NRC should encourage !
I !the development and use of such techniques in order to alleviate the

excess conservatism of the A85 combination.
,

!
t 2.1.2 Modal Response Combination

! Current accepted practice for modal response combination is based

| upon Reg. Guide 1.92 which suffers from two deficiencies:

i
1. Excessive conservatism in some cases for the combination of i

closely-spaced modes. l

i

| 2. No guidance is given for the combination of high-frequency
'

modes.
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|

These topics will be discussed in detail in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, ;

respectively.
4

2.1.3 Spatial Comoonent Response Combination

Support input motions are defined in terms of x, y, and 2 ortho-
gonal component directions. The total resultant peak x-directional

,

; support motion (XR) is made up of a combination of x, y, and z earthquake
input components to the primary structure. If one esstmes that these

{ earthquake input components are uncorrelated (random relative phasing at
each frequency) then the resultant peak support motions can be realisti-

'

cally obtained by the SR$5 combination of the peak support motion due to

j each of the earthquake input components. Thus, if XX represents the peak

; x-direction support motion due to the x-direction earthquake input
i component XY represents the peak x-direction support motion due to the

y-direction earthquake input component, and YX represents the peak

j y-direction support motion due to the x-direction earthquake input
j component, etc., then the resultant peak suppnrt motions are given by:

!

I XR
2 2 2

XX + XY + XZ=

l

) YR = YX2 + yy2 ,ygt

2 2 2
ZR ZX + ZY + ZZ=

! So far as piping response is concerned, the question is how
j should piping responses due to XR, YR and ZR te combined. There is no

) assurance that XR, YR, and ZR are uncorrelated even though the

j x-direction, y-direction, and z-direction earthquake input motions are

j uncorrelated. The peak support motion components XX, YY, and ZZ will be
uncorrelated. However, the peak support motion components XX, YX, and ZX
are likely to have substantial phase correlation due to the primary

| system (civil structure).
!

!
:
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In most practical structures, XX predominates over XY and XZ

while YY predominates over YX and YZ and ZZ predominates over ZX and ZY. ;

j In these cases, XR, YR, and ZR will be uncorrelated and the SRSS combina-
tion of directional piping responses, as defined in Table 1. is appro- j

3

; priate. However, it is possible for XX, YY, and ZZ to not predominate |

I and in these rarer cases, the SRSS combination of directional piping f

'. responses might not be appropriate. This issue deserves further study.
r

!

; 2.1.4 Order of Modal and Spatial Combination

! The MC staff reconnended combination algorithm (Table 1) [

I suggests that the directional responses be combined by SRSS prior to |
'

j combining modes by Reg. Guide 1.92. The more comon practice has been to

| combine modes prior to combining directional responses. When closely-

| spaced or high-frequency modes which are not combined by SR$5 are impor- i

| tant, then the order of the combination can make a difference on the end

| resul ts. In my experience, this difference is seldom greater than 201 !

) for significant response quantities. The SNL studies (Reference 29) also
i indicate that the sequence of combination is not significant. Philosoph- [

ically, it appears to me to be more appropriate to combine modes first and
,

| to combine directional components last rather than as shown in Table 1.

However, either order of combination should be allowed.

So long as closely-spaced modes must be combined absolutely as

j currently required by Reg. Guide 1.g2, then combining directions first

|
and modes second will lead to higher combined responses than when modes

) are combined first and directions second. Thus, one might argue that the |

| combination order in Table 1 is conservative. However, if closely-spaced

j modes are combined algebraically as is correct (see Section 2.2), then j
one cannot say which order of combination is conservative relative to the *

,

f opposite order. !

I

2.1.5 Combination of Groucines of Suoport Oisplacement Responses
j

The issue of combining secondary responses due to independent'

groupings of multiple support displacements is the same as that discussed
for primary stresses by the 15m technique in Subsection 2.1.1. An SR$$

|
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i

1

combination of grouped secondary responses would be questionable although |

Ioften conservative. The most appropriate way to combine independent group
,

i responses is to retain the relative phasing of support motions provided
by the primay system. If this relative phasing information has not been !:

retained, then it is prudent to combine grouped secondary responses by |
i A85 as recomended in Table 1 from the NRC staff. Such a combination is i
: ,

j genera 11y very conservative. |

!
2.1.6 Combination of Directions of Support Displacement Responses'

) The spatial combination for secondary responses should be |
| perfomed in the same manner as for primry responses. If the SR$$ !

spatial combination method is judged acceptable for primary responses II

! (see Subsection 2.1.3), it should also be adequate for secondary ,

f responses. Thus, I do not agree with the NRC staff interim recomenda- !

i tions (Table 1) that the spatial combination be by A85 for secondary
a .

responses while by SRSS for primary responses. !

i

2.1.7 Combination of Secondary and Primry Responses

j For piping systems, it is generally unnecessary to combine
<

l secondary (support displacement-induced) and primary (inertial-induced) !

responses. The AS$ code contains separate stress allowables for primary
and secondary stressds. However, in some cases such as fatigue evalua- i

j tion, one might need a total combined response. Then the question arises

| as to how to do the combination.
i 1

f Displacement-induced (secondary) resr,onses and inertial-induced

| (primry) responses are not phase uncorrelated. In fact, they often have |
j a negative phase correlation. Therefore, the SR$5 combination of primry |

) and seconday respanses cannot be justified on theoretical grounds. !

! However, peak priary responses and peak secondary responses would be

! highly unlikely to occur concurrently. Therefore, an A85 combination

| would generally be excessivoly conservative. An $R55 combinotion is
preferable even thouWi unjustified on theoretical grounds. Ibrahim

(Reference 21) has demonstrated that the SRSS combined primry and

seconday responses have a g6.45 non-exceedance probability. The SNL
study (Reference 29) also recomends an SR$$ combination.
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2.2 CL0$ELY-3PActD MODE 5

Many methods have been proposed and used for the combination of peak'

modal responses (References 1, 3 through 10). The comon methods are:

;

1. A85(absolutesm)

i 2. Algebraic Sm

| 3. SRSS(square-root-of-the-sa-of-the-squares)
i (Equation (3), Reference (1)]
-

4. Grouping Method
(Equation (4), Reference (1)]

| 5. Ten percent method
; (Equation (5), Reference (1)]

.

| 6. DSC (Rosenblueth Double $m Method)
i (Reference (3)] [
t

| 7. NRC-05C (NRC Double 5m Method) !

j (Equation 8. Reference (1)] [
,

>

8. CQC (Complete Quadratic Combination)'

(Equation (12) of Reference (9); i

'
I 9. ARC (Advanced Response Combination)
j (Reference (10)] <

'

1

} All of these methods can be expressed in either one or the other of the
i following two general equations which include certain modal coupling

| facters CJk, (Reference 10):

\
i

ffC R R (1)R =
jg j g

i

j g| (2)yg|RR = C R

|

are peak responses in modes j andwhere j and k are mode notkrs and R) and Rg
,

{ k, respectively. In every case, wnen j equals k, Cjk = 1.0. Otherwise,

! the coupling f actors and appropriate equation neber (Equation 1 or 2)
.

! given in Table 2 apply.
,

|
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Obviously, the A85 and Algebraic Sum Methods can be cast in a

more simple format then Equations (1) or (2). However, they have been
cast in this fomat for comparison purposes.

The A85 method is always conservative because it assmes worst-
case phasing of all modes. It is generally excessively conservative and
unrealistic.

The Algebraic Sum method is the appropriate modal combination

method for high-frequency modes as will be discussed in Section 2.3.
This combination method applies whenever modes are reasonably in-phase

(phase differences less than about 35 degrees) at the time of peak
response. Such conditions exist for high-frequency modes. However, this
method has sometimes been misapplied to lower frequency modes where the
asseption of random phasing is more realistic. The only difference
between the Algebraic Sum Method and the A85 Method is the retention of

the relative response signs (Equation 1 versus Equation 2).

The SRSS method is based upon the assuption of random phasing

of peak modal responses at the, time of peak combined response. This
assumption works well for widely-spaced modes except at high frequencies
where modes are reasonably in-phase. The SRSS method is' deficient for

closely-spaced modes and high-frequency modes which are essentially in-
phase. A11 of the remaining methods in Table 2 are attempts to correct
these deficiencies in the SRSS method. Methods based upon Equation (1)

approach Algebraic Sumation when CJk = 1.0 and SRSS when Cjk = 0.0 and
are in-between for values of C between 0.0 and 1.0. Similarly, methodsyg

based upon Equation (2) approach ABS when CJk = 1.0 and SRSS when

CJk = 0.0.

|
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Both the DSC (Rosenblueth Double-Sum-Combination) and the CQC
(Complete Quadratic Combination) methods are theoretically based in random
vibration theories. Both methods use Equation (1) so both are consistent

j with Algebraic Summation when C = 1.0. The C coefficients are given
jk Jk

by:

DSC Method (Reference 3)

2-1
-[ (wj-w() $
1+j ) (3)C =

\(8)"j+8k"k) /.
|

.

in which
.

'I

wj=w) (1-(8)2) (4)
3

Sj=8+ (5)
3

; uj natural frequency of the jth mode.=

1

s)
critical damping ratio for the jth mode.=

l 5 time duration of " white noise" sepent of earthquake=

i excitation. For actual earthquake records, this may be
! represented by the strong motion sepent characterized by

extremely irregular accelerations of roughly equal;

intensity.

!

| CQC Method (Reference 8 or 9)

8 / (8 8 *j"k)(8j"j+ 8 "k "j"k3k k
(6)

C3=>

(wj-wj)2+48j k"j"k(*)+"k}+4(8j+8 )"j"k8

Equation (6) is only strictly appropriate when the duration of strong
input motion is long compared with the modal natural periods and when the
input response spectrts is snooth over a wide range of frequencies. More
complex egressions for C accounting for duration and frequency content

jk
idetails are given in Reference 8.

,
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1

;

I |
j The ARC Method is also similar to the DSC and CQC Methods except ,

! the Cjk coefficients are empirically based (Reference 10) rather than
i based upon random vibration theory.

j The NRC-DSC Method (Equation 8 of Reference 1) represents a
modification of the original DSC Method (Rosenblueth Double Sum Method).

The NRC-DSC Method differs from the DSC Method in that Equation 2

(Absolute Signs) is used in lieu of Equation 1 (Algbebraic Signs). I can
find no theoretical or empirical justification for the NRC-DSC Method.

1 The only basis appears to be that it always is more conservative than the
'

DSC Method.

; The Grouping Method and Ten-Percent Method as described in Table

2 are both approximations to the NRC-DSC Method. For 5% damped

structures, when wk *j = 1.1 (10% frequency difference), the value of Cjk/

| from either Equation 3 or Equation 6 will be about 0.50. Furthennore, at
; 5% damping, with frequency differences less than 10%, Cjk will be closer
) to 1.0 than to 0.0. With frequency differences greater than 105, Cjk

will be closer to 0.0 than 1.0. These approximate methods, using the
above characteristics, save a considerable amount of computational time!

for structures with more than about 10 modes with only a minor change of;

j results from those obtained by the NRC-DSC Method. However, both of
! these methods suffer from the same lack of either a theoretical or

empirical basis and from the possibility of excessive conservatism as
does the NRC-DSC Method.

Studies (References 4, 5, 9 and 11) have illustrated that for
dynamic models with significant closely-spaced modes (frequency differ-
ences less than about 10%), both the DSC and the CQC Methods more closely
approximate time history computed responses than does the SRSS Method.

Both methods give very similar results with good accuracy for all
problems studied (Reference 11). The letC-DSC Method often introduces
excessive conservatism den compared with the DSC or CQC Method or time

history computed results (Reference 9).

.
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I The,only apparent problan with either the DSC or. CQC Methods is

the ir. reased computational time associated with including all the cross
product tenns for dynamic models with more than about 10 modes. Tnis
problem is easily eliminated by a minor approximation. Only the cross
product terms where C 1 0.5 need to be included in Equation 1. When

Jk
C < 0.5, it is reasonable to assme Cjk = 0.0 which means SRSS modaljk

combination. In the case of low damping values (s < 5%),Cjk "III_

exceed 0.5 only when modal frequencies are within 10% of each other.
Thus, a practical rule becomes:

Frequencies Within 10% of Each Other

Compute C), by OSC (Equation 3) or CQC (Equation 6) Methods

Frequencies More than 10% Apart

C = 0.0

I
'

Within my experience, this simplification never introduces more than a

+J5% error from results obtained including all cress coupling terms.

2.3 HIGH-FREQUENCY MODE,S_ {
,

2.3.1 Background

In a 1979 submittal for the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory A-40

,
Program effort (Reference 2), I demonstrated the inaccuracies associated
with the use of the SRSS combination method * for high-fraquency modes

'(modes in excess of the frequency at which the spectral acceleration '

returns to approximately the zero period acceleration, ZPA, which is about
33 Hz in the case of the R.G.1.60 spectra). Tnts problen had also been
illustrated by Biswas and Duff (Reference 12) and Gwinn and Waal (Refer-
ence 13). The basic problem is that the SRSS method assmes random

,

I

* The SRSS combination method as referred to herein means the,

conventional square-root-se-of-squares method as modified for
closely-spaced modes per the coments in Section 2.2.
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phasing of modal responses at the time of peak response. However, higher
frequency modes are all nearly in-phase with the input motion and thus
are all nearly in-phase with each other. As noted in Section 2.2, when
modal responses are all nearly in-phase, the modes should be combined by
Algebraic Sumation rather than by SRSS. |

|
It is now apparent that there are three modal combination zones

of interest.

First, there is a lower frequency zone correspending approxi-
; mately to the frequency range where the response spectrum is in the

amplified spectral velocity domain. This zone corresponds to frequencies
l

j

less than f which will be defined later. However, for the Reg. Guide 1.60 |
1 I'

response spectrum, f may be as low as 1.5 Hz to 3.0 Hz. Below f , the
total modal response can be combined by the SRSS method modified for
closely-spaced modes.*<

A second zone corresponds to the frequency range above the
frequency f" where f is defined as the rigid frequency at which the#

spectral acceleration, S,, roughly returns to the peak zero period
acceleration, ZPA. At these high frequencies, the seismic input motion
does not contain significant energy content and the structure simply
responds to the inertial forces from the peak ZPA in a pseudo-static
fashion. The phasing of the maximum response from modes at these high i

frequencies (roughly 33 Hz and greater for the Reg. Guide 1.60 response
spectrum) will be essentially deterministic and in accordance with this

| pseudo-static response to the peak ZPA. The combined response from modes j
'

with frequencies above f" can either be determined by a pseudo-static !

response analyses as defined in Appendix A (taken from Reference 2) or by
Algebraic Sum of all of these higher frequency modal responses. Both I

approaches lead to identical results and are theoretically correct.

!

* It should also be noted that the SRSS method is also incaccurate at
very low frequencies but thM t,coblem is of little importance to
stiff nuclear power facilitic< and is not addressed herein.

4
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1
IHowever, the pseudo-static technique of Appendix A is generally more

simple to use and is less susceptible to numerical errors which sometimes

| occurs with the algebraic sumation 'of high frequency modes.

1 rThe third zone between the frequencies f and f represents a i

transition region within which a portion of the modal responses should be
combined by SRSS as modified for closely-spaced modes, and a portion of

the response should be combined by Algebraic Sum. Close to f essen-
tially all of the modal response should be combined SRSS while close to
fr essentially all of the modal response should be combined by Algebraic
Sum. The exact distribution between the portion to be combined by SRSS

and the portion to be combined by Algebraic Se is uncertain and is the
subject of considerable recent study (References 14 through 20).
Unfortunately, this transition region is the region within which most of
the important piping system response modes lie. Therefore, modal combin-
ation in this transition region needs to be further discussed.

2.3.2 Recent Research

The publication and dissemination of MtREG/CR-1161 (Reference 2)<

has resulted in new research on the combination of higher frequency
modes, including Lindley and Yow (Reference 14), Hadjian (Reference 15),
Gupta (References 16 through 19) and Singh (Reference 20). This new
research has indicated that my 1979 recommendation did not go far enough.
Basically, the problem with the SRSS response combination method and the

' transition to algebraic sunmation occurs at frequencies well below that
at which the spectral acceleration, S,, returns roughly to the ZPA.
Whereas, I illustrated that the SRSS method should not be used at
frequencies above 33 Hz for the USNRC R.G.1.60 spectra, this newer

.

research illustrates that the same problems extend down to lower
frequencies as well.

;

!
' All of these approaches incorporate the idea that the total peak

response is made up of two parts consisting of a damped periodic relative
P rpeak response, R , and a rigid peak response, R . The total damped periodic

-B-61
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relative response , Rp is obtained by the SRSS method of combining modal,

" relative" responses based upon the asseption that the phasing of these
" relative" responses are uncorrelated with each other. The total rigid
response, Rr, is obtained by algebraic sunmation of modal " rigid"
responses because this rigid portion of total response is all in-phase
with the ground motion. In understanding these methods, three frequencies
need to be defined:

fl lower frequency below which rigid and damped periodic=
.

relative responses are not additive. Below this
frequency, the separation into rigid modal responses

, and damped periodic modal responses is unnecessary and
I the total modal responses can be combined by the SRSS
| method.

f2 upper frequency above which the separation into damped=

periodic relative modal response and rigid modal
response is unnecessary and the total response should
be treated as being in-phase (rigid) and should be
combined algebraically.

fr frequency at which spectral acceleration, S,, roughly=

returns to the ZPA.
>

Gupta (References 16 through 18 as modified by Reference 19)
defines f1 and f2 by:

i

S
amaxfl Zw 5 (7)*

Vmax

(f1 + 2f")/3 (8)f2 .

where S and Symax are the maximum spectral acceleration andamax
lvelocity, respectively. The frequency f may be thought of as a corner

frequency between the velocity and acceleration response domains. For a
given response spectrum, fl is uniquely defined. Based on the R.G. 1.60
response spectrum, fl is 2.0 Hz at 0.5% damping,1.7 Hz at 55 damping,
and 1.5 Hz at 105 damping. The frequency f2 is between 22 Hz and 23 Hz
for the R.G. 1.60 spectrum.
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i Hadjian (Reference 15) indicates that f lies between 2 and 3 Hz
for the 1% damped R.G.1.60 spectrum and arbitrarily assigns an fl valueh

of 2.5 Hz. Hadjian does not need' to explicitly define an f2 However,

this approach implicitly defines f2 by:
|

f2 ,, f r (g)

2Thus, for R. G. 1.60, f equals 33 Hz.

Even more important, Hadjian demonstrates that the separation
into a relative response component (combined SRSS) and a rigid response4

component (combined algebraically) is only important for structures which*

contain multiple (more than one) significant modes with frequencies
greater than 10 Hz for the R.G.1.60 spectrun, in other words, with the

R.G.1.60 spectrum, for frequencies below 10 Hz the SRSS modal response
combination method is perfectly adequate and modifications for higher
frequency modes are unnecessary. Above 33 Hz, SRSS is not acceptable and

algebraic suunation should be used. Between 10 Hz and 33 Hz, a trans-
ition zone exists in which a portion of the modal responses should be
combined SRSS and a portion should be combined algebraically for the R.G.
1.60 spectrun. For other spectra, these transition frequencies would
differ somewhat.

.

Lindley and Yaw (Reference 14) do not explicitly define fl or f ,2

However, their approach is nearly identical to the Hadjian approach so
,

that the transition zone defined for the Hadjian approach would also be
applicable to their approach.

2Singh (Reference 20) also does not explicitly define fl or f ,
l lies at about 6However, a review of his approach would indicate that f

; Hz and f2 at about 28 Hz. Significant rigid response effects do not

( occur at frequencies below about 10 Hz.
l
,
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The Gupta, Lindley and Yow, and Hadjian approaches can all be
cast into a common format for ease of comparison. Therefore, each of
these approaches for this transition zone will be discussed further.

,

2.3.2.1 GUPTA APPROACH

I
1. Separate the total individual modal peak responses, R ,

g

intoarigidpeakresponse,R[,andadampedperiodic
relativeRy,by:

R[ = ag R (10)4

R 1-a* R (11)g= g

lloa f /f' g (12)
where aI = log f 7f2 l except 0 < a1 < 1,

-

|

l 2Thus, at f ,< f , og = 0, and at fg 1 f , a = 1.0.j

2. The damped periodic relative modal responses, Rj, are
2computed for modes with frequencies below f , and are !

combined SRSS to obtain the damped periodic relative

response, RP. Therigidmodalresponses,RS,are
I computed for modes with frequencies above f' , and are

Pcombined algebraically to obtain the rigid response, R .
Note that modes with frequencies above ff do not have to

be computed. Rather, my 1979 recomendations (repeated in
Appendix A) can be used to accurately incorporate the j

effects of all such modes. '

l

l
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I
,

I
3. The total response, R is obtained by the SRSS combination'

of RP and RP.
l

|

2.3.2.2 HA0JIAN APPROACH

l

| 1. For modes with frequencies below f , the total modal
responses are computed using the conventional pseudo

combined by the SRSS methb. These modal responses are
spectral acceleration, Sa

to obtain the total response,

lR , for all modes with frequencies less than f .
t

lFor frequencies above f , an " effective relative"2.
spectral acceleration, S , is obtained by:

S'r "3 - (IPA) (13)
aj g

:

which assumes that the relative response is in-phase

(additive) with the rigid response. Next, an " effective
relative" response is computed for each mode using S'

in lieu of S, ,

Note that 5' becomes zero at frequency f". Thus,
fonly modes up to frequency f need be considered. All

modal responses computed in this step are combined by the
SRSS method to obtain the daged periodic relative response
RP which is based on the assumption that phasing of thesei

relative response modes is uncorrelated.

i

|
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3. The rigid response, Rr, is computed by my 1979 recommenda-

tions (repeated in Appendix A) except only modes with
frequencies below f1 are used to compute F4 (see
Equation Al of Appendix A). The combined rigid response,
R , for all modes with frequencies above f1 is obtainedF

from a static analysis using the pseudo-static inertial
~

forces given by Equation A3 of Appendix A

4. The total response, R , for all modes with fraquenciesH
! higher than f1 is obtained by the absolute sun

- combination of RP and R . One must use an absolute sunP

combination of RP and RF to be consistent with the
j in-phase (additive) assumption upon which Equation (13) is

based.

5. The higher frequency total response, R , and the lower
H

frequency total response, R , are combined SRSS under theL
assumption that responses in these two frequency ranges are:

uncorrelated.
,

2.3.2.3 Lindley and Yow Approach

The Lindley and Yow Approach is identical to the Hadjian approach
with the following exceptions:

1.
The " effective relative" spectral acceleration, S;r$ , is

obtained by:

Sjr "(3 - ZPA )b (14)a
|

1 i

which assumes that the relative response is randomly phased
with the rigid response.
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j 2. The total response is obtained by the 3RSS combination of

i RP and R". This combination is consistent with the use of
Equation 14 in lieu of Equation 13 to find the relative'

Presponse, R .

2.3.2.4 Comparison of Lindley and Yow. Hadjian, and Gupta Approaches

The Lindley and Yow, Hadjian, and Gupta approaches can be

directly compared by casting the Lindley and Yow, and the Hadjian
approaches into the same format as the Gupta approach. There are
basically two differences. First, the Lindley and Yow and the Hadjian

approach are consistent with aj being defined as:

1 = 0 for fj < (I3

L
'

(15)

f2PA) for fj > f 1
39=

a; g

whereas Equation (12) is used to define ai for the Gupta approach. This,

is the only difference from the Gupta approach for the Lindley and Yow
approach. However, the Hadjian approach asstsnes in-phase (additive)I

phasing between the rigid response and the " effective relative" resinnse
whereas Gupta assumes uncorrelated phasing. Therefore, in the Hadjian

approach:

(16)RP = (139)Rj

f whereas Equation (11) based on SRSS combination is used by Lindley and

Yaw, and Gupta to obtain R{. Because of the use of Equation (12) to
obtain RP in the Hadjian approach, one must combine the t%.1 relative

P
| response, RP, and total rigid response, R , by absolute sisnmation.

In the Lindley and Yow, and the Gupta approaches, these two response
components are combined SRSS to be consistent with Eqtation (11). These
are the only differsnces.

I
;

1
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The Hadjian approach contains a fundamental inconsistency in its

logic. First, it assumes that all " effective relative" modal responses, |

RP, are in-phase (additive) with the corresponding rigid modal
responses, R . This asseption is the basis for Equation (16). Next,P

$

it assunes that all rigid modal responses, R[, are in-phase with each
other which is the basis for algebraic sumation of the rigid modal

P Presponsas, R , to obta*a the total rigid response R . However,it
also assunes all " effective relative" modal responses, Ry, are uncor-I

related with each other so that they may be combined SRSS to obtain the

total " effective relative" response, RP. It is inconsistent to assune
the relative modal responses are uncorrelated with each other (SRSS

combination) and yet are in-phase with the rigid modal responses
(Equation 16) which are all in-phase with each other (algebraic
sunnation). This fundamental inconsistency does not exist with eit,her

|
the Lindley and Yow approach or the Gupta approach. For this reason, I

j prefer either the Lindley and Yow or the Gupta approach to the Hadjian
approach.

2.3.2.5 Concluding Remarks on Recent Research

! Recent research has indicated that the SRSS method of modal

; response combination when modified for closely-spaced modes is adequate
I so long as the dynamic model does not contain more than one significant

mode at a frequency higher than that associated with the highly amplified
spectral acceleration response domain (approximately 10 Hz for the R.G.
1.60 spectrum). In these cases, no special provisions are necessary for
the modal response combination of higher frequency modes. However, if
the dynamic model does contain more than one significant mode at a
frequency higher than that associated with the highly amplified spectral
acceleration response domain then provisions for Algebraic Summation of

at least a portion of the higher frequency responses are necessary.
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For the R.G.1.60 spectra, it appears that any approach which

uses Equations (10) and (11) and defines og so as to be less than about
0.6 at frequencies below about 10 Hz, and greater than about 0.8 at
frequencies above about 25 Hz should lead to reasonable results. In j
other words, below 10 Hz responses should be predominantly SRSS combined

|
i and above 25 Hz reponses should be predominantly algebraic sun combined.

Between 10 and 25 Hz, a transition zone should exist. These frequency

ranges are for the R.G.1.60 spectrum. For other spectra, these frequency
ranges would shift somewhat.

2.3.3 Impact of Improperly Combining Higher Frequency Modes by SRSS

| The SRSS response combination method even when modified for
| closely-spaced modes can lead to significantly unconservative computad
i responses near the base of stiff cantilever structures and near supports

for stiff components such as a stiff piping system. This unconservatism
only occurs near supports. Away from supports, the SRSS response
combination method can lead to significant conservatism. For the R.G.

{ 1.60 spectrum, the SRSS response combination method will tend to under-
estimate responses near supports for structures which contain more than
one significant mode at frequencies exceeding 10 Hz. If only one signi-

i ficant mode exceeds 10 Hz, no problem exists. The problem of underesti-
; mation becanes most severe when the dynamic model contains more than one

significant mode at frequencies exceeding 25 Hz for the R.G.1.60
spectra. The degree of unconservatisn depends upon the importance of

j these high frequency modes on total response. Generally, the level of
unconservatisn is negligible and of academic interest only. However, for
very stiff structures such as are sanetimes encountered in nuclear plant
designs, the level of unconservatism can be severe.

,

Based upon sty own experience and a review of References 14
i

j through 20, I would judge that under fairly extrane but realistic
situations the ratio of SRSS computed to actual responses might be as low
as: |

I

|
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Y

Ratio: 5R55 Computed
Response Quantity- to Actual Response *'

Acceleration 0.60

Inertial Forces 0.60

Shears 0.75
i

Moments 0.90

These levels of unconservatism would only occur near the supports of

structure models which contain more than one significant mode at-

frequencies above 25 Hz. Note that the unconservatism is most severe for

| accelerations and inertial forces. The underprediction of sherrs and
moments is much less, because in these cases the SRSS method hads to

| overprediction of responses away from the supports and this reduces the
unconservatism of shehrs and moments at supports.;

!

i Actually, an experienced or cautious analyst would catch these
'

levels of unconservatism in their results. The only places I have seen,

! this level of unconservatism in results occurs when the SRSS computed
! accelerations near supports are less than the ZPA of the support. Any
*

analyst who makes this check would realize an analytical problem existed
and would correct for it by adding in static inertial accelerations or

| would perform a time-history analysis. Thus, I would doubt if such large
unconservatise.s would exist in any analysis or design perfomed by an
experienced or cautious analyst using the SRSS method. However, such
unconservatism might exist in " cookbook" analyses performed by an analyst
who was overly trusting in the accuracy of their computer program.

I B-70
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The impact of incorporating any of the proposed methods would be
to eliminate this possible but generally unlikely source of severe
unconservatism in design. The change would make clear the cause of this
unconservatism and would eliminate the need for the use of approximate
methods sich have been used to correct this deficiency in the SRSS
combined response. Once computer programs were modified, the added

analytical costs and engineering efforts to incorporate any of these
; methods would be negligible.

2.4 COMBINATION OF SPATIAL COMPONENTS AND RJLTIPLE RESPONSES

i Regulatory Guide 1.92 states that when the response spectra
method is used, spatial components should be combined SRSS. This

requirement is based upon the reasonable assumption that the responses -

(frequency-by-frequency) of the three components of the ground motion are
uncorrelated. For piping, it is further assumed that the three
components of support motion are also uncorrelated (see Section 2.1.3 for
discussion on this point). So long as one assumes a lack of phase cor-

1 relation between the three spatial components of support motion, the SRSS
l combination of spatial components is fully justified,
l

The SRSS combination of spatial components works well when

applied to a single final response quantity of interest such as a stress,
displacement, or force. However, often one is interested in some combi-

'

nation of multiple response quantities. For instance, for pipe the

| Tresca or maxima shear stress given by:

|

M )5 /2Z (17)r,,,=(M, + M +
g

i

!

is generally the stress quantity of interest. In Equation 17, M ,, M andy
| M are the moments in the local x, y, and z piping cross-section axesg

j while Z is the section modulus. In applying Equation 17 for seismic

response, one should use values of M,, M , and M which occury g
il

i
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concurrently. However, the'SRSS combination of responses due to the
'

three independent spatial components of support motions leads to maximum

probable resultant respenses, MXR* MYR, and MZR, in each of the three j
'

response directions (see Section 2.1.3). These maximum probable resultant |

responses are not likely to occur concurrently. Yet, the standard
procedure is to substitute all three of these maximun probable resultant

,

responses, MXR* MYR add MZR, for the concurrent responses, M , M , andx y
M in Equation 17. This substitution conservatively assumes that MXR.z

MYR, and MZR all occur at the same time. Within my experience, such an

i assumption leads to a Of to 405 margin of conservatism in the combined
response v over that appropriate for the assumption of uncorrelatedmax
support motions. Unfortunately, this substitution of MXR, MYR, and MZR
for M , M , and M in Equation 17 is the only practical approach with thex y z
SRSS method for the combination of spatial components so that this
conservatism for multiple responses is unavoidable with this method.

f However, a more sophisticated response combination method which
I avoids most of this unnecessary conservatism does exist (References 22

through 24). I will call this method the Gupta method. The Gupta method
described in Reference 2,2 provides a rigorous solution for the maximum
probable combination of multiple responses under the assunption of uncor-
related three-component input motions. As such, this method represents
the " exact" method whereas the above-described SRSS method is a conserva-

| tive approximation. Application of this " exact" Gupta method for piping
systems is illustrated in Reference 23. Unfortunately, the " exact" Gupta
method is very difficult to apply and so has not come into wide use.
However, it does represent the " standard" against which other approximate
methods should be measured. As such, Reg. Guide 1.92 should allow this
method.

Reference 24 recommends an " approximate" Gupta method which is

only slightly conservative (05 to 135 conservative in the case of piping |
stress analyses governed by Equation 17) as compared to the " exact" Gupta )
method and much easier to apply. Even this method is more difficult to

1
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( apply than the SRSS method. A further simplification will be described
| herein which only slightly increases the uncertainty (-15 to +17%
; conservative). Each of these " approximate" Gupta methods are more

! accurate than the SRSS method and should be allowed by Reg. Guide 1.92.

Rosenblueth (Reference 25) has also proposed a method similar to
the " approximate" Gupta method. However, I have not studied the

Rosenblueth method in detail.,

: Also, Newmark (References 26 and 27) has proposed an approximate
'

method for combining multiple responses from these spatial components of

| input motion. This method is called the 100-40-40 method. Within my
experience, the Newmark 100-40-40 method introduces about the same level

of conservatism as the SRSS method and is less accurate than either of
the approximate Gupta methods. The Newnark 100-40-40 method should also

; be allowed by Reg. Guide 1.92.
,

All of these methods are founded on the same assumption of uncor-
j

; related spatial components of input motion. Each of these methods is at

! least as valid as the SRSS method. Because the starting assumptions are
the same, all of these methods could be called SRSS-equivalent methods.
All of these methods should be allowed for spatial component combination.
These methods are described and compared in Appendix 8.

3.0 RECO MENDATIONS

4

| 3.1 REVISIONS TO REG. GUIDE 1.92 AND STANDARD REVIEW Pl.AN

!
'

1. The algorith given in Table 3 for combining responses
using the independent support motion response spectrum
analysis method (ISMA) should be added to Standard Review i

i

| Plan 3.9.2. This algorithm represents a modification of |

| the MC staff-recomended algorithm contained in Table 1.
The bases for this revised algorithm are given in Section
2.1.

|
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2. The absolute signs should be removed from the Double Sum
Also, the |

Combination (DSC) Method in Reg (. Guide 1.92.CQC) Method should be added'

Complete Quadratic Combination
to Reg. Guide 1.92 without inserting an arbitrary set of

,

absolute signs. A detailed discussion of the issues ,

'

concerning closely-spaced modes is presented in Section 2.2.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.92 and/or the appropriate Standard
Review Plan Sections should require the algebraic samation
of all modes with frequencies exceeding f r where fr is
defined as the frequency at which the spectral acceleration,
Sa, roughly returns to the peak zero period acceleration,
IPA. The two methods of algebraic sunination given in
Appendix A should be allowed. Secondly, the SRP should

,

! allow the SRSS method of modal response combination as
corrected for closely-spaced modes to be used if the
dynamic model does not contain more than one sionificant
mode at a frequency higher than that associated with thei

hTgEly amplified spectral response domain (approximately 10
Hz for the Reg. Guide 1.60 spectrum). In other words, no
special consideration of how to combine high-frequency

i n. odes is necessary in this case. Third, for dyna:nic models
) which contain more than one significant mode at frequencies

above about 10 Hz, the SRP should require a gradual trans-
ition from the SRSS response combination which is appropri-
ate for lower frequency modes and the algebraic sisnmation .
appropriate at frenuencies above fr. Both the Gupta method

*

and the Lindley and Yow method should be explicitly
;

permitted. Any other rational method of treating this
I transition should also be allowed. Fine tuning of this

transition is unwarranted. However, some consideration isi

i necessary. A further discussion of higher frequency modal
combination is contained in Section 2.3.

|
;

| 4. Regulatory Guide 1.92 should permit the use of any of the
SRSS equivalent methods for the combination of effects fromi

the three spatial components of input. The " exact" Gupta
; method, " approximate" Gupta method, and the Newnark
; 100-40-40 method are at least as valid as the SRSS method
i and are founded on the same theory. These methods are

discussed in Section 2.4.

|

3.2 IPFACT OF RECOMPEN0ATIONS'

! All of these recommendations will lead to more accurately and

rationally computed piping responses by the response spectra method. For
most piping systems, these reconsnandations will result in a reduction in
computed response. In some cases, this reduction will be substantial.

I
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| However, for very stiff piping systems, the high-frequency mode combina-
I tion recomendation will result in an increase in support forces and !

responses near supports. Thus, these reconinendations will properly
penalize very stiff piping system designs and will benefit more flexible
designs.

3.3 RECOMENDATIONS FOR FIRTHER RESEARCH

In my opinion, only a limited enount of further research in |

response combination methods is necessary in order to safely and;

rationally design piping systems and structures. If further research is,

! performed it should concentrate on the following topics:

'

1. Research to develop practical ways to retain the relative
phasing relationships caused by the primary system (civil ;
structure) in the ISMA method for multiply-supported sub- i

systems. This research would enable the actual relative
phasing to be used in lieu of the conservative absolute,

samation of support group responses reconsnended in Table 3.
;

; This research should be directed toward both primary and
| secondary reponses with the primary benefit probably being i

with the secondary responses (see Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.5).
i

2. Research on the correlation or lack of correlation of the
' three-dire::tional components of input support motions for

piping 1,ystems (see Section 2.1.3 and 2.1.6). i
,

d

3. Research on the higher frequency transition zone from SRSS,

modal combination to algebraic su modal combination (see
Section 2.3).

!

! I would rank these research topics in the order listed with.1
'

being highest and 3 being lowest.
!
l

3.4 ALTERNATE SIWLIFIED RECOMENDATIONS FOR MODAL COMBINATION

Accounting for closely-spaced modes and high-frequency modes as

| per the recomendations of Section 3.1 improves the accuracy of computed
'

piping responses. However, the penalty for this improved accuracy is
more complex modal combination techniques. A school of thought exists
that says we don't need this improved accuracy to safety design piping
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systems, but we do need more simplified analysis techniques. I an in
sympathy with this school of thought. In my judgment, adequate accuracy

for safe design can be achieved by the following simpler modal combina-
tion rules:

I

1. Combine all modes with frequencies below f by )
SRSS where fr is defined as the frequency at
which the spectral acceleration, Sa, roughly
returns to the zero period acceleration. No
consideration of closely-spaced modes or a
gradual transition to algebraic sumation at
higher frequencies need be included.

2. Combine all modes with frequencies greater than fr
by algebraic sumnation using either method given
in Appendix A.

3. Combine the low (Rule 1) and high (Rule 2)
frequency modal responses by SRSS.

4

In my judgment, there is sufficient conservatism in other aspects
of dynamic analysis and design of piping systems to adequately cover any
unconservatism introduced by the use of these simplified modal combination'

rules. I leave it to the NRC staff to decide whether improved accuracy

or greater simplicity is the preferred goal.

|

|
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TABLE 1

:

16tC STAFF-RECOMENDED ALGORITHM FOR

COMBINING RESPONSES USING THE INDEPENDENT SUPPORT MOTION

RESPONSE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS METHOD (INTERIM)

(Reference 28)

A. Dynamic Components (primary)+

1. For each mode and for each direction:
Combine group responses by absolute sm (ABS).-

,

2. For each mode:
Combine direction responses by SRSS.

,

3. For each nodal point and degree of freedom:
Combine modal responses by R.G.1.92

This can be sumarized as:

Displacements: GROUP (ABS) - DIRECTION (SRSS) - MODES (R.G. 1.92)

8. Pseudo-Static Components (secondary)
'

1. For each group, calculate maxima absolute response
for each direction.

2. Combine for all groups and directions by absolute se.
i
|

C. Total Dynamic Responses

Add dynamic and pseudo-static components by SRSS.

| Note: For the design of piping, only the dynamic components are
considered as primary. For piping or equipment support, both
dynamic and pseudo-static components should be considered as
primary.
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TABLE 2

COUPLING FACTORS FOR MODAL COUPLING METHODS
|

1

Method Equation cjk

1. ABS (2) All 1.0

t 2. Algebraic Sum (1) All 1.0

3. SRSS (1)or(2) All 0.0

4. Grouping Method (2) Modes arranged in ascending
+

i frequency order. Groups
formed beginning with the,

; lowest fraquency such that all
higher modes with frequencies
within 10% of lowest mode in;

{ group are lumped into same
group. No mode in morp than
one group.

I
j Within Same Group: Cjk = 1.0
1

Outside Same Group: Cjk = 0.0
!

! 5. Ten Percent Method (2) Modes arranged in ascending
frequency order. If modal

3 frequencies within 10% of each
other, then Cjk = 1.0.

Otherwise, Cjk = 0.0

6. DSC (1) C from Equation (3)jk

1

7. NRC-DSC (2) C from Equation (3)jk

!
8. CQC (1) C from Equation (6) |jk

9. ARC (1) C from Reference (10)Jk

)
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TABLE 3
1

SUGGESTED REVISION TO RECOMENDED ALGORITHM FOR COMBINING
RE5PONSE5 USING THE INDEPENDENT SUPPORT MOTION RESPONSE

i SPECTRUM ANALYSIS METHOD

A. Inertial or Dynamic Components (primary)
.

1. For each mode and for each input motion direction:i

i
Combine group responses by absolute sm (ABS) or
preferably, by actual relative phasing if structural

i phasing information is retained. If it can be shown
that group responses are reasonably phase uncorrelated
(such as responses between different structures), then.

an SRSS combination may be used.

2. For each response quantity and each input motion
direction:
Combine modal responses by the Double Sum (DSC) or CQC
method with provisions for high-frequency modes.

! 3. For each response quantity:
Combine input motion direction responses by SRSS ori

'

equivalent method.

This can be sumarized as:
'

GROUP (ABS or Actual) - MDDES (DSC or CQC) - DIRECTION (SRSS
, equivalent)
I

B. Support Displacement or Pseudo-Static Components (secondary):

1. Group by comon attachment point. For each group,:
calculate maxima absolute response for each input
direction.

2. Combine for all groups by absolute se or preferably,
j by actual relative phasing if structural phasing
: information is retained. If reasonable phase
! uncorrelation can be demonstrated, SRSS combination

mRy be used.

3. Combine for input directions by SRSS or equivalent Imethod.

C. Total Dynamic Responses

j Add dynamic and pseudo-static components by SRSS
i
'

Note: For the design of piping, only the dynamic components are
considered as primary. For equipment support, both dynamic and

, pseudo-static components are considered as primary.
|
.
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APPENDIX A
,

INCLUSION OF PSEUDO-STATIC RESPONSE FOR ALL MODES
r

AB0VE THE RIGID FREQUENCY, f

i

1. Determine the modal responses only for those modes with
natural frequencies less than that at which the spectral'

acceleration approximately returns to the ZPA (33 Hz in
the case of the Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectra).

Combine such modes in accordance with rules for the SRSS
combination of modes as modified for closely-spaced and

higher frequency modes.

2. For each degree-of-freedom included in the dynamic
analysis, determine the fraction of degree-of-freedom

(DOF.) mass included in the summation of all of the modes
; included in Step 1. This fraction F for each degree-of- ,j
| freedom i is given by:

M
i

Fg= ]] PF,* $m,1 (A1)
m=1

where

a is each mode number

M is the number of modes inclu'ded in Step 1.

PF, is the participation factor for mode m

$,,9 is the eigenvector value for mode m and DOF i

i
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Next, determine the fraction of 00F mass not included in
i

i the sumation of these modes:
|

g F, 7 (A2)
| K =

!
i where

I is the Kronecker delta which is one if DOF 1 is in the
direction of the earthquake input motion and zero if 00F 1
is a rotation or not in the direction of the earthquake

input motion.

If, for any DOF 1 this fraction |K | exceeds 0.1, onej
should include the response from higher modes than those<

included in Step 1.

.

! 3. Higher modes can be assumed to respond in phase with the
peak ZPA and thus with each other so that these modes are-

I cod ined algebraically which is equivalent to pseudo-static

| response to the inertial forces from these higher modes
excited at the ZPA. The pseudo-static inertial forces

i associated with the sumation of all higher modes for each

! 00F 1 are given by:

ZPA * M * K (A3)
|

P =
g y g

where

P is the force or moment to be applied at
g

degree-of-freedom (DOF), i

M is the mass or mass moment of inertiag

associated with DOF i

:
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| The structure is then statically analyzed for this set of
pseudo-static inertial forces applied at all of the
degrees-of-freedom to determine the maximum responses
associated with the high-frequency modes not included in

Step 1.

4. The total combined response to high-frequency modes (Step 3)
are combined SRSS with the total combined response from

lower frequency modes (Step 1) to determine the overall:

structural peak response.

'

This procedure is easy because it requires the computation of
individual modal responses only for the lower frequency modes (below 33 Hz
for the Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectrum). Thus, the more difficult
higher frequency modes do not have to be determined. The procedure is

accurate because it assures inclusion of all modes of the structural model
I and proper representation of DOF masses. It is not susceptible to inaccura-

cies due to an improperly low cutoff in the number of modes included.

Alternately, one can compute modal responses for a sufficient
number of modes to ensure that an inclusion of additional modes does not
result in more than a 10% increase in responses. Modes with natural fre-
quencies less than at which the spectral acceleration approximately returns
to the ZPA (33 Hz in the case of the Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectrum)

are combined in accordance with rules for the SRSS combination of modes as'

modified for closely-spaced and higher frequency modes. Higher mode responses
are combined algebraically (i.e., retain sign) with each other. The total

i response from the combined higher modes are then combined with the total
response from the contined lower modes.

..

|
1

i
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APPENDIX 8

DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON OF SRSS - EQUIVALENT METHODS FOR SPATIAL

AND RJLTIPLE RESPONSE COMBINATIONS

i

!

In this appendix, I will describe the Gupta and Newnark methods

and will compare T,ax results for an example typical piping response
problem. The example piping response problem has the following
individual component responses:

Mn = 10.0 Mxy = 3.0 Mxz = 2.0
M'

yx = 4.0 Myy = 15.0 Myz = 3.0
Mzx = 2.0 Mzy = 3.0 Mzz = 6.0

where, for example, M represents the x-component maximum probable com-,

xy
ponent response due to the y-direction input motion. For simplicity, it
will be assumed that no closely-spaced modes exist. The presence of closely-

spaced modes slightly modifies the combined response, (2Z Tmax),obtained
'

by the Gupta methods and has no influence on the other methods. The compar-
isons presented are equally valid with or without closely-spaced modes.

For this example problem, when spatial component responses are
combined SRSS, the maximun probable resultant combined component responses

are:

MXR = 10.6

bR=15.8 ,

nza = 7.0 |
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If these responses are assumed to occur concurrently, then (2Z t,,,)
,

from Equation 17*is:'

SRSS Approach

(2Z Tsax) = 20.3

It will be shown that tlie " exact" maximum probable combined response

consistent with the assumption of uncorrelated input motions as obtained
by the " exact" Gupta method is:

" Exact" -

(2ZTmax) = 17.8

Thus, for this example problem the SRSS method introduces 14% conserva-
tism. For some other problems, the conservatism can be much greater.
However, this example is representative of the majority of cases in which
the conservatism is not excessive.

B.1 Gupta " Exact" Method (References 22 and 23)* *

The Gupta " Exact" Method requires the development of combined
modal responses:

.

f3 ) |

h 11 C MM Ixe - an xim xin(i 1 m n j-
.

f3 3h

h
Man yir % (B-1)\$ gye "

f3 ih%

M,. C ,M,$ ,Mzin)I
g

Equation numbers in this Appendix which do not have a ,8- prefix*

refer to equations from the main body of this report.
References for this Appendix are listed in Section 4 of the main body**

of this report.
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and cross coupling terms:

i
j

3

1 1 1 C, Mxj ,Myinr=
i=1 m n

3

111 C M Ms= ~

mn xim zini=1 m n

3

i{=1 l 1 C, My,Mzint= j
m n

where C is the mode coupling term (C = 1 when m = n; otherwise Cmn mn mn

is from Equation 3 for DSC Method or Equation 6 for CQC Method), and Mxim
is the x-direction moment in the e-mode due to the 1-direction input
component.

In the absence of closely-spaced modes, Equatior: B-1 becomes the
SRSS combination of spatial component responses. Thus:

W Close-Spaced Modes

N
xe * MXR

M
| ye * MYR (B-3)

Mze * MZR

and Equation B-2 becomes:

3
r= lM Mxj yjj

3
s= M M (B-4)zj gj

3

t= M Myj zi
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Thus, for our example problem which does not have closely-spaced modes:

M , = 10.6 r = 91.0x

M , = 15.8 s = 41.0y
,

M,= 7.0 t = 71.0'

g

The Gupta " exact" method then requires the development of a set

of equivalent modal responses,(, K,, and (, which also satisfy
Equations B-1 and B-2. The number a must equal the nunber of response

quantities being combined ( a= 3 in the case of Equation 17) . For the

case of Equation 17, these equivalent modal responses can be obtained
from the following table:

Equivalent Modal Moments

Equivalent Mode, E, K, R,x y 3
a

1 M #IM s/M ,xe xe x

*
(M ,- R*1)b (t-R,1 ,1)/RyzR2 0 y

,

3 0 0 (M,,-R,14z2)

I
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Maximum probable concurrent responses are then given by:

x= k, R,,N

y= h k, M (B-5)M,

z. k, WM
Z,

,

t

where,

,

1 k2 =1 (B-6)j
G G

!

| All possible combinations of ( which satisfy Equation B-6 must be
considered. These maximum probable concurrent responses are then used in

Equation 17 to evaluate (2Z r,,,).

' The otwious problem with the Gupta " exact" method is that an in-

finite number of K, values satisfy Equation B-6. One must find the set
which leads to the maxima value of (2Z r,,x) in order to find the " exact"

'

,

maximum probable (2Z rmax). If one stops his search too early and does
not find the " worst" combination leading to the maxima value, then one
will unconservatively underestimate the maxima probable value of |

(2Z r ,,). i

|

For our example problem, a set of equivalent modal moments are:

Example Problem Equivalent Modal Moments

K, K, h,| Equivalent Mode, a
i

|
1

1 10.6 8.6 3.9<

2 0 13.2 2.8
3 0 0 5.1

and some of the possible solutions of Equations B-5 and 8-6 are:
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Trial Solutions for (2Z t,,,)

Trial No. K K E M M M 2Z r ,,,
g 2 3 x y z

i

i 1 .55 .8 .24 5.8 15.3 5.6 17.3

2 .45 .86 .25 4.8 15.2 5.4 16.8

3 .50 .86 .10 5.3 15.6 4.9 17.2

4 .60 .70 .39 6.4 14.4 6.3 17.0
.

'

5 .67 .70 .25 7.1 15.0 5.8 17.6

6 .76 .60 .25 8.1 14.5 5.9 17.6

7 .72 .65 .24 7.6 14.8 5.8 1.' . 6

8 .75 .65 .12 8.0 15.0 5.4 17.8
; 9 .70 .70 .14 7.4 15.3 5.4 17.8
| 10 .79 .60 .13 8.4 14.7 5.4 17.8

11 .74 .65 .17 7.8 14.9 5.6 17.8

12 .76 .65 0 8.1 15.1 4.8 17.8
i

i
|

Af ter a wide search of possible concurrent solutions, one finds that the
maximum probable value is:

" Exact" Maximum Probable

(2Zrmax)=17.8

which is somewhat less than the simple SRSS combination of spatial
! components but more than the largest single component of response.
!
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8.2 Gupta " Approximate" Method (Reference 24)

Because of the effort involved in evaluating all possible combin-
ations which satisfy Equations 8-5 and 8-6, Cupta developed a conservative

r pon c o ent 1 of on qui ale t moda on i t e con-
t current with 41.4% of a second equivalent modal response and with 31.8K

of the third equivalent modal response. Gupta shows that this combination
is always conservative compared with the exact solution and also provides
the minimta conservativeness consistent with always being conservative.

*

: The level of conservatism ranges from 0 to 13%.

I

t

By this approach, there are six (6) possible combinations * for
(2Zt,,x). h se re:

:

! Approximate Solutions For (2Z t,,x)i

'r

i Combination g r K M M M (2Z tex): h. 1 7 3 x y z
:|
!
! 1 1.0 0.414 0.318 10.6 14.1 6.7 18.9
'

2 1.0 0.318 0.414 10.6 12.8 6.9 18.0
3 0.414 1.0 0.318 4.4 16.8 6.0 18.4
4 0.414 0.318 1.0 4.4 7.8 7.6 11.8
5 0.318 1.0 0.414 3.4 15.9 6.2 17.4
6 0.318 0.414 1.0 3.4 8.2 7.5 11.6

|

|
* If one must be concerned with + and - signs, then there are 8

times 6 or 48 combinations. However, for Equation 17 the
response signs are unigortant.
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Thus, the approximate maxima probable response is:

.
-

" Approximate" Maxima probable
i

(2Z t ,,) = 18.9

which is only 65 more conservative than the "exacc' solution for 'this

example problem.

Alternate Gupta " Approximate" MethodB.3
The approximate Gupta method can be further simplified by taking

,

100% of one equivalent modal response concurrent with 40% of all other

equivalent modal responses. For the combination of three response
components, this simplification reduces the problem to only 3 possible

;

; combinations with the possible level of conservatism ranging from -1% to
i

+17%.

By this approach:
<

" Approximate" Maximum Probable

! (2Z t ) = 18.8

| B.4 Newnark 100-40 40 Method (References 26 and 27)
The Newmark 100-40-40 Method requires that 100% of the responses

:
due to one spatial component be assumed to act concurrently with 40% of
the responses from each of the other two input spatial components.

c

!

When determining (2Z Tm,x), there are three possible combinations

of the 100-40-40 rule. These are:

|
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Combination 1 (1001 x-input direction)
4

4

M =Mu + 0.4(My+Mxz) = 12.0x

i.

My=Myx + 0.4(Myy + M .g) = 11.2y

Mg=Mgx + 0.4(Mgy + Mzg) = 5.6

; (2Z ' max) * 17'3

1

Combination 2 (1001 y-input direction)
t

{ Mx=Mxy + 0.4(Mxx + Mxg) = 7.8

My=Myy+0.4(Myx + Myg) = 17.8

Mg=Mgy + 0.4(Mgx + Mgg) = 6.2

(2Zimax) = 20.4

4

Combination 3 (1005 z-input direction)
'

1

I

| Mx=Mxz + 0.4(Mxx + Mxy) = 7.2 |

|
My=Myz+0.4(Mxx + Myy) = 10.6 |

l

|Mr=Mgg + 0.4(Mgx + Mgy) = 8.0 |

(2Z r,,,) = 15.1

,
|
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| |

i Combination 2 controls and thus:

Newark 100-40-40
3

(2Z imax) = 20.4 ;

which in this case is identical to the SRSS spatial combination.

,

i

4

!

.i

i

!

I

I

I

|

|

|
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i

Position Paper'

;

on
,

s

Stress Limits / Dynamic Stress Allowables for Piping
i

i !

1.0 STATENDIT OP ISSUES

Se NRC, through SRP 3 9.3, accepts the stress limits for piping pressure

boundaries given in the A9tE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, ;

Div. 1(I); hereinafter called the Code. The Code establishes stress limits

for two types of loads:j

1
l Type-1: Loads which could cause gross plastic defaraation. These loads 1 >- |
l clude internal pressure, weight and inertia effects of earthqukes

'

| and other dynamic loadings. They are controlled by Code Eq. (9)
which is based on limit load tests and theory.'

Type 2: Loads which are deforsation limited. These loads include thermal
; expansion, thermal gradients and relative anchor movement from any

cause, including earthquakes or other dynamic loadings. They, in<

combination with Type-1 loads that any be repeated in service, are
; controlled by a fatigue evaluation method detailed in the Code.
;

Code stress limits for piping are different from those used by structural de-
i

signers in that the Code stress limits, for Levels A, B, C and D, permit loads

| that cause plasticity in the piping. This piping concept dates back to the

early 1950's and is embodied in ASA B31.1-1955(2) in the forn of the stress
i

range concept. However, Code stress limits do not explicitly consider the fi- |

{ nite-time-duration (or energy content) of dynamic loads or strain rate effects.
|

The issues of this paper ares

| (1) Are Code stress limits appropriate for control of dynarsic loads when in-
|

elastic analysis methods are used?
!

| (2) Are strain rate effects sufficient to warrant inclusion in a dynamic an-
alysist

1
.
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4

1

|

!

2.0 DISCUSSION OF ISSUES
1

2.1 Code stress TAmits ==d Inelastic Analysis
i
!

[ The question of adequacy of stress limits cannot be separated from the
,

question of how accurately the loads are calculated. This aspect can be disi-'

cussed in terms of Code Eq. (9):,

|
!

(09)BPD,/2t+Bfg/ZdSg
3

i
!

* is the Code stress limitI where H is a Type-1 moment resultant and Sg
'

y
,

|

| Table 1: Code Eq. (9) Stress Limits
;

I

| Condition Stress Limit, St

I **
' Class 1 Piping Class 2/3 Piping*

i

) Design 1.58, 1.5Sh.

| Level A Lesser, 1.8S e 1.58h 7, ;

. IAYe1 B Lesser,1.8S, or 1.58 Lesser, 1.8S . 1.58
7 h 7

i Level C Lesser, 2.255, or 1.88 Lesser, 2.25S , 1.88
7 h 7

i Level D Lesser, 3.0S, or 2.05 Lessor, 3.0S , 2.03
7 h y

= material yieldS,* s11ovable stress intensity, S = allowable stress, Syh

strength. The Code gives tables of S,, Sh ""d 8 ; they are functions of they

! material and temperature. Accordingly, the right-hand-side of Eq. (09) is

quantitatively defined. The left-hand-side of Eq. (09) is defined to the en-
!

tent that the Code gives the stress indices, B; and 5 , for consonly used2
, i

i

The reader should see the Code for definition of other terms.e

At present (Jan.1984), the Code does not contain the approved changese*

to make Class 3 Eq. (9) the same as Class 2.

:
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!

piping components and defines D ,, t and Z. However, the Code does not tell
I

how to calculate P and M for dynamic loadings; e.g., relief valve operation.
3

The Code does contain a portion on "Expension and Flexibility', NB/NC/ND-,

| 3672. A sub-portion is headed * Method of Analysis' reads:
|

:
'

| "All systems shall be analysed for adequate flexibility by a rigorous
structural analysis unless they can be judged technically adequate by,

; an engineering comparison with previously analysed systess."
?

It may be noted that the Code does agi prohibit an inelastic analysis, even
i

for the static loadings involved in restraint of thersal expansion.
,

i

| While the Code does not address calculation of dynamic loads (P and M;)
1

for use in Eq. (9), and even for static loads does not prohibit inelastici

analysis, Code users have almost always calculated these loads using an elastic aa,-

j alysis. The important point we wish to make is that go changes are needed in the

! Code to permit omiculation of loads (P, M ) by an inelastic analysis method whichj

! could include consideration of the energy content of the event; e.g., an earthquake.
!

!

SRP 3.7.2 and 3.7.3 infer, in many places, that linear elastic earthquake

analysis methods are expected to be used; however, there is no ban on the use'

| of inelastic methods. SRP 3.9 3, under " Design and Installation of Pressure
;

i

i Relief Valvesa states:
!

!

| "The structural response of the piping and support system is reviewed with
particular attention to the dynamic or time-history analysis employed in,

j evaluating the appropriate support and restraint stiffness effects under
dynamic loadings when valves are discharging."

|
'

Again, the implication is that linear elastic analysis methods are expected to

l be used but there is no ban on inelastic methods. However, because the SRP's

address methods of omiculation of dynamic loads (P and M for use in Code Eq.
3

| (9), the SRP's should be ruvised to say that inelastic analysis methods are
i

acceptable.
|

|
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.

; Having accepted inelastic analysis methods, the question arises: Are the
,

Code limits shown in Table 1 acceptable in conjunction with inelastic analy-
|

j sie methods that consider the limited energy content of the event, the pla >

tic energy absorption by the piping and strain rate effects? Note, in partie-; ,

4

ular, that for Level D the stress limit is 2.0 g where 3 is the material
7

yield strength. A discussion of the basis of Code Eq. (9) is relevant to this

question.;

:

The background of the Code Eq. (9) is discussed in Reference (3). Briefly,

the equation and the 5-indices used therein are based on limit-soment tests;

!

! and limit-noment theory. Static tests were.used, with no limit on the energy

input during the tests. The test limit moment was defined as that acaent at
i

j vhich the displacement was two times the extrapolated elastic displacement.

This is the same criterion used in the Code, II-1430, ' Criterion of Collapse
1

Load". The nativation for this criterion wa's to assure that displacements are
;

j kept close enough to elastica 11y calculated displacements so that the results

cf the elastic piping system analysis would remain reasonably valid for sup-;

;

| port and equipment loads.
i

f The bending linit soment of thi> wall pipe is (4hr)ZS,, where Z is the
i

! section modulus of the pipe, S is the yield strength of the pipe material.y
For this simple case, all of the stress limits in Table 1 permit soments to

be greater than the limit nosent. The judgmental aspects that led to those

seemingly high stress limits are discussed in Reference (3). Theyare(see '

p. 55 of Ref. (3) ): ;

a(1) The presence of limit acaent conditions at some location in a piping
systes does not mean that gross plastic deformation vill necessarily

,

| occur. A collapse mechanism must be formed.

;
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(2) With the exception of Ref. (24) tests, all test data and theory ignore
I time dependent effectag e.g., increases in yield strength for very short-
| time loading.
!

(3) With the exception of Ref. (23) and (24) tests, all test data and theory
ignore cyclic strain hardening.-

(4) The selection of an experimental limit load criteria, such as K* 28*,
) is essentially arbitrary. In many tests, maxiam loads were substan-

tially higher than limit loads and, in many piping systems, limit a>
ments may be unduly conservative."

On page 59 of Ref. (3), additional aspects are cited:

"(c) increase in yield strength and/or decrease in structural response under
] short-time loadings

(d) the probability that actual yield strengths will be higher than Code-
tabulated values."

!

The second part of (c) alludes to the limited energy content of some dynamic
| loads.

These considerations led to establishing stress limits such as 2.03, for
: Level D. Now, if an analysis is to be permitted that takes into account many
1

or most of the cited aspects, is 2.05 still an appropriate and defensible
7

Level D stress limit? The only answer we can give ist Not necessarily. We
I

.

recommend that it be made clear. that Code NVNC/ND stress limits are agi nec-,
,

essarily appropriate for use in conjunction with a rigorous inelastic analysis.
i
' This rather non-ocanittal answer can perhaps best be explained in an at-
;

tempt to answer the question: What stress (or strain) limits should be plao-

ed on a rigorous plastic analysis of a piping systes?'

I

Appendix F of the Code, in particular F-1341.2, gives stress limits which, |
,

i

for A106 Grade B material, translate approximately into about 1% neabrane strain
'

and 4% membrane-plue-bending strain. For SA312 TP304 material, the stress limits

translate into about 20% acabrane strain and about 35% nembrane-plue-bending strain.

Code Case N-196, concerning use of a plastic analysis in liev of a shakedown .analy-i

!
'

sis, states that the maximum acco ulated local strain, as a result of cyclic oper-
|
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I
i

ations to which plastic analysis is applied, must not exceed 5%. code case <

|

N47, T-1300, " Deformation and Strain Limits for Structural Integrity", l

T-1310, estrain Limits for Inelastic Analysis" prescribes strain limits of:

15 averaged through the thickness
25 at surface due to a linearized distribution of strain through the

thickness
55 local at any point'

i
Each of the cited sources refers to deformation limits and two of the cited;

! sources call attention to the problems of compressive stresses / buckling.
!

| None of the sources appear to distinguish between strain limits for base
:

materials and those for veldsents.

| Appropriate strain limits are deemed to be a function of the particular
i

base material; e.g., appropriate strain limits for an annealed austenitic

steel night be higher than for a bolting satorial like SA193 Grade B7. How-

i over, perhaps more important, veldsents may be less able to withstand plastic

strains than the base materials. In piping, there are a large ntaber of girth

butt velds and, in addition, wlds between run pipe and branch connections.
4

! The branch velds may be subjected to bi-axial or tri-axial strains; under which
;

|
conditions the appropriate strain limit may be quite lov. In piping, velds

i may be made to cast steel components, (e.g., valve bodies) and welds may be

| ande between ferritic steel and austenitic steelt these kinds of voldsents
i ,

t must be considered in establishing appropriate strain limits. Strain limits
|

! for compressive loads (e.g., compressive side of a pipe subjected to noment

j loading) must include potential buckling considerations.

In view of the complexities of appropriate strain limits discussed above,
t
'

we roccamend that NRC initiate a research program with the objective of devel-

oping acceptable strain limits for use with inelastic smalyses.
i
i

'
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2.2 Strain Rate Effects |

2.2.1 Tensile Test Data
a

It has been known for many years that the strain response of ductile as-

| terials depends upon the loading rate. In 1938, DavisI4) reviewed the litera-
;

i ture on the effect of speed of testing on the yield point of mild steel. In

1944, Manjoine (5) presented extensive data on the influence of rate of strain

on the tensile properties of mild steell Fig. I herein is from Manjoine's paper.'

i

l To bring the strain rates into perspective with standard methods of tensile

testing of steel products, ASM A 370, " Specification for Meehanical Testing ofi

i

Steel Products", states that:

'

"Any convenient speed of testing may be used up to one-half the specified
! yield point or yield strength. When this point is reached, the rate of
; separation of the crossheads under load shall be ad
j coed 1/16 in. per minute per inch of gage length... justed so as not to ex-This speed shall be.

; maintained through the yield point or yield strength. In determining the
! tensile strength, the rate of separation of the heads under load shall not

exceed 1/2 in. per minute per inch of gage len
um speed of testing shall not be less than 1/gth. In any event the sini-10 of the specified maxia m,

'

rates for determining the yield point or yield strength and tensile strength."
i

I The maximum and mininua strain rates with units of in/in/second ares
!

l Property Maximus Minism
|

Yield 1.04x10~3 1.04x10'S

Tensile (Ultimate) 8.33x10~3 8.33x10~4

IFigures 2, 3 and 4 show correlations of yield strength with strain rate.

Figure 2 is from a paper by Bodner (0) in which he used the data from Manjoine(5)

and, in the range of a frea 10-3 to 10 , represented the data for analytical2

.

purposes by the equation

e=40.4(t/(,-1)5 (j)
I
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,

.

where a w strain rate, in/im/sec 1

Cr z yield strength, function of strain ratey

(, w static yield strength, taken as 30 kai

For the present purpose of seeing how the dynamic yield strength, r , variesy

j vith strain rate, Eq. (1) can be written ass
i

r = r,[(3/40.4) .2 # 3) (2)
'

y

| It is apparent in this form that f z (, only for i = 0. At a standard test-y

ing strain rate of 1x10-3/second,Eq.(2) gives(/(,=1.12. Accordingly,'

care must be taken in using Eqs. (1) and (2) if the static yield strength is
1

determined by a "standad" tensile test. For example, Beasley(9)used the equa-

tion:,

(, - r,[(4/100) 1 + 1] (3)

!

| to represent 0.2% yield strength of TP304 stainless steel at roca temperature

data given by Steichen(10) Frca Eq. (3), Beasley states that a strain rate.

of 20 in/in/sec " increases the yield strength by as auch as 85%". The coeffi-

| cient of f,in Eq. (3),for w 20, is indeed 1.85. However, inspection of
i
~

Steichen's data indicates a yield strength of about 32 kai at the " standard"

strain rate of 0.001 in/in/sec and a yield strength of about 47 kai at e atrain

rateof20in/in/sec;givingaratioof1.47ratherthan1.85.
,

7A strain rate of 100 in/in/sec corresponds to loading an elastic (E=3x10 psi)

structure frca sero to 60,000 psi in 0.00002 seconds. During this time, a stress

wave in steel vill travel only about 0.35 ft. For many dynamic events such ast

!

| animpactonapipe,astrainrateof100in/ip/secmaybeaboutanupperbound

.
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4

rate. From this viewpoint, the ratios of yield strengths at i n 100 to those

wi@ e = 0.001 (standard rate) are of interest. Some test-derived ratios are1

shown below. I

i

Material Ref Fig. S (e = 100)/4,(i = 0.001)
'

y

Hild Steel 1 2.2
A106 Grade B 3 1.9

! A106 Grade C 3 1.7
TP321 4 14

! TP304 (10) 1.5-

!

: As indicated in Figures 1 and 4, strain rates also influence the flow stress

! (stress to produce a given amount of strain), the ultimate tensile strength and

the instability or maximum-load strain. Figure 5 shows complete stress strain;

i

curves for TP 321 asterial, tested at 20C. Out to about 30% strain, the flow

stresses and ultimate tensile strengths increase with increasing strain rate
,

i but the instability strain decreases.

i
.

| 2.2.2 Use of Strain Rate Effects in Analyses
i i

! In an elastic analysis, strain rate effects could be used to defend some-

what higher allowable stresses than those established for static loading. For

example, the minimum yield strength of SA312 TP304 asterial at 100F is 30 kai.

| Assuming a dynsaic event that involved strain rates in the elastic region of

20 in/in/sec, the Code 2 3, limit night be taken as 2x30x1.3 kai rather than
2x30 kai.

Inelastic analysis methods have been used by several authors in asking com-

parisons with test data. Bodner( ) states:
|

| eVery good agreement is obtained by the inclusion of a strain rate-
dependent yield stress into the governing equations."
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Anderson (') stateet
(
l 'The effect of strain rate on W initial yield level of a material

i eaanot be neglected in systems subjected to impulsive or impactive
i loading."

Beasley(9) states:
,

I * Material strain rate effects were found to be very important in the
j dynamic response and cannot be neglected without onusing unnecessarily

high degrees of conservatism."

| The code, in Appendix F, F-1322.3, ' Material Behavior *, states thats
';

"Idhen performing a plastic analysis ... . It is permissible to adjust |
4

the stress-strain curve to include strain rate effects resulting from
i dynamic behavior."

!

| These statements indicate ht, in the opinion of several workers in the field

; ef inelastic dynamic analysis, strain rate effects are significant and should

be utilized in analyses of impulsive or impactive loads. Our recessendation
i
; is:

i

! In perfossing an inelastic analysis, it is permissible to include strain
i rate effects, provided a comprehensive report is prepared for review and i

! acceptance by NRC. That report must include a detailed description of
' the basis for h strain rate effects and how strain rate effects are in-
! corporated in b analysis.

!
l

| The following comments are pertinent to h portion of our recommendation fol-
;

! loving the word "provided". !

)I Bodner investigates b relatively simple problem of a solid, rectang-
,

ular-crose-section cantilever beam. He uses limit Iced (rigid-perfectly plas-

tic) hory to estimate the bens resistance. In changing from strain,-rate-
|

| independent to strain-rate-dependent analysis, his limit soment is increased
|
' as indioated by Eq. (2). Use of strain-rate-dependence, according to Bodner,

ocupletely changes b kinematics of the system for impulse 1 Ming. Bodner,

in his Tables 3 and 4, shows test data and both strain-rate-independent and
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4

strai> rate-dependent analysis results. Cross cooperisons show that, indeed,

{ the strairrate-dependent analysis shoeks better with the test data.
,

Anderson (II) investigates the relatively simple probles of a solid, ree-

tangularwerose-section beam which may b- eentilevered or fixed at both ends.

j While Anderson uses Eq. (2 ) to describe strain effects, it is not clear how

: these are incorporated in his analysis. lie does not show any comparisons be-
4

tween rate-independent and rate-dependent results; hence, the basis for his rath-

er strong conclusion that "The effect of strain... oannot be neglected..." is not

apparent from the paper. Anderson shows a large amount of omiculated responses
q

and a few measured responses but comparisons between thou by the reader is diffi-

I cult. One exception is in his Fig. 9(g) where he shows sensured residual plastic ;

deformations that are less than given by his analysis by a factor of about 5.
]

Beasley(9) investigates the considerably more complex probles of an impact

I (dropped weight) on a straight pipe. This is more complex because strains will
:

j vary in a complex sanner in the pipe, both around the circusterence and along the
i

pipe axis. Beasley shows comparison of analyses results with test data; apparent-
,

1 ly the analyses include rate-dependent effects. There are then no analytical re-'

I sults for rate-independent so the basis for his conclusion that "Haterial strain )
! !

; rate effects were found to be very important..." is not apparent in the report. '

I
.

!

! Beasley(9) states:
i

"For high rates of strain this relationship (Eq. 3 herein) predicts an in-
; creased yield stress, with the slope and shape of the hardening curve re-
| n=4a4== the same."

This statement is analogous to the statement in Code Appendix F:

"It is permissible to adjust the strese-strain curve to include strain
rate effects resulting from dynamio behavior."
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|

|

I Now, questions arise as to just what is meant by these statements. We note |

i

'

; that strain rates will vary videly depending on the ciremferential/ axial lo-

oation on the pipe and location with respect to through-the-wall thickness.

Further, Beasley's results show strain rates varying significantly during the

| time of the dynamic loading (high during the first millesecond, then auch lover).
1

A:cordingly, it appears that " adjusting the stress strain curve" is (or abould be)

o rather oosplex process in which e is a function of location and time during the

O)dynamic event. Beasley states that the computer program ABACUS was used in

his analysis and gives a brief but impressive description of its onpabilities.

H:vever, while he devotes about two pages to what he calls " Analysis Parameters",i

there is no hint as to how strain rate effects were embodied in the analysis.
!

The preceding raises some questions 'concerning the adequacy of available as-

| terial test data to confidently estimate strain rate effects in structures. In

structures, bending often dominates; hence, the strain rates will be high and ten-

sile on one surface, close to sero at th's sidsurface, high and compressive on the
i

opposite surface. The available data is aInost entirely restricted to tests in
,

which a unifo19s tensile strain is applied.

(c) What are the strain rate effects in compression?
1

| (b) What are the strain rate effects in bending?
,

| (c) The available data is for a constant strain rats. In dynamic events, the
i strain rate may change. What would ha
! vas run at a strain rate of 100 in/in/ppen if, for example, a tensile testsee up to a strain of 0.01; then the |
| strainratewasreducedto1ia/in/ sect

Other questions could be added to this list. Housver, hopefully, the preceding

explains the last portion of our recomendation. We think it inappropriate to

prohibit use of strain rate effects but we would regard any such analysis with

reservations unless convinced otherwise by a oonprehensive description and de-

fcase of the analysis method.
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3.0 RECCMHINDATIONS

31 Code Stress Limits and Inelastic Analysis
1

(a) Change NB-3672.6 and NC/Nb3673.1 to:

" Method of Analysis. All piping systems shall be analysed by a struo- |
tural analysis unless they can be judged adequate by an engineering
ecaparison with previously analysed piping systems. De stress limits

j provided'in NB(NC, ND)-3650 were developed for use in conjunction with
elastic analysis methods. Rose stress limits are not necessarily ap-

! propriate when inelastic analysis methods are used. ' Inelastic analy-
; sis methods may be used provided the method and stress or strain limits
! used therewith are justified in the Design Report.
,

(b) Research Program on Strain Limits for Inelastic Analysis |

|

| A program should be initiated with the objective of developing accep-
table strain limits for use with an inelastic piping system analysis.
Strain limits should be established for all commonly used ferritic andi

austenitic piping materials and, in particular, veldsents therein
(e.g., girth butt velds and branch connection velds). Uniaxial, bi-
axial and triarial strain fields should be addressed.

|

32 Strain Rats Effects
!

NRC should permit use of strain rate effects in an inelastic analysis;
|

provided a comprehensive report is prepared for review and acceptance by
1

NRC. That report should include a detailed description of the basis for
the strain rate effects and how strain rate effects are incorporated in

'

the analysis.
,

:

|

|

|
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POSITION PAPER;

WATER HAMMER LOADS

1.0 Statement of Issues

Water hammer can occur as a result of pump start-up in voided lines,
steam-driven slugs of water due to steam pocket collapse, operating
system (s) misalignments and design deficiencies. Since 1968, about 150

water hammers have been reported in U.S. nuclear power plants; damage has
been confined principally to pipe hangers and snubbers. .In two
instances, the Indian Point-2 Plant in 1972 and the Maine Yankee Plant
in 1983 experienced water hamers in the feedwater systems which
resulted in breach of the secondary side pressure boundary. None of the
water hammer occurrences have resulted in any release of radioactivity.

The USNRC staff has studied the water hammer issue generically and has
concluded that the frequency and severity of water hammer occurrences
has been significantly reduced through a) incorporation of preventive
design features such as keep full systems, vacuum breakers, J-tubes,
etc., and b) increased operator awareness and training. The staff's
technical findings are reported in NUREG-09271; these findings were
utilized to revise portions of the SRP to ensure maintaining proven
design concepts for minimizing or avoiding water hammer.

Water hammer piping loads are dealt with in SRP Section 3.9.3, Appendix
A, Rev. 1. Since waDr hammer occurrence cannot be prevented the

potential for such loads should be considered for normal operation,
upset, and faulted conditions as defined in specified service-loading
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combinations identified for ASME Class 1 components and Class CS Support

Structures per the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code, Section III,
Div. 1. Table I, Appendix A, of SRP Section 3.9.3 was modified as

follows:

"These events must be considered in the pipe-stress analysis and pipe-
support design process when specified in the ASME code-required Designed
Specification. The Design Specification shall define the load and
specify the applicable Code Service Stress Limit. For clarification, it

should be noted that the potential for water hammer and water (steam)
hammer occurrence should also be given proper consideration in the
development of Design Specifications."

Thus, the NRC design requirements are based on endorsement of ASME code

requirements and the development of adequate design specifications is
incumbent on the applicant and his designer. The adequacy of these

design specifications is therefore the key issue when addressing dynamic
loads (such as water hammer) and combined dynamic loads. This subject

is further discussed below.

2.0 Discussion of Issues
J

Total elimination of water hammer occurrence is not feasible, because

inherent in the design of nuclear power plants is the possible
coexistence of steam, water and voids in the various plant systems.
Experience shows that design inadequacies and operator-or maintenance-
related actions have contributed about equally to initiating water
hammer occurrences. Therefore, the systems' design specifications
become a focal point for preventive design measures.

2.1 Current Design Practice

Current design practices are based on ASME code requirements and,
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therefore, system design specification's are developed. These

specifications are normally developed by a systems designer (ie, NSSS
and AE designer) and cover such items as plant operating conditions
(e.g., pressure, temperature, flows, etc.) and transients, expected
loads, load combinations to be considered, etc. The system design
specifications are then given to the piping and structural analysts for
developing detailed analysis specifications.

Generally speaking, this current practice appears to be working since
preventative design features have been incorporated into operational
plants (based on operational experience) and are being proposed for
plants in the OL cycle. A more specific identification of where water
hammer can occur, and underlying reasons which could be assistance to

the system designer can be extracted from NUREG-0927, NUREG/CR-27812, and
NUREG/CR-20593

.

2.2 Anticipated Water (Steam) Hammer Loads

An anticipated water or steam hammer is one which could result in a

component performing in the manner for which it has been designed, and
thus loading the system in its expected manner. Typical examples of
anticipated water (steam) hammers are those caused by valve closures,
pump trips, and pump start-up into voided lines. Anticipated water
hammers that are generally included in piping-support system design
considerations are: (a) steam hammers induced by turbine stop valve
(TSV) closure, (b) possible control rod drive (CRD) insertion water
hammers, and (c) water hammers caused by the trip and restart of open
loop, safety-related service water pumps. These types of water (steam)
hammers should be considered in developing design specifications, because

'

they can occur when components such as TSVs and CRDs perform their

intended function. TSV and CRD actuation occurs frequently enough to
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warrant their inclusion. Pump trips and start-ups are also frequent
occurrences which should receive similar consideration.

In general, the closure, or opening of valves in most systems does not
result in significant water hammers because typical valve closure times
(5 to 120 seconds) are several orders of magnitude longer than the
pressure wave sonic transit times (~.1 seconds) within the system
lines. An exception to this is turbine stop valves that close in 0.1
seconds. However, because of the lower density and sonic velocity of
steam, TSV loads are smaller than those occurring in water-filled lines.
Reviews of typical analyses indicate that loads caused by TSV closure
are large when compared to seismic and other piping loads and are
generally included in design specifications. Except for TSV closure and
CRD insertion loads, measurable loads from normal valve opening or
closing have never been significant enough to be considered in nuclear
power plant design. On the other hand, check-valve closures can result
in high loads, particularly if inadvertent system misalignment occurs.

,

Another load source is pump start-up into voided lines.

Although pump trip is a common occurrence in power plants, pump trip-
induced water hammers have not generally been reported in nuclear power
plants. This is the case because pump coastdown times (2 to 5 seconds)
are long relative to pressure wave transit times. A potential exception
is open-loop service water systems since water lines which run from the
ultimate heat sink to the plant may be several thousand feet long.
Additionally, the service water lines discharge at a low elevation and
at ambient pressure. The high points on loop service water systems can
have column separation and drainage leading to line voiding. Although
such water hammers have not occurred during plant operation, analysis
and preoperational testing has shown that water hammer caused by pump
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trip in an open-loop service water system is possible. Therefore, such
water hammer loads warrant consideration in developing the design basis
for service water systems if damage from these occurrences are to be
minimized or avoided.

The start-up of pumps into voided lines has been a significant cause of
previous water hammers (particularly in BWRs). Incorporation of keep
full (or jockey) pumps appears to have minimized such water hammers.
However, pump start-up into voided lines should be considered in
developing system design specifications since it could lead to
incorporation of design features for avoidance (i.e., use of void
detection systems).

Anticipated water (steam) hammer loads should be combined with seismic

loads because the events causing these loads can be initiated by a
seismic event. Seismic and water hammer loads should be combined using
SRSS methods rather than absolute summing for the reasons discussed
below. Seismic loads have a short (milliseconds) distinct peak load
that is significantly higher than other portions of the load. Individual
piping segments exhibit peak response to water hammer loads for intermittent
short (millisecond) periods. Therefore, although the probability of;

seismic and water hammer peak loads occurring simultaneously is low, it
would be appropriate to sum these loads using SRSS methodology.

2.3 Unanticipated Water Hammars

| An unanticipated water or steam hammer is one that would not be expected
from a component or system operating in the manner for which it was
designed. Examples of unanticipated water hammer include those caused

by steam bubble collapse (i.e., SGWH), void filling (i.e., pump
starting) and water entrainment in steam lines. The most recent
occurrence of water hammers in the feedwater systems at the Salem plant
on April 6, 1984, and at Calvert Cliffs 2 on April 22, 1984, are
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examples of failure to observe precautions in system operating or |

maintenance instructions. Thus, unanticipated water hamers cannot be

specifically included in the design basis of piping.

Unanticipated water hamers are difficult to include in the design basis
of piping for several reasons including:

frequency of occurrence is low and unpredictable;*

such water hammers are often caused by plant operational upsets*

and maintenance causes and are generally introduced by operator or

maintenance actions;

postulating water hammer scenarios, yet more severe*

than experienced, is an open-ended endeavor which
can lead to misleading conclusions.

As noted previously, unanticipated water hamers have not resulted in
catastrophic failures. Generally speaking, such occurrences have been
the result of plant operational transients (i.e. , loss of feedwater, SG
water level loss trip) and/or maintenance related. In other instances,

audible water hamer has been noted; however, followup inspections have

not revealed any damage. In some cases, piping supports have been

severely damaged indicating that the water hamer loads far exceeded
piping support systems' design margin. The Indian Point-2 plant (in

|

|
1972) experienced a water hammer in the feedwater (FW) system which

ruptured a pipe. Maine Yankee experienced a water hammer in 1983 which

( cracked a FW pipe in the SG nozzle region (the nozzle already having
incurred IGSC cracking). Water hamer in the feedwater system (s) of PWR

| steam generators employing a top feed-ring design is an example of
large, unanticipated SGWH loads which should be anticipated. Therefore,;

the system designer in his preparation of those design and operational'

specifications should consider such unanticipated water hammers as
probable and design for avoidance thereof.
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Water hammer forces in liquid-filled lines can be propagated through
piping with little attenuation except at branches. Therefore, a support
system that could accommodate large water hammer loads would require
installing very large supports at almost every piping segment. Such

supports would make the piping system unnecessarily stiff and would
create considerable access and inspection problems. The installation of
such devices to partially mitigate events of low frequency of occurrence
that have not had a significant effect on plant safety would reduce
rather than increase plant safety. Therefore, it is recommended that,,

while efforts to reduce the incidence of unanticipated water hammers
should continue, loads from hypothetical unanticipated water hammer
should not be included in the design basis of piping systems.

.

'

NUREG-0927 can be used to derive expected " unanticipated" water hammers.

i

2.4 Classification of Water Hammer Behavior and Analysis
i

,

From the perspective of the piping design analyst, or systems analyst,
there are two fundamental classes of water hammer which should be

| considered. These are:

1. simple pressure waves; and
i

2. two phase water hammer.

For the first type of water hammer, there are well developed methods
,

of analysis. The term " pressure waves" refers to classical water
hammer encountered in hydraulic analysis and deals with the

transmission, reflection and attenuation of abrupt changes in
pressure throughout piping networks. Analysis of these

{
one-dimensional pressure waves has resulted in well developed |
analysis techniques and many computarized methods are available for i

engineering design analyses.
I

I

I
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"Two phase water hammer" relates to situations involving both gas
,

'

and liquid. These situations may range from the traditional column
separation to condensation-induced slug acceleration and impact, or
flow oscillations. They include such phenomena as pump discharge
into voided lines, and transmission of pressure waves in liquid
systems which can ingest air or other non-condensables.
Computerized analyses of these two phase water hammer situations is
often limited due to physical computer modeling limitations of the
physical phenomena and requires considerable judgment in the
development and application of analytical methods.

2.4.1 Water Hammer Wave Analysis

There are five major elements in the analysis of water hammer
events involving pressure waves:

1. identification and definition of load sources;

2. wave guide analysis;

3. development of forcing functions;

4. structural analysis; and

5. comparison with acceptance criteria.

All of each of the above elements have been computerized to varying
degrees.

I
|
'

Typical water hammer load sources include flow ramps due to control
valves, abrupt flow stoppage (e.g., due to check valve slam), pump
on/off transients, flow instability (e.g., due to limiting by

I
automatic control systems). Quantitative definition of these

i
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sources depends on component specifications, ad-hoc analysis, and
engineering judgment. Some computer codes for wave guide analysis
incorporate selected versions of-idealized load sources.

" Wave guide analysis" is the subject of most so-called water hammer

codes. Most of the computer codes used employ the method of
characteristics (MOC) to track " shock waves" as they travel through
and reflect throughout piping networks. These waves emanate from

the source point and result in a distribution of pressure and
| velocity fields. Various analytical methods resolve these fields
[ in either the space-time or frequency domains.

|
| The water hammer analyst (or computer code specialist) supplies the

piping analyst with a so-called " forcing function." The calculated
pressure and velocity fields are converted to forces imposed on the

| piping system. Sometimes the pressure field itself is important to
i

evaluate deformation of the piping due to hoop stresses. Although
these forcing function calculations are sometimes computerized,

i they are more often done manually.

Thus, the piping. analyses are dependent on the forcing function
provided, and the structural codes then calculate the stress and
defection of the piping, accounting also for piping restraints and
external supports (e.g., hangers and snubbers).

I

Ultimately, the structural analyst compares the calculated piping
and support stresses with allowable-limit criteria based on
requirements for the class of piping or system being analyzed and
the type of load (see also Table 1, SRP 3.9.3, Rev.1). By these
conformance methods, the analyst ensures that the piping is
adequately supported and appropriately configured.

!

Well over a hundred computer codes amenable to analyzing classical
water hammer loads are available in the United States. Some are
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available through public domain sources (i.e., National
Laboratories), others can be obtained through commercial leasing,

purchase or arrangements to use through various computer service

companies. Some of the more commonly used codes are: WAVENET,

PTA, RELAP, WHAM, WHAM 6, etc. Alsn, the major A-E's have

developed highly specialized piping and support analysis codes |
which are proprietary to their respective companies. f

Two-phase Water Hammer

Two phase water hammer loads can occur in single phase systems as
well as two phase systems (i.e., such as certain BWR systems or PWR
steam generators that are designed to operate under two phase fluid
conditions). Also, in some liquid systems the second phase can be
the result of either a gas source, or gas produced as the result of
transmission of a flow change or pressure wave. Examples of situa-

tions with a gas source include: (a) SRV discharge of alternating

gas and liquid (slug flow) into SRV piping, (b) top feedring water
hammer initiated by ingestion of steam into the feedring from the
steam generator vessel, or (c) vapor presence in BWR core-spray

piping. Examples of two phase situations caused by a fluid
transient include the typical water column separation conditions,
pump surge, or situations in high energy systems where pressure
transients lead to flashing and void generation during a depres-
surization followed by cavity collapse and water hammer due to
the subsequent compression wave.

The usual approach to two phase water hammer relies on a sequence
of identification, evaluation, understanding, quantification, and
resolution. The resolution may involve design (or modification of
existing hardware), but more often it also involves operating
procedures and limits. Avoidance and preventing of the load is
more often of value than strengthening the piping and supports.
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Analysis is of use principally as an aid to understanding rather |
than as a rigorous predictive method. Theoretical two phase loads
are often grossly over conservative.

Appendix A discusses further PWR steam generator water hammer loads<

since such water hammers have resulted in PWR feedwater piping
failures.

2.5 Severity of Water Hammer Occurrences

The USNRC and its subcontractors have periodically performed compre-
hensive reviews of water hammer events in the U.S. nuclear industry.
These events are based on approximately 150 water hammer incidents since

,

1967. Only one incident led to a pipe rupture of the secondary system
pressure boundary, this being at Indian Point No. 2 on November 13,

j 1973, and resulted in a rupture in an 18 inch feedwater pipe following
impact of water slug resulting from a water hammer in the steam generator.,

This event and its details are described in NUREG-0291.4 More recently,,

on January 25, 1983, a water hammer occurred at the Maine Yankee Plant1

i which fractured an existing crack in the feedwater piping at the steam
generator FW nozzle the initial crack being the result of prior IGSC.
Other reported SGWH events resulted in either no damage (noises were

,

heard) or damage to pipe hangers and snubbers, or damage was confined
internally to the feedring and support structure.

'

,

Since opinions have been set forth regarding the possible occurrence of
! " catastrophic" water hammer occurrences in non-nuclear applications, a l
; quick-look survey was undertaken in early 1984, and the findings are I

presented below.

1. Wilkinson and Dartnell5 surveyed a 20 year period including
150 thermal power stations in the range 30 to 660 MW capacity.
They state that "35 cases of failure were found," mainly j
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breakage of cast iron gate valves. They review one such
,

incident in detail--that at Fiddler's Ferry station which
involved a fatality. About half of the incidents involve
flashing followed by condensation and water slug impact.

2. Signor .7, Smith,.and Dubrys describe events in the steams

distribution system maintained by the Detroit Edison Company.
The system was comprised of over 50 miles of steam
distribution piping, some of which had been in service since
1904. They mention several ruptures of this piping over a

-

period of two decades as well as failure of a test pipe (which
was constructed to evaluate the problem).

On March 21, 1973, the Consolidated Edison steam distribution

system experienced a severe expansion joint rupture in a
section of 24 inch main.9 "The explosive force of the rupture
tore a 30 ft. by 18 ft. crater in the street and showered the
area with mud and debris...several hundred windows in nearby
buildings were broken." On October 11, 1977, a steamline
rupture in a steam distribution system in Birmingham,
Alabama,10 resulted in the death of two workers. A steam main
line ruptured and a control valve was fractured.

Common to the above events were:

a. low pressure steam distribution systems which were not

required to be designed to ASME code requirements;
!

b. questionable operating procedures prevailed and underlying
reasons were generally undocumented;

unexpected water being in the line with the result being rapidc.

condensation and water slug impact; and
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;

i

i

i

)
d. the possibility of faulty condensate traps. '

It should be noted that expansion joints (which failed) are weak linksi

| in piping systems, cast iron valves are prone to brittle fracture, and
j poor (or lack thereof) conformances to proper design and construction

j procedures were involved in the accidents noted above.
!

Fossil fueled power plants also experience steam-water hammer events,
particularly in lines connected to direct contact heaters (generally
deaerators) which are common in such plants. The nonequilibrium

I conditions existing in a direct contact heater, along with the large
number of lines carrying fluids at different thermodynamic states and

'

flow rates, make direct contact heater systems more susceptible to water
hammers than other systems. These events generally occur during rapid
transients and off-design (generally low power) operating conditions, or

'

I when control components malfunction. Plants that serve swing and peaking
functions have many transients at low power and are more prone to water-

hammer than base-load plants. Modifications to eliminate water hammers
j are made if it is felt that the events present a safety hazard or if it
| is cost effective to do so from an equipment protection standpoint.

Typical examples are as follows:
,

a

a. In one two-unit, coal-fired plant, condensate lines under-went
large water hammers following plant trips. Several water!

hammers had occurred with large (one foot) line movements that

resulted in extremely loud sounds and support damage.
i However, no pipe cracking or leaks occurred.
;

,

j. b. Water hammers in another coal plant, originating in the direct
contact heater system, resulted in considerable pipe hanger
damage. The forces were large enough that movement of the

I heater occurred. No pipe cracking or leakage occurred. All
structural damage was noted in areas of-long,- flexible piping<
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runs. No damage or evidence of significant pipe motion was
noted in areas containing short pipe segment lengths, or near
piping anchors.

c. A five-unit, oil-fired plant was averaging two-to-three water
hammer events per week for several years. The evo.its were
occurring in lines attached to deaerators and generally took

,

place during low power transients or trips. These units
undergo over 800 start ups and shutdowns per year as well as
many more rapid transients. Considerable pipe support and
building structural damage, including crushed floor grating,
has been observed. Evidence that a 90 foot long section of
pipe had moved three feet is a more specific example, and
some lines may have undergone plastic deformations. The

evidence of these motions and damages has occurred in long,
flexible lengths of piping. Pressure rises also caused
relief valves to lift. However, no evidence of pipe rupture
was noted even with the repetitiveness and magnitude of the
events. Valve leakage and pump-seal leakage had been observed
and this leakage, although repaired, was not significant
enough to prevent plant operation. In one unit, the piping
was supported more rigidly and evidence of water hammer
induced damage was greatly reduced.

{

| These fossil plant water hammer experiences illustrate non nuclear plant
! water hammer occurrences and reveal that the affected piping can be

subjected to large repetitive water hammer loads without loss of
function. In addition, these examples may be pointing out the benefits
to be gained from non-rigid piping support systems plus use of ductile
piping. The limited effect of water hammer loads on piping integrity is
likely due to the ductility and stength of power plant piping materials

| employed. Cast iron piping or valves were not employed in systems noted
i above. Also, castastrophic water hammer effects were not in evidence.
|
.
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3.0 Load Combinations

Development of dynamic load combinations should be based on the

following considerations:

1. the susceptibility of safety systems to dynamic loads, one of
which is water hammer;

2. the frequency of occurrence;

3. the potential for simultaneous occurrence;

4. the safety implication (s) of piping failure; and

5. load magnitudes and load frequency distribution.

3.1 Safety System (s) Susceptibility

Safety system susceptibility is defined herein as that potential for
dynamic loads to occur because of design features, or such systems for

,

PWRs and BWRs. Water hammer has occurred in many of the identified

systems, although incorporation of certain design features (i.e. , keep
full systems in BWRs and J-tubes in PWR steam generators employing a top
feedring) and operator awareness have contributed to significantly
reducing water hamer occurrence. NUREG/CR-2781 and NUREG-0927 detail

and discuss water hamer occurrences, systems effected, and underlying

causes.

3.2 Frequency of Occurrence

Frequency of water hamer occurrence and failure on demand models
11 entitled,derived from reported events is reported in SAI's report

"Probabilistic Assessment of Unresolved Safety Issue A-1: Water Hamer,
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' January 1983. "' For the PWR systems listed in Table 1, frequency of I

occu'rrence is in the range of 2.5 x 10 4/yr to 1.7 x 10 2/yr; for the
BWR systems listed in Table 2, the range is 1.0 x 10 8/yr to
3.5 x 10 2/yr. On the other hand, SRV discharge occurrence in PWR main
coolant and main ' steam systems is on the order of 10 occurrences /yr, BWR

,

main steam SRV is also on the order of 10 occurrences /yr. Thus, if
frequency were the only consideration in load combinations, water hammer
loads should be adjusted downward accordingly relative to other dynamic
loads. In contrast, vibrational loads are a continuous load throughout
plant life and have resulted in piping failures.

3.3 Potential for Simultaneous Occurrence

'

Normally occurring vibrational loads have the highest likelihood of
occurrence in conjunction with a seismic event. These vibrational loads
are generally introduced by pump operation during normal and start-up

i

plant operations. Although major vibrational loads are normally
discovered during plant hot functional testing and eliminated by design

: changes, fluid flow induced vibrational loads exist throughout tha
operating life of the plant.

i

On the other hand, seismic events coulo result in loss-of-offsite power,:

i turbine trip, etc. A scenario could be postulated (i.e., following a
turbine trip) in which main isolation valves and turbine trip valves

,

close, resulting in a steam hammer which would be followed by SRV'

discharge for BWRs, or main steam relief valve actuation for PWRs.

Although these occurrences do not occur simultaneously, the steam hammer
i

and SRV loads might occur while the seismic event is in progress. Due

; to 'the short duration of the seismic event, ECCS initiation would likely
! occur afterwards. Table 3 provides an overview of the above discussion ;
I and includes flow-induced vibration loads due to ECCS start-up.

Other dynamic load combinations (exclusive of seismic event occurrence)
are summarized in Table 4.,

B-131
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Table 1: PWR Safety Systems Susceptible to Other Dynamic Loads

PWR Plant Potential for Potent.ial for Actual Potential
Safety Vibrational SRV Water-Hammer Water Hammer Steam-
System Load Discharge ~ Load Occurrence Hammer

.

Feedwater system / /

Reactor coolant / / /
system

'

Main steam system / / / /

Auxiliary feed / / /
water. system

Residual' heat / / /
removal system

Chemical and volume / / /t

control system
,

ECCS safety / / /
injection system

Containment spray / /
system

Auxiliary cooling / / /
water system

Spent fuel pool / /

| cooling system
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Table 2: BWR Safety Systems Susceptible to Other Dynamic Loads

BWR Plant Water- Water- Steae-
Safety Vibration SRV Hammer Hammer Hammer
System Potential Discharge Potential Occurrence Potential

Feedwater / / /

Residual Heat
Removal System / / /

High Pressure
Coolant Inj. System / / /

Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling System / / /

Safety Related Portions
of the Main Steam Sys. / / / /

Auxiliary Cooling
Water Systems / / /

Reactor
Recirculation System /

:

Standby Liquid
Control System /,

Spent Fuel Pcol
Cooling System / /

f

| Safety Related Portion

of the Reactor Water
Cleanup System / / /

Control Rod Drive /
! ,

Isolation Condenser / / / |

|
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Table 3: Potential Seismic Induced Multiple Load Combinations

BWR Other Dynamic PWR Other Dynamic
Seismic Induced Loads Concurrent' BWR Systems Loads Concurrent PWR Systems
Initiating Event w/ Seismic Event Involved w/ Seismic Event Involved

'

Loss of Offsite
Power Steam Hamer Main Steam Steam Hammer Main Steam

SRV Discharge Main Steam SRV Dicharge Main Steam
Reactor Recirculation Reactor Coolant

Vibrational (3) II)

Reactor Recirculation (2) Vibrational (3)Reactor Coolant (2)
~

ECCS

(Flow Induced) (Flow Induced) Emergency Feedwater

System (I)

Y
-

$ Turbine Trip Steam Hammer Main Steam Steam Hammer . Main Steam

SVR Discharge Main Steam SVR Discharge Main Steam
Reactor Recirculation Reactor Coolant

Vibrational ( )
Reactor Recirculation ( ) Vibrational (3)Reactor Coolant (2)IIIECCS

(Flow Induced) Auxiliary Feedwater(Flow Induced)
System (I)

Footnotes:
1. Vibrational loads concurrent with seismic loads only if ECCS initiation prior

to completion of the seismic.svent.
2. Pump induced vibrational loading until coast down of tripped pump.
3. Significant vibrational loads are identified and eliminated during preoperational

testing.
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Table 4: Potential Multiple Other Dynamic Load Combinations
.

l Other Dynamic BWR Systems Cause for BWR PWR Systems Cause for PWR
Load Combinations Impacted Load Combinations Impacted Load Combinations

Steam Hammer Hain Steam Turbine Stop Valve Main Steam Turbine stop valve
and Relief Valve and/or main steam and/or main steam
Discharge isolation valve closure isolation valve

closure

Pump Induced All standby and Flow into voided All standby and Flow into voided
om Vibration and intermittent lines after pump start intermittent lines after pump
; Water Hammer operating systems operating systems start

susceptible to susceptible tocn

flow into voided flow into voided
line water hammer line water hammer

I

.
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'3.4 Safety Implications of Piping Failure

PWR Safety Systems

PWR safety systems which operate continuously or intermittently during
full power operation include the feedwater, reactor coolant, main steam,
chemical and volume control, auxiliary cooling water, and spent fuel

,

l

pool cooling systems. Postulated worst case piping failures for these |

systems are summarized in Table 5--alternate and/or shutdown. Redundant

shutdown paths provide a means for safe plant shutdown.

PWR systems normally in standby include the auxiliary feedwater,
residual heat removal, ECCS, and containment spray systems. Other than

those portions of these systems which may be used for normal plant
start-up, shutdown, or abnormal conditions, these systems are in a
standby mode. Most of the water hammer events in standby systems have
occurred during tech spec testing (see NUREG/CR-2781) and have not
affected the normally operating plant systems.

BWR Safety Systems

|
BWR safety systems which operate continuously or intermittently during
full power operation include the main steam, auxiliary cooling water,
reactor recirculation, spent fuel pool cooling, and reactor water
clean-up systems. No postulated single worst case piping failure in
these systems will prevent safe plant shutdown as shown in Table 6.

Systems normally in standby include the core spray, high pressure
coolant injection, reactor core isolation cooling, and standby liquid
control system. Other than plant start-up, shutdown, abnormal, or test
conditions, these systems are in a standby mode. If system failure
occurs during tech spec testing, there is no effect on normally
operating plant systems, and redundant safety systems are still
available.
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TABLE 5: SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF PWR PIPING FAILURES

System Postulated Worst Case Alternate or Redundant
Failure Shutdown Paths

|

| Normally Operating:

Feedwater Loss of normal feedwater Auxiliary feedwater and all
plant sa'fety systems remain
available for safe plant
shutdown. |

Reactor Coolant Loss of coolant accident ECCS and all other plant

(LOCA) safety systems remain
available.

Main steam Main steam line break ECCS and all other plant
safety systems remain
available.

Chemical & Volume LOCA ECCS and all other plant

Control System safety systems renain
Failure of boron available.

concentration control Control. rods and reactor
capability protection systems remain

available.

Auxiliary Ct>oling Loss of one cooling Redundant loop remains
Water water loop. available.

Spent Fuel Pool Loss of one cooling Redundant loop remains
Cooling loop available. Total spent fuel

pool cooling loss has no
immediate adverse effect on

Standby (2): plant safety.

Auxiliary, Loss of auxiliary Normal feedwater, residusl

Feedwater feedwater to one steam heat renoval, auxiliary

Generator feedwater, to other steam
;;enerators, and other safety
systems remain available.

Residual Heat Tctal loss of residual Auxiliary feedwater remains

Removal heat removal available.

ECCS Loss of one safety Other safety 1.njection loop
1Nection loop. or loops and accumulators

remain available.

Containment Spray Loss of one containment Redundant containment spray
spray loop. loop remains available.

Footnotes: B-137

1. The postulated failures have never occurred. However, postulations
were made to determine worst consequences.

2. No direct safety impact on plant if failure occurs during testing.
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: TABLE 6: SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF BWR PIPING FAILURES

System Postulated Worst Case Alternate or Redundant
Failure Shutdown Paths

i

!

Normally Operating:

! Feedwater Loss of feedwater LOCA ECCS systems available.

! Residual Heat Loss of one loop. Redundant cooling loop and
; Removal other ECCS remain available.

Main Steam Main steam line break. ECCS and all other plant
,

j safety systems remain
available.

|
Auxiliary Cooling Loss of one cooling Redundant loop remains

|
water loop, available.

Reactor Recircu- Loss of coolant accident ECCS and all other plant
j

i lation (LOCA) safety aystema rem-ain
available.

>

*>
;

Spent Fuel Pool Loss of one cooling- Redundant loop remains'

! Cooling water loop .available. Total spent fuel
pool cooling loss has no
immediate adverse effect on
plant safety.

Reactor Water LOCA ECCS and all other plant
;

Cleanup safety systems remain
j available.

| Standby (2):

! loop.
'

Redundant core sprayCore Spray Loss of one core spray
loop remains available.

High Pressure Loss'of HPCI Automatic depressurization

i Coolant Injection systan and other ECCS' remain
'

(HPCI) available.

Reactor Core Loss of RCIC Other ECCS and plant shutdownj

j solation Cooling systems remain available.
.

t

Standby Liquid Loss of SLC Control rods and reactor,
'

Control (SLC) protection sys tem remain
i available.
i

Control Rod Drive Loss of insert line Standby liquid control
j system available
!
' Isolation LOCA, loss of isolation Feedwater and plant safety

condenser cooling systems remain available.
capability,

!

Footnotes: B-138

1. The postulated failures have never occurred. However, postulations
,

|
were made to determine worst consequences.

I

2. No direct safety impact on plant if failure during test.
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Although water hammer loads which could lead to piping rupture, or
failure, are the principal topic of this position paper, it should be
recognized that piping failures have occurred from a wide variety of
causes, including vibration loads and metallurgically-induced failures.
This is illustrated in Figure 1, which was abstracted from EPRI's Report
NP-438, " Characteristics of Pipe System Failures in LWRs," August 1977.

Although a more current survey (none was found by the author) would
likely alter the data shown, Figure 1 is introduced as a caution against
over rating the significance of only water hammer loads - either as the
most significant dynamic load (which is not the case) or at the expense
of ignoring other potential dynamic loads during development of the
design specifications.

3.5 Load Magnitude Estimates

A conservative estimate of water hammer loads can be made by assuming
the pipe to be rigid and the flow to stop instantly. The maximum

pressure rise is the product of fluid density, wave velocity and the
change in fluid velocity. In those cases where the water hammer is
caused by rapid valve closure, valve closure time has a significant '

; effect on the water hammer load. The valve closure time is generally
compared with the wave travel time (2L/a) where "L" is the distance the
wave has to travel before it is reflected, and "a" is the wave velocity.
For example, if the valve closure time is 3 times the wave travel time,
then the actual pressure rise will be 30 - 40 percent of the theoretical
value.

|
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Using the s'ame method for steam-hammer loads caused by turbine.stop
valve closure, an estimate of that load can be obtained. For a main
steamline with a flow area of 3 sq.ft. and a flow-rate of 1000 lb/sec of
saturated steam at 1000. psi, the theoretical pressure rise is about 140
psi, which produces an axial load of about 60 kips. A computer analysis
would produce a force time history for each pipe segment, and calculate
a maximum peak load of approximately 40 kips which is somewhat less than
simplified, one-dimensional analyses would predict.

Water hammer loads due to check valve closure in the feedwater line are
on the order of 50 kips. The magnitude of this load is very sensitive
to how rapidly the check valve closes. Ideally, the check valve should
close as soon as the flow stops. Any delay from that point on will
cause substantial increase in the loads.

Control Rod Drive (CRD) hydraulic valves open in 20 - 60 ms and can

create water hammers. Analysis discussed in Reference 12 reports piping
segment forces may reach 700 pounds and transient pressure peaks may

reach 2800 psi. Both of those values are within the design capability
of the piping system.

Estimating the SRV loads for BWR plants is more involved due to the

complexity of the phenomena associated with a closed discharge system.
The submerged portion of the discharge line contains a slug of-water
that has to be expelled before the air and then steam can be discharged.
The water slug is rapidly accelerated and usually expelled in less than
. 0.5 seconds. As it makes a 90 degree turn in the discharge device
(usually a sparger), it exerts a large axial force on the order of 50 -
100 kips on the discharge line. This force is in the form of a sharp
spike with a mean width of 20 - 30 msec. The rest of the. discharge
line, i.e. , the portion which is not submerged, experiences loads of
much lower magnitude. These loads are due to pressure waves-introduced

.
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by the inflow.of steam and reflected back and forth between the water |
!

slug interface and the SRV.

- To summarize, water hammer loads due to check valve closure in the
,

feedwater line are less than 50 kips, and SRV loads range from several

kips to about 100 kips for the submerged portion of closed discharge
systems. Water hammer pressure loads -in CRD lines are about 700 pounds

! with peak pressures as high as 2800 psi. Steam hammer loads due to TSV
,

,

closure are less than 50 kips.
;

An unanticipated water or steam hammer is one that would not be expected
from a component or system operating in the manner for which it was

|

| designed and for which proper operating procedures have been employed.

Examples of unanticipated water hammer include those caused by steami

bubble collapse, void filling and water entrainment in steam lines.:

Unanticipated water hammers generally involve bubble collapse, water
i

i entrainment or void filling. In all of these cases, a slug of water is

accelerated through a void and is instantly stopped upon impact with a'

closed valve or a water-filled section of piping. PWR top feed-ring SGs

and FW systems have shown susceptibility to unanticipated water hammers.
|

;
Because of the number of variables involved, unanticipated water hammer
loads can only be estimated through bounding analyses. The range of
observed forces due to unanticipated water hammers is very large. Some

events caused no visible damage while others caused considerable damage

to the piping support systems, indicating that the forces exceeded the

design basis of the system. For instance, steam generator water hammer'''

(SGWH) can produce local pressures as high as -6000 psi. Such pressure

spikes, however, are not propagated down the piping because pressure is
reduced by plastic deformation of the piping (bulging). A pressure rise
of 2500 psi can be propagated through the piping producing a 500 kips

force in an 18 inch feedwater line.
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In suimary, the frequency content (or load time) of water hammer forcing
function depends on: a) wave speed in the pipe, b) pipe lengths in the
system, c) segment lengths (between elbows), and d) location of the
segments'. Water hammer ' loads based cn wave reflection theory predict
step ' function loads that lead tdihigh impulse -loadings. On the other

hand: a) the magnitudes of the forces are lower mainly due to the fact-
that in real life, flow stoppage does not happen instantly but takes a
finite time, b) the forcing function is smooth and does not contain step
changes. This is also a result of the finite time it takes to stop the
flow, c) events slightly delayed - this is due to the fact that the
actual' wave speed is lower than the theoretical one, due to pipe
expansion and other factors such as presence of gas bubbles, and d) the
magnitudes of the forces decay rapidly due to various loss mechanisms
such as mechanical, viscous, etc.

4.0' Proposed Recommendations

Because of the multi-disciplinary. nature of the problem, there does not
exist a systematic and uniform treatment of water hammer, or other
dynamic loads, in developing design specifications except for major
events such as turbine stop valve closure, feedwater line break and SRV'

| discharge in nuclear power plants. The following comments, therefore,
I
' have to do with the implementation of the existing requirements and are

not proposed changes to existing ASME code or NRC requirerents:

1. As d;iscussed in Section 1, th,e current ASME design codes and
| SRP Section 3.9.3 provide acceptable guidelines ~for
I incorporation of dynamic loads (includir.g water hammer) into

the development of design specifications. However, it is not

always clear whose responsibility it is to determine the
susceptibility of various plant systems to water hammer, or

,

steam-water hammer (i.e., the systems designer versus piping

! designer paradox)s If water hammer occurrence possibility is
:

ef
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not mentioned in the Design Specification (s), it is possible
that water hammer loadings will not be evaluated.

2. Water hammer occurrences, underlying causes and corrective
measures taken have been studied and are reported in

NUREG-0927. However, because of the multi-disciplinary
nature of the problem, there does not exist a systematic and
uniform treatment of water hammer, or other dynamic loads in i

developing design specifications, except for major events
such as turbine stop valve closure, feedwater line break and

i

SRV discharge in nuclear power plants. It is not always
clear whose responsibility it is to determine the suscept-
ibility of a system to water hammer or steam hammer (i.e.,
system designer versus piping designer). If these events are
not mentioned in the Design Specification, it is possible that
the system will not be evaluated for these events. NUREG-0927

contains summary tables which identify systems that have
experienced water hammer, the underlying causes, and remedial
actions that could be taken.

Underlying causes such as potential line voiding, steam
pocket formation, flashing and unstable condensation due to
entrapped condensate, etc., can be derived from NUREG-0927.

Certain system design features have proven effective; certain
systems have been more susceptible to water hammer. Thus, a
common checklist could be developed. However, the wide

variety in plant designs and operations works against
development of a singular generic checklist. Therefore, the
respontibility of including water hammer considerations into
design specifications must rest with the plant owner or
applicant, and the NRC should not be called upon to define an
all-inclusive checklist and institute adoption thereof.
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3. Efforts to reduce or minimize the incidence of water hammer should
continue, with an emphasis in operator training and awareness to
potential water hammer occurrence (see also NUREG-0927). Since

loads from unanticipated water hammer are similar to those which
can be designed against, the design specification (s) which deals
with upset, emergency, and faulted conditions should be used to
deal with such occurrences.

4. Design considerations related to water hammer loads in combination
with degraded piping are beyond the scope of this position paper
(and the scope of the task committee on other Dynamic Loads and

Load Combinations). However, as illustrated by the Maine Yankee
water hammer in January 1983, degraded piping and a water hammer

can lead to a pipe crack. Thus, it is recommended that degraded
piping in conjunction with anticipated dynamic loads (i.e.,
vibratory, SRV and water hammer) be given a broader review and
consideration by the Piping Review Committee prior to arriving at
conclusions dealing with the relaxation or change in piping
support requirements.

4. More extensive discussions of dynamic loads, water hammers,

analysis methods, etc., are contained in References 12 and 13,
which were utilized by the author in preparing this position paper.

5. Reaulatory Value-Impact Assessment:

NUREG-0993, Revision 1, is the staff's regulatory analysis dealing |

with the resolution of the Unresolved Safety Issue A-1, Water
Hammer. This report.contains the value-impact analysis for this
issue, public comments received, and staff response or action
taken in response to those comments. The staff's technical
findings regarding water hammer in nuclear power plants are
contained in NUREG-0927.
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Based on the USI A-1 technical findings, the following actions were
implemented:

1. Issuance of the revised SRP Sections for forward-fit
implementation, these being SRP Sections 3.9.3, 3.9.4,
5.4.6, 5.47, 6.3, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 10.3 and 10.4.7.

2. Issuance of NUREG-0927 as a technical findings document.,

This staff report summarizes the staff's assessment of
water hammer in nuclear power plants.

3. Ensure operator awareness and training with respect to
avoiding water hammer through the use of the TMI Task

Action Plan, Part I.C.5 and Part I.A.2.3, operator
training evaluation criteria under current development by
the Licensee Qualifications Branch.

4. Conclusion of current Operating License reviews through
! staff evaluations in progress.

The " forward fit" nature of these actions has minimal industry impact,
and the suggestions made above (which are in keeping with current ASME
code requirements) should likewise have minimal impact.

i

!

!

l

l
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APPENDIX A;

,

f

PWR STEAM GENERATOR WATER HAMER LOAD PREDICTION

:
)

A V.

1

k

f MEASURED LOADS

l

i

i

|

|
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1
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PWR Steam Generator Water Hammer (SGWH)

Approximately thirty SGWHs have occurred in nuclear plants since 1969 in
those steam generators designed with a top feedwater ring. Water hammer due

to slug impact in the feedwater piping to PWR steam generators has been
evaluated extensively by NRC and was the subject of a major review and study
by Creare in 1976.A W 2 This two phase water hammer situation is useful to

review, because it provides a mix of extensive experience from operating
plants together with theory and data from laboratory tests and plant tests.

A theory was presented in Reference Al for the one-dimensional collapse of a
steam cavity in a liquid-filled pipe. This theory was derived from " water
cannon" experiments which were conducted with a driving pressure of one
atmosphere and records taken for many events with overpressures in the
range 800 to 1200 psi. High speed motion pictures were taken of the motion
of the liquid slug in transparent piping, and it was determined that the slug
traveled at velocities of about 20 ft./sec. Thus, the measured overpressures

and the observed velocities were consistent with the Joukowski relation
(aP = - PCAV). Two pipe materials were used, with a factor of 3 difference
in calculated celerity, and the measured overpressure also differed by a
factor of 3 as expected.

In the Creare experiments, the measured overpressures were consistent with a
condensation effectiveness theory also developed by Creare with a single

Iparameter C to represent values of C in the range 0.3 < C < 0.4 (over a
factor of 5 in driving pressure range). For values of C* greater than
unity, the cavity collapse is inertially limited. The condensation is so |
rapid that the cavity depressurizes essentially to zero in a very short time, )
and the terminal velocity of the water slug is limited by the distance |

| available to accelerate it. Finally, the overpressures measured in these
experiments were approximately one-half of the theoretical maximum.
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Creare also tested a second model which simulated the top feedring geometry

of PWR steam generators, . Measured overpressures were in the range 300 to 700

psi. This further mitigation was traced to'three physical factors:
reduction of. driving pressure in the feedring, necessity to accelerate
stagnant liquid along bottom of pipe, and irregular interface at impact.

Tables Al and A2 present comparisons of bounding theory calculations with
data for the water cannon and steam generator models, respectively. The
first two columns are the impulse (pressure time duration) felt before and ,

after slug impact. The third column is the peak overpressure, Ph. Thus in

well controlled laboratory conditions, actual impulses and overpressures were
far below the theoretical maximum even for a highly one-dimensional steam
cavity.

In addition, a water hammer occurred in the Tihange plant in Belgium. The .

transient pressure data from the Tihange plant which was operating at full
pressure revealed three key facts:

1. a rapid and nearly complete depressurization from 70 bar to almost
zero in about 20 ms was recorded in two locations. This
correspondsavalueofCE2andrepre",entsthehighestknownvalue

.

ever recorded;

2. a feedwater system overpressure in excess of 6000 psi was recorded
before the pressure transducers failed--this is 75% of the
theoretical maximum;

3. despite this extreme load, the Tihange piping was not damaged.

Table 3 compares key Tihange data with bounding theory calculations. Thus,

the Tihange plant' data provides evidence of very rapid condensation |
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TABLE PO

COMPARISON OF IDEAL CALCULATION k'ITH
HEASUMED WATE.'CANNCN DATA

Test I I

I (psi-E.ec) (psi hmsec) (psIg) (ft/!ec) Y /V I /I (I )h s h s

Ideal 1000 2000 2000 34 1.0 2.0 2.3

Test 1 598 1000 1200 20.0 1 1.67 2.'3
2 345 450 500 11.5 0.71 1.30 2.3
3 522 900 1000 17.4 0.93 1.72 2.3
4 428 950 1100 14.3 1.25 2.22 2,3

5 546 1200 1300 18.2 1.15 2.20 2.3
6 586 800 1000 19.6 0.83 1.37 2.3
7 400 800 1000 13.3 1.22 2.00 2.3
8 482 800 1000 16.0 1.02 1.66 2.3
9 506 750 1000- 16.9 0.96 1.48 2.3

10 473 900 1100 15.8 1.14 1.90 2.3
11 549 1000 1200 18.3 1.08 1.82 2.3

TABLE $(2L

COMPARISON OF BOUNDING THEORY k*ITH PRESSURE TRACES
FOR STEAM GENERATOR MODEL

hTest I I P V g- q
I I (psi-Esec) (psi-msec) (pskg) (ft/Eec) Y /V (f ) (SPm)h s

! Theory 1700 1700 1000 34 1.0 1.0 4.0 1

! Test 1 525 175 700 '34.1 0.67 0.33 1.18 1

| 2 479 94 375 31.2 0.39 0.20 1.18 1

; 3 411 125 500 26.7 0.61 0.30 1.18 1

| 4 494 88 275 22.9 0.39 0.18 1.65 1

5 478 178 475 20.7 0.75 0.37 1.77 2
'

i 6 632 188 500 27.4 0.60 0.30 1.77 2

7 517 193 550 24.1 0.75 0.37 1.65 2

8 540 227 500 22.9 0.71 0.42 2.12 4

9 447 252 475 16.2 0.95 0.56 2.12 4

10 428 210 600 19.5 0.98 0.49 1.65 5.3
.

TABLE Th 3

COMPARTSON OF BOUNDING THEORY WITH
TIllANGE DATA

Theory Data

Depressurization (psi) 1,000 900
Impulse Is (psi-msec) 55.000 40,000

Overpressure Ph (Psi) 8,300 6,000a

Haximum vglue recorded at which time transducer f ailed.#
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phenomenon and slug impact, as well as the design margin available in piping
and support designs. It should also be noted that the Tihange plant had not
taken preventive design measures, such as installation of J-tubes, which are
installed in many U.S. plants.

At Indian Point No. 2, the steam generator water hammer caused a 180*

circumferential rupture of the feedpipe near where the pipe penetrated
through containment, and also produced a bulge in the feedpipe near the steam
generator nozzle. Although no pressure data are available from this
incident, calculations in Reference Al show that the pipe bulge is consistent
with the collapse of a steam void 2.8 feet long acting on a water slug about )
2 feet long at impact thereby supporting the validity of such calculations.

The recommendations for the design and operation of top feedring plants
resulted in the following combination of four items (see also SRP 10.4.7, BTP

ASB 10.2).

1. modify top discharge feedrings by installing J-tubes to avoid
drainage and steam ingestion;

2. incorporate prompt restart of feedwater into operating procedures
to reduce the degree of drainage through the thermal sleeve;

3. utilize a short external feedwater pipe (preferably with a downward
elbow) to minimize the horizontal length available to trap steam;

4. place limits on feedwater flow to slowly fill the feedring in order
to minimize flow turbulence and suppress the onset of rapid

1

condensation; and

5. conduct preoperational tests to demonstrate the avoidance of water
hammer occurrence.
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Extensive tests were performed at the Trojan plant in 1975 to demonstrate ,

that geometry alone (see items 1 and 3 above) suffice.
No water hammer was

recorded in these tests even though the piping was intentionally drained and
,

'

feedwater flow was supplied well above the limit. Tests of the Trojan
geometry in Creare's laboratory model did result in slug impact in a few
cases, but overpressure magnitudes were reduced by a factor of 5 to 10
relative to other possible configurations.t

In summary, the resolution of water hammer in PWR steam generators with top
feedwater ring relies on design modifications or operating procedures. Plant
experience shows that loads near the theoretical maximums can be achieved.
This appendix illustrates the kinds of calculations that can be performed and
order of magnitude loads in an extreme situation.

'

,

!

4

|

|

|
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A85 TRACT

Issues on thermal-hydraulic and structural dynamic response analysis
of piping systems affected by safety or relief valve opening transients
are discussed in this report. The presentation also contains a review of
recent experimental vs. analytical studies, sumaries of the individual
analysis steps, and guidelines for performance of these analyses. In
addition, recomendations resulting from this review are given.

,

i
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POSITION PAPER ON'
,

PIPING SYSTEM DYNAMIC AND THERMAL STRESS RESPONSE

: INDUCED BY THERMAL-HYORAULIC TRANSIENTS
1

+

,

1. STATEMENT OF ISSUES

4

All nuclear power plant piping systems are subject to dynamic design
events. Prediction and evaluation of piping system dynamic and thermal
events are included in design bases for these power plant piping systems.:

! . Contained in these even.4 are thermal-hydraulic transients which induce
'

:

] dynamic and thermal stresses.

4

The responsibility for review of the applicant's safety analysis
report (SAR) of such transients is granted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

;

f Conmiission (NRC) by the Code of Federal Regulations.l.2 These regulations

! further reference the primary code utilized by the nuclear industry: the

! ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.3 Additional interpretive
4

guidelines are supplied by the USN'RC Standard Review Plan, 3.9.3 and the
Welding Research Council Bulletin 269.5

i

|
.

Analysis of these S/RV discharge transients are complex analyses'

! involving multidisciplinary processes which include four links of the

| analysis and evaluation chain. These four links consist of: thermal-

f hydraulic analysis, mechanical load calculation, structural dynamics ,

; analysis, and transient thermal stress analysis. Each link of the chain
| contains uncertainties and potential errors due to inaccuracies of:

(a) description of the physical system and initial conditions, (b) limita- j

|
tions of the representative governing equations, (c) generation of a

; consistent mathematical model,-(d) algorithms and solution processes used,

j and (e) correct utilization or interpretation of results. In addition,

|
due to the multidisciplinary nature of the task, potential communication

problems may occur.
,

i
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a

Several important issues arise when performing meaningful prediction
and evaluation of piping system dynamic and thermal stress response induced

; by thermal-hydraulic transients. In particular, the issues relating to
| safety and relief (S/RV) discharge induced piping dynamic response are

discussed in this paper and some recomended guidelines proposed.
:

Basically, the question that must be answered is, "Do the postulated
fluid and therwal loads and the resulting structural response evaluations
accurately or conservatively describe the consequences created by SRY
discharge?"

3
.

Specific issues are broken down into the various analysis processes:.

)

- Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

- Mechanical Loads Determination
- Structural Response Analysis

! - Thermal Transient Stresses
! - Results Evaluation.
I

j All standards, guides, and codes specify what must be considered, under
what circumstances, and how design analysis results are to be interpreted.
The basic standard (a law of the land) is the Code of Federal Regulations,1,2

| wherein reference is made to the primary code utilized by the nuclear
industry: the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.3 Recent

j:

i interpretive guides pertaining to the subject are the USNRC Standard Review'

4
Plan, 3.9.3 and the Welding Research Council Bulletin 269.5 In summary,

,

! Reference 4 states that S/RV discharge transients, when classified as )

; design or service loading and when the system is Class 1, 2, or 3, shall l

{ be treated according to Appendix 0 of the ASME Code and the supplementary
; criteria given under II.2 of Reference 4. Appendix N of the ASME Code is

3

I supposed to provide guidance for fluid transient induced loads but is, at
this time,'"in course of preparation".
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| Although, for some simple mechanical systems subject to thermal-
'

hydraulic induced transient loads, simple conservative analyses may be
performed; discussions presented herein are concerned with more complex
systems which require detailed analyses and often include computer code

'

implemented analyses. It has been stated that simplified techniques and
,

engineering judgment are sufficient requirements for good discharge piping

{ design. However, if simplified techniques have not or cannot be validated
i or calibrated by either sophisticated techniques and/or experiment, the

validity is in doubt. Also, it is emphasized that this discussion is not
a thorough critique of the " state-of-the-art" but, rather, a brief discussion
of those factors which need to be considered as prerequisites for accurate;

or conservative analyses. A more extensive discussion of the analysis and
evaluation chain including background information is included in Appendix A.

1

1.1 Issues

i

The TMI-2 incident and others provided reasons for an increased;

emphasis within the nuclear power industry for more detailed standards and
! experimental programs relating to safety and relief valve *(S/RV) discharge

] thermal-hydraulic transients and resulting attached piping system response.
| Within this section, some of the more pertinent issues related to piping

analysis and evaluation for S/RV discharge events are explored.

1.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Issues;

:

| Thermal-Hydraulic analyses are always required to evaluate time

{ dependent fluid temperatures and pressures acting on the pressure boundary
1 of S/RV valves and associated piping. Issues that have been raised on

evaluation of this loading environment usually relate to how well do these1

| computations represent reality or a conservative set of design loads. These

| important issues usually include: (Appendix A contains further discussion
and references.)

i

i
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i

- What time step should be used?

<

- How much piping should be included? ,

- What fluid conditions.need to be considered?
r

- How do multiple valve openings affect loadings?S

,

- How does valve functioning affect loadings and ~are coupled mechanical
valve behavior--hydraulic behavior analyses needed?

:

!- 1.3 Mechanical Loads Issues

Utilization of thermal-hydraulics output for the determination of time-<

dependent mechanical loads is the link of the overall S/RV system analysis'

which is, at this time, the least systematized of the individual analysis'

processes. One reason for this is that, at this stage of the process, the
! thermal-hydraulics and structural response disciplines meet. The important ,

! issue here is: Does the thermal-hydraulics discipline communicate with the
~

structural response discipline such that the analyses are compatible?
Since this issue is different for each organization, further discussion

| will be limited to those guidelines contained in Appendix A. It is

i emphasized that a clear understanding of how the loads are generated and
used is important to en adequate end result.

i

: 1.4 Structural Response Issues

i

! Structural dynamic response to dynamic loads are always a consideration
,

|
in evaluation of S/RV transients. This response has customarily been done ,

| using computer programs. However, dynamic time history, response spectra,
I and static (dynamic load factor) methods have been used. Issues of current
: importance include:

- What cut off frequency should be sufficient? ,
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- What time step limit is adequate?

- What piping supports should be included?

- What damping is permitted?

- What dynamic load factors are adequate?

- Should axial effects be considered?

1.5 Thermal Transient Stress

It has been suggested that heat transfer between enclosed fluid and
piping be neglected so that the thermal-hydraulics analysis is simplified.
This does not imply that thermal stresses in the piping should be neglected.
Rather, the heat transfer (fluid to pipe) may be decoupled from hydro-
dynamic calculations. A transient heat transfer and thermal stress analysis
should be-performed where required by ASME Code utilizing fluid temperatures
obtained from the thermal-hydraulic analysis. There do not appear to be
any strong issues in this area at this time.

1.6 Stress Results Issues

Two assumptions are made for the purpose of this discussion: the
S/RV analysis is a portion of a design analysis (rather than an experimental
study) and that the S/RV transient is specified as a service condition in
the Design Specification. Thus, all resulting mec'hanical bending moments
and thermal stressee, must satisfy the requirements of the ASME Code.3

The issues under this tcpic appear to be:

- How are loads to be combined?

- Should a fatigue evaluation be made? I

- Should axial effects be considered?
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2. DISCUSSION OF ISSUES

l
iIt is the purpose of this section to present a position on the issues'

listed above and reconnend means for improving procedures where possible.

It is emphasized that simplified or judgmental procedures are often
proposed for S/RV transient analyses and evaluations. It remains the
author's belief that unless these simplified techniques have been or can
be validated by other sophisticated analyses or experiments, the validity
is in doubt. The opinions presented here are further discussed in
Appendix A and the 50 or so references included in that appendix. Appendix
A provides numerous guiding connants for S/RV discharge transient analysis ,

as well as background references for those interested in engaging in
further research on the topic.

2.1 Thermal-Hydraulics

2.1.1 What time step should be used for fluid computations?

The answer to this question depends on a number of things. Typi-

cally, the maximum time step is limited by:

- The time step should be equal to or less than the wave travel
time across the smallest fluid volume length.

|

- According to EPRI tests, the piping upstream of the SRV valve
experiences pressure oscillations in the 170-260 Hz range when
loop seal water passes through the valve. The time step should ,

,

| be small enough to represent these oscillations if the system i

j may respond to these frequencies.
1

6- Recent S/RV tests have shown vibratory fluctuations caused by

discharge in the 30-100 Hz range.
L

| Therefore, the time step must be appropriate for the fluid conditions
and geometry. Additionally, it should be adequate for structural response
up to about 100 Hz.:
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2.1.2 How much piping should be included?

,

The results of numerous tests where fluid transients excite piping
or components show that sufficient piping should be included in the model
to define pressure and momentum forces accurately. This means the analysis
should include effects of upstream boundary conditions, entrapped fluid in
loop seals, planes of choking (orifices) and effects of submergence if they

j significantly affect S/RV discharge flow. Additionally, the fluid model
needs to be defined in such a manner that time dependent forces are determined
at points related to the structural geometry (i.e., elbows, orifices, T's,

: etc.).

2.1.3 What fluid conditions should be considered?

| Again, consider all conceivable conditions which could occur. In

other words, in addition to planned operating conditions, consider possible'

fluid leaks through the valves or liquid that can remain in the pipe.
These conditions can create unexpected liquid slugs and associated pressure<

oscillations as the liquid is accelerated out of the piping system.,

; The fluid conditions typically producir.g maximum loads are liquid
flow, high pressures, and low temperatures. Water slugs such as those

j occurring in loop seals create especially large forces when discharged
through the system.

2.1.4 How do multiple valvg openings affect loadings?

Present knowledge suggests multiple valve actuations can have a
significant effect on pipe loadings and should be included in the design
analysis. Where more than one valve actuates, it is difficult to establish
a sequence of valve openings that produces maximum loading on the system.
Adjusting the opening sequence to produce the most severe loading situation j

is a complex problem that could require many costly iterations. The solution
to this problen for each plant is likely to be unique because of differing
piping and support configurations between plants. Intuitively, adjusting
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|

L

4

! the opening times such that the initial pressure waves from each valve
arrive at a common junction downstream would produce seve. loading in

* the vicinity of the comon junction. Most plant installations, however,
contain a significant amount of dynamic supports in the region of the ,

]
comon point, alleviating some of the potential high stresses in this
region and isolating this region from the valves so as not to jeopardize.

operability of the valves or integrity of the valve inlet piping and
pressurizer nozzles. Many licensees assume the valves to actuate siisul-

;

] taneously under multiple valve actuation conditions. This puts a large

| pressure wave in each valve discharge line at the same time, and assures
i that the waves from each valve will arrive at the common junction down-

| stream within a short time of each other unless the individual discharge |
i

i

j lines are of radically different lengths. The probability that other

i opening sequences would produce significantly greater loading should be
;

| small. Any peculiarities in specific plant installations should, however,
;

be considered. Reference 6 contains data from a series of tests where ;
;
'

effects of multiple valve openings were studied. ;

i <

2.1.4 How does valve functioning affect loading and are couplad valve

i behavior--hydraulic behavior / analyses needed?
|

i
j It has been observed that the effects of back pressure and other

| fluid-mechanical forces acting on a spring-loaded valve disc influence

| the position of the disc which in turn influences the valve flow charact-

| eristics. Appendix A contains further references and information. However

| at this time, solving the phenomonon of coupled behavior for mechanical-
hydrodynamic forces in S/RV valves is not generally considered practical.
Careful consideration of uncoupled response appears sufficient in many cases. |

2.2 Mechanical Loads Issues

Due to dependence on system geometry, initial conditions, and codes
used for S/RV system transient analyses, few general guidelines can be

,

given. However, at locations where area or flow direction changes occur,
obviously forces may be developed and the thermal-hydraulic model must be
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i

i defined such that these forces may be accurately calculated. Particular
attention must be paid at locations where the flow may become complicated
such as at valves and tees.,

2.3 Structural Response Issues,

2.3.1 What cut-off frequency should be sufficient?

Little guidance is available concerning cut-off frequency (that
maximum frequency of response considered in the particular analysis) for
dynamic response analysis. It has been observed that fluid frequency

| ranges of 170-260 Hz exist in experiments and significant response has
been measured in the 10-100 Hz range. This growing awareness indicatest

I high frequency effects need to be considered to about 100 Hz and possibly
i higher if a particular design can experience the high frequency fluid

transients and will respond to such loads. Additionally, the contribution-

to loads from frequencies beyond the cut-off frequency should be considered.;

For more discussion see Reference 48 of Appendix A.

,' 2.3.2 What time step is adequate?
!

This question is tied directly to the previous question. Once a
cut-off frequency has been established, the time step is then selected based4

on the convergence criteria of the solution algorithm used for dynamic
,

i response computations. Connon practice is to set the time step equal to
0.1 times the period of the highest frequency of interest. Some methods

can be shown to converge for larger time steps. However, the time step
used must also be sufficiently small to closely approximate the applied
hydrodynamic forces.

| |

|
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i

2.3.3 What piping supports need to be included?

This becomes a matter of engineering judgment. Those supports with
support stiffness will affect system natural frequencies of vibration more
than 10% should be included in the stiffness of the structural dynamic
model. All support effects should be included so that support loads can
be computed for design evaluation of the support. Those with less than
the 10% effect can be treated in a simpler manner (i.e., fixed, etc.).'

Further guidelines are provided in Appendix A and particular piping
analysis software guides.

2.3.4 What damping is permitted?

i

Recent damping research studies are providing information on
piping damping as a function of: support type, stress level, frequencies,
etc. New damping has also been proposed by the PVRC for comment. This
will be an area of active change for several years. It is recommended
that PVRC values be used for most cases. However, experimental values

; for similar piping and excitation levels should be permitted when properly
justified.

; 2.3.5 Wnat dynamic load factors are adequate?
i

Dynamic load factors (DLF) of 1.5 to 2.0 have been listed in some
reports. Unless these DLF factors are developed and justified for each

;

piping system with its particular configuration and set of fluid conditions,
it is doubtful that they have any validity. The application of DLF factors
developed for a single degree-of freedom system loaded by a single impulse
load simply do not apply to a series of fluctuations.

2.3.6 Should axial effects be considered? |

l

| It is the opinion of some authors that axial elongation of the

| piping should be modeled for the purpose of correctly approximating dynamic
response of the piping system to the hydrodynamic loads. However, this

!
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, ,

does not mean that the ASME Code evaluations need to be modified to account'

for axial forces in the resulting stress computations. It merely means
i

that structural dynamic response computations permit the axial deformation'

effects to be included when computing bending moments throughout the piping
|
I system.

2.4 Stress Results Issues
i-

| 2.4.1 How are loads to be combined?
|

|
Clear-cut guidance does not appear available on this topic. The

! SRSS method of load combination provided in NUREG-0484 is generally accepted.

|
Combination on an absolute value basis is also an acceptable but conservative

approach.

i 2.4.2 Should a fatigue evaluation be made?

| It is not clear how one should perform an ASME Code fatigue evalu-i

ation including S/RV transient induced stresses. It is believed that ai

fatigue evaluation should be conducted. The number of expected S/RY

{
transient occurrences should be specified in the Design Specifications.
However, little guidance is available, at this time, for determination of
the number of effective stress cycles that should be specified for a given

S/RV transient. Reference 6 has indications that there are about 7 to 100
cycles of significant motion in each discharge cycle. Further study in
this area is certainly in order.

*2.4.3 Should axial effects be considered?
I

! As a final consent pertaining to stress results evaluation, the
potential influence of piping elongation has been noted. Even though the

| ASME Code requires that only design mechanical bending moments rather than

| axial design mechanical forces be used for primary and secondary piping
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stress intensity evaluation, the axial extension of piping segments due to
hydrodynamic loads should be considered in the structural dynamic response.
The reason for this is that, especially for long straight bounded pipe
segments, hydrodynamic load induced elongation of these segments induces
bending moments which may not be negligible. However, it should not be
interpreted as requiring the use of axial pipe forces in the ASME Code
stress evaluations.

:

1

!

4

i

|

'
i

)
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3. PROPOSED RECOMENDATIONS

A brief sunniary has been made of issues raised by recent experimental
and analytical studies relating to S/RV system thermal and structural
response to discharge transients. Recommendations for resciution of these"

, $ issues were generally made'as the issue was discussed. Appendix A expands
on these discussions and presents a wealth of additio.1al resource information
in the form of referenced reports and data. A relatively large number of
experimental results are available with relatively few corresponding

' analytical comparisons. The comparisons that have been cited are, generally,
not in " good" agreement with tests. It is reconmiended that where possible
a comprehensive evaluation of these comparisons be undertaken so that a
unified and more quantitative understar. ding of the ability' to adequately
perform S/RV system analyses is obtained. It is generally found that tM

thermal-hydraulic experimental vs. analytical comparisons are better than
the structural response experimental vs. analytical comparisons. This is
thought to be caused by: a) incomplete description of applied loads to
the structure and o) error has been propagated in thermal-hydraulics
computation and is further compounded in the structural response evaluation.

Appendix A and studies referenced in the appendix have shown that a
complete S/RV system analysis is a complex multidisciplinary process
involving several distinct analysis and evaluation steps. Perhaps the jr

|weakest link in the analysis chain is the utilization of hydrodynamic
! rresults for the prediction of mechanical load histories for subsequent

input to structural dynamic response analysis. An additional reconmiendation
'

is that a detailed evaluation of t.Se load determination process be under-'

taken in conjunction with the additional experiemntal vs. analytical
comparison study. -

1
y

Finally, ASME Code evaluation of S/RY system transient results is
'

required for safety evaluation. Here, the requirement for additional study

) is primarily 'in fatigue evaluation. Further evaluation of S/R6 system
transient test data and analysis results is required for the determination

.
of a realistic number of stress cycles per transient that should be included

o,
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|

i

, in A5ME Code fatigue evaluations. It should be noted here that S/RV |

transients affect piping both upstream and down' stream of the valve.

| .

-

In summary, analytical tools are available for accurately predicting
and evaluating results of S/RY system transients. However, more work is

required to learn how to effectively utilize those tools for realistic and
effective analysis and evaluation of these systems. Additional work is

;

also necessary to provide validation, improvement or elimination of simplified
techniques for S/RV discharge response.

.

|
,

|
l

l

|
l

|

|
i
;
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| 4. VALUE IMPACT

'

The value impact of the discussion of the above issues and subsequent
reconmendations is of mixed impact. The recommended actions are, in
general, clarifications which lead to an improved design analysis. There-
fore, the design loads should be more accurat.ely defined and understood,

| resulting in a more reliable design. Correct application of dynamic
principles such as selection of adequate time steps, inclusion of sufficient

'

modes, inclusion of load effects beyond cut-off frequency, and determination
; of the number of significant cycles of stress increase cost very little

in the design analysis process. It can provide great savings if a failure
1 and/or a retrofit is prevented.

Cost of additional research into better determination of the number
of fatigue cycles per S/RV discharge transient is probably minimal
compared to the improved understanding of this problem, ft can be piggy-
backed on other experiments and may even be extracted from data of

experiments already performed. Additional research into improved loads
'

evaluation ,and improved load application for dynamic response evaluation
is expected to be an evolving process. Simplified methods, when qualified,,

should reduce analysis costs which to some extent will be counteracted by
2 costs of methods qualification.

i

|

1

|
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: APPENDIX A

PIPING SYSTEM DYNAMIC.AND THERMAL STRESS RESPONSE
INDUCED BY THERMAL-HYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS

|

'
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ABSTRACT
{
1

Complete thermal-hydraulic and structural dynamic response analysis of
piping systems subjected to a safety or reifef valve opening transient is a-
complex multi-step process. This presentation contains a review of recent
experimental vs. analytical studies, summaries of the individual analysis
steps, and guidelines for performance of these analyses. In addition,

. recommendations for further experimental and analytical study are given.

I

s

!

i

I
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PIPING SYSTEM OYNAMIC AND~ THERMAL STRESS RESPONSE

INDUCED BY

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS

'

1. OVERVIEW

Prediction and evaluation of piping system dynamic and thermal stress
response induced by a thermal-hydraulic transient are complex
multidisciplinary processes. A complete and accurate evaluation contains
four links of the analysis and evaluation chain: thermal-hydraulic
anal; :s, mechanical load calculation, structural dynamics analysis, and
transient thermal stress analysis. Each link of the chain contains
uncertainties and potential errors due to inaccuracies of: (a) description
of the physical system and initial conditions, (b) limitations of the
representative governing. equations, (c) generation of a consistent
mathematical model, (d) algorithms and solution processes used, and
(e) correct utilization or interpretation of results. In addition, due to

the multidisciplinary nature of the task, potential communication problems
may occur. Thus, complete and accurate analyses of the subject mechanical

systems must be carefully planned, the important parameters thoroughly
understood, and the solution process accurately performed.

The primary purpose of this presentation is to outline and briefly 1

discuss those factors which are necessary for mcaningful prediction and
evaluation of piping system dynamic and thermal stress response induced by
thermal-hydraulic transients, exclusive of water hammer (subcooled
hydraulic transients). In particular, safety and relief valve (S/RV) |
discharge induced piping response is addressed. Additionally, the current |
status of standards, codes, and experimental studies (S/RV systems) are I

briefly discussed. The following general outline is used:

1. Overview

2. Current Status (guides, standards, and experimental studies)
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! 3. Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

4. Mechanical Loads Determination

5. Structural Response Analysis

6. Thermal Transient Stresses
7. Results Evaluation
8. Summary and Recommendations ,

9. References.

Although, for some simple mechanical-systems subject to
thermal-hydraulic induced transient loads, simple conservative analyses may
be performed; discussions presented herein are concerned with detailed j

computer code implemented analyses. Also, it is emphasized that this
discussion is not a thorough critique of the " state-of-the-art" but,
rather, a brief discussion of those factors which must be considered as
prerequisites to useful subject analyses.

.

>

|

|

L

|

|
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2. CURRENT STATUS ;

.

1

The TMI-2 incident provided reasons for an increased emphasis within.
the nuclear power industry for more detailed standards and experimental
programs relating to safety and relief valve (S/RV) discharge
thermal-hydraulic transients and resulting attached piping system
response. Within this section, some of the more pertinent standards and
experimental programs are reviewed,

i

2.1 Standards and Codes |
!

|

| All standards, guides, and codes specify what must be considered,
under what circumstances, and how design analysis results are to be
interpreted. The basic standard (a law of the land) is the Code of Federal
Regulations,1,2 wherein reference is made to the primary code utilized by
the nuclear industry: the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III.3 Recent interpretive guides pertaining to the subject are

4
! the USNRC Standard Review Plan, 3.9.3 and the Welding Research Council

Bulletin 269.5 In summary, Reference 4 states that S/RV discharge
transients, when classified as design or service loading and when the
system is Class 1, 2, or 3, shall be treated according te Appendix 0 of the

,

'

ASME Code and the supplementary criteria given under II.2 or Reference 4.
Appendix N of the ASME Code is supposed to provide guidance for fluid j
transient induced loads but is, at this time, "in course of preparation."

|
2.2 Experimental Studies

|
| The TMI-2 incident prompted issuance of a series of USNRC

NUREG's ,7,8 which required the nuclear power industry to experimentally6

demonstrate operability of power operated relief and safety valves. The
9Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) *nstituted a research program

which resulted in a large number of valve tests and, in addition,
approximately 116 tests of PWR S/RV systems (with and without loop seals,
steam, steam-water, and water). These system tests were conducted at the
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Combustion Engineering test facility.10 Results of some of the tests
have been analyzed and/or compared with corresponding analysis
predictions.11-20

A series of 29 relief valve discharge tests were conducted at the
21,22

Kuosheng BWR-6/ Mark III Nuclear Station where the reactor was

operating at 60% power. The test series consisted of single, consecutive,
multiple, and extended valve actuations. Partial results and selected
analysis comparisons concerning these tests may be obtained in
References 23, 24 and 25.

!

|
The Federal Repubite of Germany conducted a series of tests at the

decommissioned Heissdampfreaktor (HOR) facility termed " German Standard
,

i Problem No. 4."26 This system consisted of pressure vessel, primary

piping, check valv., and rupture device. Although the tested system is not
a conventionO S/RV system, the thermal-hydraulic transient is analogous to
a typical S/RV system transient. Results of analytical vs. experimental
thermal-hydraulic and structural response comparisons are given in

i References 27 and 28, respectively.

i
Most of the test results vs. analytical comparisons contained some

common important elements which are summarized as:

I
1. For both thermal-hydraulic and structural response models,

I construction of the mathematical model must be very detailed and

accurate.

2. Small variations of assumed initial conditions, i.e., valve

opening time--flow rate, significantly influence
thermal-hydraulic predictions.

<

3. Coupled mechanical valve behavior--hydraulic behavior appears to
be an important consideration that has not been adequately
addressed.j

|
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;

4. Thermal-hydraulic models of multiple S/RV openings yield results
|

not adequately comparable with experimental results.

5. Thermal-hydraulic predictions compare, in general, more favorably
with test results than do structural response predictions. This
may be partically attributed to cumulative error. However,

inaccuracies of load calculation and structural modeling may also
contribute to lack of test result--response prediction comparison.

In summary, the difficulty of adequately predicting thermal-hydraulic
and structural response for S/RV systems subjected to valve discharge

.

transients is demonstrated in these test vs. analytical comparisons. The
following portions of this presentation deal with those factors which are I

necessary (however, not sufficient in the mathematical sense) to obtain
adequate S/RV system transient response predictions.

1

(
)

4
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3. THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

The purpose of thermal-hydraulic analysis, for S/RV system design
analysis, is the accurate prediction of those quantities necessary for
realistic evaluation of the safety of the system. In particular, time

dependent fluid temperatures and forces acting on the pressure boundary are !

required as input to additional analysis for final design safety
1

evaluation. The thermal-hydraulic evaluation of a S/RV system is a complex |

process which requires extensive theoretical background and practical
experience relating to two phase thermo-hydrodynamic processes. The

following paragraphs outline some of the more important topics that should
be considered in thermal-hydraulic analyses of S/RV systems.

)

3.1 Computer Codes

A number of codes have been developed for general and special purpose
thermal-hydraulic analysis. Three of the more general and widely used code
families are RELAP,29 TRAC,30 and DAPSY Of these, the RELAP31

.

series is the most widely used for general two phase thermo-hydrodynamic
applications and will be used as a basis for further discussion. In
particular, RELAP5/M001 appears, from the experimental vs. analytical
comparisons cited previously, to be most applicable to S/RV system analysis.

RELAP5/M001 uses a two-fluid, five-equation (2 mass conservation,
2 momentum conservation, and an energy balance relation) model for twophase
flow. An additional constraining relation is that one of the fluids is at
the saturated state. The numerical mathematical model consists of control
volumes, wherein scalar quantities are averaged, interconnected by nodes
where vector quantities are defined. Since scalar quantities (pressure,
temperature, density, etc.) are used as input for the additional structural
dynamic response and thermal stress analyses, concern for the use of the
thermal-hydraulic output should be considered during mathematical modeling.
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3.2 Application Guidelines

1

Since a comprehensive study of all factors involved in
thermal-hydraulic analyses is outside the scope of this discussion, only
those topics which are particularly important are presented herein.
References 32, 33, and 34 present thermal-hydraulic concerns as applied to
S/RV systems. In addition, Reference 35 outlines those factors, relating
to the use of RELAP5/M001 for S/RV system modeling, which were found to be
important from many of the experimental vs. analytical studies cited
previously. This outline is summarized as follows:

|

1. System rodeling: The piping system should be represented by
straight segments between the midplanes of consecutive elbows.,

j

The path length should be maintained. Segments about 2 ft it
length should have 6 to 8 vol nodes. Segments from 2 to 5 ft in
length need about 10 nodes. Segments from 5 to 10 ft need about
12 nodes. Longer pipes are unlikely but need no more than
12 nodes. Node segments should not be smaller than 0.25 ft. The

'

choking option should be applied upstream of the valve at the
orifice area representing the valve and at the exit junction.
The option should not be applied in the downstream piping unless

i an area reduc. tion is present. The valve flow orifice area should
j be sized to pass the measured or specified vapor flow rate at the
' specified pressure. The valve opening time should be set to the

smallest measured or specified " pop time" (elapsed time for the
valve to open completely from an assurred closed position after
simmering) for vapor and liquid conditions upstream of the valve
with the recommended ring settings. Since piping wall heat
transfer is complex to model and adds to calculational
difficulty, it is recommended that the effect be excluded. It is

not necessary to model the relief tank since forces from the wave
! occur before significant flow exists at the exit. For multiple

valve systems, piping loads in connecting runs are likely to be
largest if waves from individually operating valves arrive
simultaneously in the connecting piping. Thus, valve operation
should be slightly staggered in time to insure wave addition to
produce maximum piping loads.
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|

2. Initial Conditions: Since downstream hydraulic forces are

proportional to the initial downstream fluid density when piping
heat transfer is not considered and, since leakage through the

,

valve resulting in the downstream fluid being saturated steam is
possible for non loop seal geometries, a reasonable initial'
quality should be assumed. Collection points for pools or slugs

3

are possible and should be modeled as liquid full unless drains'

are present. For loop seal geometries, since valve simmering

prior to pop is likely if the loop seal liquid is subcooled,
liquid should be transported downstream assuming a constant

; enthalpy process. Liquid should be distributed in the first few
downstream cells with vapor assumed in remaining p'iping if
' sufficient vapor is generated based on the assumed process and

upstream mass.

3. Time Step: The maximum time step should be equal to or less
than (smallest volume length)/(n.c) where c is the expected sonic'

velocity and n is equal to or greater than one. For two phase or

vapor flow conditions, the value of n should be set at 2 so that

I shock waves propagated downstream from the valve will not pass

|
through a vol element in one time step. For subcooled liquids,

i it is recommended that n be set to 5 for optimum acoustic wave

shape (assuming that c approximately equal.; 5000 ft/s).

As a final topic in thermal-hydraulic modeling, the phenomenon of
mechanical valve behavior--hydrodynamic behavior coupling is briefly

30
discussed. It has been observed that the effects of back pressure and

other fluid-mechanical forces acting on a spring-loaded valve disc
influence the position of the disc which in turn influences the valve flow

characteristics. References 36 and 37 present coupling models which

account for the phenomenon. In add'tfon, the model presented in
Reference 37 has been used in conjun-tion with RELAP5/M001 calculations.
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4. MECHANICAL LOADS DETFRMINATION I

Utilization of thermal-hydraulics output for the determination of
timedependent mechanical ' loads is the link of the overall S/RV system
analysis which is, at this time, the least systematized of the individual
analysis processes. One reason for this is that, at this stage of the
process, the thermal-hydraulics and structural response disciplines meet.
Unfortunately, except in the rare case of the dual analyst, insufficient
communication usually occurs between thermal-hydraulicist and structural
analyst. A common result of this lack of communication is that the
thermal-hydraulic available information is ill-suited for accurate j
mechanical load calculation. To circumvent this problem, the mechanical
load determination process must be well planned, considering both
thermal-hydraulics and structural response requirements, in advar.ca of any
calculational effort.

Two general formulations are used for mechanical loads determination:
force balance and momentum balance. The first of these, the force balance
method, equates resultant force transmitted from fluid to structural

[
element as the sum of all pressure and frictional tractions acting on the '

wetted surface of the element. The momentum balance method equates
resultant force on the element to the time rate of change of fluid momentum |

within a control volume. The following paragraphs briefly discuss these
methods and present potential advantages and disadvantages of each method.

4.1 Force Balance Method

Many computer codes have been developed for force balance conversion

of hydrodynamic output to time-dependent mechanical loads; two of which,
designed for RELAP5/M001 output, are described in References 38 ano 39. An

advantage of the force balance method is that it is inherently stable due
to the absence of time derivatives. In addition, it is relatively easily

implemented due to its heavy dependence on pressure which is a principal
variable of most hydrodynamic codes. The force balance method is

particularly well suited to S/RV transients which involve liquid slug
propagation due to its independence on time rate of momentum change.
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The major difficulty encountered using the force balance method is the
inherent difficulty of calculating fluid friction tractions acting on the
wetted surface of an element. This is particularlij troublesome where an
S/RV transient involves only steam where pressure tractions are of the same
order as friction tractions. Another potential disadvantage is that, for
codes such as RELAPS-and where significant pressure differentials occur
over a short length of pipe, the hydrodynamic model must be very finely
divided due to pressure averaging in control volumes.

4.2 Momentum Balance Method

References 38, 40, and 41 describe computer codes that have
implemented the momentum balance procedure for determining mechanical loads

acting on piping systems. Briefly, the mottentum balance equatior results
in a three term expression representing force on a given control volume.
One term is the time rate of change of mass acceleration within the control
volume which has been termed the " wave" or " acceleration" force. The other
two terms involve pressure and momentum flux integrated over the inlet and
outlet surfaces of the control volume. The pressure contribution to these
terms has been termed " blowdown force." An advantage of the momentum

balance method is that all quantities required for computing force are
usually contained in the hydrodynamic code output. In addition, for RELAPS

type codes, the vector quantities utilized in the momentum balance are
nonaveraged and located at nodes rather than being averaged over control
volumes. Thus, distribution of resultant forces to structural nodes, where
the hydrodynamic and structural nodes coincide, is relatively
straightforward.

The principal disadvantage of the momectum balance method is the
potential for numeric instabilities as mericioned previously. Thus, for

appiteations where large time rates of change of vector quantities exist,
caution must be exercised in the use of momentum balance methods. Perhaps

the greatest usefulness of the momentum balance formulation is for S/RV
transients which primarily involve fluids in the vapor state.

.
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|4.3 Modeling Guidelines
i

i Due to dependence on system geometry, initial conditions, and codes'

used for S/RV system transient analyses, few general guidelines can be
given.

However, at locations where area or flow direction changes occur,
obviously forces may be developed and the thermal-hydraulic model must be
defined such that these forces may be accurately calculated. Particular

,

!
attention must be paid at locations where the flow may become complicated
such as at valves and tees. Another consideration, which may depend on the
method of load calculation used, is convergence. In some cases, the load
calculated may vary greatly depending on the time step chosen for the
thermal-hydraulic analysis, even though the hydrodynamic results are i

i stable.
!

Forces calculated at locetions where flow choking occurs may be
particularly troublesome due to rapid variations of hydrodynamic
variables. Tangent piping runs between adjacent elbows require special
attention, particularly if they are relatively long. If the momentum

,

'

balance formulation is used, " wave" or " acceleration" forces must ce
computed and appropriately applied. If force balance methods are used,
forces developed by fluid friction tractions need to be computed and'

correctly applied. In summary, due to the complexity of all of the factors
j influencing load calculation, very great care must be exercised in the

method by which the loads are calculated and in verification that the
estimated loads are reasonable and as accurately computed as is possible.

:

:

I

;
,
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5. STRUCTURAL RESPONSE ANALYSIS'

.

Many computer codes may be used for the structural response prediction
;

of piping systems subject to hydrodynamic transient induced force
Among these are SAP IV, NUPIPE II, ADINA, and ANSYS,42~40histories.

respectively. Utilization of most structural dynamics codes requires -

consideration of the following: (a) proper conditioning of input force
data, (b) determination of the computational method to be used (direct
integration of coupled equations of motion or modal superposition), (c) in
the case of modal superposition, determination of the highest frequency to

,

be considered, and (d) mathematical modeling considerations to ensure that1

forces are correctly applied and the model correctly includes boundary
conditions and sufficient detetl so that the. highest frequencies of
interest are accounted for. The following paragraphs briefly discuss some
of the specific factors that must be considered in each of these areas.

!

5.1 Input Force Data Conditioning;

i

Most thermal-hydraulics output histories and, hence, load histories
;

*

are represented with unequal time steps. In fact, the time steps may vary4

from microseconds to milliseconds. Since many structural dynamics codes

accept input loads defined at equal time intervals or at only a limited
;

number of unequally defined time steps, it is often necessary to further

[ process force histories to render them compatible with the structural
response code utilized. Examples of codes which perform this function are

the BLAZER codes described References 46 and 47. It is very important that

the magnitude and distribution of the frequency content of the initial
histories be preserved in the conditioning peccess. It is not sufficient

to merely interpolate the initial data. A final consideration is a
,

consequence of Shannon's sampling theorem: the .iiaximum frequency content

of the input loads and, hence, the output from the structural response
(linear solution) is limited by one-half of the inverse of the input time
step. Thus, if the input time steps are not sufficiently small, there is a
possibility of neglecting important high frequency response.

|
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5.2 Solution Algorithm Determination

Two methods of solution of the governing structural equations of
motion are available: direct integration of the coupled equations and
modal superposition method. In the case of direct integration, little more

,

need be said at this time. Use of the modal method offers significant
computational time savings for some analyses. However, as outlined in
Reference 48, utilization of the modal superposition solution method for

! S/RV systems subject to hydrodynamic loads requires caution. One must
,

i

assure that the frequencies of the modes included in the analysis envelope |
'the frequency content of the input loads. The upper ifmit of significant

input frequency content is normally about 100 Hz. It has also been
; demonstrated in Reference 48 that a pseudostatic high frequency response !
| component must also be included in the modal superposition solution to I

avoid significant errors in the total response. The integration time stepi

should be chosen, for either direct coupled equation integration or modal
superposition, so that integration errors for the highest frequency of
interest are acceptably small. The theoretical largest integration time
step is 0.5/(highest frequency of interest). However, it is common<

practice to limit the time step to be equal to or less than 0.1/(highest,

) frequency of interest). This results in acceptable integration error for
the higher frequencies and correspondingly lower error for the lower

i

frequencies.
:

|
5.3 Modeline Considerations

One of the most important considerations in modeling the structure is
that boundary conditions (piping supports and associated structures in the
case of piping systems) be correctly represented. Supports present the
most significant nonlinearities in a piping system. If significant

nonlinearities are present (gaps, hysteresis, etc.), then a more accurate
nonlinear solution must be utilized or the conservatism of a linear
analysis must be demonstrated. Model nodes capable of transmission of the
external forces to the structure must be present at area changes, elbows,
and tees. Some codes, such as NUPIPE II, allow for the definition of both
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structural connectivity nodes and mass point nodes. In this case, it is

itportant that it is realized that some types of node points (structural
connectivity only) do not allow for the input of external forces. Finally,

'

the length of piping elements, specified between adjacent nodes, must be
snali enough to ensure that the structural response frequencies are greater
than the input force significant frequency content. A common
recommendacion is to place the mass points ao more than 1/4 wave length
apart at the highest frequency of interest. This length may be computed by

assuming the pipe to behave as a simple beam with a standing wave of the
limiting frequency.

Little guidance or experience is available, at this time, for
estimation of structural damping values to be used for dynamic response
calculations. A common approach is to assume relatively low values,
approximately DE of critical, so that results are conservative. However,
this practice may lead to overdesign with inherent economic penalties.
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6. THERMAL TRANSIENT STRESSES

,

'

'

In Section 3, dealing with thermal-hydraulic analysis, it was
suggested that heat transfer between enclosed fluid and piping be neglected
so that the thermal-hydraulics analysis is simplified. This does not imply
that thermal stresses in the piping should be neglected. Rather, the heat
transfer (fluid to pipe) is decoupled from hydrodynamic calculations. A
transient heat transfer and thermal stress . analysis should be performed

utilizing fluid temperatures obtained from the thermal-hydraulic analysis.
The process of performing an analysis of this type is well known and will
not be discussed herein. However two aspects of this type of analysis may

significantly effect resultant thermal stresses and are briefly discussed.

~

The heat transfer coefficient between fluid and piping (film
coefficient) is difficult to estimate for flow conditions as complex as~

exist during an S/RV transient. However, the value of this coefficient may
significantly influence temperature and resulting stress gradients through
the pipe wall. Thus, care must be exercised in utilization of fluid

! parameters for an accurate estimation of this coefficient.

In situations where flow stratification is possible resulting in
i

variation of temperature with respect to the circumference of the pipe,
two-dimensional heat transfer and thermal stress analyses may be required.
In addition, potential pipe bending thermal distortions should be accounted

for.j

i

*

,

'
,

,
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7. RESULTS EVALUATION

Two assumptions are made for the purpose of this section discussion:
the S/RV analysis is a portion of a design analysis (rather.than an
experimental study) and that the S/RV transient is specified as a service
condition. Thus, all resulting mechanical bending moments and thermal
stresses must satisfy the requirements of the ASME Code.3

3NUREG-0484, Rev. 1 provides the basis for the method by which S/RV

f transient induced mechanical loads are to be combined with all otber design
! m:chanical loads. The conclusion of Reference 49 states:

_

"The staff considers the use of SRSS (square root sum of
squares) appropriate for: (1) Combination of SSE and
LOCA ----- (11) Combining responses of dynamic loads other
than LOCA and SSE provided a non-exceedence probability
(NEP) of 84% or higher is achieved for the combined SRSS

response. An acceptable method for achieving that goal is
outlined in Section 4, Condition A and Condition B,
paragraphs (1), (ii), and (111)."

Thus, it is clear that, if the requirements of Reference 49 are met,
mechanical loads resulting from S/RV transients may be combined with other>

design mechanical loads on an SRSS basis for ASME Code evaluation
purposes. Failing this, they must be combined on an absolute basis.

Performance of an ASME Code fatigue evaluation including S/RV
transient induced stresses is not as clear. It is believed that a fatigue

i evaluation should be conducted. The number of expected S/RV transient
occurrences should be specified in the Design Specifications. However,

little guidance is available, at this time, for determination of the number
of effective stress cycles that should be specified for a given S/RV

i

transient.
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.

As a final comment pertaining to results evaluation, the potential
influence of piping elongation is noted.50 Even though the ASME Code

requires that only design mechanical bending moments rather than axial

design mechanical forces be used for primary and secondary piping stress
intensity evaluation, the axial extension of piping segments due to ;

hydrodynamic loads must be considered. The reason for this is that,
especially for long straight bounded pipe segments, hydrodynamic load
induced elongation of these segments induces bending moments which may not

be negligible.

1

|
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l 8. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIOi45
i

A brief summary of recent experimental and * analytical studies relating,

to S/RV system thermal-hydraulic and structural response has been given. A
'

relatively large number of experimental results are available with
relatively few corresponding analytical comparisons. The comparisons that

"

j have been cited are, generally, not in " good" agreement with tests. It is

recommended that a comprehensive evaluation of these comparisons be

undertaken so that a unified and more quantitative understanding of the
ability to adequately perform S/RV system analyses is obtained.

!

Summaries of those factors which are believed to be important for
accurate S/RV system analyses have been presented. It has been shown that
a complete S/RV system analysis is a complex multidisciplinary process
involving several distinct analysis and evaluation steps. Perhaps the
weakest link in the analysis chain is the utilization of hydrodynamic
results for the prediction of mechanical load histories for stibsequent
input to structural dynamic response analysis. An additional
recommendation is that a detailed evaluation of the, load determination

4

process be undertaken in conjunction with the additional experimental vs.
j analytical comparison study.
4

Finally, ASME Code evaluation of S/RV system transient results isi

required for safety evaluation. Here, the requirement for additional study
is primarily in fatigue evaluation. Evaluation of S/RV system transient
test and analysis results is required for the determination of a realistic
number of stress cycles per transient that should be included in ASME Code
fatigue evaluations.

l

i
l

In summary, analytical tools are available for accurately predicting
and evaluating results of S/RV system transients. However, more work is
required to learn how to effectively utilize those tools for realistic and |

|effective analysis and evaluation of these systems.

!
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Position Paper

Vibration load.
Considered as a Design Basis

for Nucear Power Plant Piping

by: J.D. Stevenson

1.0 STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

All nuclear power plant piping are subject to vibratory motion where such
motion is defined as(l) "a periodic motion of the particles of an

! elastic body or media in alternately opposite directions from the
! position of equilibrium when that equilibrium has been disturbed". All

elastic bodies experience some level of vibration as an ambient
condition. In passive components such as nuclear power plant piping,
vibration is a safety concern and there is a potential for failure only

,

when the endurance limit [Il of the material is exceeded. For stress
levels above this value the number of cycles becomes a ceeded parameter
to determine construction adequacy.4

| There are three categories of vibration in piping systems, 1) high stress
and low cycles from transient operation and seismic considerations,
2) high stress and low cycles resulting from accident or environment
induced blast or jet impulse and missile impact and 3) low stress and'

high cycles from steady state operation (piping attached to reciprocating
or rotary equipment or flow induced).

At the present time in the first category two types of vibrator y loads are
usually considered as a design basis, earthquake and thernal operating
cycles. In some cases vibratory loads resul. ting from valve operation;
have also been' considered. For example, in ASME 8PVC Section III Class 1
piping (2) a fatigue (vibration) analysis is required as defined in
N83653 whenever changes in mechanical or thermal loads occur. Vibratory
loads caused by BWR suppression pool hydrodynamic loadings resulting from
safety relief discharge are also in this category. These loads or 1 cad
effects generally generate relatively high stresses and a relatively few
(less than 5,000) number of cycles in the piping during the operating

j life of the facility.

The second category of vibratory loads is in response to accident or
3

extreme environmental conditions. Major structures will generally-

vibrate at relative high frequency typically above 30 Hz in response to
large impulse or impact loads. Such loads are typically found as the

[1] The maximum stress that can be reversed an indefinitely large
number of times without producing fracture of a material. For
engineering purposes in steels this value typically corresponds to
the stress level at 106 to 109 structural cycles without
fracture with a suitable safety margin, say two on stress and 20
on cycles as applied to small, polished specimens.
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L result of a LOCA or other major high energy system rupture or as the
result of a missile impact (for example, aircraft, turbine or tornado) or
external and internal blast or fluid oscillations. These building
structure vibrations are passed on to supported equipment and piping as
vibratory support offects in much the same way seismic effects have been
passed on to the piping. However, because of the high frequency actual,

^

support displacements are much smaller than would be found for
earthquakes for the same acceleration level of cyclic excitation. In the
past this second' category of vibratory loads as to its effect on the
design adequacy of piping in the U.S. generally has not been considered
explicitly except in response to suppression pool hydrodynamic loading in

; BWR plants resulting from a postulated DBA.

| The third category of vibratory loads or stress in piping consists of
reciprocating or rotary equipment and flow induced vibration and are nott

typically considered analytically as a design basis. This is not to say
they are not considered in the qualification of nuclear power plant
piping. Such qualification is currently performed as part of the
preoperation and hot functional testing prior to plant start-up.

'

It is the purpose of this position paper to discuss and recommend changes
in qualification for nuclear power plant piping for vibratory loads

! identified in Categories 1, 2 and 3 consistent with current and
i anticipated knowledge regarding such loads.
:

2.0 DISCUSSION OF ISSUES
:

2.1 Consideration of Operatina Transients. Accident and Extreme '

Environment Induced Vibratory Loads on Piting,

I This grouping includes the first and second categories of vibratory loads
} for which some analytical evaluation is normally required,
i

f For several years analyses of piping in BWR plants have included
analytical evaluation of accelerations induced by suppression pooli

hydrodynamic loadings. These analyses have resulted in the development
i of limiting loads based on inertia accelerations developed from response
i spectrum analysis which tend to control pipe support design in the dry

and wet wells of a BWR containment,

l Relatively recent tests of the actuation of four pressure relief valves
I (60 percent power) for a BWR Mark III containment system resulted in the
I

measurement of peak acceleration of 0.245 g(3)in the structure for
vibratory motion in the 30 to 100 Hz range. Analytical prediction
of these accelerations based on comparisons with measured results given
in Table 2 of Reference 3 as shown in Appendix A to this paper appear in
general to significantly over estimate actual measured accelerations. No
reconenendation was given in Reference 3 for extrapolation to a
recirculation or main steam line break. However, it is suggested by
ratios given in the report for one valve to two and three valve discharge
that acceleration values given for four valves discharging at 60 percent
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' power compared to 100 percent power and 7 valves operating can
censervatively be increased by a factor of 1.5. For a DEG8 recirculation
or main steam line break accelerations might be increased by a factor of,

3.0 or more. A simple comparison of peak floor acceleration values of 3
x 0.245 = 0.735 g which is well above a typical 0.4 g value for a second
or third floor elevation zero period floor acceleration that might be
expected for a 0.2 g ZPGA earthquake input. This result indicates t%at
suppression pool hydrodynamic loads may control design of piping in the
BWR containment wet and dry wells as shown in Figure 1 nditch is
reproduced from Reference 16.

A similar type of situation where high frequency loading based on
acceleration response spectra appears to control design is found in :
response of a German PWR plant facility to an aircraft impact as shown in 1

Figure 2. Therefore, the German consideration of this loading case
should be of interest.'

Inertia acceleration as defined by an amplifted response spectrum is a
very poor measure of resultant stresses in components vibrating at~
relatively h'.1h frequency (greater than 30 Hz). In recognition of this
the Federal *epublic of Germany regulatory authorities have used 20 Hz as

- indesignastheresultofimpactloading.(ggectralaccelerationrequired
a guideline cf. Sf8 frequency for response

j u) There is also
increasing evidence that inertia acceleration is a poor measure of damage
for low frequency (seismic) excitation in piping,

Measured velocity and displacements have been used to qualify piping
subject to category 3 vibratory loads. Consideration should be given to
applying these methods to analytical verification of category 1 and 2
high frequency loadings.;

2.2 Consideration of Recinrocatino and Rotary Eauinment Goeratiori and
flow Induced Vibration

,

Vibratory loads and stress resultants from steady state operation have
not normally been analyzed as part of the stress analysis design

,

! verification (Design Report) prepared to qualify the design adequacy of
the piping. Such phenomena are norms 11y evaluated during plant start-up
e. the bases of observed or measured vibratory displacements or velocities
and tualified on the basis of those test results.(4) Because of the
complexities involved and the high uncertainty and potential variability ;

of loading, it is not considered likely that analysis techniques will be l

used to qualify category 3 vibratory loads.

Since 1981 the U.S. NRC in the form of SRP 3.9.2(11) has had detailed
requirements for vibration testing of nuclear power plant safety related
piping. Since 1982 the ASME has had available a detailed standard
intended to be used in preoperational and initial start-up vibration
testing qualification of nuclear power plant piping systems.(4)
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Experience has shown that acceleration independent of frequency is not a
good measure of damage and has not even been considered in the
preparation of the ASME Standard on vibration Testing of Nuclear Power
Plant Systems.(4) 'Recent research performed in Canada has made a
strong case for the use of vibration velocity as a general and more
universally applical))1e measure of damage or failure potential invibratory systems.(3 However, velocity used as a preferred criteria
for judging the damage potential from vibration has not received general
acceptance in the industry (6,7) and there are at least two references
which have shown possible instances of unconservative acceptance criteria
being calculated using the velocity method.(8.9) As a result of this
concern regarding conservatism it has been proposed that the next
revision of Reference 4 have a frequency dependent correction factor to
the velocity method.

Current industry practice would permit the use of either measured
velocity or displacement as a means for qualifying piping sub. ject to high

,frequency vibration. Vibratory displacement tends to be the easiest to i

measure in the field while velocity tends to give a more accurate measure
of stress resultant over a wide range of system geometries.

2.3 fdgsideration of Chances in Desian and Analysis Procedures in
Seismic Design

There is a growing awareness that the current procedures used in seismic
design and analysis which are based primarily on inertia. accelerations
being used to define resultant stress are not consistent with observed
behavior.(12,13,14,15) However, eventhough seismic is a vibratory load
its detailed consideration is outside the scope of this paper.

3.0 PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS i

3.1 General

(1) The first category of vibratory load as identified in Section 1.0
of this paper, operating transient induced vibratory loads other
than thermal, when identified in the design specification are
typically high frequency (greater than 30 Hz) in nature. These
loads are typically identified for design purposes by acceleration
response spettra. As discussed in Section 2.0,such loading definitions
appear to over est* ante zero period acceleration when compared to
experimental results even when such response is in the linear I

elastic range. In addition the high frequency nature of this load
when characterized by the acceleration parameter tends to greatly
over estimate the damage potential of this loading. For these
reasons it is recommended that consideration be made to a
frequency cut off used to define the acceleration based inertia
design load similar to that used in the Federal Republic of
Germany for aircraft impact effects when acceleration response
spectra are being used as loading input.
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i ~ (2) ' It is recommended that the second category of vibratory loads as
identified in Section 1.0 of this paper resulting from response to l

accident or extreme environmental loads consider limitation on '

acceleration based inertia loads in the same manner as described
.in (l) above. In addition response in this case both for the

j structure transmitting the load and the piping will typically be
into the inelastic range. - Evaluation of this nonlinearity should
be permitted in the analysis for this category of loading. It is
recommended that non-linear methods be permitted in the analysis

| for this category of loads. An evaluation of various methods
' proposed to consider nonlinear response to dynamic loads should be

performed to evaluate adequacy.(11,17,18)

(3) The present method used to qualify the third category of vibratory
| loads (machinery and flow induced) namely preoperational and
; start-up testing should continue to be the primary method of
'

qualifying piping systems for such loadings. However, explicit
applications to all high energy and category I setemic should be
limited to systems which historically have exhibited significant
vibratory motion. Art evaluation should be performed to identify
such systems and operating conditions.

(4) For the first and second category of vibratory loads qualified by
analysis, it is recommended that displacement and velocity based

. acceptance criteria used in testing for category 3 vibration
'

loads (4,5,8,9) be evaluated for applicability.

3.2 Specific Recommendations

It is recommended that changes as indicated herein be made to SRP 3.9.2.
These changes would require the explicit consideration of dynamic
operational, environmental and accident loads on building or. support
structures that result in significant response vibration loads in
supported piping systems. However, they would also permit explicit
consideration of high frequency low damage characteristics of these loads
and when appropriate nonlinear response characteristics to such loadings.

| (1) Reference I. Areas of Review 1.
' In the lith line of the following words should be added:

... withstand flow-induced and reciorocatina and rotatina eauiDment
dynamic loadings...

(2) Reference I. Areas of Review

Add.a new item 7 on pg. 3.9.2-4 whose text is as follows:
,
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7. A discussion should be provided which describes methods to be used

1.q_gy dgate eautoment and einine system to confirm their structural
desian adecuacy when subiected to transient. accident and_.ty_t.r333,t
environment (other than seismic) vibratory loads. Such vj.ltr3.t.gty,
loads tvoically result from response of eauionent ant s.1p_ina system
sunoortina structures when such succort structures are subitills tjt
sianificant imoact or impulse loads.

(3) Reference II. Acceptance Criteria 1.

Rewrite Section l'as follows:

1. Relevant requirements of GOC 1. 2. 4,14, and 15 are met if
vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects testing are
conducted during start-up functional testing for specified
high-and moderate-energy piping, and their supports and
restraints. The purpose of these tests is to confirm that the
piping components, restraints, and supports have been designed to
withstand the dynamic loadings and operational transient conditions
that will be encountered during service as required by the Code and
to confirm that no unacceptable restraint of normal thermal motion
occurs. Results of vibrational tests may also be used directiv or
by interoolation to confirm desian adecuacy of hiah-and moderate-
enerav ninina. components. restraints and suonorts to accident and

extreme environmental loads.

An acceptable test program to confirm the adequacy of the designs
should consist of the following:

a. A list of systems that will be monitored. This list may be
limited to those systems based on experi ngg_wnich underaqt
sianificant thermal expansion. vibration and dyngstt effects.

b. A listing of the different flow modes of operation and
transients such as pump trips, valve closures, etc. to which
the components will be subjected during the test. (For ;

additional guidance see Reference 8). For example, the
transteats associated with the reactor coolant system heat up
tests should include, but not necessarily be limited to:

(1) Reactor coolant pump start.

(2) Reactor coolant pump trip.

(3) Operation of pressure-relieving valves. |
|

(4) Closure of a turbine stop vsive. i

c. A list of selected locations in the piping system at which :

visual inspections and measurements (as needed) will be
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performed during the tests. For each of these selected locations,
i

1

the deflection (peak-to-peak) maximum velocity or other |
appropriate criteria, to be used to show that the stress and
fatigue limits are within the design levels, should be provided.

d. A list of snubbers on systems which experience sufficient
thermal movement to measure snubber travel from cold to hot

'

position.

e. A description of the thermal motion monitoring program, that3

is, verification of snubber movement, adequate clearances and'

gaps including acceptance criteria and how motion will be
'

measured.

f. If vibration is noted beyond the acceptance levels set by the
!

criteria of c., above, corrective restraints should be !
designed, incorporated in the piping system analysis, and |installed. If, during the test, piping system restraints are

; determined to be inadequate or are damaged, corrective
restraints should be installed and another test should be

, performed to determine that the vibrations have been reduced
! to an acceptable level. If no snubber piston travel is

measured at those stations indicated.in d., above, a
! description should be provided of the corrective action to be
i taken to assure that the snubber is operable.
' (4) Reference II. Acceptance Criteria 2.

Add the following new paragraph as the last paragraph of II.S. pg. 3.9
2-15.

High freauency (areater than 30 Hzi vibratory loads. other than
2tismic. analyses methods for all Catecory I systems. components _

; ecuipment a_n_(_their suppo_rts (includina typports for conduit and
; cable trays. and ventilation ducil are reviewed. In addition.
! other sianificant effects that are accounted for in jhe_hlgh
| Frecuency vibratory load analysis such as non1_inear re122nse and

plastic stress levels in_the materials are reviewed.

| (5) Reference III. Review Procedures 1.

Rewrite Section 1 as indicated.

1. During the CP stage, the PSAR is reviewed to assure that the
| applicant has provided a commitment to conduct a piping steady-
' state vibration, thermal expansion and operational transient

test program. The aoolicant may also commit a simulated accident
or natural ohenomena vibration test orocram in lieu of analysis.
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(6) Reference IV. Evaluation Findings 2.

In the fifth line add the words "or test" after analysis.

(7) Reference IV. Evaluation Findings 4.
i

; In the sixth line add the words "or test" after analysis.

.

4.0 REGULATORY VALUE/ IMPACT

i 4.1 Consideration of Goeratina Transient. Accident and Extreme
'

Environment Induced Vibratory Loads on Pipino

|
| Design procedures which consider the different effect of high frequency

vibratory excitation induced from operating loads as compared to low
frequency seismic loads should be permitted. In addition nonlinear
response of the building structure and piping for high frequency
vibratory excitation induced from acccident and extreme environment

! should also be permitted. It is my opinion such o nsideration will
j result in these loads no longer controlling the design of piping supports
| in BWR Containment dry and wet wells. The net effect is estimated to be !

: elimination of approximately 100 snubbers on SWR piping per plant.
Assuming an average installed hardware cost of $4,000.00 per snubber this,

i would result in a direct cost saving of $400,000.00 per BWR at initial
j construction plus an addition of $80,000.00 per year in maintenance and

inservice inspection costs. Assuming another 20,000 engineering manhours
is used to evaluate this governing load case and support design for BWR,

i dry and wet well piping per plant there would be a further reduction of
| $1,000,000.00 in direct engineering costs.

! 4.2 fdpsideratj.q_n of Reciprocatina and Rotary Eauipment Onefa_ tion and
j Flow Induced Vibration

| It is estimated that pre-operational and hot functional vibration
monitoring of piping systems is taking approximately 25,000 manhours per

i plant during start up. If, based on a review of past experience, the
i number of lines required to be monitored were reduced by 50 percent, a
i net direct cost savings of 12,500 X $40.00/hr. or $500,000.00 per plant
| would be possible.
!
!

i

I

l

| |

|

:

!
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Figure 1. Typical SSE acceleration floor and feedwater line rupture
acceleration response spectra for design of recirculation line.
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ABSTRACT

Acceleration data from the suppression pool area of a General Electric
Boiling Water Reactor with Mark III conta.inment system (BWR6/ Mark III) are

'

presented and studied. The acceleration measurements were obtained from
the safety relief valve (SRV) discharge tests conducted at the Kuosheng
Nuclear Power Station in Taiwan. The data included plots of acceleration
time histories, the power spectral densities and the peak values of the
accelerations. Coments on the data and recommendations for their use
are offered. These data were requested by the USNRC for the purpose of
characterizing the dynamic responses of the containment structure and the
equipment inside caused by the hydrodynamic excitations associated with
the SRV actuations.

|
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SUMMARY

Acceleration data recorded during a safety relief valve (SRV) discharge'

test was studied to characterize the structural response in the suppression
pool area. The tests were performed in August 1981 at the Kuosheng Nuclear

; Power Station in Taiwan by the Taiwan Power Company. EG&G Idaho was re-

quested by the USNRC to provide this information for evaluation of equipment
qualification in similar nuclear plants. The acceleration histories from>

accelerometers located in the suppression pool area were plotted. From '

these histories, peak acceleration amplitudes were obtained. In addition. |
,

power spectral densities were generated for all histories to determine
i their frequency content. Finally, the number of significant cycles in
; the acceleration histories were estimated.
:

i L

i The data examined in this study contained only two seconds of recorded
,

history beyond valve opening. This is enough time to include response due!

| to the SRV discharge loading but probably not all of the subsequent hydro-
! dynamic loading. Thus, evaluations made in this study pertain primarily

to the discharge loading, which is apparentij more significant than any
subsequent loading that may occur.

! The data revealed that the magnitude of peak acceleration values on

the walls above the suppression pool were relatively low, but the frequency.

! range of the vibration motion extends well beyond that used for seismic
;

analysis. Also a low number of significant cycles of motion per actuation
! were counted from all the acceleration time histories. The hydrodynamic

loads due to SRV discharge must be combined with other dynamic loads in

qualifying the equipment. Suggestions are also made regarding the method
of load combination.

'

r

!
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'

ACCELERATION DATA IN THE SUPPRESSION POOL AREA FROM KU0SHENG SRV TESTS

1. INTRODUCTIONi

!

|
This report presents results of a study performed by EG4G Idaho, Inc. on

j- acceleration data obtained from the suppression pool and the Hydraulic Control
; Unit (HCU) areas during the safety relief valve (SRV) discharge tests at the

Kuosheng Nuclear Power Station in Taiwan during August 1981. The HCU area>

! is located just above the suppression pool. The purpose of the study was to
characterize the structural response in the suppression pool area caused by

} SRV discharge loading in support of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
I equipment qualification program for 8WR-6 Mark III plants. To qualify

]
equipment for loading associated with the SRV discharge, the equipment

| support motion must be defined. The response of the containment structure
in the suppression pool area is the support motion for equipment contained,

therein. Thus, recorded acceleration response from the suppression pool.

area is useful for qualification of equipment in this area for loading due
j to SRV actuation.

In qualifying equipment for seismic loading, the frequency content and

,

amplitude of the seismic input motion are of particular interest. Similarly,
frequency content and amplitude of the input accelerations are of interest

j in qualifying to SRV discharge loads. Thus, this report presents plots of
; recorded accelerations, maximum acceleration amplitudes, and frequency

! content of the acceleration histories. Since hydrodynamic loading typically
imposes many more stress cycles on equipment than seismic loading, fatigue

i effects on equipment need consideration. Information on the number of
cycles of motion encountered in the suppression pool area due to discharge
loading, therefore, is also presented.

The data studied consists of acceleration readings from 17 accelerometers
located on the containment and drywell walls and 7 accelerometers situated
on pieces of equipment. The instrumented pieces of equipment were the jet
pump control panel and the 3-inch power operated valve located on the HCU
floor and the suppression pool drywell wall, respectively. Readings from
these pieces of equipment give information on actual equipment response in the
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suppression pool area. According to Nutech International, the test contractor, i,

the acceleration measurements inside the suppression pool are unreliable due
to the high frequency and high amplitude acceleration of the pool Itner.I
Additionally, an accelerometer on the containment wall in the HCU area was

faulty. Thus, readings from these acceleromete.rs (Al through A10, and A19)
,

were not considered in this evaluation.

The Kuosheng SRV tests form the first such test program conducted on
a BWR-6/ Mark !!! reactor. The test results will be useful for considering '

;

similar type of plants in the future. The tests were performed while the
reactor was operating at 60% power. Therefore, the acceleration data could
need some adjustment in order to correspond with a 100% power condition.

.

Operation at full power is expected to increase peak pressures in the
SRV piping system during discharge by 17% to 33%, depending on the nature

,

of the valve actuation.3 Higher pressures would probably increase the magni-,

! tude of response in the suppression pool area, but determination of the
amount of increase would require further study.

,

i

I l

!
f

1

,
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2. DESCRIPTION OF INVESTIGATION

Accelerometers on the containment and drywell walls considered in

this study were concentrated in the suppression pool areas near the SRV4
and SRV8 discharge lines. Accelerometers on the equipment were situated
in the vicinities of SRV2 and SRV6. Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2 describe
the locations and orientations of all accelerometers considered.

Accelerometer data evaluated were those recorded during the test
MT-81, which was a simultaneous actuation of valves V4, V8, Vil, and V16.

Discharge loading for this test was more severe than the loadings for
other discharge tests, yielding accelerations of the greatest amplitude.
Frequency content of accelerometer readings among tests should be reasonably
consistent. |

Acceleration histories from all the accelerometers are plotted in
figures 3 through 26. Peak acceleration values from these histories are
presented in Table 2. Also shown in the table are the predicted peak
values as determined by analyses performed by the 8cchtel Power Corporation.
As shown in the table, there is only one exceedance among the measured
responses.

The number of significant cycles of acceleration that occur during
the discharge period at each accelerometer location are presented in
Table 3. Significant cycles for any acceleration history were assumed
to be those having an amplitude of at least 25% of the peak magnitude.
Though the data recorded on magnetic tapes by Nutech extended for only * |

two seconds beyond valve opening, the cycle estimates given in Table 3
correspond to a discharge time of approximately five seconds. The
estimates were made by assuming that the number of cycles occurring
between one and two seconds after discharge would be repeated for the next
three seconds.
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TA8LE 1. LIST OF ACCELEROMETERS
,

,

1. At azimuth 307' to 344'

Accelerometer No. Orientation" Elevation Location
'

b
A19 V 17'-0" Containment Wall'

A20 R 17'-0" Containment Wall
; A21 T 17'-0" Containment Wall

A43 V -14'-0" Drywell Wall'

A44 R -14'-0" Orywell Wall
;

: A53 .V 16'-3" Drywell Wall
AS4 R 16'-3" Drywell Wall'

A55 T 16'-3" Orywell Wall
! A110 R 10'-0" HRU Floor

! A111 T 10'-0" HCU Floor
A112 R 3'-0" HCU Floor-

A113 T 3'-0" HCU Flocr

!
>

0 to 254'2. At azimuth 198

Accelerometer No. Orientation * Elevation Location
,

All V -14'-10" Containment Wall
A12 R -14'-10" Containment Wall
A22 V 17'-4"' Containment Wall

! A23 R 17'-4" Containment Wall,

i A24 T 17'-4" Containment Wall
A45 V -13'-1)" Orywell Wall'

|
A46 R -13'-11" Orywell Wall
A56 V 19'-10)" Orywell Wall

!

i A57 R 19'-10i" Orywell Wall

| A58 T 19'-10i" Drywell Wall ,

A122 V - 2'-6" Close to Drywell
A123 R - 2'-6" Close to Drywell
A124 T - 2'-6" Close to Drywell

1

a V = Vertical
i R = Radial
| T = Tangential

b Acceleration readings from A19 are unreliable.
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Figure 2. l.ocation of accelerometers--plan view.
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TABLE 2. PEAK ACCELERATION VALUES (TEST NO. MT-81)

Expected b
Response 4 Test Value Exceedance

Accelerometer No. (g) (g) (g)

All 0.103 0361.

A12 0.154 1147.

A20 0.087 0730.

A21 0.087 0273.

'

A22 0.114 0494.

I A23 0.087 1078 .0208.

A24 0.087 0351. .

A43 0.124 0691.

| A44 0.482 2446.

A45 0.124 0698.

A46 0.482 1467.

A53 0.137 0394.

AS4 0.209 0650.

A55 0.209 0217.,

I A56 0.137 0301.

| A57 0.209 0918.

A58 0.209 0158.

Allo 0.178 1196i .

Alll 0.178 1476.
'

|
All2 0.178 0588 e

-

.

All3 0.178 0763 I
'

'

.
~ '

!A122 6.0 1945 t >
.

A123 6.0 1359. ,

j A124 6.0 2017
'

.

|

a. Prediction based on Automatic Depressurization System (A05) actuation
involving'seven ADS valves. No calculated data for a condition

i matching the above test is available.
b. Exceedance = Test Value - Expected Response.

* '
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TA8tE 3. EST! MATED NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT CYCLES OF ACCELERATION (TEST

NO. MT-81)

:

Accelerometer No. Estimated Cycles of Motion
' All 7

A12 7

A20 24

A21 37

A22 8

A23 10

A24 11i

A43 7

A44 27>

A45 9;

| AM 8

| A53 21

AS4 48

ASS 48,

AS6 31

i AS7 8
i
'

A58 75
"A110 27

| A111 97

: A112 39

A113 67

A122 6 :-
-

A123 49

A124 40

t

,
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To obtain the frequency content of the accelerometer data, poweri) spectral densities (PSD's) were generated for all acceleration histories.,

The PSD's inoicate predominant frequencies contained in the data and are

presented it. Figures 27 through 50. The range of significant frequencies,,

contained in the histories are listed in Table 4.. , .
,

,
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TABLE 4. RANGE OF SIGNIFICANT FREQUENCIES (TEST NO. MT-81)

Accelerometer No. Frequencies (Hz)

High Low

All 70 30

A12 50 30

A20 85 30

A21 85 30

A22 70 30

A23 70 30 1

A24 70 30

A43 110 25

A44 100 30

A45 100 15

A46 90 15

A53 9'S 25

AS4 95 30

ASS 95 30

AS6 130 30

AS7 90 30

A58 100 30

A110 105 30

A111 100 20

A112 100 30

A113 95 40

A122 75 30

A123 30 20

A124 50 30

B-228
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: 3. C0ffENTARY

:

Because Nutech was primarily interested in initial dynamic transient
| response in evaluating the accelerometer data, the data contained on their
; magnetic tapes covered only the first two seconds of recorded response

,

beyond the time of valve opening. Thus, observations on peak acceleration
values and frequency content contained in this report pertain to hydrodynamic

,

i loading that occurs during this two-second time period. The number of
significant stress cycles, though, was extrapolated over a discharge period;

f of five seconds from the number of cycles occurring during the recorded

; time. The number of cycles estimated was extrapolated beyond two seconds
because it appears that the recorded histories for several accelerometers
would contain more significant cycles were the recorded times extended.

;

'

An examination of the acceleration histories reveals that the most
I significant response occurs within the first second of recorded data. This !

response can be attributed to the safety relief valve (SRV) discharge
loading. Subsequent hydrodynamic loads contribute toward some lower

magnitude acceleration response during the one to two second period after
valve opening, but their effects beyond that time cannot readily be assessed
from the available data. These loads, however, would not Hkely be as
severe as the primary SRV loading at any of the accelerometer locations.

The highest acceleration value (0.245 g) occurred in the radial
direction on the drywell wall of the suppression pool at a height of 26 feet

j

from the basemat. The accelerations were generally of low magnitude and in
only one case (containment wall, radial direction) exceeded Bechtel's pre-
dicted response. The above data was obtained from test MT-81, a four valvei

actuation condition involving V4, V8, Vil and V16. Based on the limited
number of tests examined, the maximum acceleration readings in the vertical
and radial directions for the four valve discharge test were about three
times as large as for the one valve discharge cases. The two (adjacent)
valve discharge responses were about 40% higher than the one valve discharge
cases.

B-229
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l

A review of the frequency content nf the acceleration histories
reveals that motion due to the hydrodynamic loading contains frequencies
of up to 100 Hz and beyond. The highest frequencies seem to occur at the

'

drywell wall and the Hydraulic Control Unit floor. The accelerations
generally do not have much frequency content below 20 Hz. The predominant
frequencies are in the range of 30 to 100 Hertz.-

The number of cycles reported was based on the assumption that the
incidence of significant cycles between one and two seconds would continue l

at the same rate for the remainder of the valve opening period.. How many
additional cycles may occur beyond that time could not be estimated from
available data. Also in determining the cycling from the time history
record, the significant cycles were assumed to be those having an amplitude,
of at least 25% of the peak value. The cycle count will be different if
this criterion is changed or a longer record is available. In the area
imediately above the suppression pool, the significani cycles are generally

Ibelow ten. In the HCU area and on the equipment, the average number of
cycles are between thirty and fifty.

.

9
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! 4. RECOMMENDATIONS
f

Equipment in the suppression pool area of BWR-6 plants must be qualified
for hydrodynamic loads due to safety relief valve actuations aiong with other

[ loads such as seismic, LOCA and operating. Qualification to the hydrodynamic
loads requires that a time history or response spectrum representing motion
caused by the loading be generated for the equipment support location.
The history or spectrum can be prepared either by analysis performed on the[

containment facility or from discharge tests such as those conducted at the !
; Kuosheng plant. The information contained in this report concerning acceler-
I

atton amplitudes and frequency content can be used to evaluate validity of
these histories or spectra. This acceleration input will, of course, be
affected by dimensions such as wall thicknesses of the containment structure
and the plant operating power levels.

|

| When analysis is performed to develop the input motion to equipment,.
it is necessary to calculate the containment response to the hydrodynamic

loads. The structural model of the containment should be verified to ensure
adequacy of the structural representation. The model should properly,

respond to the hydrodynamic loading in all directions so that calculated
'

response of the containment will accurately define the hydrodynamic loading
that must be sustained by attached equipment.

If the equipment is qualified by analysis alone, adequacy of any
i structural model used to perform the analysis must also be well verified.

In addition, it must be demonstrated that structural integrity of the
equipment is enough to guarantee its operability during and after the
hydrodynamic loading. Otherwise, some testing would be required to
demonstrate operability of the equipment during and after the loads. If

it is impracticable to fulfill all the qualification requirements by testing
| or analysis alone, a combination of the two qualification methods is recom-

mended,

l

In qualifications of the equipment, the hydrodynamic loads must be
combined with other dynamic loads, such as seismic. Unfortunately, a
defined time-phase relationship among loads frequently does not exist
so that a straightforward addition of the equipment's responses to individual

B-231
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input time histories for each load would,not be possible. Thus, other load
combination techniques must be sought. A logical approach to combining
dynamic loads is to combine the response spectra representing the individual
dynamic excitations so as to form a combined spectrum to which the equipment
can be tested or analyzed. Another approach is to calculate the rasponse
of the equipment to the individual response spectra and then combine the
individual resonses. Both approaches, however, require that a suitable
method for combining spectra or responses be used. No known combination
method had been proven to be effective in all cases. Combining the spectra |

|

or responses by absolute. sum (A85) is often too conservative since no
location in the structure is likely to incur maximum response to all of the
loads simultaneously. Designing for. aa ABS combination can thus result
in a system or structure that is too rigid to accommodate thermal expansion.4
Use of the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) method is more
realistic but, according to studies performed by Brookhaven National
Laboratory,2 this method can often give nonconservative results when only
two dynamic loads are being coaliined. Until future. studies indicate other-
wise, the combination method used in ar.y particular situation should be
justified. In the case of the SRV loading discussed in this report, most
overlap in frequency content between seismic and hydrodynamic loads occurs
in the 20 to 30 Hz range. Outside this range a load combination would
essentially amount to only one or the other of the loads.

Fatigue effect: 6:e te :ignific:r.: stress fluctuations from SRV
discharge loading can be accounted for in equipment qualification by assuring
that the equipment sustains in a test program the number of acceleration
cycles given in Table 3 multiplied by the number of valve actuations expected
during plant life. Alternatively, the equipment can be analyzed for fatigue

'requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, for Class I components. In
evaluating fatigue effects due to SRV discharges, operability of the equip-
ment must be demonstrated both during and after application of all stress
cycles. This may be difficult to accomplish if the equipment is qualified
by analysis. The qualification of equipment to the hydrodynamic and seismic
loads, including application of a sufficient number of significant stress
fluctuations, should follow other forms of aging of the equipment. This ,

. verifies that the equipment will remain functional if significant dynamic
events occur late in plant life.
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APPENDIX C

,

INDUSTRY COMMENTS

|
|

(This appendix contains two sets of comments provided by industry in

response to the Task Group's solicitation for review of (1) the consultants'

position papers and (2) the draft report prepared by the staff that

included the staff's tentative recommendations. Part I of- this appendix

contains comments on early drafts of the position papers. Part II

contains comments on the draft report prepared by the staff at a later

date. Subsequent to the receipt of these comments, both the consultant

position papers and the staff recommendations were revised. Thus industry

comments may not correlate well with what now appears in this final draft

of the Task Group report.)

(
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Industry Comments on Consultant Position Papers
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L h. PSE-55D-1C73b

Westinghouse Water Reactor hTocamon Da5*a
Electric Corporation Divisions so,335

Pms0wghPennsylvania15230

February 21, 1984

Mr. P. Higgins
Reactor Licensing and Safety Projects Manager
Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

Dear Mr. Higgins:

SUBJECT: Westinghouse Review and Coments on Position Papers-
Other Dynamic Loads and Load Combinations

We welcome the current NRC Piping Review Comittee activity. This Comittee,
as we know, is performing a comprehensive review of current regulatory require-
ments in the area of Nuclear Power Plant piping. We believe that many require-
ments need to be updated simply because of the rapid technology advancement and
the availability of new and relevant data in the last few years.

In addition to the role of equipment manufacturer, Westinghouse, in the last
decade, has gained substantial experience in the piping and support area
(both in the Class 1 and BOP areas). Such experience tells us that new infoma-
tion and technology related to piping design allows for a fruitful evaluation
of criteria and methodology. The methods used to obtain an " acceptable" design
must be reviewed to assure that we have not become overconservative to the
eventual detriment to the plant.- We welcome the effort.

After a careful but quick review, this letter with attachments, provides
Westinghouse coments and suggestions on five draft Position Papers that we re-
ceived from the Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. through Mr. S. A. Bernsen. We
appreciate this opportunity to provide input to the Task Group of the Piping
Review Comittee, and hope to continue to support the effort to develop more
appropriate regulatory guidelines and positions.

If we can provide further clarification, please contact us.

Very truly yours,

*^ |s

T. C. Esselman, Manager
Engineering Mechanics

jm
cc:J. J. McInerney

J. A. O'Brien
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ATTACHMENT

Westinghouse canments and suggestions are provided on the following five
Position Papers:

|

1. " Stress Limits / Dynamic Stress A11owables for Piping", by E. C. Rodabaugh.
;

2. " Piping System Dynamic and Thermal Stress Response Induced by Thermal-

Hydraulic Transient", by J. G. Arendts.

3. " Event Canbination Associated with Dynamic Load Combinations Applicable
to Nuclear Power Plant Piping", by J. D. Stevenson

4. " Vibration Loads Considered as a Design Basis for Nuclear Power Plant
Piping", by J. D. Stevenson

5. " Position Paper on Response Canbinations", by R. P. Kennedy.

C-6
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ITEM 1 - Position Paper on " Stress Limits / Dynamic Stress A11owables

for Piping", by E. C. Rodabaugh

Comments / Concerns

1. Other issues that should be addressed in developing a new stress
limit / dynamic allowables are:
- strain hardening
- cyclic load failure

2. Realistic damping, such as recommended by the PVRC Sub-Comittee
should be allowed to be used in piping analysis. (This will probably
be in another Position Paper).

3. Equation 9 stress indices and limits are intended for use with elastic
system analysis to obtain the dynamic loads. If inelastic analysis )
methods are used, is Equation 9 still applicable or should the detailed
methods of NS-3200 be used?

Suggestions

1. In order to avoid the complexities and expense of NB-3200 analvsis
methods, a new set of equations that correspond to new simplified
inelastic analysis methods should be developed. These methods should
include the actual failure mechanics for piping components subjected
to cyclic loadings with inelastic strain.

C-7
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|
I

ITEM 2 - Position Paper on " Piping Systems Dynamic and Thennal Stress
Response Induced by Thermal-Hydraulic Transients" by J. G.

|
Arendts. i

Comments / Concerns

1. With respect to Item 5 statements on Page 5 and conclusion on
Page 18. Westinghouse comparisons have showed good agreement between j

tests and calculations for both the thermal hydraulic and structural j

responses. This conclusion is documented in two references listed below.

2. In the system modeling paragraph on Page 7, the staggering of the tiini
of valve operation to maximum the structural response is not necessary
because of the low probability in occurrence and the overall conservatist
in analytical methods used in the design.

|

3. New relevant test data and studies have demonstrated that 1% of
critical damping required in the piping analysis is extr.:mely conservative.
A new position of using recent PVRC values should be reconsnended by
this Position Paper. In general, however, in a snort time transient
analysis such as this, damping will not have a significant effect.

4. On Page 17, the effect of the axial extension of piping segments, due to
hydrodynamic loads, has been considered in the calculation of bending
moments in the pipe. The structural mode *, allows for deformation in |
the axial direction, so that the induced bending moment is accurate.
It is correctly pointed out that the ASME equations for stress calcula-
tion do not require inclusion of the axial forces.

Suggestions

We reconsnend inclusion of the following two papers in your references:
1. t.. C. Smith and T. M. Adams, " Comparison of Analytically Determined

Structural Solutions with EPRI Safety Valve Test Results", 4th National
Congress on Pressure Vessel and Piping Technology, Oregon,1983, PVP- )
Vol. 74. I

C-8
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!i
'

l

2. L. C. Smith and K. S. Howe, " Comparison of EPRI Safety Valve Test
Data with Analytically Determined Hydraulic Results", 7th Inter-
national Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology,
Chicago, Ill .,1983. Vol . F. 2/6.

1

I

.
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ITEM 3 - Position Paper on " Event Combination Associated with Dynamic
Load Combinations Applicable to Nuclear Power Plant Piping",

by J. D. Stevenson.

Coments/ Concerns

We have found Stevenson's approach to be acceptable. The recomendations

appear to be specific enough with respect to the definition of design
basis. They also appear to be reasonable in eliminating the combination
of earthquake with DEGB or maximum LOCA as a design basis event.

,

1
!

C-10
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ITEM 4 - Position Paper " Vibration Loads Considered as a Design Basis |

|for Nuclear Power Plant Piping", by J. D. Stevenson
|

Footnote [2]
6of front page: The term endurance limit for the fatigue limit at 10

cycles is perhaps not appropriate for the discussion of
the third category of vibration. Note that the stainless
steel curves have been extended to 10" cycles, and OM.3

6applies a reduction factor to the allowable stress at 10
cycles for carbon steel, even though the ASME curves already
contain a safety margin of the larger of two on stress or
twenty on cycles. Note that the tenn " endurance limit" will
be deleted from the next revision of OM.3.

General

Much is made of the use of velocity as a criteria for judging the damage
potential of vibration, based on the Hartlen. Elmaragby, and Stingerland
paper. However, at least two papers have shown possible instances of
unconservative acceptance criteria being calculated using the velocity
method, and the OM.3 subcommittee will introduce, in the next revision,
a frequency dependent correction factor to the velocity method. Un-
fortunately, addition of this frequency dependence removes part of the
desirability from the velocity method.

(1)" Conservatism Inherent in Simplified Qualification Techniques Used for
Piping Steady State Vibration"- 7th International Conference on
Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technoldjif,1983, Chicago, Ill. by
D. E. Olson and J. L. Smetters, Sargent & 1. undy Engineers.

(2) Screening Procedures for Vibrational Qualification of Nuclear Plant
Piping, ASE Paper 80-C2/PVP-4, J. E. Stoneking and R. C. Kryter,
Dept. of Engineering Science & Mechanics, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Univ. of Tennessee. #

C-ll
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;

ITEM 5 - Position Paper on Response Combinations", by R. P. Kennedy

Coments/ Concerns
,

1. Equation (4) on Page 10 should be 8 instead of 8 .
3 3

I

Suggestions

1. The paper provides a fairly good discussion on the NRC Staff interim
position (Table 1). Although much of the suggested changes (Table 2)
are reasonable, some improvements appear to be desirable. These are
provided in Table A, and are described in the following paragraphs:

(a) For inertial or dynamic components (primary):
Although the phase relationship cannot be easily defined within a
primary structure, the phase should be uncorrelated for two different
structures, (such as containment and interior concrete) which may
both provide supports to a similar piping system. In such a case,
group responses should be combined by the SRSS method.

If, on the other hand, it can be shown that the supports are those un-
correlated even within the same structure (such as one support close
to the base and the other at a high elevation), then again SRSS should
be used.

|

Consequently, the suggested revision is "For each mode and for

each input motion direction: combine group responses by absolute sum
(ABS), unless the groups are from different structures (or if from
the,s.ame structure they can be shown to be phase uncorrelated), then
SRSS should be used".

(b) For support displacement or pseudo-static components, the same
philosophy as' described in (a) above should be used.

C-12
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|

|

|

2. Although there is only a small difference in whether to combine
modes first or directions first, there could be a substantial difference
in computational efficiency. If directions are combined first, then

for each solution, there will only be one modal response printout.
Conversely, if the modes are combined first, then there will be
three modal response printouts; one for each translational direction
input. In terms of data management, combining directions first would
then be more logical.

3. The following two references are recomended:

(a) Vashi, K. M. " Seismic Spectral Analysis for Structures Subject
to Non-Uniform Excitation". ASME Paper 83-PVP-69.

(b) Lin, C.-W., Loceff, F. "A New Approach to Compute Spectrum
Response with Multiple Support Response Spectra Input", Nuclear
Engineering and Design, 60 (1980) pp. 347-352.

I
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TABLE A i

|

Westinghouse Suggested Revision to Recomended Algorithm for Combining |
'Responses Using the Independent Support Motion Response Spectrum Analysis

Method;

|

i A. Inertial or Dynamic Components (primary)

i 1. For each mode and for each input motion direction:
| Combine group responses by absolute sum (ABS), unless the groups

are from different structures (or if from the same structure, they
can be shown to be phase uncorrelated) then SRSS should be used.

2. For each response quantity:
Combine input motion direction responses by SRSS or equivalent method.

3. For each response quantity and each input motion direction:

| Combine modal responses by the Double Sum (DSC) or CQC method with
! provisions for high-frequency modes.

|

This can be sumarized as:
Group (ABS)/( SRSS with justification) - direction (SRSS equivalent)

- Modes (DSC or CQC).
B. Support Displacement or pseudo-Static Components (secondary):

1. For each group, calculate maximum absolute response for each input direction.
2. Combine for all groups by absolute sum, unless the groups are from

| different structures, or if from the same structure, they can be shown
to be phase uncorrelated then SRSS should be used.

3. Combine for input directions by SRSS or equivalent method.

C. Total Dynamic Responses

Add dynamic and pseudo-static components by SRSS.

For the de'ign of pipi6g, only the dynamic components are consideredNOTE: s

as primary. For piping supports or equipment supports, dynamic components
clearly should be considered as primary. pseudo-static loads applied to
supports should be categorized as either primary or secondary. They are
currently called primary, but we believe that they cannot cause failure

'

like a dynamic load. This should be pursued further.
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1 PSE-550-1084

Westinghouse Water Reactor um trw: .Diviso-

Electric Corpora! Ion Divisions s 3 335
PmsbJgn Penrisylvama 1523~

February 28, 1984

Mr. J. A. O'Brien
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission |
Mail Stop NL-5650 !
Washington, D. C. 20555 j

Dear Mr.0'Brien:

SUBJECT: Comments on Position Papers - Other Dynamic
Loads and Load Combinations

The attachment contains Westinghouse coments on the paper " Stress Limits /
Dynamic Stress Allowables for Piping" by E. C. Rodabaugh, which we received
through AIF from Mr. S. A. Bernsen. We are pleased to have this opportunity
to express our views to the U.S. NRC Piping Review Comittee and to assist
you in your effort to define new criteria for designing nuclear power plant
piping,

if
T. C. Esselman, Manager
Engineering Mechanics

|

|

cc: P. Higgins

jm
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WESTINGHOUSE COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ON FOSITION PAPER

" STRESS LIMITS / DYNAMIC STRESS ALLOWABLES FOR PIPING"

BY E. C. RODABAUGH, 2/10/84

COMMENTS / CONCERNS

1. Adding 10 cycles of SSE loading to the current ASME Class 1 fatigue
evaluation could have a significant impact on those systems with high
thermal gradient stresses. In some instances, the currently evaluated
cyclic loadings result in usage factors higher than 0.9. This clearly
would not result in failure, but could require more sophisticated analysis
techniques to be utilized.

2. Table 3 identifies the potential impact of the new criteria on thin-
wall stainless steel pipe. Calculations should be made to cover Schedule
160 piping, which is common to all PWR's, and a comparison similar to
Table 3 should be made.

3. It is not clear what is meant by the following recomendation, which is
found on Page 39:

"(1) For the purpose of evaluating support and equipment loads, the
present Code limits should be met."

It appears to require that the ASME primary stress limits be met for
earthquake loadings only in the supports and the equipment nozzles
(including valves, tanks and pumps), but not in the piping components.
If this is the correct interpretation, it will likely lead to an
artificially unbalanced system design, rather t'han a more desirable
balanced design. For example, pennitting inelastic behavior of a
pipe support or tank nozzle may result in a more efficient and reliable
overall system design.

4. The ratio of OBE to SSE loads of 1 to 2 is no longer comonly found in
piping system analysis. This is due in a large part to conservatisms in
the damping values for buildings and piping systems.

C-16
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SUGGESTIONS
'

l. In order to avoid the complexities and expense of NS-3200 analysis
methods, a new set of equations that correspond to new simplified
inelastic analysis methods should be developed. These methods'

:

| should include the actual failure mechanics for piping components sub-
jected to cyclic loadings with inelastic strain.

A possible economic approach is to represent the piping system-
with inelastic pipe elements for straight pipes and elbows and

j elastic elements for branches and tees. The elastic elements are
; then evaluated using the simplified method of Equation 9 of NB-

3650 while the inelastic elements are evaluated using the more de-
,

tailed methods of NB-3200.
i

| 2. The SSE is a one-time event with much fewer than 10 cycles of
maximum response expected. Protection against fatigue failure due

j to earthquake events is already provided for Class 1 by evaluating
j the OBE loadings. The currently designated magnitude and cycles of

the OBE is very conservative and, therefore, SSE need not be evaluated
i for fatigue. If SSE is evaluated for fatigue, it should not be com-

bined with any other expected cyclic loadings (e.g., thermal gradient
stresses).

3. The appropriate requirements to ensure operability of piping components
for the OBE and SSE should be addressed in this Position Paper to

,

| pravide a complete picture of the potential impact of the new proposed
,

criteria.

4. In Class 2 and 3 piping systems that do not experience significant
thermal transients, we suggest that the "f" factor be increased to
correspond to the small number of cycles of the earthquake loadings
(much less than 7000). Margin can be included by applying an appropriate
factor to Markl's equation.

C-17
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l' STONE 6 WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION -

CHERRY HILL OPERATIONS CENTER
i a ExEcuTavE campus. P.o. sox- 520o
'

CHERRY HILL. NEW JERSEY oto34
i
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Mr. John O'Brien, Chairman February 14, 1984
Task Group on Other Dynamic
Loads and Load Combinations
USNRC Piping Review Committee
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Mail Stop NL 5650

COMMENTS ON POSITION PAPERS PREPARED
FOR NRC PIPING REVIEW COMMITTEE

The following comments are offered for the position papers prepared for the
USNRC Piping Review Committee:

1. Position Paper on Response Combination - R. P. Kennedy

This paper is an excellent summary of the theoretical studies on re-
sponse combination. However, it is too academic and is of little use |

for the piping designer unless a simplified design formula is also pro- |
vided. It ignores the vast amount of historical data which demonstrate

that the existing design rule is adequate for piping and there is no |need to engage in such sophisticated theoretical analysis when there is |
a large safety margin already built in the current design methodology.
We suggest that this paper be used as the basis to justify the simplest
combination method, such as the SRSS, for piping design without any fur-
ther concern on closely spaced modes or high frequency response.

2. Piping System Dynamic and Thermal Stress Response Induced
by Thermal -Hydraulic Transients - J. G. Areadts

; Section 5.3 Modeling considerations - It has not been the industry's
| practice and it has been judged unnecessary to model the pipe support

accurately to include nonlinearities in piping analysis. The degree
of sophistication suggested is not consistent with the level of accur-
acy for the input and present design methods.

C-18
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l

3. Position Paper on Stress Limits / Dynamics Stress, etc. - E. Rodabaugh

We believe that the pipe dynamic motions resulted from seismic and other
dynamic loads typical in a power plant do not justify the use of strain
rate ef fects in the analysis.

Louis Nieh
Consulting Engineer
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

CC: Pat Higgins
Atomic Industrial Forum. Inc.
7101 Wisconsin Ave.
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

SWEC: A. W. Chan
A. L. VanSickel
D. A. VanDuyne

|
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MEMORANDUM FOR: John O'Brien, Chairman I
Task Group on Other Dynamic Loads i

and Combinations
USNRC Piping Review Comittee

! FRON: John R. Fair
i Engineering and Generic

Comunications Branch
: Division of Emergency Preparedness
! and Engineering Response

Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF CONSULTANTS POSITION PAPERS

I have reviewed the consultant's position papers and have the following coments::-
|
'

Stress Limits / Dynamic Stress Allowables for Piping

1. The basic thrust of the paper deals with seismic conservatisms and does.

not address the issue of increased allowable for dynamic loads due to
strain rate effects. The recomendations in this paper would have a
major impact on seismic design and would be more appropriate in the
Task Group on Seismic Design.

2. The paper has two inconsistent recomendations. On page 4 the statement<

is made that, "the SRP's should be revised to say that inelastic analysis
methods are acceptable." Then on page 7 the statement is made, "Accordingly,,

; in our opinion, rigorous inelastic analysis of piping systems is in
an early research stage. An attempt to prescribe generally applicable
stress or strain limits for such analyses is premature and not needed

; at this time." Based on previous experience with piping codes we should
i not endorse analysis methods until we have properly verified codes to
: use for benchnerking purposes.
:

3. The major recomendations in the paper appears to be based on an unpublished
paper by Broman which concludes, "There is insufficient energy in typical
seismic motions to cause the fonnation of primary collapse mechanisms

; in beam spans..." I would like to see this study before accepting this
conclusion. While it seems feasible that this could be demonstrated for'

simple and continuous beam spans where load redistribution and progressive,

| yielding results in large deflections at failure strains, it would be
difficult to extrapolate this study to complex piping geometrics where

* strains could be more localized (elbows, fittings, valves, etc.). It
j should be noted that if the piping systems contained only simple straight

C-20
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beams there would be no problem with stiff systems since reasonably long
spans between supports are possible for these cases even using current
criteria.

4. The paper recomends that current code limits be met in evaluating support
and equipment loads. However, if the stress ranges are permitted to
allow gross plastic deformation in the pipe, how can an accurate evaluation
of support and equipment loads be made? Although it is generally assumed
that loads are reduced when inelastic response occurs, this is not neces-
sarily true for complex structural systems where significant load redis-
tribution may occur.

5. It is not clear from the proposed changes how the Class I fatigue exemption
rules of NB 3200 and NB 3600 will be considered. For example, NB 3200,
which can be used for piping, allows exemption from fatigue analysis
if six conditions are met. These conditions treat thermal, pressure,
and mechanical loads separately. It should be noted that NB 3653(b)
allows the use of NB 3200 when Equation 10 limits are exceeded.

6. The paper recomends a change to NB 3672.6 to allow use of inelastic methods
provided the designer justifies appropriate stress or strain limits. ;

This is an open ended criteria and does not appear appropriate for the {
cookbook section of the code. Also, the question arises as to the appro- 1

priateness of the code stress indices and design fatigue curves if the
recomendations contained in the paper are implemented. These recom-
mendations will allow gross inelastic deflections in the piping system
whereas the code stress and fatigue evaluations are based on gross elastic
behavior.

7. The proposed changes could result in Class 2 stress limits being less
conservative than Class 1 limits. The 51 ksi limit for SSE is equivalent
to an allowable stress range of 6 Sm for A-106 Grade B pipe for earthquake
alone. With the Class 1 fatigue evaluation earthquake will be combined
with thermal including thermal transient effects (the transients are not
evaluated in Class 2) to calculate the total stress range.

8. The effect of these proposed changes along with the items considered by
Task Group on Seismic Design (such as increased damping) may effectively
eliminate all required earthquake restraints. When constraints such as
low nozzle allowables are excluded, the basic problem in seismic piping
analysis is meeting allowables when responses are near the peaks of the
floor response spectra. Since it is difficult to straddle the peak with
a piping system, most designers design for first mode frequencies on
the high frequency side of the peak (typically the first and major building
peak is at 5-6 Hz and the piping system first mode frequencies are greater
than 8 Hz). On the flexible side of the peak accelerations decrease
rapidly with decreasing frequency and the result yielding an almost
constant first mode maximum moment as span length is increased (this
occurs if the accelera. tion decreases linearly with frequency). For purpose
of illustration using the 51 ksi criteria for SSE and assuming a simply
supported piping span, a spectrum peak of 10-20 g's could be tolerated
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at 5 Hz without causing an'cyerstress. I suggest that sample analyses |-

| of actual piping systens be perfonned to assess the impact of these criteria |

changes. The national labs should have sample problems already codeds ,<

and could easily remove or relocate restraints to evaTuate stress allowable
i

or spectrum modification changes. (T:4-
, ' s'

Piping System Dynamic and Thermal Stress Response Induced b'y Themal-Hydraulic
Transients .-

1. The statement on page 17 concerning axial extension o piping segments !i

inducing bending moments needs clarification. I would not expect this i
'

axial extension due to most hydrodynamic loads t) be any greater than |
| the extension due to design internal pressure whfch is not included in
j- ASME code evaluations either. y

, ,

2. The recommendations imply that curre'nt evaluation techniques are inadequate.
If the techniques give unconservative results, we need recommendations
for improvement and assessment of the significance.

,

3. The concern on the number of stress cycles due to S/RV trandents needs
clarification. Typical .S/RV discharge lines are not ASME Class;1 and,

L do not require fatigue considerations for mechanical loads. Is the
recommendation that a fatigue evaluation,be performed on Class 2 and;

3 S/RV discharge lines? . Q
'

Vibrahion loads Considered as a Design Nsis for Nuclear Power Plant Piping
'

'

; ,> .
x

,

|,
1. I do not completely,39ree with the first gene al recommendation.s ' Currently'

BWRs are evaluating effects of the containmerit(respenses due to LOCA
'

on equipment and piping qualification. ; ;*,

The third general recomendation navis to th biphified in terms of how it
.i

2.
would be accomplished and the impa'ct[due toc che charige.'

'!, ).,.
3. The fourth general recomendation does not seem pyactical. Equating or i

extrapolating piping responses from system transients to earthquake
response could not be performed directly shee the load directions, :

'

frequency content, and load magnitudes are 'dtfferen2. The recomendation :

should be more specific in terms of how this wo sid be accomplished.

4. Specifhe recomendation 2 is not consistent with general reconnendation 1.
,

Event Combinatieb Associated with Dynamic Load and Load Combinations Applicable
to Nuclear Power Plcnt Piping -

1. General recomendetion 1 is not supported by the laNfparagraph of Section 2.1.
This recommendation is premature until the results from the Task Group , ,,

on Pipe Break are obtained. General recommendation 2 cannot be impelemented
until the first recomendation is fonnally accepted.: % s ;.

. .

.
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;

2. General recommendations 3 and 4 are generally contained in current SRP
revisions and are implied by GDC 4. I don't think formal revision ofGDC 4 is necessary.

Response Combinaticns

1. The paper cites several methods that have.been proposed for the combination
of model responses and the related accuracy or lack of accuracy of these
methods. !)t 'is not clear, without reading the referenced papers, how
the exact solutions are determined. The discussion references RG 1.60
spectra; however, the input to piping is a floor response spectra developedfrom the building response.( Since the building motion frequency content'
can be significantly different from the ground response, are these studies'

applicable to piping response from actual building motions?
2. In my experience the unconservatism in inertial forces due to high frequency

response of piping systems is more a consequence of model cut-off and
infinite support stiffness assumptions used in the analysis then modal
summation methods. This results in neglecting the rigid body response
of stiff portions of the piping system. I agree with the recommendation
that analysis techniques should be adjusted to account for ZPA forces.

in stiff portions of piping systems.

| k.\

>| ohn R. Fair
,

Engineering and Generic
Communications Branch

Division of Emergency Preparednesss

s
and Engineering Response, IE

cc: R. L. Baer, IE
A. W. Dromerick, IE

,
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- STEVENSOS & ASSOCI ATES
a structural-mechanical consulting engineering firm

9217 hiidwest Avenue . Cleveland. Ohio 44125 . (216) !87-3805 . Teles: 985570

83C1269
0055D

28 February 1984

Dr. John O'Brien
Mechanical Engineering Research Branch
Division of Reactor Safety Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear John:

Per your request enclosed herewith please find my comments on
Rodabaugh's paper. In general I consider it an excellent review of the
problem areas and concur in the reconsnendations concerning ASME Code
changes. I have only three major areas where I differ with his
reconsnendations .

(1) Different safety factors should be used on Service Level B as
compared to Service Level D fatigue analysis limits. For
example the code specifies a " normal' safety factor limit of
20 on cycles and 2 on stress. I suggest for Service Level D
this might be reduced to 10 on cycles and 1.5 on stress.
Otherwise we are not consistent with procedures used with
other Code allowables.

(2) Axial stresses in piping systems subject to differential
support motions in real earthquake appear to be at least as

|important a contributor to failure as bendino stresses. For |_

this reason stresses induced in the piping by SAM (seismic |
support motions) should also include axial effects.

(3) .The more conservative approach taken for supports as opposed
to pipe design in my opinion currently results in over design
of supports with the result that the pipe would be more
likely to fail than the support given a limiting differential
movement of the support. This is contrary to a balanced
design concept where our primary goal is to maintain the i

structural and leak tight integrity of the pipe.
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Or. John O'Brien
27 February 1984
Page 2 - - -

I suggest we might considered action taken by AISC in their
approach to the problem (see attached).

Please advise if you require any clarification of ray comments.

Sincerely,

John D. Stevenson
President

JOS: lap

Enclosure
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DR. N. W. EDWARDS. P.E.
Proe@mt March 2, 1984

NWE-84-037
i

|

Mr. Donald Landers |
Senior Vice President
Engineering Operations
Teledyne Engineering Services
130 Second Avenue
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254

Dear Don:

We have reviewed draft copies of position papers that are being
generated by consultants to the NRC Piping Review Committee Task
Groups on Seismic Design and Load Combinations /Other Dynamic Loads,
and wish to offer comments. You are being contacted because of
our understanding that you are industry's representative on these
Task Groups. We appreciate the effort you and the others, such as
PVRC, are putting forth to make piping analysis methods more
realistic. We agree with th'e majority of the points made in these
papers, but would like to offer the following comments:

1. Position Paper on Response Combinations

By R. P. Kennedy

In this paper, Kennedy endorses the NRC staff position of
absolute sum combination of support group dynamic responses
when using the independent support motion seismic analysis
technique. We believe that this absolute sum rule, when ,

used in conjunction with the already conservative procedures /
methods used for today's seismic analysis, will result in

' unnecessary overall conservatism in seismic design. In other,

|
words, this would be counter to the intent of the Task Group's i

effort to identify more reasonable seismic design rcquire- |l

ments. The absolute sum rule may be appropriate if the other
'

'

|seismic analysis conservatisms are adjusted. Thus, imposi-
tion of absolute sum methods should not take place unless
the other changes are made concurrently. Meanwhile, NUTECH
recommends that the SRSS rule be used in conjunction with
today's analysis procedures. We believe that this recommenda-,

'

tion is consistent with the preliminary recommendation made
;

by Brookhaven at the January PVRC Steering Committee Meeting
in Fort Lauderdale.

|
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| tr. Donald Landers March 2, 1984
i 'oledyne Engineering Services NWE-84-037

Page Two

Limiting the Use of Snubbers in Nuclear Power Plants'
Safety Related (Seismic Categorv I) Pioing Systems
By J. D. Stevenson

Stevenson states that a snubber reduction in the range of
25 to 40 percent would be needed to offset the cost of the
analysis effort, and that such a reduction might be possible
if more realistic analysis procedures were adopted (such as
higher damping, dynamic stress allowables, and so forth).
This may be valid for those plants initially designed with
just enough snubbers to enable the piping to meet code
requirements. However, in our experience several plants
have a considerable number of snubbers that could have
been eliminated if a more complete analysis had been per-
formed in the initial design phase. Examples are: use of

.

snubbers at locations where piping thermal displacements
are small, and at locations immediately adjacent to rigid
supports and equipment. Some of these snubbers can beeliminated and others replaced by rigid struts for a small
analysis cost.

We agree that there is a cost benefit consideration to be
made by a utility in addressing the snubber question.
We think that substantial snubber reductions can be achievedfor less cost than the 30 to 40 percent mentioned above.
Some snubbers can be removed for very little cost, and this
should be done right away. Further reductions can be real-
ized in conjunction with a comprehensive seismic reanalysis.
There is a point of diminishing return in cost benefit con-
siderations, but we are more optimistic about the potential
reduction in snubbers than has been reflected in Stevenson'spaper.

In the same paper, Stevenson proposes that a minimum pipe
support gap (i.e., .125 inches) would be beneficial for
seismic response. This may mislead some into thinkingthat large gaps would not be a concern. Until more test i

'

and/or analysis data on the effects of gap sizes for all
loadings (including water hammer) become available, it may
be prudent to also recommend a reasonable maximum gap size.

In this and several of the other position papers, the issue
of excess snubbers for seismic design is emphasized; yet
in his load combination paper Stevenson identifies other
dynamic loads, such as water hx=mer, as being appropriate
for consideration. We agree that consideration of other

C-27
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-Mr. Dor.ald Landers March 2, 1984
Teledyne Engineering Services NWE-84-037

Page Three'

loads such as water hammer should be addressed in design
of piping and supports (including snubbers). However, loads
for water hammer are not well defined, nor are the analysis
methods correlated with the phenomenon.

In the past, conservative loads and approaches to combining
loads were used to avoid rigorous evaluation of every event
scenario imaginable. This was cost prohibitive, and tools
did not exist to perform the analyses. With today's analy-
tical capabilities, more rigorous event combinations can
be performed; but in so doing, it is appropriate to more
accurately define the load as well as the time relationship
for the events being combined.

3. Consulting Paper on Seismic Design of Piping

'

By R. P. Kennedy

We-agree with Kennedy's position that one earthquake analysis
,

is sufficient. We favor the concept of using SSE for the
'

analysis, adding a provision for inclusion of seismic anchor
motion secondary stresses for ASME Code Service Levels C and D.

j I hope that NUTECH's comments will enable you to add to the other
industry input being provided. It would be a very positive action
if peer review were possible on more of these Task Force efforts.
If you or any of the committee members have any questions on these
comments, please call me, Jon Arterburn (404-955-1275), or Vic
Weber (408-281-6229).

Sincerely,EdaatAlam,

i Norman W. Edwards

|

NWE/bjm

cc: Mr. S. Hou (USNRC)
Dr. J. O' Brian (USNRC)

| C-28
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MEMORANDUM FOR: John O'Brien Chainnan
Task Group on Other Dynamic Loads

and Load Combinations
U.S. NRC Piping Review Committee

FROM: Mark Hartzman
Mechanical Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering, NRR

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON THE POSITION PAPER ON RESPONSE COMBINATIONS
BY R. P. KENNEDY

This paper is a very good summary of current research in the technique of
response spectrum analysis, and as such, it deserves further detailed
study. However, based on the work done by BNL it seems to me that the
important question is not the method for combining modal responses, but
the method for combining group responses. I would therefore like to
recommend the following modifications to Table 3.

1. Abandonment of all modal combination techniques except the SRSS
algorithm. This will also take care of the question of the order of -

combinations for direction and mode. Since both are combined by
SRSS, the order is irrelevant.

2. Include the high-frequency rigid body effects as outlined in the
Appendix. |

3. All supports are to be taken as elastic, that is, to have finite
stiffness. Backup steel should be included in calculating the
stiffness, if appropriate.

H Hoh=w
Mark Hartzman
Mechanical Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering, NRR

I

9
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TABLE 3

SUGGESTED REVISION TO RECOMMEND ALGORITHM FOR COMBINING
RESPONSES USING THE INDEPENDENT SUPPORT MOTION RESPONSE

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS METHOD

A. Inertial or Dynamic Components (primary)

1. For each mode and for each input motion direction:
Combine group responses by absolute sum (ABS).

2. For each response quantity'and each input motion direction:
Combine modal responses by SRSS.

3. For each response quantity:
Combine input motion direction responses by SRSS.

This can be summarized as:
|

GROUP (ABS)-MODES (SRSS)-DIRECTIONS (SRSS)

B. Support Displacement or Pseudo-Static Components (secondary):

1. For each group, calculate maximum absolute response for each
input direction.

2. Combine fo'r all groups by absolute sum.
{

3. Combine for input directions by SRSS.

C. Total Dynamic Responses |

Add dynamic and pseudo-static components by SRSS.

Note: 1. For the design of piping, only the dynamic components are I

considered as primary. For piping or equipment support, |

both dynamic and pseudo-static components should be |
considered as primary. I

2. Supports should not be considered rigid for any frequency.
(Model actual stiffness of support.)

'

3. High frequency modal effects should be included as outlined
in the attachment.
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Attachment

Recommended Procedure for Inclusion of High Frequency Modal Effects

1. Determine the modal responses only for those modes with natural
frequencies less than that at which the spectral acceleration
approximat'ely returns to the ZPA.

2. For each degree-of-freedom included in the dynamic analysis,
determine the fraction of degree-of-freedom (DOF) mass included
in the sumation of all of the modes included in Step 1. This
fraction F for each degree-of-freedom i is given by:

9

mA A k A.i"
where W

m is each mode number
M is the number of modes included in Step 1.
PF is the participation factor for mode m and group n.

pm"1" is the eigenvector value at DOF i for mode m and
group n.

3. Determine the fraction of DOF mass K not included in theg
sumation of these modes:4

j $ -(K F=
,

where

| I5 equals one if DOF i is in the direction' of the earthquake
| input motion and zero if DOF i is a rotation or not in the

direction of the earthquake input motion.

If, for any DOF 1 | Kj exceeds 0.1 the response from higher
modes should be combined with those in Step 1.

|

4. Calculate the pseudo-static inertial forces associated with the
. summation of all higher modes for each DOF i, given by:
|

| Pj = ZPA *M * K
9 9

where

P is the force or moment to be applied at4
| degree-of-freedom (DOF), i
|

| M is the mass or mass moment of inertia associated withy
DOF i
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S. Analyze the structure statically for this set of pseudo-static
inertial forces applied at all of the degrees-of-freedom to {
determine the maximum responses associated with the high |

frequency modes not included in Step 1. )

i

1
,

|

1

i

i

I
;

!
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March 21, 1984

Mr. John O'Brien
Mechanical / Structural Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering Technology
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
United States Nuclear Regulatory Consnission

.' Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear John,4

i - I have reviewed the Position Paper " Vibration Loads Considered as a De' sign
Basis for Nuclear Power Plant Piping," by John Stevenson dated January 1984.

'

and have the following comments.

Page 1. Footnote (2)
,

The new changes to the Code fatigue curves, which now extend beyond 106
'

cycles, have changed the endurance limit for nuclear components from 106 to
'

that point at which increased number of cycles does not require reduced
alternating stress to preclude a fatigue failure.

! Page 1. 1st Paragraph

As we are all aware, building structure vibrations associated with sup-
pression pool hydrodynamic loading has been considered for some time in BWR;

Mark II and III plants. Loads associated with aircraft impact, etc., have
j not been analytically used for designing piping systems in the U.S.
.

Page 2. Section 2.1

The discussion on hydrodynamic loads is extraneous since it is now con-
sidered.

Page 3. Section 2.1, 2nd Paraoraph
'

I have not studied the references in detail but, I think what is being said
is that at high frequencies insufficient energy exists in the loading to
produce failure of the piping. Certainly, the best measure of response and
loading in a piping system is displacement. The subsequent loads produced
by that displacement result in a stress level that can be compared with an
allowable value. At high numbers of cycles the displacement (and subse-
quent stress) need only result in stresses beyond the endurance limit to be
of concern. For socket welded systems the displacement of concern is
significantly les.s than that for a butt weld system because of the high
stress concentraitons that occur at socket welds. We must be cautious in
addressing high cycle vibration problems in a general fashion. Just as
pointed out in my conuments on Everett's paper, I think the vibration
problem is best dealt with by providing design tools up front,. continuing
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PTELEDYNE
ENGINEERING SERVICES

Mr. John O'Brien (NRC) I

March 21, 1984
Page Two

to require preoperational testing, and enforcing plant operating personnel
to report on vibrating systems during plant operation. Preoperational
testing should, as a minimum, include those systems which experience tells |
us are roblems. For example, feedwater systems have been a problem prior ;

There is a 1950 or 1955 paper by GE on feedwater j
to n ear power.
vibration problems in fossil units. It's not new - yet we still have i

problems.

Page 4. Section 3.1 (1)

As discussed in my second coment, hydrodynamic suppression pool loads for
Mark II and III BWR's are considered in piping design.

Page 4. Section 3.1 (3)

This may not be the total solution. See my discussion on Section 2.1, 2nd
Paragraph.

Page 4. Section 3.1 (4)

Testing is great if you know what the load input really is.

Pages 5 and 6. Item 1. Last Sentence

In order to do this (exclusive of earthquake) the test procedure would have
to be rather f:xtensive and more elaborate than is currently used. This may
not be the way to go.

In general there is not much in this paper that is of significance. The
discussion on deflection or velocity versus acceleration is meaningful but
more study needs to be done since no real recomendations are made. Vibra-
tion due to system operation has been a continuous problem and current
approaches have not solved it. More work needs to be done in this area as I
have already pointed out in my letter of March 14th on Everett's paper. |

I

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. .,

Very truly yours,
. . . . .

TELEDYNE ENGINEERING SERVICES

M
Donald F. Landers
Senior Vice President

DFL/1h
'
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March 14, loS4

,

Mr. John O'Brien
Mechanical / Structural Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering Teche. ology
Office of Nuclear Reg.latory Research
United States tioclear Rt;ulatory Cow.ission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear John,

I appreciate all of the reports that you have been forwarding to me and I
plan on reviewing and contr.enting on as many as possible in time for the
conenents to be of any value in preparing your draf t report. The following

; are consnents on the February 10, 1984 report by E. C. Rodabaugh on " Stress
Limits / Dynamic Stress Allowables

| Page 1. Section 1.0, 4th Paragraph

The Code does not provide stress limits for Desiy Conditions which cause
| plasticity in the piping for ferritic material. The older rules for Class

2/3 (and B31.1) limited the allowable stress for Design Conditions to Shi

(2/3 Sy or 1/3 Su, whichever is lower). The most recent changes to Class
2/3 to bring Equation (8) in line with Class I uses an allawable of 1.5 Sh
which can result in longitudinal stresses reaching the minimum yield value
of the material.- '

Page 7, 2nd Paragraph from Bottom

Rigorous inelastic analysis is not in an early research stage. It has been
pe #ormed for piping and 'other components for a number of years, particu-
larly in the liquid metal field. The problem is that this approach is not
economically reasonable for all LWR piping. Strain limits have been
established in Code Cases for high temperature piping and in Appendix F for
inelastic analysis. The basis for these, or the margin, is perhaps not
well defined. However, for accident conditions, or for detail function-
ality, accumulated strain in the order of 55 has been used. I would agree
that inelastic analysis of piping systems should not be used for design of
LWR piping but we should not legislate against it for certain situations.

Page 9.1st Paragraph

Equation (9) controls inertial earthquake moments in all cases and can be
used to control anchor motions at the option of the designer. If anchor
motions are not used in Equation (9), they must be considered in Equation
(10) or (11). Standard practice for Equation (10) or (11) is to add 1/2
range of earthquake moments (anchor motion indu:ed) to the range of thermal
expansian moments or to use the rarge of ea-th A t anchor rotist, m: .ents,
whichever is greater.

.
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Mr. John O'Br ier. (f.M |
March 14, 1984
Page 2

Pace 9. 3rd Paragraph. Section 2.2.1

1 believe Appendix N talks about 10 significant earthquake cycles per
event. With respect to the remainder of 2.2.1, I always have problems when
an authoe takes one load ar.d does ar. ar alysis with it. It is similar to

aptlyino cyclic pressure te a co ponent to f ail the co tponent in 20 er 30
cycles. The f act is that the magnitude of pressure required is not allo.ed
by other Code rules. In the case of this work that is not entirely true,
but the fatigue evaluation for Class 1 piping will require consideration of
other loads which are ccabined with the seismic event in accordance with
the Dynamic Specification. Further, Tables 2 and 3 should include pressure
effects (2500 psi and 1500 psi to reflect PWR and BWR conditions) and some
estimate of weight effects (say 2000 psi). This would change the Table 2
results dramtically.

Page 15. Section 2.2.2. 3rd Paragraph

I recognize that Rodabaugh and Moore feel that the Class 1 piping fatigue
evaluation is only acceptable because it compares well with the B31.1
approach. However, the rules were drafted based on NS-3200 criteria and
stress determination techniques and the fact that they compare well points
out (in my mind) that fatigue failure, and protection against it, is not a
new phenomenon. Whether one test material specimens and develops design
curvesp. to accommodate fabrication techniques or test components and
develops a design curve we end up at essentially the same point. Equation
(4) on Page 15 was not the basis for Class 1 fatigue rules or the accep-
tance thereof. As an aside, the relative agreement between Class 1 and
831.1 speaks well for the brilliance of the authors of the 831.1 rules.

Page 17

I would support approach numbers (3) and (4) but I disagree with the
allowable stress limits used in (4).

Page 18

Thismaybewheremyproblemswith(4)comefrom. Since i = C K2/2, then I2
don't think we need to again divide the stresses (102 ksi and 64.4 ksi) by
2. We use a range of moment (Mg) but we multiply it by an i value which ,$
already contains the 1/2 factor and the resulting stress is an amplitude
and not a range.

Page 22. Section 2.3. l.ast Paragraph

I am not sure that history agrees with preoperational testing resolving
vibration problems. It may be too early to tell since most plants which
have had vibration failures may not have been subjected to current pre-
cperstional testing requirt .tr.ts. H:. ever, we do kr.: that f ailices occur
and we should gather that information, deter r.ine causes and provide
guidance to the industry for use in the design stage to preclude failure.
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M JoSr. O'Erien (M:)
March 14, 1964-
Page 3

:

; Page 23, Section 2.4,-1st Paragraph
I This is not a true presentation of Code criteria but it's not worth worry-

ing about. Everett's bottom line here is true, earthquake anchor displace-
rants are not put into Equation (9) of Class 1. In the last sentence th.isstatenent is true for pressure boundary but not for the supports.,

:

Page 25. Section 2.4.1, 1st Paraccaph
i

This is a much better dissertation on Code rules, particularly Design vs.
; Level A, etc. However, as 1. read on, the discussion with respect to Levels

C and D is out of order since the Design Specification and the FSAR spell
i out what events are considered in C and D and this interpretation of the
j Code rules does not agree with anyone else. In fact, Code interpretations
; have been written in this area which clearly point out that only inertial

moments need to be considered for Levels C and D.;

] Pages 26 and 27

'

I have not read this in detail and I'm sure I would not agree totally with
the precise wording change. However, I do object to deleting F-1430. This
should not be done since there are a number of reasons why I may want to use
Appendix F, particularly for inelastic analysis. If you want to restrict,

! use of Appendix F to other than SSE, then maybe I would grudgingly agree.

| Page 30 and on. Section 2.5
t

| ! don't think anyone would support strain rate effects for an earthquake
event and I think this report should say that. For other dynamic loads I'

would agree with the last paragraph on Page 38.

Now, a general comment. I vigorously support the conclusion of the author
to remove earthquake from primary stress consideration and to deal with it
in a fatigue / plastic ratcheting sense. I think we need to look at assuring'

ratcheting protection a little more closely. It would be more presentable
tu me if the paper made recommendations and defended them on a plant
realistic basis and did not spend a lot of time trying to outwit the Code.

Hope the above helps and I will try to review the others soon.

Very truly yours,

TELEDYNE ENGINEERING SERVICES

Donald F. Landers
Senior Vice President

DFL/1h
C-37
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Review & Synthesis Associates
Spencer H. Bush, P.E. e 630 Cedar / Richland, Washington 99352

June 21, 1984

Dr. John O'Brien
Mechanical / Structural Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering Technology, NRR
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop ll30-SS
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear John:

COMMENTS ON DRAFT REPORT OF TASK GROUP ON OTHER
DYNAMIC LOADS AND LOAD COMEINATIONS, USNRC

Enclosed are my general and specific comments concerning the
subject report. One general comment has to do with its

I recognize that the sections were written byunevenness.
several people; however, Section 8 in particular differs
markedly from the other sections.

One other suggestion pertains to Section 9. All of theforeign information is included in this section in contrast
to a comparison of foreign approaches to a given area such
as water hammer. It doesn't appear to impact on the recom-
mendations and could easily become an appendix.

A technical editor whose primary function was to develop a
uniform format could markedly improve the " readability" of
the report.

Very truly yours,

t.

h
Spencer H. Bush, P.E., Ph.D.
Consultant
REVIEW & SYNTHESIS ASSOCIATES

.. e*

SHB:dp
Enclosure

cc w/ enc: L. C. Shao
R. H. Vollmer

Telephone: Business - (509) 375 2223 & 375-3749 / Home - (509) 943-0233
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DRAFT REPORT OF
TASK GROUP ON OTHER DYNAMIC LOADS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

General Comments

e As noted in the cover letter, the variability of language in
the text reduces readability.

e You have recommendations only. Should have conclusions to
serve as bases for the recommendations?

I could argue that some omitted recommendations have moree
impact than those in the Executive Summary.

For consistency, should you pull all conclusions (?) ande
recommendations together into one section (a la NUREG-1061,
Vol. 1)? )
Section 4, Page 2 -- The statement in the long paragraph re:e
"...although special attention must be directed towards main-
taining the reliability of heavy component supports.." is
important. If covered in SRP's, it should be cited.

* Section 4.3, p. 3, bottom 1. The blanket statement "There is
a general consensus that anticipated water hammer events should
be combined with earthquakes and plant dynamic events" may be
true; however, I'm in doubt as to whom makes up the consensus.

| Clarify.

e Section 4.3, p. 4. . . . to the prevailing view. . . " . Whose"

prevailing view? NRC, industry?

e Section 4.5, Item 11. I don't understand the citation of
heavy component supports here. The remainder should bc
Klecker's.

e Section 5.2, p. 2. What is the difference between SRP and
BTP? They used to be the same,

e Section 5.3, p. 4, 1st 1. "... unanimous opinion...". Is this
really the case?

e Section 5.3, p. 4, last 1. It repeats the top of p. 3. Okay?

e Section 5.4, pp. 5-6. I have problems with format. Bullet ,

Iat top of Page 5 apparently is a lead into the following two
headings--or is it three? The third heading can be read as
under independent inputs. If the third applies, do the next
two bullets revert to major items? I assume they do, but it's
confusing.

Section 5.5, p. 6, first bullet. Where is the justificatione
for this work--and why?
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e Section 6.2, p. 2, last 1. In passing, ASME XI permits credit
for strain hardening.

e Section 6.3, p. 4. Clarifies application of >10% increase
cited in the Executive Summary.

* Section 7.4, 1 in quotes. As written, this infers you can
ignore water hammer if not specified in Design Specifications,

e Section 7.4, p. 3. Items a through h are apples, oranges,
bananas, etc.; e.g., a, b, d, f are one category; c, e are
another, g 7, and h another. It could be written more clearly.

* Section 7.5, p. 5. Item b is h above. Why not drop h?

Section 8 is markedly different in format and much harder toe
follow. It needs extensive editing, or the other sections
need beefing up.

* Section 8.2, p. 2. The paragraph starting " unanticipated vibra-
tory loads" is ambiguously phrased.

e Section 8.3, p. 3, bottom 1. How do you test for unanticipated
loads?

e Section 8.4. Types 1, 2 and 3 vibratory loads need defining.

e Appendix A. I'm confused as to why this is included.

Specific Comments

Recommendation 4 under Executive Summary is a subset of # 3e
if I believe the body of your report. (Also note algebra.)

,

1

e Recommendation 5 is ambiguously phrased. The >10% refers to
oy, but can be inferred to be c .

Shouldn't Items 2 and 6 follow one another to highlight watere
hammer?

e The point isn't made as to how Item 10 differs from current
practice.

i

e Under 3.2, Item 3, and in the body of the text, I don't come
away with the significance and need for the action.

e If 3.2, Item 5, is important, shouldn't it be in 3.17

e Section 4.4, first bullet. Isn't the long-term effects item
more logically in Shou Hou's writeup?

e Section 4.4, second bullet. Either this should be handled by
TGPB or it should be clarified ret sizing containment, etc.
Certainly the last portion is Klecker's responsibility.
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|

e Section 4.4, 3rd bullet. This is phrased to be optional
assuming it is specified in the Design Specifications. |

'Wouldn't it be better to recommend its inclusion in the
4 !

Design Specifications?
|

i e Section 4.4, Item iii. This will require amendment which
is a major effort, yet it isn't in the Executive Summary.

e Section 5.2, p. 2. SRP or Reg. Guides.

e Section 5.3, p. 4, 12. Reputable evaluations
,

e Section 5.4, p. 6. Regulatory Guide 1.92

e Section 8.4, p. 3, last line. in/ order f

f e Section 8.5, p. 6. transients

; e Section 8.5, p. 8, Item 1, last line. progrfam

o Section 9.0, p. 4. maximum or maxima?;

I Section 9.0, p. 17. Paper /ande

e Section 9.0, p. 20, 6.1. surfvey

Comments on Appendices (Other Than A After Section 9)

With regard to the appendices, * didn't spend a great deal of
|

time on format, editing, etc. I read them for flavor and con-
centrated on those where I fr.it most comfortable, obviously, I
made no attempt to check mcdel or mathematical validity. The

,= following comments are more for flavor.

J. D. Stevenson. On page 6, I can't follow the logic in the bottom |
;
' paragraph regarding SSE loadings on BWR recirculation pump and l

I

,

pump support failure. Supposedly, it was covered in UCRL-15340
| but I couldn' t unearth it. There appears to be an extrapolation |

from the lack of design of the recirculation pump for DEGB to |
i

| the SSE. Perhaps it should be clarified. j

I

| R. P. Kennedy. This paper gives a good overview of the current

|
status of dynamic load criteria as well as ongoing work at BNL,
etc. My basic question is one of charter. Both this and the

i preceding appendix could easily apply to the Seismic Design Task
| Group. Is there a clear definition of scope for each Task Group?

I could not get the recommendations to track the body of the
report.

E. C. Rodabaugh. Page 3 makes the point that ASME III is mute
regarding handlir.9 dynamic loadings such as SRV's. Isn' t this

a significant item, particularly if handled inelastically? I

assume this is emLtdied in 3.2. I'm surprised 3.2 doesn't appear
under-6.4.(.
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Al Serkiz. I'm not in general agreement with the philosophy
expressed.in the Water Hammer Appendix; therefore, I'll not
Comment.

R. C. Guenzler. In essence, this appendix accepts the status
quo with the possible exception of fatigue loads. The one
problem I see is that any analytic solution assumes a priori
that both design and fabrication of the pipe-to-valve joint is
correct. Two of our more dramatic failures occurred when this
was not the case.

J. D. Stevenson. Much of the meat in Section 8 is lifted directly
from this appendix. I'm not in favor of being so specific as a
general rule, feeling that is the responsibility of the implement-
ing organization. Some of the changes strike me as relatively
trivial; however, I'm not prepared to argue pro or con.
Commentators. I could predict from the tenor of some letters
what axes were being ground. I'm afraid I consider some responses
as being politically rather than technically motivated.

SHB:dp
6/21/84
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STONE 6 WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
CHERRY HILL OPERATIONS CENTER

3 EXECUTIVE CAMPUS. P.O. BOX 52o0
CHERRY HILL. NEW JERSEY o8o34

TWX: 710-8924147
viase2o:4e ; . .;.,,,,,,,,:!:'*"..

'":::' "'" " ' ::".",'*, ..
* * *: *"'.'O*'".'o'.',*.*.g ,;.;.,.......

...........c.

Mr. John O'Brien, Chairman June 28, 1984
Task Group on Other Dynamic
Loads and Load Combinations
U.S. NRC Piping Review Comittee
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Mail Stop NL 5650

Dear Mr. O'lcien:

COMMENTS ON EVALUATION OF OTHER DYNAMIC LOADS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS'
(NUREG-1061, VOLUME IV, DRAFT) U.S. NRC PIPING REVIEW COMMITTEE

Please let us compliment the Task Group and your effort to reduce the
postulated conservatism inherent in the dynamic analysis procedures of
piping systems.

The following coments are offered for the NUREG-1061, Volume IV (Draf t)
prepared by the U.S. NRC Piping Review Committee:

1. Evaluation ot' flawed (Degraded) Ductile Piping

Unless physicrily justified in special case (s), postulation
of flawed (degraded) Category I piping, as recomended by
Sections 3.2.2, 4.5.111, 7.4h, and 7.5.h is not warranted.
A generic study to evaluate the responses of ductile piping
with postulated flaws to the waterhamer or seismic loads
will yield only trivial results. The value impact to the
industry on these recomendations needs to be assessed.

2. Waterhamer ;

Section 4.3 states that anticipated waterha m er events should
be combined with earthquakes and plant dynamic events. We
suggest that the SRSS method be mentioned as appropriate for
combining these dynamic effects for the concurrent events.
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J0'B June 78, 1984

Sections 4.3 and 7.4 discuss unanticipated waterhammer events,

in a very confusing manner. We suggest that unanticipated or
accident events not be included in the design basis, but that
all probable waterhammer events be clearly identified and

; included in the design basis.

I In Section 7.4, crossing the disciplinary nature of waterhammers
that identifies the exemplary major events, appears to be out
of place and/or incorrect.

,

i

; 3. Independent Support Motion Method

Clarifications, references, and acceptance criteria are:
'

needed on the suggested " Group", " Group Responses", and
| " Algebraic Summations".
G

,
4. High-Frequency Response Combinations

Definition of high-frequency responses and the justification
of algebraic summation are needed. Since most of the modes in
a large piping system are closely spaced and governed by the
present absolute summation rule, an option to allow SRSS for

i all high-frequency modes as proposed by BNL should be studied.

5. Nonlinear Analysis

Generally, nonlinear analysis is a time history analysis,
which should not be tied to frequency as stated in 3.1.8. The

| concept of limit stop (gap between pipe and support) is useful
i in pipe rupture analysis (whip and jet impingement), but it is
j not practical for a nonlinear analysis of the piping system as

stated in 8.4.(3).
(

) 6. Strain Rate Effects
:
#

Recommendation No. 5 in Section 3.1: Strain rate effects
I should not be considered for dynamic loading of piping in
' nuclear power plants. We suggest this recommendation be

deleted.
~' " "

In Section 6 we don't agree with strain rate effects being ap-'
.

i propriate for piping in nuclear power plants. Paragraph 6.4,
| ' 2nd item - Do not add the statement to Section 3.6.2 iii 2.a -

of Standard Review Plant.- We don't agree that up.to 10
percent increase is appropriate either.

|

I
s

-
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June 28, 1984 |
JO'B

!

,

7. Additional Studies

To adopt the PVRC Task Force recommendation of compositeo
ARS, i.e., use of 5 percent damping for frequencies 410
Hz, 2 percent damping for frequencies > 20 Hz, and use
linear interpolation between 10 and 20 Hz.

When postulated rupture of reactor coolant loop piping ,

o
may be excluded from the design basis, why is this,

exclusion limited to short term effects only? Perhaps
more investigations should be conducted to better define
the need to consider this effect for containment and
compartment pressurization offects.

<

Very truly yours,

f M* M

louis Nieh
Consulting Engineer

J.L. Bitner, Chairman
CC: Pat Higgins PVRC Subcommittee Dynamic AnalysisAtomic Industrial Forum, Inc..

of Pressure Components
7101 Wisconsin Ave.

^ Bethesda, MD 20814 Westinghouse Electric Corporation;

P.O. Box 355 (PC-2)
Pittsburgh, PA 15230

,

;

I
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6835 VIA DEL ORO * SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95119 e PHONE M08) 629-9800 * TELEX 352062w
DR. N. W. EDWARDS, P.E.

Proeident N E8 0

Mechanical / Structural Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering Technology
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention: Dr. John A. O'Brien, Chairman
i

Task Group on Other Dynamic Loads and
Load Combinations

US NRC Piping Review Committee

Subject: Review of Draft Task Group Report

Reference: March 2,1984 Letter, N. W. Edwards to D. Landers,
Providing Comments on Task Group Consultant Position Papers

Dear Dr. O'Brien:

We at NUTECil appreciated the opportunity to review the draft Task Group Report made
available via your May 30,1984 memo. Several of our engineers have reviewed the Staff
recommendations, foreign information, and consultant position papers provided.
Although we believe the Staff recommendations made in this draft still leave large
amounts of selective conservatism in the piping design process, we also recognize that
significant improvements are proposed. The Task Group draft report does suggest some
"first steps" to be taken. The key point is that the process of establishing Staff position
statements, aimed at act.ieving an improved balance in the piping design process, should
begin right away with whatever materialis acceptable to support some change.

The NUTECl! comments provided in Reference 1 would still apply to the materialin the
Task Group report. We all must keep in mind that this Task Group report addresses only
one segment of the factors that can influence the overall design. One of the major
reasons nuclear plant piping design is in need of some " overhaul" is because there has
been a tendency to focus too much attention on single technicalissues or on very narrow
aspects of the design process, causing a lack of consideration for the overall balance
needed. It is hoped that a lesson has been learned and appropriate consideration will be
given to other Task Group inputs when the Piping Review Committee compiles the single
set of criteria statements for use in evaluating plant piping designs.

It is important to follow up on the work undertaken by the Piping Review committee and
its task groups. Although the effort to date has been substantial, there will be additional
issues which should be resolvable when considering the compensating aspects of other
factors or with minimal additional study. We encourage the involvement of
representatives who actually perform the design process for these programs and future
programs of this type.
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Dr. John A. O'Brien Page Two

Thank you for allowing us this opportunity to provide comments. NUTECH would be
pleased to be an active participant in this sort of activity for the other task groups, or
any other related activity affecting the material-structural-mechanical aspects of
nuclear plant design.

Very truly y ,

,

% /

I N. . Edwards

NWE/d

,

i

!

!
.

:
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@ pSE-84-056

a.r et er I"..
Westinghouse Water Reactor
Electric Corporation Divisions ['||';.,,..,,,,.,. ,

June 26, 1984

Mr. J. A. O'Brien, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Mail Stop NL-56150
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. O'Brien:

SUBJECT: Comments on Draft NUREG-1061 Vol. IV - Evaluation
of Other Dynamic Loads and Load Combinations

The NRC Staff recommendations in the subject draf t NUREG represent a
significant step forward in piping design by taking advantage of the
latest available technical data and expert opinions. We are pleased to
have the opportunity to provide comments on this draft NUREG.
Attachment 1 provides comments on the NRC Staff recommendations for
revison to present criteria and additional study. These concents
represent our major concerns about the new positions. Attachment 2
provides comments on the technical papers in Appendix A of NUREG-1061.
In addition, a meeting between Westinghouse and the NRC Staff has been
scheduled to discuss details and definitions that would become a part
of future NRC criteria.

If further clarification of our comments is needed, please contact us.

Very truly yours,

K. ng, ager Approve : +'r
Piping System ngineering . A. Bartol Manager

Engineering Mechanics

/hmb
cc: T. C. Esselman

J. J. McInerney
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ATTACHMENT 1

i

Westinghouse coments and suggestions are provided along with major
concerns on the following areas:

1. Executive Summary

2. Response Combinations

Major Concerns

a. There is too much emphasis on absolute sum method for ISMA

which leads to excessive conservatism.

b. There is no specific method described for calculating the
high frequency mode response for the ISMA method.

c. The method of combination of groups for dynamic and pseudo-
static responses should be the same.

d. The method of modal combination should allow for algebraic
signs in the closely-spaced modes.-

3. Stress Limit / Dynamic Allowables
4. Event Combinations

i
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ATTACHMENT 1

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Section 3.1, Item 3:

We believe that "the support motion method" is intended to mean
the seismic spectral analysis method for structures subject to
non-uniform excitation". Further, any such method has a very
detailed set of requirements for phasing characteristics.

2. Section 3.1, Item 4:
This should precisely define and specify what is meant by "present
square root sum of the squares", and "any combinational sequence".
Alternatively, this item can refer the reader to another reference
for the precise definition and specification.

~

3. The title of Draft NUREG-1060 Vol. IV contains the word "other".
Use another appropriate word (s) in place of "other".

4. The draf t NUREG-1060 Vol. IV uses the following phrase or a phrase
similar to the following phrase at many places throughout the body
of its contents:
" Multiply supported piping with " independent" inputs".
It is not clear what the word " independent" means or why it is used.
Does it mean " statistically independent"? It appears that the
intent is to say "non-uniform" inputs.

i
'
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ATTACHMENT 1

2. Response Combinations

a. Section 5.3, Page 3:

Coment on fif th sentence:
Based on more in-depth review, it is Westinghouse strong opinion
that this sentence be replaced with the contents of Technical

Coment A.1 in Attachment 2.

b. Section 5.3, Page 4, Line 5:

- Insert af ter " leading to unconservatisms", the following:

"On the other hand, the Position Paper in Appendix A by R. P.
Kennedy recomends that the combination of groups for the ~

pseudo-static response be performed by retaining, if available,"the
relative phasing of support motions" of the building structures".

c. Section 5.4, Page 5, 2nd Paragraph:
- Wording should be changed to reflect comment A.1 in Attachment 2.

d. Section 5.4, Page 5, 3rd Paragraph:

- Replace the first two sententes of this paragraph with the
following:

" Group responses for pseudo-static response should be combined

in the same manner as for the inertial response".

e. Section 5.5, Page 6:

- Add the following new item:

" Additional effort is needed on the proper treatment of the
pseudo-static component. This component is currently considered
a primary load for several components (e.g., pipe supports), even
though the type of failure for this portion of the response is not '

well defined."

f. Appendix A of " Position Paper on Response Combination" by R. P.
Kennedy, March,1984.

- The equations in Appendix A apply to uniform spectra excitation. !

Acceptable meth,od(s) for high frequency mode response calculation

for the ISMA method should be added. Reference 3 in comment A.1
of Attachment 2 provides one such method.
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3. Stress Limits / Dynamic Allowables

a. Section 6.5, Page 4:

- replace "none" with " Studies should be carried out in testing
of standard piping' components and weldments to determine inelastic
response characteristics and allowable strains. The application
of such allowables and the development of simplified inelastic
analysis methods will provide an accurate and realistic design."

,

.I

1

|

!

.
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4. Event Combinations

Ccrements

The latitude to use probability for event ccebination criteria is a

meaningful step to a more reasonable definiton of faulted load

combinations. It is hoped that as more data is gathered and more
analyses performed that the same philosophy is used and accepted on
auxiliary piping systems. The type of break as well as the postulated
location of the break should be studied with a coordinated philosophy,

based on probabilities used for both. The elimination of arbitrary
intermediate breaks would be a welcome extension to the work on the
elimination of the DEGB on the primarj system.

'lhe reccmmendations on waterhammer are reasonable, but they would be
more useful, if they were more specific.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Westinghouse comments and suggestions are provided on the following
technical papers in NUREG-1061:

'
l. Position Paper on " Stress Limits / Dynamic Stress Allowables

for Piping", by E. C. Rodabaugh.
2. Position Paper on " Response Combinations", by R. P. Kennedy.
3. Position Paper on " Piping System Dynamic and Thennal Stress

Response Induced by Thermal-Hydraulic Transients", by R. C.
Guenzler.

|
4. Position Paper on " Water Hammer and Other Dynamic Loads", by A. W.

Serkiz.
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ITEM 1 - Position Paper on " Stress Limits / Dynamic Stress A11owables

for Piping", by E. C. Rodabaugh

Comments / Concerns

1.'Other issues that should be addressed in developing a new stress

limit / dynamic allowables are:
1

- strain hardening
- cyclic load failure

2. Realistic damping, such as recommended by the PVRC Sub-Cont.ittee
should be allowed to be used in piping analysis. (This will probably
be in another Position Paper).

!

l

-

.
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Item 2 - Westinghouse Comment on "Positien Paper on Response Combinations",

by R. P. Kennedy.

A. Major Technical Comments
1. Section 2.1.1, Page 4, except top nine lines, and entire

Page 5, except last seven lines:
This section relies very heavily on the work by Brookhaven
National Laboratories (BNL). The BNL work has not been widely
studied or evaluated, since Reference 29, on Page R-3, is
not widely available.

A paper by Drs. Subudhi and Beller of BNL (see Reference
(1) below) studied a simple problem and proposed three
methods for combination of grouped responses; namely,
algebraic, square-root-sum-of-squares (SRSS) and absolute
sum. This paper discussed some nreliminary conclusions
regarding the group combination methods and the pseudo-static
component of the responses. It did not provide or discuss
methodology for a more general and yet a practical situation
involving various grouped responses, all of which simply
cannot be subjected to just one of the above three proposed
combination methods.

It should be noted that there is an extensive amount of re-
search and development related to seismic spectral analysis
for structures subject to non-uniform excitation. This re-
search and development has been ongoing for many years in
the U.S.A., as well as abroad. This is evident from the j

papers by Drs. K. M. Vashi and C.-W. Lin (See References

3 and 4 below). In view of this, the write-up in Section
2.1.1 is very limited because it relies on research effort
of only BNL and because it does not utilize other research
and development work mentioned above. This situation is not
acceptable. Our recomendation is sumarized below.

Briefly speaking, use the algebraic combination within a group
and for two or more groups judged to be proportionally related.
The SRSS combination is applicable for groups judged to be
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uncorrelated. Absolute combination may be used only as a

last resort in the absence of another more realistic combina-
tion method. Westinghouse definitions of a group are
illustrated by the following examples; support response
spectra from the same building with similar response spectral j
shape, or spectra at supports with elevations and locations
in close proximity, where it is judged that building responses
from the scre mode dominate.

Based on the above, it is our strong opinion that changes
be considered to Section 2.1.1.

References

1. Subudhi, M., and Bezier, P., " Seismic Analysis of Piping
Systems Subjected to Independent Support Excitation",
Pages 21 to 30 of, " Seismic Analysis of Power Plant

Systems and Components", the ASME 4th National Congress |
on Pressure Vessel & Piping Technology, PVP-Vol. 73, Port-
land, Oregon, June,1983. I

2. Kennedy, R. P., " Position Paper on Response Combinations",

SMA 12209-0B, Structural Mechanics Associates, Newport
Beach, California, December 1983.

3. Vashi, K. M., " Seismic Spectral Analsyis for Structures
Subject to Non-Uniform Excitation", ASME Paper 83-PVP-69,
ASME-PVP Conference in Portland, Oregon,1983.

4. Lin, C.-W., Loceff, F. "A New Approach to Compute Spectrur.

Response with Multiple Support Response Spectra Input",
Nuclear Engineering and Design, 60 (1980), pp 347-352.
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2. Section 2.1.5:
For combination of groupings of supoort displacement (seismic
anchor motions) responses, apply essentially the same approach
as described in various comments above. The only exception

it that there is no modal combination involved.

3. Section 2.2, Page 11, Ecuation 4:

ChangeEjtoS.3

4. Section 3.4, Page 30:

Include another alternative to Rule 2 as follows:

" Alternatively, one may represent the combined response of all
rmodes with frequencies equal to or greater than f by the

full static response of the system subjected to force equal
to mass times the zero period acceleration."

5. Page 31, Table 1:

Since this table reflects the interim NRC recommendations which
are expected to change shortly, we have not provided any detailed
comments.

6. Page 33, Table 3:

Suggest that this table be rewritten to incorporate comments
(1) through (4) above.

7. Section 2.2, Page 9:

Another method of combining closely-spaced modes, which is |

similar to the DSC and CQC methods and is supported by Westing-
house, is described below and is proposed for inclusion in
the NUREG-1061.

In order to account for the effects of any closely-spaced
modes that may be present, the resultant response of interest for
design purposes due to excitation by a given earthquake component
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is obtained by the following modified square-root-sum-of-
squares (SRSS) combination of the corresponding mode-by-mode

maximum responses due to the earthquake component under con-
sideration. In equation form, the modified SRSS combination.

|which degenerates to the regular SRSS combination in absence

of closely-spaced modes, is represented by:

N S d' J III

Rg.[t R +2I I I R Rin'in)ik 4
k.1 j=11 =M not+1

3

where R = value of combined response for ith direction
$

excitation component

R = response for direction 1, made kik

N = total number of modes having frequencies lower
than the zero-period-acceleration (ZPA)

rfrequency f

S nutter of groups of closely spaced modes. The groups.

of closely spaced modes are formed such that the

difference between the frequencies of the last mode

and the first mode in the group does not exceed 10

percent of the lower frequency. Groups are formed

starting from tne lowest frequency and working towards,

successively higher frequencies in such a way that no

one frequency is to be in more than one group.

y lowest modal nurter associated with group j of closelyM .

spaced modes
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highest modal number associated with group j ofN)
=

closely spaced modes

coupling factor defined belowc =
an

2 -1,.,,.
an * El * I I3c

s 'u + s '"ng g n

ug'=ut[1-(s)2p/2g

i
'

0 =E +
1. t ct

d

= frequency of closely-spaced modes t (rad /sec)u g

s = fraction of critical damping in closely-spaced
g

mode 1.

t = duration of the earthquake (sec). This parameter
d

is plant-specific.
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B. Other Technical Coments

1. Section 1.1, Page 1 Item 2: |
The following definition is suggested for use throughout the
report. "High frequency modes are those modes with frequencies
equal to or greater than the frequency at which spectral accelera-
tions begin to reduce to about the zero period acceleration (ZPA)."

2. Section 1.1, Page 1, last four lines:

Regulatory Guide 1.92 does not differentiate between well-spaced
modes, closely-spaced modes or high frequency modes. Note that
the SRP and Regulatory Guide 1.92 require inclusion of all significant
modes including high frequency modes.

3. Section 2.1.1, Page 3:

Suggest that the fourth sentence be deleted since there are many
reasons why the ISMA technique has recently come into vogue, in-
cluding being more realistic and more technically rigorous.

4. Section 2.1.1, Page 3, fifth sentence:

Provide clarification on how a single response spectra is selected
for a group of supports. Confirm that the contributions to the
response of motions at various supports within a group are al-
gebraically combined. (See Major Technical Commer.t (1) in Part A for

clarification).

5. Section 2.3.1, Page 13, same as Coment (1) above.

6. Section 2.3.2, Page 15:

Citrify the meaning of the word relative and its subsequent use

in describing R andR$.P

7. Page 32. Table 2:

A. For grouping method, incorporate the following definition of
a group in place of the one that is in the table:
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"The group of closely-spaced modes is formed such that the
difference between the frequencies of the last mode and the
first mode in the group does not exceed 10% of the lower-
frequency. The group is formed starting from the lowest
frequency and working toward successively higher frequencies
in such a way that no one frequency is to be in more than one
group."

B. Modify the second sentence under C column for 10% methodjk
as follows:

"If modal frequencies uj and "k satisfy the following relation
then Cjk = 1.0:

w) 'k " 0.1 'k and w3 > "k*
"

8. Section 3.1, Page 28, Item 3:

Clarify the meaning of "significant" on Line 10. See also comment
(1) above.

9. 'iection 4, Page R-3:

Include references 3 and 4 from Coment (1) in Part A above.
.

10. Appendix A, Page A-3:

Suggest a change to last sentence as follows:
"The total response from the combined higher modes are then
combined by SRSS rule with the total response from the combined
lower modes."

11. Appendix A

The last paragraph of Section 2 on Page A-2 should be deleted and
replaced with the following:
"If, for all DOF 1, this fraction |K | is equal to or less than 0.1,j
one can exclude Step 3 below and neglect the response from higher

modes (with a > M). If, for any DOF 1, this fraction |K | exceedsg
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ATTACHMENT 2

0.1, one should include the response of higher mode (with
m > M) as described in Step 3 below.

.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Item 3: " Position Paper on Pipino 'ystem Dynamic and Thennal
Stress Response Induced ty Thermal Hydraulic Transients"
by R. C. Guenzler

Comments / Concerns

1. For water (or steam) hammer type events, the time-step for thermal
hydraulic calculations should be equal to or less than the wave travel
time across the smallest fluid volume length. For water slug discharge
events, a time-step that results in stable solutions should be utilized.
Comparison to test data should be made if data is available.

2. Simultaneous valve actuation cases are often investigated. It is

agreed that the probability is small of other opening sequences pro-
I ducing significantly greater loadings.

3. Careful consideration of uncoupled valve / piping thennal hydraulic response
is adequate for system evaluation.

4. From a structural analysis point of view, the time-step size should
be sufficiently small to closely approximate system response to the
applied hydrodynamic forces.

4

'

Suggestions

(None)
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ATTACHMENT 2 |

Item 4: " Position Paper on Water Hamer and Other Dynamic Loads",

by A. W. Serkiz.
|

|

Coments/ Concerns

1. It is agreed that efforts to reduce the incidence of unanticipated
water hammers should continue.

Suggestions

1. The system designer should include any d(finable water hamer event in
the preparation of design and operational specification!, in order
to provide protection against unanticipated water hamers.

1
|

|
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b BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

]{[ ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES. INC.

Structural Analysis Division Upton. Long Isiond. New Y'ork 11973
Department of Nuclear Energy
Building 129 $$ )2447

June 1, 1984

Dr. John O'Brien
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
b650 Nicholson Lane
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Dr. O'Brien:

Dr. M. Subudhi and I have reviewed the preliminary copy of the "Staf f
Recommendations on Response Combinations" transmitted to BNL. We were pleased
to see that the majority of the recommendations we advanced in NUREG/CR-3811
concerning multiply supported piping with independent seismic inputs were
accepted. We feel that the revisions will provide nore realistic estimates of
piping benavior.

Our recommendation that group responses should be combined by the SRSS
method when computing the dynamic component of response was not accepted. '

Instead the absolute sum method, with exceptions when the groups are phase
uncorrelated, or the groups are in different buildings, is being recommended.
We assume that by selecting the absolute sum method the staf f has elected to
assure the conservative prediction of the dynamic component of response. If
that is so, we are conf used with the exception concerning dif ferent buildings.
In our case studies the RHR model incorporated an interface Detween two types
of structure and the BNL model BM2 involved two building structures. For both
of these cases we noted that the degree of conservatism exhibited by the
dynamic response estimates were marketly reduced in the vicinity of the
structure interface. In fact, for these situations only the absolute sum
method could be relied upon to provide conservative response estimates. In
lignt of this, we interpret the staff recommendation as providing leniency in
Just that situation where more stringency may be appropriate.

In the BNL study the degree of phase correlation between support groups
was not assessed. For the two LLNL models, for which the bulk of the results
were developed, the infomation necsssary to pemit this assessment was not
available. However, for supports contained within a single structure it seems
reasonable to assume that the support groups exhibit. phase correlated motions,
at least for the dominant modes. For these situations, cases dere the piping
was contained within a single structure, the preditions of the dynamic com- |

,

ponent of response, by all group combination methods, exhibited increased
levels of conservatism. For these situations the SRSS group combination
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Dr. O'Brien June 1, 1984

method was clearly acceptable and the absolute group combination procedure
very conservative. This finding seems again contrary to the staff reconnenda-
tion which requires absolute summation for phase correlated support group
motions. i

1

As you suggested, M. Subudhi did confer with representatives from :

Westinghou se. Their view concerning groups in different structures or phase
uncorrelated are based on statistical considerations. They have requested a
copy of NUREG/CR-3811 and it is anticipated they will comment on the
recommendations advanced in that report.

In closing, we are pleased that the majority of the recommendations
advanced in NURG/CR-3811 have been accepted, it is our opinion that the
proposed recomnendation requiring absolute summation between support groups in
the computation of the dynamic component of response will increase the level
of conservatism associated with the creponent beyond that inherent in current
practice (envelope spectra method). ' liven that, it is anticipated that
applicants will continue to use the envelope spectra method to compute the
dynamic component of response and will adopt the staff recommendations in all
other aspects.

Sincerely yours,

faut 4f~/
Paul Bezier, Group Leader
Dynamic Response Evaluation Group

Jm
cc: M. Subudhi
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